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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

The present volume contains all the essays
on Flies, or Diptera, from the Souvenirs ento-
mologiques, to which I have added, in order
to make the dimensions uniform with those
of the other volumes of the series, the purely
autobiographical essays comprised in the
Souvenirs. These essays, though they have
no bearing upon the life of the Fly, are
among the most interesting that Henri Fabre
has written and will, I am persuaded, make
a special appeal to the reader. The chapter
entitled The Caddis-worm has been included
as following directly upon The Pond.

Since publishing The Life of the Spider, I

was much struck by a passage in Dr. Chalmers
Mitchell's stimulating work. The Childhood
of Animals, in which the secretary of the
Zoological Society of London says:

'I have attempted to avoid the use of terms
familiar only to students of zoology and to

refrain from anatomical detail, but at the
same time to refrain from the irritating habit

7



The Life of the Fly

IcdT^J!-^'' "'^ '•"<^«" have no know-'edge, no dictionaries and no other booU°
' began to wonder whether r h-A

far in simplifying Z ZZ ,
«""" *°°

fabre essays and in
/„„?'"°'''8y »' "•«

footnotes TthlLlZ^""^'".^ explanatory

ish names of insectra'* """l^er of outland-

when I thought u';„^V'">'.''°"''ts vanished

the first chaSoTXst'o": °^" '^°'^' '""

history which you makeX u
""e natural

-why. while keep"g trS ^alL ^f
""«

o( truth, I avoid you^r scien ^f """ '^"^'"

too often, alas seem»
f^'entific prose, which

Iroquois idiom I'

^""""^^^ ^""^ »me

i-fsh'Jitrm''; nXttf;;' ^'-^^^ "- *-
tjcular, which LrX /ott^a [" ^ilitany, a muJtiMiH^ r.f ^.u •

' '" ^ ^^^^ of
the authon'por ,he ,^^ TuT '""''^'' "-^

niy system of references ,A lu,
%-°"*''"""^

books, whether tranS by mysdft; fK^"Of the following essavrTY, zr
°^''"'-

^PP-red, under an^oRi^tn^r^H^;



Translator's Note
Mail; The Pond, Industrial Chemistry andthe two chapters on the Bluebottle in TheEnglish Review; and The Harmas The PonAond Industrial Chemistry in the New YorkBookman. The others are new to EngTanI

M^L "7f»Pe" or magazines betweenthis date and the publication of the book

R.!i n /"'f
'"°"' '° thank Miss FrancesRodwell for her assistance in the details o"my work and in the verification of the manv

Edt?H r' if
""^ ""y "'"''' "^ ='>»° due tom7

revL^he f^'"•r'"?
^'' ''"" g°°d enoug^to

to Mr. VV. S. Graff Baker, who has n,rformed the same kindly task owards the twochapter, entitled Mathematical Memorie"^"
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CHAPTER I

THE HARMAS

'P'HIS is what I wished for, hoc erat in
-^ T.o/„.. a bit of land, oh, not so very large,but fenced ,n, to avoid the drawbaclcs of a publ

' KtT^: T/'^'"'^T.^'
''^"'"' '"".scorched

b>t of land, favoured by thistles and by Wasps

r KI^'k' ^"^' '"'»'«"« f«" °f being
troubled by the passers-by, I could consult thfAmmophila and the Sphex' and engage in that
difficult conversation whose question^ and an-swers have experiment for their language,
here without distant expeditions that take up

r/rvpT'l'" ."J"
""".8 "'"'''" 'hat strain my

lay my ambushes and watch their effects at
every hour of the day. Hoc era,tZl
res, this was my wish, my dream, always

theW; '''
"'"'''"'"^ ''"° the mistTIf

And it is no easy matter to acquire a labo-

moiJe m" chaps V? r--''' ?' '^"'" »' «"•''-

II



The Life of the Fly

ratory in the open fields, when harassed by a
terrible anxiety about one's daily bread. For
forty years have I foupht, with steadfast cour-
age, against the paltry plagues of life; and the
long-wished-for laboratory has come at last.

What it has cost me in perseverance and re-

lentless work I will not try to say. It has
come; and, with it—a more serious condition—perhaps a little leisure. I say perhaps, for
my leg is still hampered with a few links of
the convict's chain.

The wish is realized. It is a little late,

O my pretty insects! I greatly fear that the
peach is offered to me when I am begin-
ning to have no teeth wherewith to eat it.

Yes, it is a little late : the wide horizons of the
outset have shrunk into a low and stifling can-
opy, more and more straitened day by day.
Regretting nothing in the past, save those
whom I have lost; regretting nothing, not even
my first youth; hoping nothing either, I have
reached the point at which, worn out by the ex-
perience of things, we ask ourselves if life be
worth the living.

Amid the ruins that surround me, one strip
of wall remains standing, immovable upon its
solid base

: my passion for scientific truth. Is
that enough, O my busy insects, to enable

12
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The Harmas

me to add yet a few seemly pages to your
history ? Will my strength not cheat my good
intentions? Why, indeed, did I forsake you
so long? Friends have reproached me for
it. Ah, tell them, tell those friends, who
are yours as well as mine, tell them that
it was not forgetfulness on my part, not weari-
ness, nor neglect : I thought of you ; I was con-
vinced that the Cerceris' cave had more fair
secrets to reveal to us, that the chase of the
Sphex held fresh surprises in store. But time
failed me; I was alone, deserted, struggling
against misfortune. Before philosophizing,
one had to live. Tell them that ; and they will
pardon me.

Others again have reproached me with my
style, which has not the solemnity, nay, better,
the dryness of the schools. They fear lest a
page that is read without fatigue should not al-

ways be the expression of the truth. Were I to
take their word for it, we are profound only
on condition of being obscure. Come here, one
and all of you—you, the sting-bearers, and
you, the wing-cased armour-clads—take up my
defence and bear witness in my favour. Tell
of the intimate terms on which I live with you,
of the patience with which I observe you, of

»A species of Digger Wasp. Cf. Insect Life: chaps vi to
xii and XVI.—Translator's Note.

13



The Life of the Fly

lour evidence is unanimous; yes, mv Da^es
though they bristle not with hollowTorS
nor learned smatterings, are the exact narra-
tive of facts observed, neither more nor less;and whoso cares to question you in his turn
will obtain the same replies.

And then, my dear insects, if you cannot
convince those good people, because you do

'You rip up the animal and I study it alive-you turn ,t into an object of horror and pitt'whereas I cause it to be loved, you labou^rTn
a torture-chamber and dissecting-room, I make
n,yobservat,ons under the bluefky to IheTongof the Ocadas,' you subject cell and proto!

mZ° ^''T'^''.'"'^.
I ""dy instinct'^^n ts

pry imo
1 fe. And why should I not comoletemy thought: .he boars have muddied rdear

harbl'dC"/
''

fry'/°«h-s glorious study

a hateful aL " " ™Provements, becomea hateful and repulsive thing. Well, if I writefor men of learning, for philosophers, who

Translator; Sou.
°"°""' *'"'l: chapj. i t„ iv._

M
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The Harmas

one day, will try to some extent to unravel
the tough problem of instinct, I write also, I

write above all things for the young. I want
to make them love the natural history which
you make them hate ; and that is why, while
keeping strictly to. the domain of truth, I

avoid your scientific prose, which too often,
alas seems borrowed from some Iroquois
idiom

!'

But this is not my business for the moment

:

I want to speak of the bit of land long cher-
ished in my plans to form a laboratory of liv-

ing entomology, the bit of land which I have
at last obtained in the solitude of a little vil-

lage. It is a harmas, the name given, in this
district,' to an untilled, pebbly expanse aban-
doned to the vegetation of the thyme. It is

too poor to repay the work of the plough; but
the sheep passes there in spring, when it has
chanced to rain and a little grass shoots up.
My harmas, however, because of its modi-

cum of red earth swamped by a huge mass of
stones, has received a rough first attempt at cul-
tivation : I am told that vines once grew here.
And, in fact, when we dig the ground before
planting a few trees, we turn up, here and
there, remains of the precious stock, half-car-

"The country round Serignan, in Vtoytnzt.—Trans-
lator's Note.

15



The Life of the Fly

bonized by time The threcpronged fork,
therefore, the only implement of husbandry
that can penetrate such a soil as this, has en-
tered here; and I am sorry, for the primi-
tive vegetation has disappeared. No more
thyme, no more lavender, no more clumps of
kermes-oak the dwarf oak that forms forests
across which we step by lengthening our stride
a little. As these plants, especially the first
two, might be of use to me by offering the
Bees and Wasps a spoil to forage, I am com-
pelled to reinstate them in the ground whence
they were driven by the fork.

.
What abounds without my mediation is the

invaders of any soil that is first dug up and
then left for a long time to its own resources.We have, in the first rank, the couch-grass,
that execrable weed which three years of stub'

;„°J" M "' ^^""^ "°* succeeded in exterminat-
ing. Next, in respect of number, come the ccn-
tauries, grim-looking one and all, bristling

^110^' ""i
''"'^ ^'^^'^^^- They are thf

yellow-flowered centaury, the mountain cen-
taury, he star-thistle and the rough centaury:
the first predommates. Here and there, amid
their inextricable confusion, stands, like a

for tt' "lu^
spreading, orange flowers

for lights, the fierce Spanish oyster-plant.
i6
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The Harmas
whose spikes are strong as nails. Above ittowers the I lyrian cotton-thistle, who etraight and solitary stalk soars to a heilt ofhree to six feet and ends in large pink tuft.
Its armour hardly yields before^h« o the

v™lr" h- f; "'t u"' °' ""• "X' prickly or
cruel thistle, which is so well armed that the
plant-collector knows not where to grasp it

•

next, the spear-thistle, with its ample foliage'

kstlv^h" M °i i''
'""' ^'"^ » ^P^^-h^di

elf Jn'tlA •r\''"'PT"''' ^''^h g^hers iti
self into a spiky knot. In among these, in long
lines armed with hooks, the shoots of the blufdewberry creep along the ground. To visit the
prickly thicket when the Wasp goes forag!mg, you must wear boots that come to mid-leeor else resign yourself to a smarting in the
calves. As long as the ground retains a fewremnants of the vernal rains, this rude vegeta-
tion does not lack a certain charm, when the
pyranjids of the oyster-plant and the slender
branches of the cotton-thistle rise above thewide carpet formed by the yellow-flowered
centaury saffron heads; but let the droughts

ljr""u- u°u' a'""^ ""= '« ''"' » desolate
waste, which the flame of a match would setablaze from one end to the other. Such is or

17
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rather was, when I took possession of It, the
Eden of bliss where I mean to hVc henceforth
alone with the insect. Forty years of desper-
ate struggle have won it for me.

Eden, I said
; and, from the point of view

that interests me, the expression is not out of
place. This cursed ground, which no one
would have had at a gift to sow with a pinch
of turnip-seed, is an earthly paradise for the
Bees and Wasps. Its mighty growth of thistles
and centauries draws them all to me from
everywhere around. Never, in my insect-hunt-
ing memories, have I seen so large a popula-
tion at a single spot; all the trades have made it
their rallying-point. Here come hunters of
every kind of game, builders in clay, weavers
of cotton goods, collectors of pieces cut from
a leaf or the petals of a flower, architects in
pasteboard, plasterers mixing mortar, carpen-
ters boring wood, miners digging underground
galleries, workers handling goldbeater's skin
and many more.
Who is this one? An Anthidium.^ She

scrapes the cobwebby stalk of the yellow-
Howered centaury and gathers a ball of wad-dmg which she carries off proudly in the tips
of her mandibles. She will turn it, under
ground, into cotton-felt satchels to hold the
'A TaWor-hee.—Translator's Note

i8



The Harmas
store of honey and the egg. And these othersso eager for plunder? They are Megachile •

carrymg under their belh'es their blaek. whkeor bIood.red reapmg-brushes. They wi 1 leave
the th.st es to visit the neighbouring shrub and

tZll 'T 'K^''''''
°^^' P'^"« ^^hich willbe made mto a fit receptacle to contain the

harvest. And these, clad in black velvet ? Theyare Chal.codomcC,= who work with cementand gravel. We could easily find their ma'sonry on the stones in the harmas. And these
noisily buzzmg with a sudden flight? Thevare the Anthophora.,^ who live in the old wallsand the sunny banks of the neighbourhood.Now come the Osmi^. One stacks her cells
in the spiral staircase of an empty snail-shell-
another, attacking the pith of'a dry bit of
bramble, obtains for her grubs a cylindrical
lodging and divides it into floors by means of
partition-walls; a third employs the natura
channel of a cut reed; a fourth is a rent-free
tenant of the vacant galleries of some JVIason-
bee. Here are the Macrocers and the Eu-
cers, whose males are proudly horned; theUasypoda, who carry an ample brush of bris-
'Leaf-cutting Bets—Translator's Note
•Mason-bees. Cf. Insect Life ch^Z-^^ f^ •• -r

/ator's Note.
' ^ ' ^^ '° xxii.—rra«j.

'A species of Wild Btes.-Translator's Note
19



The Life of the Fly

ties on their hlnd-lcgs for a reaping imple-
ment; the Andrenae, so manifold in species-
the slendcr-bellicd f ialictl.' I omit a host of
others. If I tried to continue this record of
the guests of my thistles, it would muster al-
most the whole of the honey-yielding tribe. A
learned entomologist of Bordeaux, Professor
Perez, to whom I submit the naming of my
prizes, once asked me if I had any special
means of hunting, to send him so many rarities
and even novelties. I am not at all an experi-
enced and, still less, a zealous hunter, for the
insect interests me much more when engaged
in its work than when struck on a pin in a cabi-
net. The whole secret of my lunting is re-
duced to my dense nursery of thistles and cen-
tauries.

By a most fortunate chance, with this popu-
lous family of honey-gatherers was allied the
whole hunting tribe. The builders' men had
distributed here and there in the harmas great
mounds of sand and heaps of stones, with a
view to running up some surrounding walls.
The work dragged on slowly; and the mate-

'Osmi«, Macrocers, Eucerat, Dasypodas, Andrens andHa iciti are all different species of Wild Bees. For the
Hahciti, cf. TheUf^ and Love of the Insect, by J. Henri
Fabre, translated by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos-
chaps. XV and kvi.—Translator's Note.

20



The Harmas
rials found occupants from the first year. The
Mason-bees had chosen the interstices be-
tween the stones as a dormitory where to pass
the night, m serried groups. The powerful
Hyed Lizard, who, when close-pressed, at-
tacks both man and dog, wide-mouthed, had
selected a cave wherein to lie in wait for the
passing Scarab/ the Black-earcd Chat, garbed
Jike a Dominican, white-frocked with black
wings, sat on the top stone, singing his short
rustic lay: his nest, with its sky-blue eggs
must be somewhere in the heap. The little
Dominican disappeared with the loads of
stones. I regret him: he would have been a
charming neighbour. The Eyed Lizard I do
not regret at all.

The sand sheltered a different col Here,
the Bembeces' were sweeping i . iresh'
old of their burrows, flinging a curv. of dust
behind them; the Languedocian Sphex was
dragging her Ephippigera^' by the antennip; a
Dtizus was storing her preserves of Cicadella."

/
'^ ^^""K-beetle also known as the Sacred Beetle f fnser, W^; chap, i ar.d ii; and TAe Ufe and Love ofthejnsect: chaps, i to \v.-Translator's Note

^

;A speces of green Grasshopper.-r,.;„,/«/„r', Note

•FrnSh""
°^ """»'"g Wasp.-rr«„,/«/«r', Note

^roghoppers.—Tranjlato,'' v»*.
'*^'

Note.
2i
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The Life of the Fly
To my sorrow the masons ended by evictinir

a iTrhf'V '"^' ^'^^"^^ ' eve'rSf
sand h -.7

^"^ '° """^^ ^he mounds ofsand: they will soon all be there
Hunters that have not disappeared theirhomes bemg different, are the Amm?: U'^

wHon, I see fluttering, oL't ^T/ ^
ofer ^Tkw"""' ^^°"V^^ garden'walks andover the lawns, m search of a Caterpillar- th^PompdV who travel alertly beatina Ihwings and rummaging in everv corn.r

"^ "
of a Soidpr T^o I ,-7 ^^'^"er m quest

Nnlu r
^^ ^^""^^"^ o^ them waylays theNarbonne Lycosa,^ whose burrow is not infr.quent m the harmas. This burro^ fve "tLd

S^ 1 1
" ''^^ '"" ^^^ ey« of the mighty

hkfhVtlfr ''J^'
^°"«- -^ thT den

most Wh^r^"'"^'' ? °^J^^^ «^ terror to

ing ror the Pompilus! And here nn -, k^i-

l~hefr™T' '^ ^^^ A--^^^^^^^
leaves her barrack-rooms in long battalionsand marches far afield to hunt fofslaves We
knl'; fhrasThe^^^red Cat''"^^" °^"""^'"« Wasp.

'Known also as the m'^.J Ti^''^'^.'''""' ^ ^°"'-

^//. ««^ Love of the Int^'^^^^
Tarantula. Cf. The

«/ M. ^/... chips. • tfS. ^:?:J^;.XiP!^^^



The Harmas

will follow her in her raids when we find time.
Here again, around a heap of grasses turned
to mould, are Scoliae' an inch and a half long,
who fly gracefully and dive into the heap, at-
tracted by a rich prey, the grubs of Lamelli-
corns, Oryctes and Cetoniae.^

What subjects for study I And there are
more to come. The house was as utterly de-
serted as the ground. When man was gone
and peace assured, the animal hastily seized
on everything. The Warbler took up his
abode in the lilac-shrubs; the Greenfinch
settled in the thick shelter of the cypresses; the
Sparrow carted rags and straw under every
slate; the Serin-finch, whose downy nest is no
bigger than half an apricot, came and chirped
m the plane-tree-tops; the Scops made a habit
of uttering his monotonous, piping note here,
of an evening; the bird of Pallas Athene, the
Owl, came hurrying along to hoot and hiss.

In front of the house is a large pond, fed
by the aqueduct that supplies the village-
pumps with water. Here, from half a mile
and more around, come the Frogs and Toads
m the lovers' season. The Natterjack, some-

irl'J ^^'^P- ^^—translator's Note.

chaVir r*
species of Beetles. The Cetonia is the Rose-chaier.—Translator's Note.
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times as large as a plate, with a narrow stripeof yellow down his back, makes his apS!
TXtfT '""' '"^''"''

•
-hen the e^^ "g

IheM-J-l'^' T ^PP'"8 along the edgfthe Midwife Toad, the male, who carries acluster of eggs, the size of peppercornswrapped round his hindlegs: the genfal^ "rl

a?aT;rie.v "T^l:'
^'" P«-"4acket'from

tire ind!. fl

"" '""" ""'^ afterwards re-tire under some flat stone, whence he will emit

crrkt amiVtf7*! ''^"-
u^

'^"
-
-hen"croakmg amid the foliage, the i ree-froes in-dulge in the most graceful dives. And fo ZMay, as soon as it is dark, the pond becomes

"

deafening orchestra
: it is impossible to tllk attable impossible to sleep. We had to remedvt^ by means perhaps a little too rigoTousWhat could we do? He who triesTsCand cannot needs becomes ruthless.

'^

of th / "! •'
""u

'"^"'P has taken possessionof the dwelling-house. On my door-sill i!

Ph: •''wh'en'"i"'' ""i'"
"-^ Wh^b nded

Znnl 7 A
80 indoors, I must be care-
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miles' distance: each time, it meant an ex-

dav n "^t "' ""'"S August sun. T^day, I find her at my door; we are intimate
ne,ghbou„. The embrasure of the closed ™nd!ow provides an apartment of a mild temper-

isTJ" "'•'
^''u°P''.'"-'

'^^' earth-buih nest
IS fixed against the freestone wall. To enter

left „Z' 't SP'^f''"?'«ss uses a little hole
left open by accident in the shutters. Onthe mouldir 5S of the Venetian blinds, a fewstray Mason-bees build their group of cells •

i,^
side the outer shutters, left ajar, a Eume;es'

by a short, bell-mouthed neck. The commonWasp and the Polistes» are my dinner-gueTs"
they v,s,t my table to see if the grapes served
are as ripe as they look.

Here, surely-and the list is far from com-
plete—is a company both numerous and select,whose conversation will not fail to charmmy solitude, if I succeed in drawing it ouTMy dear beasts of former days, my old friends
and othere, more recent acquaintances, all are
here, hunting, foraging, building in close prox-
imity. Besides, should we wish to vary the

A \^V. ^l M""'"-""P-r™«'«»r'/ No,,.

A .pecie. of Soliury Wa,p.-r™„/^,„"X,,
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scene of observation, the mountain* is but a
few hundred steps away, with its tangle of ar-
butus, rock-roses and arborescent heather-
with Its sandy spaces dear to the Bembeces;
with Its marly slopes exploited by different
Wasps and Bees. And that is why, foreseeing
these riches, I have abandoned the town for
the village and come to Serignan to weed my
turnips and water my lettuces.

Laboratories are being founded, at great
expense, on our Atlantic and Mediterranean
coasts, where people cut up small sea-animals,
ot but meagre interest to us; they spend a for-
tune on powerful microscopes, delicate dissect-
ing-instruments, engines of capture, boats, fish-
ing-crews, aquariums, to find out how the yolk
of an Annelid's^' egg is constructed, a question
whereof I h?ve never yet been able to grasp
the full importance; and they scorn the little
land-animal, which lives in constant touch
with us, which provides universal psychology
with documents of inestimable value, which
too often threatens the public wealth by de-
stroying our crops. When shall we have an
entomological laboratory for the study not of

»A red-blooded Worr-l^'^Si/X-^^T/'^'"^ ' ^"'"
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the dead insect steeped m alcohol, but of theivrng msect; a laboratory having for its obiecthe ,„st,nct the habits, the manner o S
thatZle *^^'"'?8^. 'he propagation othat little world, with which agriculture andph^osophy have most seriously To reckon?To know thoroughly the history of the de-

portant than to know how this or that nerve-

fm nt thM-"P"^ '!;'^'' *" '''"^^'"^ ^y e'^pe -

T'ectlnH '"V^
demarcation between in-

•rtsin tt'" ,

'• '°, P™^"' ^y ^-""paring
t..cts m the zoological progression, whetheJhuman reason be an irreducible faculty orTot :

nJ^hL°"f-'
•'"''' '" '^''^ Precedence of thenumber of joints m a Crustacean's antennaThese enormou. ^juestions would need an armyof workm; and we have not one. The {I7h

Th '?"^' 'h ^°""'^ =>"d the Zoophytes

'

drat nt^s the
''^

'I'-T ^^'"°'^'' ^'^^^^"yarag-nets, the soilwhichwe tread is consistent-

'harlte''''"'^ T'"'"^
f°^ '"^ f-htnto cnange, 1 open my harmas laboratorv ofhvmg entomology; and this laboratot Thainot cost the ratepayers one farthing^

lalor: mie. ' ^"-''""""'•s and Spo„ges._r™w.
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CHAPTER II

;-i

THE ANTHRAX

T MADE the acquaintance of the Anthrax in

f 1855 at Carpentras, at the time when the
life-history of the Oil-beetles was causing me
to search the tall slopes beloved of the Antho-
phora-bees/ Her curious pupa, so powerfully
equipped to force an outlet for the perfect
'nsect incapable of the least effort, those pupa
armed with a multiple ploughshare at the fore,
a trident at the rear and rows of harpoons on
the back wherewith to rip open the Osmia-
bee's cocoon and break through the hard crust
of the hill-side, betokened a field that was
worth cultivating. The little that I said about
her at the time brought me urgent entreaties

:

I was asked for a circumstantial chapter on the
strange Fly. The stern necessities of life post-
poned to an ever-retreating future my beloved
investigations, so miserably stifled. Thirty
years have passed ; at last, a little leisure is at
hand; and here, in the harmas of my village,
with an ardour that has in no wise grown old,

*A species of Mason-hees.—Translator's Note.
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I have resumed my plans of yore, still alive
like the coal smouldering under the ashes.
The Anthrax has told me her secrets, which
I in my turn am going to divulge. Would
that I could address all those who cheered me
on this path, including first and foremost the
revered Master of the Landes.' But the ranks
have thinned, many have been promoted to
another world and their disciple lagging be-
hind them can but record, in memory of those
who are no more, the story of the insect clad
in deepest mourning.

In the course of July, let us give a few side-
ward knocks to the bracing pebbles and detach
the nests of the Chalicodoma of the Walls'
from their supports. Loosened by the shock,
the dome comes off cleanly, all in one piece.
Moreover—and this is a great advantage—
the cells come into view wide open on the base
of the exposed nest, for at this point they have
no other wall than the surface of the pebble.
In this way, without any scraping, which would
be wearisome work for the operator and
dangerous to the inhabitants of the dome, we
iL^on pufour (1780-1865), also described by the au-

;5"c!^**"'
"Wizard of the Landes." Cf. The Life of

the^ Spider: chap, u—Translator's Note.
'

Note
^^*°°*''"- ^^' '"'"^ ^'> • chap, xx.—Translator's
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have all the cells before our eyes, together
with their contents, consisting of a silky, am-
ber-yellow cocoon, as delicate and transulcent
as an onion-peeling. Let us split the dainty
wrapper with the scissors, chamber by cham-
ber, nest by nest. If fortune be at all pro-
pitious, as it always is to the persevering,
we shall end by finding that the cocoons bar-
bour two larva together, one more or less
faded in appearance, the other fresh and
plump. We shall also find some, no less plenti-
ful, in which the withered larva is accom-
panied by a family of little grubs wriggling
uneasily around it.

Examinati--- at once reveals the tragedy
that is hap^ ng under the cover of the co-
coon. The flacid and faded larva is the
Mason-bee's. A month ago, in June, having
finished its mess of honey, it wove its silken
sheath for a bedchamber wherein to take the
long sleep which is the prelude to the meta-
morphosis. Bulging with fat, it is a rich and
defenceless morsel for whoso is able to reach
It. Then, in spite of apparently unsurmount-
able obstacles, the mortar wall and the tent
without an opening, the flesh-eating larva ap-
peared in the secret retreat and are now glut-
ting themselves on the sleeper. Three differ-
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ent species take part in the carnage, often in
the same nest, in adjoining cells. I'he di-
versity of shapes informs us of the presence of
more than one enemy; the final stage of the
creatures will tell us the names and qualities
ot the three mvaders.

Forestalling the secrets of the future for
the sake of greater clearness, I will anticipate
the actual facts and come at once to the results
produced. When it is by itself on the body
of the Mason-bee's larva, the murderous grub
belongs either to Anthrax trifasciata, meigen.
or to Leucospis gigas, fab. But, if numerous
iittle worms, often a score and more, swarm
around tne victim, then it is a Chalcidid's fam-
ily which we have before us. Each of these
ravagers shall have its biography. Let us be-
gin with the Anthrax.
And first the grub, as it is after consuming

Its victim, when it remains the sole occupant of
the Mason-bee's cocoon. It is a naked worm,
smooth, legless and blind, of a creamy dead-
white, each segment a perfect ring, very much
curved when at rest, but with the tendency to
become almost straight when disturbed.
1 hrough the diaphanous skin, the lens distin-
guishes patches of fat, which are the cause of
Its characteristic colouring. When younger,
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as a tiny grub a few millimetres lonir. it is
streaked with two different kinds of tains,some white opaque and of a creamy tint
others translucent and of the palest amberThe former come from adipose masses in
course of formation; the second from thenounshmg fluid or from the blood which laves
those masses.

Including the head, I count thirteen see-men s. !„ ^h middle of the body these e^-mems are well-marked, being separated by a^ight groove; but in the fore-part they are
difficult to count. The head is small and ,
soft, l.ke the rest of the body, with no sign ofany mouth-part, even under the close sc^tiny

tin! n-
"\ ^V V*"'* K'"""-'^- 'he size of atmy p,n s head and continued at the back bya pad a I.ttle larger, from which it is separatedby a scarcely appreciable crease. The whole

IS a sort of nipple swelling slightly 0^"!'

dKltf'"' '!"''
if'

''°""' structure is so
difficult to perceive that at first we take it for

h\n L*"".^ S'°"''
"'°"8'' '' i"^'ud°

™lf™ h"d and the prothorax, or first see-ment of the thorax. "

thnTi' "'!f.°'''?"'''
"i- "-iddle segment of thethorax which ,s two or three times larger indiameter, ,s flattened in front and separated
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llTh^d Tl'l""""^
""^ "-e prothorax andtne nead by a deep, narrow, curved fissureOn ,t, front surface are two p^le-red stigmatao resp,ratory or fices, place'd pretty cCTo'.gether. The metathorax, or Ian segment ofthe thorax ,s a little larger still in dTameterand protrude,. These ab7upt increase tdrcumference result in a marked hump sloping

W'^uT"''' ""e front. The n pple "f

ottti;!''^"-
•>-'•'- -het„:

regular" anH '"'f^J"!''';
">' 'h^Pe becomes

sSlv ,nLj-'"'^l'"}'
'^hile decreasing

S, ri ^ "l "!f '"' "^° °f 'hree seg!ments. Close to the line of separation of the

K^tal,
''*'"'jy'.''^°/ery small stigmata,

ust a lit ,e darker m colour. They belone to
o,^'T,"8ment. I„ all, four respiratl^or fices, two m front and two behind, as is the

br"dth7?o 6.>'' '° '° ""''""«-' -'J i«

Remarkable in the first place by the pro-

tst:rthe "'^'r.^ """A^ smallts'^f
It head, the grub of the Anthrax acquires ex-
•58 M .78 inch,_7-r»«;„,„rV JV«K.
'•S 'o .13 mcb—Trm/Mr; N,u.
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ceptionnl imerct by it, manner of feeding.Let us bcg,n by observing that, deprived o
all. even the most rudimentary walkine-.D

'

paratus, the animal is absolutely incapabfe ofshiftmg ,t, position. If I disturb ",'^re«
°

curve, and straighten, itself in turns by a ,e ieof contraction,, it tosses about violently „herc
It lies, but doer not manage to proare," It'fidgets and gets no farther. We shall see late I

the^magnificent problem raised by this inert-'

For the moment, a most unexpected factclaims all our attention. I refer to the extreme readiness with which the Anthrax' larvaqui .and returns to the Chalicodoma-grub onwhich It IS feeding. After witnessini flesheating larvs at hundreds and hundred, of 1mea s I suddenly find myself confronted vi°(a manner of eating that bears no relation to

'

anything which I have seen before. I fed m
°

ff m a world that baffles my old experlnc

"

Let us recall the table-manners of a larva Hvmg on prey, the Ammophila's for in«ance'when devouring its caterpillar. A hole
'

Zk "f'the"^'™','
""''] '"'^ 'h^ head andneck of the nursling dive deep into thewound, to root luxuriously among °he entra Is1 here is never a withdrawal from thegS
34
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belly, never a recoil to interrupt w,e feast and
to take breath awhile. The vivacious animal
always goes forward, chewing, swallowing, di-
gesting, until the caterpillar's skin is emptied
of Its contents. Once seated at table, it does
not budge as long as the victuals last. To
tease it with a straw is not always enough to
induce It to withdraw its head outside the
wound; I have to use violence. When re-
moved by force and then left to its own de-
vices, the creature hesitates for a long time
stretches itself and mouths around, without
trying to open a passage through a new
wound. It needs the attacking-point that has
just been abandoned. If it finds the spot, it
makes its way in and resumes the work of eat-
ing; but Its future is jeopardized from this
time forward, for the game, now perhaps
tackled at inopportune points, is liable to go

With the Anthrax' grub, there is none of
this mangling, none of this persistent cHngine
to the entrance-wound. I have but to tease
It with the tip of a hair-pencil and forthwith
It retires; and the lens reveals no wound at the
abandoned spot, no such effusion of blood as
there would be if the skin were perforated.
V\ hen Its sense of security is restored, the grub
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once more applies its pimple-head to the fos-
tering larva, at any point, no matter where;
and, so long as my curiosity does not prevent
it, keeps itself fixed there, without the least
effort, or the least perceptible movement that
could account for the adhesion. If I repeat
the touch with the pencil, I see the same sud-
den retreat and, soon after, the same contact
just as readily renewed.

This facility for gripping, quitting and re-
gripping, now here, now there and always
without a wound, the part of the victim
whence the nourishment is drawn tells us of
Itself that the mouth of the Anthrax is not
armed with mandibular fangs capable of dig-
gmg mto the skin and tearing it. If the flesh
were gashed by any such pincers, one or two
attempts would be necessary before they could
be released or reapplied; besides, each point
bitten would display a lesion. Well, there is

nothmg of the kind: a conscientious examina-
tion through the magnifying.glass shows con-
clusively that the skin is intact; the grub glues
Its mouth *o its prey or withdraws it with an
ease that can only be explained by a process of
simple contact. This being so, the Anthrax
does not chew its food as do the other carnivo-
rous grubs; it does not eat, it inhales.
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This method of taking nourishment implies
an exceptional apparatus o^ the mouth, into
which It behoves us to e^quuc befce continu-
ing. My most powerfui magnifyir.g.glass at
last discovers, at the centre of the pi.riple-head,
a small spot of an amber-russet colour; and
that is all. For a more exhaustive examination
we will employ the microscope. I cut off the
strange pimple with the scissors, wash it in a
drop of water and place it on the object-slide.
The mouth now stands revealed as a round
spot which, for hue and for the smallness of
Its size, may be compared with the front stig-
mata. It is a small conical crater, with sides
of a pale yellowish-red and with faint, more
or less concentric lines. At the bottom of
this funnel is the opening of the gullet, itself
tinted red in front and promptly spreading
into a cone at the back. There is not the
slightest trace of mandibular fangs, of jaws, of
mouth-parts for seizing and grinding. Every-
thing is reduced to the bowl-shaped opening,
with a delicate lining of horny texture, as is
shown by the amber hue and the concentric
streaks. When I look for some term to de-
signate this digestive entrance, of which so far
I know no other example, I can find only that
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^Z r''^[
°' cupping-glass. Its attack is amere kjss, but what a perfidious kiss I

workin^°T f T'^'"'l
"°'^ '« "» "^ 'heworking To facilitate observation, I shiftedthe new-born Anthrax-grub, together with theCha icodoma-grub, its wet-nurse, from thenatal ce 1 into a glass tube. I was thurableby emp oying as many tubes as I wanted, tofol ow from start to finish, in all its most int°

Tonlf J ' -^ """^' ^'P"'' '^hich I ar^going to describe.

The worm is fixed by its sucker to any con-

but er. It ,s ready to break off its kiss sud-

sume''ittr'''r"^'!:''"S
'^''"""^* '. ^nd to re-sume It as easily when tranquillity is restored.No Lamb enjoys greater liberty with itsmother's teat. After three or four days ofh,s contact of the nurse and nurselinrthe

former, at first replete and endowed wifh theglos y skm that is a sign of health, begnso assunie a withered aspect. Her sides falin, her fresh co our fades her .t;„ u
covered with little foldltd g'ef "vid^Tol

in3Tmnk''"';."^ ';
'''' hreas? whichinstead of milk, yields fat and blood Aweek IS hardly past before the progress of theexhaustion becomes startlingly rfpid The
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nurse is flabby and wrinkled, as though borne
down by her own weight, like a very slack
[object. If I move her from her place, she
Hops and sprawls like a half-filled water-bottle
over the new supporting-plane. But the
Anthrax kiss goes on emptying her : soon she
is but a sort of shrivelled lard-bag, decreasing
from hour to hour, from which the sucker
draws a few last oily drains. At length be-
tween the twelfth and the fifteenth day, all
that remains of the larva of the Mason-bee is

he^d
^^^ g^^""^^' hardly as large as a pin's

This granule is the water-bottle drained to
the last drop, is the nurse's breast emptied of
all Its contents. I soften the meagre remnant
in water; then, keeping it still immersed, I
b ow into It through an extremely attenuated
glass tube. The skin fills out, distends and
resumes the shape of the larva, without there
being an outlet anywhere for the compressed
air It IS intact, therefore; it is free of any
perforation, which would be forthwith re-
vealed under the water by an escape of gas.
And so, under the Anthrax' cupping-glass, the
oily bottle has been drained by a simple trans-
piration through the membrane ; the substance
ot the nurse-grub has been transfused into the
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body of the nurseling by a process akin to thatKnown m physics as endosmosis.' What shouldwe say to a method of being suckled by the

with that: without any outlet, the milk of the

tht Antwd'""' '"'° *^ """""^ "^

Mil'h/'-/"!''' \" '"."'"" °^ endosmosis?

thJf «• 1°. '"u"'.'"
'"""•spheric pressure

hat stimulates the flow of nourishing fluidsand distils them into the Anthrax' cup^shapedmouth working, m order to create a vacuum.
almost like the suckers of the Cuttlefish? Ah
this IS possible but I shall refrain from de-

t^'"\P''''".'''"S .to ='ssign a large share tothe unknown in this extraordinary method of
nutrition. It ought, I think, to provide physio ogists with a field of research in which^ew
views on the hydrodynamics of live fluidTmight well be gleaned,- and this field trenc^e

to sei the nrnM '^'V' ""^ ^"^^ ^•"P^'^ ">«to set the problem without seeking to solve itAnd the second problem is this : the Chali^

*The transmission of a fluid inwarH tu, u
partition which separates it from 7n„fl^°"f'*

a porous

dcnsxty.--Translator's Note. ^ "* °^ * '^'^""^
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codoma-grub destined to feed the Anthrax Is
without a wound of any kind. The mother
of the tiny larva is a feeble Fly deprived of
whatsoever weapon capable of injuring her
offspring's prey. Moreover, she is absolutely
powerless to penetrate the Mason-bee's fort-
ress, powerless as a fluff of down against a
rock. On this point there is no doubt : the
future wet-nurse of the Anthrax has not been
paralyzed as are the live provisions collected
by the Hunting Wasps; she has received no
bite nor scratch nor contusion of any sort; she
has experienced nothing out of the common •

in short, she is in her normal state. The
billeted nurseling arrives, we shall presently
see how; he arrives, scarcely visible, almost
defying the scrutiny of the lens; and, having
made his preparations, he instals himself, he,
the atom, upon the monstrous nurse, whom he
IS to drain to the very husk. And she, not
paralyzed by a preliminary vivisection, en-
dowed with all her normal vitality, lets him
have his way, lets herself be sucked dry, with
the utmost apathy. Not a tremor in her out-
raged flesh, not a quiver of resistance. No
corpse could show greater indifference to the
bite which it receives.

Ah, but the maggot has chosen the hour of
41
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attack with traitorous cunning! Had It ap-
peared upon the scene earlier, when the larva
was consuming its store of honey, things of a
surety would have gone badly with it. The
assaulted one, feeling herself bled to death by
that ravenous kiss, would have protested with
much wriggling of body and grinding of man-
dibles. The position would have ceased to be
tenable and the intruder would have perished.
But at this hour all danger has disappeared.
Enclosed m its silken tent, the larva is seized
with the lethargy that precedes the metamor-
phosis. Its condition is not death, but neither
IS It hfe. It is an intermediary condition; it
IS almost the latent vitality of grain or egg.
Therefore there is no sign of irritation on the
larva s part under the needle with which I
stir !t and still less under the sucker of the
Anthrax-grub, which is able to drain the af-
fluent breast in perfect safety.

This lack of resistance, induced by the tor-
por of the transformation, appears to me
necessary. In view of the weakness of the
nurseling as It leaves the egg, whenever the
mother is herself Incapable of depriving the
victim of the power of self-defence. And so
the nonparalyzed larva are attacked during
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the period of the nymphosls. We shall soon
see other instances of this

Motionless though it be, the Chalicodoma-
grub js none the ess alive. The primrose tint

h^il fir'^.''"" ?'' unequivocal signs of
health Were .t really dead, it would, in less
than twenty.four hours, turn a dirty brown
and, soon after, decompose into a fluid pu-
trescence Now here is the marvellous thing:dunng the fortnight, roughly, that the An-
thrax meal lasts, the butter-colour of the
larva, an unfailing symptom of the presence
ot life, continues unaltered and does not

nn^^^^f 'T °T"'
'^' '"S" °^ putrefaction,

until hardly anything remains; and even then
the brown hue is often absent. As a rule, the
look of live flch ,s preserved until the final
pellet, formed of the skin, the sole residue,
makes its appearance. This pellet is white
with not a speck of tainted matter, provin.^

nothin
^^""^' ^^^ ^""^^ '' '^^""^ *^

We here witness the transfusion of one ani-
mal into another, the change of Chalicodoma-
substance into Anthrax-substance; and, as long
as the transfusion is not complete, as long as
the eaten has not disappeared altogether andbecome the eater, the ruined organism fights
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against destruction. What manner of h7e is
this, which may be compared with the hfe of
a n.ght-hght whose extinction is not accom-
phshed until the last drop of oil has burntaway? How is any creature able to fight
agai; .t the final tragedy of corruption up to
the last moment in which a nucleus of matter
remains as the seat of vital energy? The
torces of the living creature are here dissi-
pated not through any disturbance of the equi-Iibnum of those forces, but for the want ofany point of application for them : the larva
dies because materially there is no more of it

life of the plant, a life which persists in a

dTZT ^/"^'"^^"^••thegrubisamore
delicate organic structure. There is unity be-tween the several parts ; and none of them canbe jeopardized without involving the ruin of

In "a^"'!'i J^^ ""^''^^ g'-^^he larva awound, if I bruise it, the whole body verysoon turns brown and begins to rot. It diesand decomposes by the mere prick of a needle
;

n.« ^Ak T- '

°' '' ^^^'' P'^^^^^« the fresh-

tire V .J'!,' k''"^ '
^^ ^°"S ^« 't •« not en-

nothing kills It; an atrocious wasting does not.
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No, I fail to understand the problem; and
1 DC ]ueath it to others.

All that I can see by way of a glimpse—
and even then I put forward my suspicions
with extreme reserve—all tl.at I am permitted
to surmise is reduced to -his: -he substance of
the sleeping larva as yet haj no very definite
static existence; it is like the raw materials
collected for a building; it is waiting for the
elaboration that is to make a Bee of it. To
mould those shapeless lumps of the future
insect, the air, that prime adjuster of living
things, circulates among them, passing through
a network of ducts. To organize them, to
direct the placing of them, the nervous sys-
tem, the embryo of the animal, distributes its
ramifications over them. Nerve and air-duct
therefore, are the essentials; the rest is so much
material in reserve for the process of the
metamorphosis. As long ps that material is
not employed as long as it has not acquired
Its final equilibrium, it can grow less and less;
and life, though languishing, will continue all
the same on the express condition that the
respiratory organs and the nervous filaments
be respected. It is as it were the flame of the
lamp, which, whether full or empty, con-
tinues to give light so long as the wick is
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matelja hell
•'^°""'"« '''" '^'''"^'' "«= P'""'''materia , he d ,„ reserve, can be distilled by

kin n^.h"" 'u''"
"•""8'' "-^ "-piecedskm of the grub; no part of the respiratoryand nervous system, passes. As the two Z

on unti L'°"'
'""^'" """"'^''l' I'f' goeson until exhaustion is completed. On the

disturb the nervous or air-conductini? fila« -d 'he bruised part spreads a^aSfol owed by putrefaction, all over the body
1 have elsewhere, speaking of the Scolia'devouring the Cetonia.grub,%nlargd uponthis refined art of eating which consists inconsuming the rrey while killing it oX thelast mouthfuis. The Anthrax has the sameequirements as his competitors who dine offfresh viands. He needs meat of that davaken from a .ingle joint that has to ast

^'
fortnight without going bad His m^thnA e
consuming reaches%he'higtstwTofart°'

little through his sucker. In this way anvdangerous risk is averted. Whether he biblbeat this spot or at that, even if he abandoTthe
sucking-process and resume it later, by no acci

M. /««,; chap. A-TriViuliXl'':,/''' ""* ''"" "'
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dent can he ever attack that which it is in-
cumbent upon him to respect lest corruption
supervene. The others have a fixed position
on the victim, a place at which their mandibles
have to bite and enter. If they move away
from It, if they miss the appointed path, they
imperil their existence. The Anthrax, more
highly favoured, puts his mouth where it suits
him

;
he leaves off when he pleases and when

ne pleases starts again.

Unless I labour under a delusion, I think
that I see the necessity for this privilege. The
egg of the carnivorous burrower is firmly fixed
on the victim at a point which varies consider-
ably, It is true, according to the nature of the
prey, but which is uniform for the same species
of prey; moreover—and this is an important
condition--the point of adhesion of that egg
IS always the head, whereas the egg of a Bee,
of the Osmia, for instance, is fixed to the mess
Ox honey by the hinder-end. When hatched,
the new-born Wasp-grub has not to choose for
Itself at Its risk and peril, the suitable point
at which to take the first cut in the quarry
without fear of killing it too quickly: all that
It need do is to bite at the spot where it has
just been born. The mother, with her unfail-
ing instinct, has already made the dangerous
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1 I

I

,n° '^ l*'"!''"'''
^'' 'K8 °" '^' propitious

spot and. by the very act of doing so, marked
out the course for the inexperienced grub to

young larva's behaviour at table.
The conditions are very different in the

fh". vT r'' .

^^' ^88 •' "°^ PJ»«d upon

bee's ^.11%.''."°^ '^'" ^^'^ •" '»^« Mason,
bee s cell. Th.s is the natural consequence of
the mother s feeble frame and of her lack ofany mstrument, such as a probe or auger, ca-
pable of piercing the mortar wall. It is for

into the dwelling It enters, finds itself in the
presence of ample provisions, the larva ofhe Mason-bee. Free of its actions, it is at
liberty to attack the prey where it chaoses; o

h.nh ^

J«^ck,ng-point will be decided athaphazard by the first contact of the mouth
in quest of food. Grant this mouth aTet of
carving-tools, jaws and mandibles; in short

ner of eating similar to that of the other car-nivorous larvae; and the nursling is at on"
threatened with a speedy death. He will splitopen h., nurse's belly, he will dig without anyrule to guide him, he will bite a1 random cs^
sentials as well as accessories; and, froT'one
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violated mass, even as I myself do when I
give It a wound. For the lack of an attack-
iwg^pomt prescribed for him at birth, he will
perish on the damaged provisions. His free-dom of action will have killed him
.

Certainly, liberty is a noble attribute, even
in an insignificant grub; but it also has its
dangers everywhere. The Anthrax escapes
the peril only on the condition of being, so to
speak, muzzled. His mouth is not a fierce
torceps that tears asunder; i^ is a sucker that
exhausts but does not wound. Thus restrained
by this safety-appliance, v.hich changes the
bite into a kiss, the grub has fresh victuals
until ,t has finished growing, although itknows nothing of the rules of methodical con-
sumption at a fixed point and in a predeter-
mined direction.

The considerations which I have set forth
seem to me strictly logical : the Anthrax, owing
to the very fact that he is free to take his
nourishment where he pleases on the body of
he fostering larva, must, for his own pro-

tection, be made incapable of opening his vic-
tim s body. I am so utterly convinced of this
harmonious relation between the eater and the
eaten that I do not hesitate to set it up as a
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principle. I will therefore say this : whenever
the egg of any kind of insect is not fastened
to the larva destined for its food, the young
grub, free to select the attacking-point and to
change it at will, is as it were muzzled and con-
sumes Its provisions by a sort of suction, with-
out inflicting any appreciable wound. This re-
striction IS essential to the maintenance of the
victuals in good condition. My principle is
already supported by examples many and vari-
ous, whose depositions are all to the same
effect. The witnesses include, after the An-
thrax, the Leucospis^ and his rivals, whose
evidence we shall hear presently; the Ephialtes
mediator,- who feeds, in the dry brambles, on
the larva of the Black Psen;« the Myodites,
that strange. Fly-shaped Beetle whose grub
consumes the larva of the Cockchafer. All—
Hies, Ichneumon-flies and Beetles—scrupu-
lously spare their foster-mother; they are care-
ful not to tear her skin, so that the vessel mav
keep Its liquid good to the last.

The wholesomeness of the victuals is not

5jJJ?/i*"TP" ".* parasitic insect that forms the sub-

iir. Lt^L't^'"
immediately following in The /«,«i..

In.!,, i
^'^?"'^"*'*'""« « Chalcidid.is not includedm the present volume.-rrflw/a/or'j Note

'"<='"*'«<»

A genus of Ichn^Mmon-^y.—Translator's NoteA species of li\gg^r.v,2i,p.~Translator's Note
SO
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the only condition imposed: I find a second,

the fo
."' ° "' "''"""'• The substance o

the fotermg larva must be sufficiently fluid tooo« through the unbroken skin under the

fl , H?
° "

r
'";''"• Well, the necessary

fluidity ,s realized as the time of the meta-
morphosis draws near. When they wished

iuVV'r P'""' '» 'he vigour of
youth, his daughters cut the old king's body topieces and boiled it in a cauldron, fo? there canbe no new existence without a prior dissolu-
tion We must pull down before we care-
build; the analysis of death is the first step

7the . K r"'"'^ °l
^''^'- The substanceof the grub that is to be transformed into a

HuL^
•^'"'•'

'^"^i°'''
hy disintegrating anddssolving mto a fluid broth. The materials

recasting" F
'"'"'

"u'
".'""'""^ ^y a general

recasting. Even as the founder puts his oldbronzes mto the melting-pot in order after-wards to cast them in a mould whence themetal will issue in a diflferent shape, so life

tZlhV^' ^'f-
' T"' <^'g^»ti"g-machinenow thrown aside, and out of its running mat!

or BeTrir^K
'^/ P^'-f^" inject. Bee, Butterfly

or Beetle, the final manifestation of the living
creature.

^y^^

Let us open a Chalicodoma-grub under the
SI
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microscope, during the period of torpor Its
contents consists almost entirely of a liquid
broth, in which swim numberless oily globules
and a fine dust of uric acid, a sort of offthrow
of the oxidized tissues. A flowing thing,
shapeless and nameless, is all that the animal
IS, If we add abundant ramified air-ducts, some
nervous filaments and, under the skin, a thin
layer of muscular fibres. A condition of this
kind accounts for a fatty transpiration through
the skin when the Anthrax' sucker is at workAt any other time, when the larva is in the
active period or else when the insect has
reached the perfect stage, the firmness of the
tissues would resist the transfusion and the
suckling of the Anthrax would become a diffi-

L.^ T^^'I' u' """^ ^"^Possible. In point of
fact, I find the grub of the Fly established, in
the vast majority of cases, on the sleeping
larva and sometimes, but rarely, on the pupaNever do I see it on the vigorous larva eating
Its honey; and hardly ever on the insect
brought to perfection, as we find it enclosed
in Its cell all through the autumn and wil^terAnd we can say the same of the other grub-

TJll "'
n'"'"

'^''' ^'^^•'"^ ^'^hout wound-ng them: all are engaged in their death-deal-
ing work during the period of torpor, when
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the tissues are fluidified. They empty their
patient, who has become a bag of running
grease with a diffused life; but not one, among
those I know, reaches the Anthrax' perfection
in the art of extraction.

Nor can any be compared with the Anthrax
as regards the means brought into play in
order to leave the cell. These others, when
they become perfect insects, have implements
for sappmg and demolishing, stout mandibles,
capable of digging the ground, of pullin^
down clay partition-walls and even of redu*^
ong the Mason-bee's tough cement to powder
The Anthrax, in her final form, has nothing
like this. Her mouth is a short, soft proboscis,
good at most for soberly licking the sugary
exudations of the flowers; her slim legs are so
feeble that to move a grain of sand were an
excessive task for them, enough to strain every
joint; her great, stiff wings, which must re-
main full-spread, do not allow her to slip
through a narrow passage; her delicate suit of
downy velvet, from which you take the bloom
by merely breathing on it, could not withstand
the rough contact of the gallery of a mine
Unable herself to enter the Mason-bee's eel!
to lay her egg, she cannot leave it either, when
the time comes to free herself and appear in
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broad daylight in her wedding-dress. The
iarva on Its side, is powerless to prepare theway for the coming flight. That buttery little
cylinder, owning no tools but a sucker so flimsy
that It bare y arrives at substance and so small
that it IS almost a geometrical point, is evenweaker than the adult insect, which at leas"
flie and walks. The Mason-bee's cell repre-
sents to I a granite cave. How to get out?The problem would be insoluble to those two
incapables, if nothing else played its nart
Among insects, the nymph, or pupa,* the

transition^tage between the larval and theadult form, is generally a striking picture ofevery weakness of a budding organism. Asort of mummy tight-bound in swaddling.

re™"""''""'"' '"^ '"^P^^^'^^' '^ ^^^its the
resurrection. Its tender tissues flow in every
direction

;
its limbs, transparent as crysta

, areheld fixed in their place, along the side, kst amovement should disturb the exquisite d'eHcacy

Even tnT '"
'T'' °^ accomplishment

i!-ven so, to secure his recovery, is a broken-boned patient held captive in he surgeon^
bandages. Absolute stillness is necessaTinbodi cases, lest they be crippled or even^dieWei here, by a strange inversion that con-fuses all our views on life, a Cyclopean task
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is laid upon the nymph of the Anthrax. It is
the nymph that has to toil, to strive, to ex-
haust itself in efforts to burst the wall and
open the way out. To the embryo falls the
desperate duty, which shows no mercy to the
nascent flesh; to the adult insect the joy of
resting in the sun. This transposition of func-
tions has as its result a well-sinker's equipment
in the nymph, an eccentric, complicated equip-
ment which nothing suggested in the larva and
which nothing recalls in the perfect insect.
The set of tools includes an assortment of
ploughshares, gimlets, hooks and spears and
of other implements that are not found in our
trades nor named in our dictionaries. Let us
do our best to describe the strange piercing-

In a fortnight at most, the Anthrax has
consumed the Chalicodoma-grub, whereof
naught remains but the skin, gathered into a
white granule. By the time that July is nearly
over, It becomes rare to find any nurselings
left upon their nurses. From this period
until the following May, nothing fresh hap-
pens. The Anthrax retains its larval shape
without any appreciable change and lies mo-
tionless in the Mason bee's cocoon, beside the
pellet remains. When the fine days of May
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H

arrive, the grub shrivels and casts its skin .nA

frJ\^^^^ '' """""^ ^"d large, separated

excav/t ne-too J
11^'°?^'''''"^ ''' 'he chief

withtheseco^d arearL!^ * [""J'
''"""g

one another "etTheskrbv"''^h''-""''
'"
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tn^UA' I
""""' ^''°"' tw-enty-five twin-

toothed arches to one segment, which gives a

The use of this rasp, or grater, is obvious-
It gives the nymph a purchase on the wall of
Its gallery as the work proceeds. Thus an-chored on a host of points, the stern pioneer is
able to hit the obstacle harder with its diadem
of awls. Moreover, to make it more difficult

DoUlna"h T'"'i°
"="''' '°"S' "'ff bristles,pomtmg backvvards, are scattered here and

there among the climbing-belts. There aresome besides on the other segments, both onthe ventral and the dorsal surface. On the

!n cluiterr
'" "^^ '"'^ '"'"^'^ =" '" "^'«

The sixth segment carries a similar belt, but
a much less powerful one, consisting of a sinele

sTin l""^'™""'"g
fhorns. The belt is weaker

s^S:,
^educed to a mere rough brown

shadmg. Commencmg with the sixth, themgs decrease m width and the abdomen ends

he n^r^'
""'"'"'' of ^''i'^h, formed ofthe ninth segment, constitutes a weapon of anew kind. It is a sheaf of eight brown spikes
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The last two exceed the others in length and

ShTharr *' ""'"' '" " «'<»""'*"""-'

There is a round air-hole in front, on either
side of the thorax and similar stigmata on the

segment, Z\ °^ ""
'^"l

"^'" "Nomina
segments. When at rest, the nymph is curvedmto a bow. When about to act, it suddenly
unbends and itra ehtens it«plf Ti.

"^"''

ir tn .,„
/'iigntens itselt. Jt measures

li to 20 millimetres' long and 4 to « milli
metres' across. ^ ' '

Such is the strange perforating-machine that
s to prepare an outlet for the feeble Anthraxhrough the Mason-bee's cement. The stmc^
tural details, so difficult to explain in wor^smay be summed up as follows : in front, on theforehead, a diadem of spikes, the ramming!and d,ggmg.tool; behind, a many-bladed
ploughshare wh.ch fits into a socket and allowsthe p p, to ,, ken suddenly in readiness foran attack on the barrier which has to be de-mobshed; on the back, four climbing-belts orgraters, wh^h keep the animal in poS bybitmg on the wa Is of the tunnel with theirhundreds of teeth; and, all over the bod^

I
Si to .78 inch.—Translator's Note
•15 to .19 inc\y.--Translator's Note.
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long, stiff bristles pointing backwards, to pre-
vent falls or recoils.

^

A similar structure exists in the other species
of Anthrax with slight variations of detail I
will confine myself to one instance, that of ^«.
thrax stmata who thrives at the cost of Osmia

AniZ': ,"/' "y'^P^diff^" from that of
Afhrax tnfasctata, the Anthrax of the
Mason-bee in possessing less powerful arm-
our. Its four climbing-belts consist of only
fifteen to seventeen double-spiked arches, in-
stead of twenty-five; also, the abdominal seg-
ments, from the sixth onwards, are supplied
merely with stiff bristles, without a trace ofhorny spikes. If the evolution of the various
Anthrax-flies were better known to us, thenumber of these arches would, I believe, be of
great service to entomology in the differentia-
tion of species. I see it remaining constant forany given species, with marked variations be-
tween one species and another. But this is notmy business: I merely call the attention of the
classi^ers to this field of study and pass on.
About the end of May, the colouring of thenymph, hitherto a light red, alters greatly and

forecasts the coming transformation, 'xhe
ftead, the thorax and the scarf formed by thewings become a handsome, shiny black. A
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dark band show, on tHe back of the four seg.ments with their two rows of spikes; three
spots appear on the two next rings; the analarmour become, darker. In this manner we
foresee ^he black live.7 of the coming in,e«

feSr;;""''°^ '''•'"•''' '»-''''"

I was anxious to see it in action, not under
natural condition,, which would beTrnpTacti^
cable, but ,„ a glas, tube in which I confine tbetween two thick stopper, of sorghum^ithThe space thus marked off i, abouT the same

nd backer'"'.""-
T''^ Petitions fronand back, although not so stout as the Chalico-

norfn
""

'u"*^'
"' "^^"*«'«» firm enoughnot to yield except to prolonged efforts- on

he'
°

.'J'Tt;'^'
"'^^-'^''"' "« smooth andthe toothed belts will not be able to gripthem

:

a niost unfavourable condition for theworker. No matter: in the space of a , „gleday, the pupa pierces the front partition hfeequarters of an inch thick. I see it fix „„ itdouble ploughshare against the back pintion, archmg mto a bow and then suddenly re-

It with Its barbed forehead. Under the imoact

pieces. It IS slow m coming away; but it
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comes away all the same, atom by atom. At
long mtervals, the method changes. With its
crown of awls driven into the pith, the animal
frets and fidgets, sways on the pivot of its
anal armour. The work of the auger follows
that of the pick-axe. Then the blows recom-
mence, mterspersed with periods of rest to
recover from the fatigue. At last, the hole
is made. The pupa slips into it, but does not
pass through entirely: the head and thorax
appear outside; the abdomen remains held in
the gallery.

The glass cell, with its lack of supports at
the side, has certainly perplexed my subject,
which does not seem to have made use of all
Its methods The hole through the sorghum
IS wide and irregular; it is a clumsy breach
and not a gallery. When made through the
Mason-bee's walls, it is cylindrical, fairly neat
and exactly of the animal's diameter. So I
hope that, under natural conditions, the pupa
does not give quite so many blows with the
pick-axe and prefers to work with the drill

Narrowness and evenness in the exit-tunnel
are necessary to it. It always remains half
caught in It and even pretty securely fixed bv
the graters on its back. Only the head and
thorax emerge into the outer air. This is a
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last precaution for the final deliverance A

I

fixed support i,, in fact. indi,pen,a"^ to th^Anthrax for issuing from her horny sheath

sTe H '"f
''",«^"' "'"«» «"d "tricating herslender leg, from their scabbards. Alf thi

'

«r^^ 7i:; ^:;rr„iheTar.x^,,-
and thus supplies the stable equilibrium e2sential to the new birth. All is readv If Utime now for the great act. A transve,^cleft make, its appearance on the foreheld a

h}u°"! °'.'^' perforating diadem a «cond, but longitudinal slit divides the™ku1n;two and extends down the thor« U T
this cross-shaped openiW X a'J °"^l'

^y appearsfall S'^UH^H^CZrToi

to flight leavVat tlr^fcTthTc'elltr'

rg^^iot-te^i-'t"^^^^^^^^^^^
six weeks before her whe^?„ r*^ ''V

'^'"'?'

than the exit
'
"^'"''' " """ «""8"
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CHAPTER III

ANOTHER PROBER (PERFORATOR)

^HAT can he be called, this creature

.t L 't'^A 7'
V"^,^'^J^ I dare not inscribe

at the head of the chapter? His name is
Monodontomerus cupreus, Sm. Just try it.
for fun

: Mo.no.don.to.me.rus. What a gor-
gcous mouthful What an idea it gives one
of some beast of the Apocalypse I We thinkwhen we pronounce the word, of the pre'
histonc monsters: the Mastodon, the Mam-
moth, the ponderous Megatherium. Well,we are rnisled by the scientific label: we have
o do with a very paltry insect, smaller than
the common Gnat.
There are good people like that, only toohappy to serve science with resounding ap-

pellations that might come from Timbuctoo;
they cannot name you a Midge without strik-
ing terror mto you. O ye wise and revered
ones, ye christeners of animals, I am willing,
in my study to make use—but not undue use-of your harsh terminology, with its con-
glomeration of syllables; but there is a dan-

fZ °V^^'^^^^^»"g
the sanctum and appear-

•ng before the public, which is always ready
63
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to show its lack of de/erence for terms that Ido not respect .ts ears. I, wishing to speakIke everybody else, so that I may be under

'

T^ ^/ f'J"-^ P"'^"^^ that^scLnce ha;ino need of this Brobdignagian jargon makea pomt of avoiding technical nomen l^tur

ttU ttrrerte p-a^ri^"? '''

the' M;h
P""'',"«'^ '"»«t, almost as tiny as

ries a naked sword thaf l! l^ i .

^^''-

of its drill standsljie;rj;t to<
aTongLrk'iltd^'"^''^,^-^^^^^^^^^
This'scabbard'' ZL'Z T't e^'h^r^^
moculating-filament, whWi exteL.i ."^ '^'

ie-'Sth^Toft^^''^^^^
^;»-ce,that^;C:teSo:;t^:

bees'and' Lt one ofT <"'
^

'^'"°"-

Shee.ploitsthenest:a^the':::eS"^:^lre
"4



Another Prober

t'"eX \h:
^"'

'"i^
"".^ Leucospis. slow-

see her ike tLr"""^ ^"t ^" ""'^""^i

dagger i;^the^tV„er,T 'Z^'T ""
with her work, less c^nr^ou, i^ZToPdZger, she pays no heed to theS who i, 2s rv,„g her so closely. Where the Leu osl"

myTrtt We VnTn-
"^'" '"'° -"^ '^'^y- '"

the n^st ?ht"otupant?ri:?="'?'> "^

She operates under ZZs^ZZu^'Zbeside my forceos W^,- •
, "'."P^'^^"' Just

What can one do to^ V^
'^ "^^'^ '^' "^"?

Ck- •
. '° ^ "»"»g so verv small?

tt Ma^rrs^-' '" l^'^*^
»''« ^

""^^^^^

down nd" .^r;"
"-y '>^"'^- -ove it, put it

^prf'o
-

'• • '^ "P ^ga'n without the in-

C. /ifii/« or the Mason-bee o " L «L a^
*'°°"; a"d

under the inner ceilings of bar^
^h' Shed,, who builds

I f''-
The conclusions in that chaLrS, 'i'* ^*f'' '^''ap.

been modified bv the nuthnr s!*^
''^''*' however, since

\further Enquiries m/« C^/.^^'lh"^ '"^'^'^^^ Some

I

P"'''"''*^ -n English.J^;r,&^^j?,^ ''" ""^y" been
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of whose cells are occupied by the numerous

|cocoons of a parasite, the Stelis. The con-
tents of these cells, which have been partially
ripp;d up to satisfy my curiosity, are vervmuch exposed to view. The windfall appears
o be appreciated, for I see the dwarf ferret
about from cell to cell for four days on end,

'

see her choose her cocoon and insert her awlm the most approved fashion. I thus learn
that sight, although an indispensable guide in

spot for the operation. Here is an insect ex-

'

pbrmg not the stony exterior of the Mason's!

self dLJ- "t^°-" ""^ "'"" f^nd her-

of her r,^ 'VT^
"rcumstances, nor ha, any!ot her race before her, every cocoon under

"°™?.' ^-x^ifio"'. being projected by a sur
'

roundmg wall. No matter: despite the or.^found difference in the surfacefthe in^e«ldoes not waver. Warned by a special «n«an undecipherable riddle [o our 1, "j

u^dTr''t *', "'Jr "' '^ «"'h «« h ddeunder this unfamiliar casing. The sense nilsmell has already been shown' to be "« o

W,*'..?""" " "»^ucop.i. .f.r,..id.-rM«.
00



Another Prober

ofTh^sir'''""''^
^°" """"8'' 'he cocoon,

dMs not surprist me at all: I know how in
-•.fferent my bold visitor is to the naturT of
the victuals destmed for her family. I have
noticed her presence in the homes of Bees

phor«, Osmia Chal.codom«, Anthidia. The
Stelis exploited on my table is one victim

ire there. The in erest l,es in the manteuvres
of the msect, which I am able to follow under
the most favourable c onditions.

oftnl ''""'''''
u' "f*" ""8'«' '"'^ » couple

oon with their fps alone. The terminalomt ,s the home of this strange sense which
d|scems from afar what no eye sees, no sce«
distmguishes and no ear heare. If the ooint
explored be found suitable, the inse« hZ
Itself on tiptoe so as to give full scope to the

b llvl ZT)'""^l'" •"""«' *e dp ofZ
belly a httle forward; and the entire ovi-
positor-moculating-needle and scabbard-
stands perpendicular to the cocoon, in the

J™*«
.°f *e quadrilateral described by the

siZ r i!«'-
•'" T'""''^y favourable po-sition for obtammg the maximum effect. For
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some time, the whole of the awl bears on the
cocoon, feehng all round with its point, grop-
ing about; then, suddenly, the boring-needle
IS released from its sheath, which falls back
along the body, while the needle strives tomake its entrance. The operation is a difficult
one. I see the insect make a score of attempts,
one after the other, without succeeding in

sr'ill^.i!^'.
^°"^^ ^'"PP^^ °^ the Stelis.

bhould the mstrument not penetrate, it re-
trea s into its sheath and the insect resumes its
scrutiny of the cocoon, sounding it point bvpomt with the tips o.^ its antenn^^ Then fur-ther thrusts are tried until one succeeds

1 he eggs are little spindles, white 'andgleammg hke ivory, about two-third of amillimetre^ in length. They have not thong, curved peduncle of the Leucosp:s' eggs

coon '''l-r l"'P'"?'^ ^^^"^ '^' ^^ii'ng of^lie'cocoon like these, but are laid without ordearound the fostering larva Lastlv In o •

trie rpll o«^ „-*u . V* ^^"v. m a sin-g^e cell and with a single mother, there is

ot eggs vanes consid-Tably in each. The Leu

that of her victim, the Bee, finds in each cell

'About one-fortieth of an ^.^Translator's Note.
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provisions enough for one and one alone.
When, therefore, there is more than one set
of eggs in any one cell, this is due to a mistake

U7U ^u""^ l"^
"°^ ^ premeditated result.

Where the whole ration is required for the
meals of a single grub, she would take good
care not to instal several if she could help it.Her competitor is not called upon to observe
the same discretion. A Chalicodoma-grub
gives the dwarf the wherewithal to portion a
score of her little ones, who will live in com-mon and m all comfort on what a single son
of the giantess would eat up by himself. Thetmy bonng-engineer, therefore, always settles
a numerous family at the same banquet. The

SL^iml^^^^^^
Curiosity made me count the brood, to see

if the mother was able to estimate the victuals
and to proportion the number of guests to the
sumptuousness of the fare provided. My
M lTi'°"u^^y-^°"'

^^'•^^ •" '^^ cell of aMasked Anthophora {Anthophora person-
^/«). No other census attained this figure
Possibly, two different mothers had laid fheT;eggs in this crowded habitation. With the
Mason-bee of the Walls, I see the number olarvs vary, ,n different cells, between four
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Sh^-l.'T'^'"''" 7'"' 'he Mason-bee of the

&ho™T/of'- ""V'-'^y-"'
with the

1 nree-nomed Osmia, who supplied me withthe largest number of records, betweMsrj™and twenty.five: with the Blue OsmTa mT •

c>««. K.RB.). between five and ii^^hjhe^Steh, iS.e,:s „asu.a), between fouV^d

The first return and the last two se,.m „
SaTe o°f r^ •"''•*''''" '"=t-een7he a"u !

sumrs"' ^hirX roth''
"""''" °^ ""-

bountiful Wa oMhrfedTntn ""^

she gives it half-a-hundred tolefd t'^ft-Stelis and the Rln*. c\o^' -
' ^'^" ^^^

both, she cte'lrh^r/;-wThaf'^, T"'To introduce into fh,. h:„-
"'"-a-aozen.

number of boarders thaftr'?;T"; ?"''' *'
allow would cerf,;^!., K

•"" °^ f"e will

formarce espedat'^ « '.h™"-'
'^"'^'"e Per-

content, o7the cell Th*''""'
'° ^""^^ '^

hidden under the ceihW
""'•

-J'.'

'"'"^'' '''«

insect can derive tr^^V" '"•'""*' ""'^ ""^

the outsiSe of the ne tTI:'"" '?"''' f™-"
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species, which is recognized as large or small
from the outward aspect of its house. I re-
fuse to go to this length in my conjectures,
not that mstmct seems to me incapable of such

from .h"i Tk'^'I^^ '^' particulars obtained
from the Three-horned Osmia and the two
Mason-bees.

In the cells of these three species, I see the
number of larva put out to nurse vary in so
clastic a fashion that I must abandon all idea
of proportionate adjustment. The mother,
without troubling unduly whether there be an
excess or a dearth of provisions for her
family, has filled the cells as her fancy
prompted, or rather according to the number
of ripe oyules contained in her ovaries at the

Telrl !l M.T^-n ^l
^°°^ ^' overplentiful,

the brood will be all the better for it and willgrow bigger and stronger; if food be scarce,
the famished youngsters will not die, but will
remain smaller. Indeed, with both the larva
and the full-grown insect, I have often ob-
served a difference in size which varies ac
cording to the density of the population, themembers of a small colony being double the
size of their overcrowded neighbours.

I he grubs are white, tapering at both ends,
sharply segmented and covered all over their
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bodies with a coat of fine, soft hairs which isnv'sible except under the lens. The head con
sists of a little knob much smaller in diameterthan the body. In this KmH th.

__.'"""
r.u«.i. j-ii .

'^"' *"' microscope
reveals mandibles consisting of fine spikes ofa tawny red. which spread into a wide

awl-shaped ends, these two tools serve at besto fix the grub slightly at some poin of thefostenng larva. Useless for carving, therefore the mouth is a pure osculator/ suckewhich drams the provisions by a process ofexudation through the skin. We se'iTere repeated what the Anthrax and the Leucosoi,

or/vlcTmU T?k"-
""^ «"''"'"'-^S

outVCit"'"'''
*' P"""^ ~"»''"'" with.

th/Anthrr' w/r^t "'" 'f'" 'hat of

an, with a sudden recoil l^f- nr« j
-wrtrm,

flounder around t^e^l "mofher'Xrre
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no less prompt in resuming their savage
kisses. I need not add that neither at thepoint where they leave off nor at the p<^ntwhere they recommence is there the fain°«
trace of hquid. The oily exudation occu«
only when the pump is at work. To Zg"over this strange method of feeding is un^r'Buous^after what I have said fbourt^e

The appearance of the full-grown insect

etrfv'a'ir f'^
''«;""'"« "' --"-er, afte

dwenla TK ,'"" '
""y '" 'he invaded

r.7..^ V"^ '"'Se number of inhabitants

tloXyr "" '^'^ "" ^° *hink thatne work of deliverance ought to present aertam interest. They are all equally anxiousto clear the walls of the prison at rfie ear °e"possible moment and to come forth into he

fame rimf • °' "'%""'i
'^° *^^ ="' « ^'same time in a confused horde, attack thece.lmg which has to be pierced? Is the worko deljverance arranged in the general ime.

™ e? Th« '"Z'^'"'
'?'"*'""» fhe only

t?on will
"' ""^ '"'""°"' "'h''^'' observa-

tion will answer.
A little in advance of the proper season I

T!"-u'^ family into a shorfglass tubewhich will represent the natal cell.^ A good;
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ultZ^LT' » centimetre- deep, i, the ob-stacle to be pierced for an outlet. Well in«ead of the mad haste and the ruinou7rack o

bTdT,r ^e'ttU^r" '°
"""-'^

-d.n«l, weirr:«rerw&rOn"e
l^;-»e«. one only works at perforating the corkPatiently, with it, mandibles, grain byV,^„'

''tZ
a tunnel the width of ft, body' *The'

wart t is*; sl,wtr:::sr,„7 •: ?at
?orThetafe

*r°

'^' ''' '°"- ^ ^"^
Should her fatigue become too creat ,h,

I'Z^ 'u"".'''
*° P°"»'' and dust herself

taftes her place and is herself relieved hv ,

at th!?/r
''"

f"*^
' '^°"'- O'he" again

-h:?rr;^trerara:t^^^^^^^^

•39 inch.~-Tran,laior'j Note.
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antenna ^y pawing them through her mouth,ano her polishes her wing, with her hind-leg,
another frisks about to while away the period
of inaction Some are making !ove, a »vranmeans of killing time, whetffer oni be ZTn
that day or twenty years ago.

Some, I said, make love. These favoured
one, are rare; they hardly count. I, it through
mdrfference ? No, but the gallai.., are lacking

I, nl i'

."'
""P'

""''"'""y "presented in
the population of a cell: the males are in awretched minority and sometime, even com'
pletely absent. This poverty did not escape

whom r k7"'-
^™"^'' "« ""'y ""'hor

sa'riiter^lyf'
'" ""'"" '" "'^ '''"''^^''

'The male, do not appear to be known.'

rhe ; Z'H^
*""•

^"°
V^em

;
but, considering

their feeble number, I keep asking myselfwhat part they play in a harem so dispropor
tronate to their forces. A few figure w° 1show u, what my hesitation, are based upon

In twenty-two Osmia<ocoon, {Osrnia iri-corms) the total censu, of :he inmate, yields
three hundred and fifty-four, of whom forty!
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females. The average number of inmates

f;ir.' " "T" '"'«-'•'''"''»= "nd the«
1"'

SIX females at least to one male. This di».Panty ,s maintained, in more or less marked

Ziht. 1 ^- ""°T °f ''"' Mason-bee ofthe Sheds, I discover the average proportion^be SIX females to one male; in tho« of heMason-bee of the Walls I fin^ i

fifteen females. ' ""'' °"' ™'' *<>

These facts, which I am unable to state withany greater precision, are enough to give riseto the suspicion that the males, who fre even

over like all insects, are injured by a singleact of pairing, must, in most cases reS•tranger, to the females. Can them~n fact dispense with their assistance Titho;bemg deprived of offspring on tha^^'arcount"i do not say yes, but I do not say no Th.

t" e^xe:
* Wh""

'"' '"' P™"''- w'
bin™. ^

Why not just one? It would have

'o~ mytra'K'' ' ^""^' °^

tuber nf fK T ,
"'"S ^^ s*^^' when fhe

ouMtf'tee™"e";hr"'""'' "" ''" -*•-

suggested L !! • l
Pi'^Snant questionssuggested to me, m the end, by Monodo„,„.
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merus cupreus, the insect so Infinitesimal in
body and so overpowering in name that I had
really vowed never to speak of it again by its
official designation.
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CHAPTER IV

lARVAL DIMORPHISM

JF the reader has paid any attention to the

ctive'd°3:,?'
""^ ^""•'"' ••' ""« have per!ceived that my narrative is incomplete Th-Fox in the fable saw how the I Inn-. .

entered his den, but didZt h'-ow t e^Cout. With «s it is the converse: we lufow ,he

do'noTl"'
'he Mason-bee's fortress but wedo not know the way in. To leave the cHlof which he has eaten the owner the Anthr!!becomes a perforating-machine^

I vfng toolfrom which our own industry miXtflcei
When th

"""^'"^ "'" "^""^ forSg rocks

'i'e" o^b^inxr: i^rr' '^^^

by its contras; wifh the
' ''!; "'"""f'

"'

depths whence it" cends Onfhir'
°^ ""

know pretty well what th?"e i toT
''^

quarter of 1 Je^u^':^
"" "" "-e alert for a
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Larval Dimorphism

To begin with, it is evident that the mother
cannot lodge her egg in the cell of the Mason-
bee, which has been long closed and barricaded
with a cement wall by the time that the An-
thrax makes her appearance. To penetrate it,
she would have to become an excavating-tool
once more and resume the cast-off rags which
she left behmd m the exit-window; she would
have to retrace her steps, to be reborn a pupa;
and life knows none of these retrogressions,
he fu 1-grown msect, if endowed with claws,

mandibles and plenty of perseverance, might
at a pinch force the mortar casket; but the
I^ly IS not so endowed. Her slender legs
would be strained and deformed by merely
sweeping away a little dust; her mouth is a
sucker for gathering the sugary exudations of
the flowers and not the solid pincers needed
for the crumbling of cement. There is no
auger either, no bore copied from that of the
Leucosp.s, no implement of any kind that can
work Its way into the thickness of the wall and
dispatch the egg to its destination. In short,
the mother is absolutely incapable of settling
her eggs in the chamber of the Mason-bee.
,

Lan it be the grub that makes its own waymto the store-room, that same grub which we
have seen draining the Chalicodoma with its
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mmd. a little oily sausage, which stretchesand curls up just where it lies, without bein,aWe to shift Its position. Its body is a smi^thcylinder
;
Its mouth simply a circular lip N^tone ambulatory organ docs it posses, n« even

crawi 7;,f"-7 - "-inkles to enable t"
.•mmoLiI tv I^r"' " """^' '"' '^'«""'°" ""dnnmobiJity. Its organization is incompatible

crareTtrr"''"v "T'''"«
''"» - - i" th

than ,h u"-
^°' ""'e™b is even less able

tne Mason s dwelling. .\„d yet the ornvisions are there; those provisionsW be

'^

Al botht;r 'T '•'-^ron:,' s."'
.

(*'">ough .Anthrax-flies arc fairly commonm the sense of there being several ^M,
species, they are not plentiful v^ "it t ^c^s"o wanting a colony populous enough to adm

P'^ces, flitting hitiVtd'ZLr
thr^jd'

Bo



Larval Dimorphism
walls, the slopes and the sand, sometimes insmall platoons, most often singly. I cTn -x

ZT::! °' """' ^*«'"'°"'''' "ho "'he-to-day and gone to-morrow, for I know
nothing of their settlements. To keep a w^tchon them, one by one, in the blazing heat isvery painful and very unfruitful, as ?he sw fwmged msect ha, a habit of disappearing onek.,ow, not whither just when a prosper ofcapturmg ,ts secret begins to offer. I havewasted many a patient hour at this oureurwithout the least result.

"^
•

with Amh^J^r "
L°"";

"•'"« "f '"cces,with Anthrax-flies whose home was known to

species formed a pretty numerous colony The
enquiries begun with one would be continuedwith a second and with more, until a complete
verdict was forthcoming. Now, in the cou^eof my long entomological career, I have met

this condition and were to be found reeu-

herself builds her nest in the old galler eHf
%h"7\1r'^ Anthophora; the secldinthrax tnUsaala, IVIeigkn, r-.„|oits the
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Chalicodoma of the Sheds. I will consult
both.

Once more, here am I, somewhat late in life
at Carpentras, wh se rude Gallic name sets
the fool smiling and the scholar thinking
Dear little town where I spent my twentieth
year and left the first bits of my «eece upon
hfe s bushes, my visit of to-dav is a p\\gr\m.
age; I have come to lay my eyes once more
upon the place which saw tht birth of the
livehest impressions of my early days. I bow
in passing, to the old college where J tried my
prentice hand as a teacher. Its appearance Is
unchanged; it still looks like a penitentiary
rhose were the views of our medieval educa-
tional system To the gaiety and activity of
boyhood, which were considered unwhole-
some, It applied the remedy of narrowness,
melancfaoly and gloom. Its houses of in
struction were, above all, houses of correction
i he freshneiK of Virgil was interpreted in the

ghmpse of a yard between four high wall,, a
sort of bear-pit, where the scholars fought for

cdhtl X \^^r':''''- ^ around were
cells that looked like horse-boxes, without
light or air; those were the class-rooms. I
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speak in the past tense, for doubtless the
presenf day has seen the last of this academic
destitution.

Here is the tobacco-shop where, on Wed-
nesday evening. co,ning out of the college. I
would buy pn credlf the wherewithal to fill my
pmejind thus to celebrate on the eve the joys
of the morrow, rhar blessed Thursday' which
i cofitidered so v e^^-employed in solving hard
cquMHmB, rxperunenting with new chemical
reagents, collectmg and identifying my plants
would make my timid request.^rJtendhg

to have come out without my money, for it is
hard for a self-respecting man to admit that
he ,s penndess My candour appears to have
msp.red some little confidence; and T obtained
credit an unprecedented thing, with the repre-
sentative of the revenue.^' Ah, why did not Iopen

.1 shop and expose for sale some packets
of candles, a dozen dried cod, a barrel^of sa !
dmes and a few cakes of soap I I am no more
i

fool nor any less industrious than an-other; and 1 should have made my way But,

,cp,ri'^;:J;,j,t.7C "^''-""''^"^ •" ^he French

totrcx;-K"Xh"frrmr '^-^ "'^ ^°'^ -"^-' «f ^^c
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as it was, what could I expect? As an ac-
couchcur of brains, a moulder of intellects, I
had no claim even to breud and cheese.

Here is my former habitation, occupied
since by droning monks. In the embrasure of
that window, sheltered from profane hands,
between the closed outer shutters and the
panes, I used to keep my chemicals, bought for
a few sous cheated out of the weekly budgetm the early days of our housekeeping. The
bowl of a pipe was my crucible, a sweet-jar

^X/^^''''^J^^'^frd.pots my receptacles for

h^r1'?
'^^ '"^P*''^"- ^y experiments,

harmless or dangerous, were made on a cornerof the fire beside the simmering broth.How I should love to see that room againwhere I pored over differentials and integfals,
where I calmed my poor burning head by gazlng a Mont Ventoux, whose summit held in

ofZL^'7 '°'"'
u^ expedition^ those denizensof arctic climes the saxifrage and the poppy!

ithTh-""); ^^"^i'•^^^•••^^d, the blackboard
which I hired at five francs a year from icrusty joiner, that board whose va ue iTiiamany t.mes over, though I could never buy it
outright, for want of the necessary cash ! The

'Cf. Insect Life: chap. xiii.-.Tranjlator's Note.
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conic sections which I described on that black-
board, the learned hieroglyphics 1

Though all my efforts, which were the more
deserving because I had to work alone, led to
almost nothing in that congenial calling, I

would begin it all over again if I could. I
should love to be conversing for the first time
with Leibnitz* and Newton,» with Laplace*
and Lagrange,* with Cuvier» and Jussieu,*
even if I had afterwards to solve that other
arduous problem

: how to procure one's daily
bread. Ah, young men, my successors, what
an easy time you have of it to-day! If you
don't know it, then let me tell you so by means
of these few pages from the life of one of
your elders.

But let us not forget our insects, while list-

'Gottfrifd Wilhelm Baron von Leibnitz (1646-1716).
the di*coverer of the diflferential and integral caicuius.-
Translator s Note.

'Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727), discoverer of the law
of

^ gravitation.—rraw/Za/or'j Note.

„* /'-"if/'™**"
'^«/'l"»de Laplace (1749-1837), authorotLa Mitantque cileste.—Translator's Note.

Joseph Louis Comte Lagrange (1736-1813), author ofLa Mecamque analyttque.— Translator's Note.
Georges Leopold Chretien Frederic Dagobert Baron

tuvier (1769-1832), the founder of the science of cora-
pa^rative inatomy.— Translator's Note.

Bernard Jussieu (1699-1777). the most celebrated of a
lamily of hve famous French botanists, consisting of thrre
brothers, a nephew and a grand-nephew.— rrani/a/o»'j
note.

wkm^k^mi^-'^rmr^^
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rousfd^n'lL?''"'" •' '1!'"'?"' =""1 difficulties

ow and the hired blackboard. Let us iroback to the sunken roads of the Ugue whifh

pearance of my notes on the Oil-beetles Ye
.
lustnou, ravines, with your sun-baked ,Iop«if I have contributed a little to your fame voum your turn, have given me many fa^hou^

You aflel"s
"
H-V"

"",' '"'PP'""' °' ''"Slou, at least, did not lure me with vain hopes •

where I lou H 1,7 " "l ""^ P™"''"'' '»"d.

A 'arjfe species of Weevil For »»,- u u-wasps known as Crrr^r;, I [ '^5*r/"« habits of the two
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wood of the Iccrmcs oak. The sight of them
sends a younger blood coursing through my
veins; I receive as it were the breath of a new
spring-timc of life. Time presses; let us
pass on.

Another bow on this side. I hear buzzing
up above, on that ledge, a colony of Sphex-
wasps, stabbmg their Crickets.* We will give
them a friendly glance, but no more. Mv
acquamtances here are too numerous; I have
not the leisure to renew my former relations
with all of them. Without stopping, a wave
of the hat to the Philanthi,^ who send the long
avalanches of rubbish streaming down from
their nests; and to Stiztis ruficornis' who
stacks her Praying Mantes* between two
flakes of sandstone; and to the Silky Ammo-
phila, with the red legs, who collects an
underground store of Loopers;" and to the

'pI'/""/'
^*^'' ''•^'P'- ^' *° ^V^—Translator's Note,

7.7-
'

.1. 7 ''^•'""•«'. a Bee-hunting Wasp. Cf Social

A Hunting Wa»p.—Translalor's Note.

^hfjh'^^T^
'"'**'*'' *'''" »° 'he Locusts and Crickets

Traye; U LiTt-f""^' \" 'i"'^"'**
resembling tTat of

^r^^;^;'j^l:. " '*' ^"'^^^ '^-'^- ^^•'-p'- v to

|A Digger-wasp.—Translator's Note.
•Also known as Measuring- worms, the larva; or Cater-Piilars of the Geometrid Moth.-Translator'^ Note
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Tachtyti,' devourers of Locusts; ,nd to theEumenc, builder, of clay cupola, on a bouj
lar rock, facing the south to a len«h of «.m.hundred, of yard, and riddled wThoIe,"fea monstrous soonffe ;« fk- *• l

dwelling-place TS; Hafr^.f*'oT"''T:tho'
Phora and of her rent-free tenant th, Tk
horned 0,mia. Here aho sw^ ™ ''eheTr ^x"

IhTTT':"'' SitanVbeetle, the parasi e of

ter'^o "r o: • if ;i,t;-''v'«
-

tne loth of September. I should have beenhere a month ago, or even by the end of

locality
'*" ''y ^"suiting the

the'"lt:varlS°t ""%";:''"" 'Ws Bee in

with the O rbeeele anTthe ^^ '"°''"^l
""

at one time Za c
' ^'*""' ""« finds

cont^iVrMtltn °
,"thrf'

'°T ?"""ivieiecta .^ the form of a highly.

A Parasitic
^^^.^Translator's No,e
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coloured pupa, or even in that of the full-
grown iniect. The Osmia. still more precoc-
lous, though dating from the same period,
shows herself exclusively in the adult form, a
bad omen for my investigations, for what the
Anthrax demands is the larva and not the
perfect msect The Fly's grub doubles my ap-
prehensions Its development is complete, the
larva on which it feeds is consumed, perhaps
several weeks ago. I no longer doubt but
hat I have come too late to see what happens

in the Osmia's cocoons.
Is the game lost? Not yet. My notes con-am evidence of Anthrax-flies hatching in the^ter half of September. Besidesf thosewhom I now see exploring the rock are not

hrilr ^*''V«'-f'«<^-
their preoccupation is

he se tling of the family. These belated ones

l7Ti"f' ''^^?'"'^' ^'^^' ^•^'^ her firm,
adult flesh, would not suit the nurseling's
delicate needs and who, moreover, powerful
as she IS, would offer resistance. But in aut-umn a less numerous colony of honey.gather-
ers takes the place, upon the slope! of the
pring colony, from which it differs in species.

Vc^lhli Y ' I'' r^'
^''^^"^ Anthidium'
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The Life of the Fly

at work, entering her galleries at one time
with her harvest of pollen-dust and at another
with her little bale of cotton. Might not
these autumnal Bees be themselves exploited
by the Anthrax, the same that selected the
Osmia as her victim a couple of months earl-
ier? This would explain the presence of the
Anthrax-flies whom I now see fussing about.
A little reassured by this conjecture, I take

my stand at the foot of the rock, under a broil-
mg sun; and, for half a day, I follow the
evolutions of my Flies. They flit quietly in
front of the slope, at a few inches from the
earthy covering. They go from one orifice to
the next, but without even penetrating. For
that matter, their big wings, extended cross-
wise even when at rest, would resist their en-
trance into a gallery, which is too narrow to
admit those spreading sails. And so they ex-
plore the cliff, going to and fro and up and
down, with a flight that is now sudden, now
smooth and slow. From time to time, I see
the Anthrax quick y approach the wall and
lower her abdomen as though to touch the
earth with the end of her ovipositor. This
proceeding takes no longer than the twinkling
of an eye. When it is done, the insect alights
elsewhere and rests. Then it resumes its sober
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flight, its long investigations and its sudden
blows with the tip of its belly against the layer
of earth. The Bombylii» observe similar
tactics when soaring at a short height above
the ground.

I at once rushed to the spot touched, lens in
hand, in the hope of finding the egg which
everything told me was laid during that tap
of the abdomen. I could distinguish nothing,
m spite of the closest attention. It is true that
my exhaustion, together with the blinding
light and scorching heat, made examination
very difficult. Afterwards, when I made the
acquaintance of the tiny thing that issues from
that egg, my failure no longer surprised me.
In the leisure of my study, with my eyes rested
and with my most powerful glasses held in a
hand no longer shaking with excitement and
fatigue, I have the very greatest difficulty
in finding the infinitesimal creature, though I
know exactly where it lies. Then how could
I see the egg, worn out as I was under the
sun-baked cliflf, how discover the precise spot
of a laying performed in a moment by an in-
sect seen only at a distance ? In the painful
conditions wherein I found myself, failure
was inevitable.

^Bee-Ries.—Translator's Note.
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Despite my negative attempts, therefore, I

remam convinced that the Anthrax-flies strew
their eggs one by one, on the spots frequented
by those Bees who suit their grubs. Each of
their sudden strokes with the tip of the abdo-
men represents a laying. They take no pre-
caution to place the germ under cover; for
that matter, any such precaution would be ren-
dered impossible by the mother's structure
The egg, that delicate object, Is laid roughlym the blazing sun, between grains of sand, in
some wrmkle of the calcined chalk. That
summary installation is sufficient, provided the
coveted larva be near at hand. It is for the
young grub now to manage as best it can at its
own risk and peril.

Though the sunken roads of the Legue did
not tell me all that I wished to know, they at
least made it very probable that the coming
grub must reach the victualled cell by its own
efforts But the grub which we know, the one
that drains the bag of fat which may be a
Lhahcodoma-larva or an Osmia-larva, cannot
move from its place, still less indulge in jour-
neys of discovery through the thickness of a
wall and the web of a cocoon. So an impera-
tive necessity presents itself: there must per-
force be an initial larva-form, capable of mov-
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Ljival Dimorphism
mg and organized for searching, a form under
which the grub would attain its end The
Anthrax would thus possess two larval states-
one to penetrate to the provisions

; the other toconsume them. I allow myself to be convincedby the logic of ,t all; I already see in mymind s eye the wee animal coming out of Z
^ll'^Tf ? '"'^ ^"d ^ith sufficient slender-
ness to gl.de mto the smallest crevices. Once inthe presence of the larva on which it is to feed
.t doffs Its travelling-dress and becomes theobese animal whose one duty it is to grow bigand fat ,„ .mmobihty. This is all -ery co-herent; It IS all deduced like a geometrical
proposition. But to the wings of imagTna.'on
however smooth their flight, we must pref";

with the leaden soles. Thus shod, I proceed

tlJ^ /.""i
' :"""" ""> inv-estlgatlons, th^me on he Anthrax of the Chalicodoma, who

ana will allow me to repeat my visits dallvmorning and evening if need be' Sgh 'bymy eanier studies, I now know the exact

ehe"A„lf^ f"> '"^l:'"^ '"<' therefore o

soon f. i'^'.''^'
^''''^'^ """ take placesoon after. ^„Mr«.v ,rifasda,a settles her
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family in July, or in August at latest. Evervmor„,ng, at nme o'clock, when the heat begi^to be unendurable and when, to use FavierV
expression, an extra log is flung on the bonfire

puzzle A man must have the devil in him toleave the shade at this time of the year And»hat for, pray? To write the story of a FM
o?suc'c7ss m ^"' *^ """ "'y ^han eot success. What causes me to suffer torture
fills the msect w,th delight; what prostratesme braces the Flv Come along I

sted F?! I'T'" '"^^ ^ '•'«' of molten
""';

•

""" the dusty and melancholy olive-trees nses a m.ghty, throbbing hum, a ereat
<,«</.„/. whose executants have The who esweep of woods for their orchestra. tTs the

rZr "-L"-'
^"'^''' ^^°'' ^^^'^ sway and

of thrA'! ,1,

^^'"' '"''?'"8' °f '•« Cicadaot tne Ash, the Carcan of the disfriri- U^a
the,r rhythm to the one-note symphony ;f the

along! And, for five or six weeks, oftenest
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in the morning, sometimes In the afternoon 1
set mysel to explore the flinty plajeau

'

i he thahcodoma's nests abound, but I cannot see a smgle Anthrax make a b acic SDeckupon the,r surface. Not one, busy *thTeraymg, settles in front of me. At mos from'™e to t,me, I can just see one pas ingfa"away, ,v,th an impetuous rush. liose her inhe distance; and that is all. It is Imposs b

"

to be present at the laying of the ee^ Iknow the httle that I learnt from thfdiffin the Lcgue and nothing more

!,„. f°"
,•' ' "-"ognize the difficulty Ihasten to enhst assistants. Shepherds-mere

rei^r^^-t-gf-se;^

spike-lavender. I explaf/^'s we a I ^2
black Flv "Vl""'" ' '^'^ ^° ^hem o a"t
sett e h f

"'^ "'"' °" '"^'"^ *' ought ?
vhi h f"''

""'* ^° well-known to those

Sh S^traw r '"" '^ "'"« "•e°ho„:;

on a crus of b ead'Ther'
""' ^P'^^^

''

~".. *. ,1,, r,y-,k"ji*'.j™
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the village, they are to tell me the result of

mJ "" T^, °" "'''^'•"« ">eir favour-
able report, I will go with them, next day, tocontmue the observations. They shall be paidfor the,r trouble, of -ourse. These latter-day
Corydons have not the manners of antiquity:
they reck l.ttle of the seven-holed flu?e «-mented w,th wax, or of the beechen bowl, pre-fernng the coppers that will take them tothe v,Hage.mn on Sunday. A reward inready money is promised for each nest that
ftdfils .he desired conditions; and the bargain
IS enthusiastically accepted

fourth. Shall we manage it, among us alP

ev r'm'v ,::• •i^-"''
'"'^ "^ ^ugu^st, ho":ever, my last illusions were dispelled. Not

hUVri"'
''\d. '"««ded in seeing the W.black Fly perching on the dome of the Masol^

M,,,?" ^f","•!'
'""' '° ">' •^'' be explained

thus.- outside the spacious front of the Anthi^Phora-s settlement, the Anthrax is in perma

ZT^f""- ^^' ^'"•''' °" *' wing e™rynook and corner, without moving awf^ from

go^f^rr^'Th'"^"!^
''

r"'"''
"«'-"

go farther. There is board a id lodsing here
mdefinitely, for all her family. Wherf some
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I-arval Dimorphism
spot is deemed favourable «l.« u

in a flight broken hv !h / • " r"^' ""^

in the s^n, shfc "riel o t /^'^ f1JT
.t" The'''

''^'> -" 'Ji-S o 'ofnt

wedeh of .h!i::.SXu:'/ '"''"''''"''"'

habits would he r^»^^• ,
^"y-at-nome

but occur singly on thernrM. ^ ""P''

more or less evervrh,
PSoWm, scattered

To find a sincle^le •

""" """ "' 8™""<1-

Fly: on accounfo/X " ""' '"""S"" '"^ 'he

the cells bv a lon„
"""^ P""*''"' "« all

larva; o hers to^^ T' ~"'''" ""= d«ired

''wwt?;rtiretoTj:r'v7rf""

onTaire-rre' ^''^'7' ^'"'^'^^^f

longjourne; *'''"'^'"S'''"'"""ikfor
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I therefore picture the Anthrax coming and
going in every direction across the ..tony plain.
Her practised eye requires no slac^ ned flight
to distinguish the earthen dome v...ich she is

seeking. Having found it, she inspects it from
above, still on the wing; she taps it once and
yet once again with the tip of her ovipositor
and forthwith makes off, without having set
foot on the ground. Should ?hc take a rest,
It will be elsewhere no matter where, on the
soil, on a stone, on a tuft of lavender or
thyme. Given these habits—and my observa-
tions in the Carpentras roads make them seem
exceedingly probable— it is small wonder
that the perspicacity of my young shepherds
and myself should have come to naught I
was expecting the impossible; the Anthrax
does not halt on the Mason-bee's nest to pro.
ceed with her laying in a methodical fashion-
she merely pays a flying visit.

1
^ w'° ^

iZ^^"".^
""y '^"^''y o^ a primary

larval form differing in every way from the
one vvh.ch I know. The organization of the
Anthrax must be such, at the beginning, as to
permit of its moving on the surface of thedome where the egg has been dropped so care-
lessly; the nascent grub must be supplied with
tools to pierce the concrete wall and enter the
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Bee's cell through some cra„„y. The FIv

J^ys and which is is fnr I T'"''"
''<=

of hatching as\'?.:: fiirs: fj;r
stei^ftt^n:;^ririrr

ir reason be not a vim o« 4

ic exists,

-« find it. I :LiI fi d it" N:vTin't"h 'h=-

'

'ory of my investigations has t^e Jog ^ i'f

e'd me" T" '"""'"'•• -ve^ h^t directed me with greater certainty towarrf. ,magmficent biological theory. '^ '"'' '

contenfs of Ke Ma'soL bee
•?"" ""?'• '"" "'^

jhe grub just '^:r^:^^"^-:i
'tr e^Uem^f

°' "^ /"-f shc^L^rds

the first "ocuTelT h"
" "'\ '"' <'"«^"" ">a„

«. baskerand LIT Ttr'arat
•"

spected at leisure, on my work" ble III ,u'"ctement which the cer;i„t;o7al^;;ptch!
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ing fine discovery never fails to give. The
Mason's cocoons are taken from the cells, in-

spected without, opened and inspected within.
My lens explores their innermost recesses;

speck by speck, it explores the Chalicodoma's
slumbering larva; it explores the inner walls
of the cells. Nothing, nothing, nothing I For
a fortnight and more, nests were rejected and
heaped up in a corner; my study was crammed
with them. What hecatombs of unfortunate
sleepers removed from their silken bags and
doomed, for the most part, to a wretched end,
despite the care which I took to put them in a
place of safety, where the work of the trans-
formation might be pursued ! Curiosity makes
us cruel. I continue to rip up cocoons. And
nothing, nothing! It needed the sturdiest
faith to make me persevere. That faith I

possessed
; and well for me that I did.

On the 25th of July—the date deserves to
be recorded—I saw, or rather seemed to see,
something move on the Chalicodoma's larva.
Was it an illusion born of my hopes ? Was it

a bit of diaphanous down stirred by my
breath ? It was not an illusion, it was not a
bit of down, it was really and truly a grub.
What a moment, followed by what perplexi-
ties

! The thing has nothing in common with
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the larva of ihe Anthrax, it suKgests rathersome m.croscop.c Thrend-worm that, by acci-
dent, has made ,ts way through the skin of it,host and come to enjoy itself outside. I donot reckon my discovery as of much value
hecause I am so greatly pu.^led by the c eature s appenrance. No matter : we w II tnkTa
small g „, ,„b ,„j p,^^. .^^.^^

> nkc

Chal,codoma.grub and the mysterious thins

be what I am looking for? Who knows?

sSna,h7"""^,"','^^ P™''"'''' difficulty of

redo, M?"'""''"''
'•"• "'"''' I "" hunting,

I redouble my attention, so much so that in acouple of days, I am the owner of ha f a icoreo. tmy worms similar to the one whfch cau«dme such excement. Each of them s lodgedma glass tube with its ChalicodomaS
11 '"f"T""'' ?'"8 '» 'o »">»". so diap™anous blend, to such good purpose ;;th ta hmthat the least fold of skin conceals it f,;„ m"
lensl

^'"'.*"^h'ng it one day through tTelens, I sometimes fad to find it again on th^morrow. I think that I have losfT ,h,, V

tte'dlat'
""."" "' "''^^t' o1 rhe't'e;urned larva and returned to that nothing V«

:Ti Vk ::
^'""'^ '''" ^he:?z

:

see ,t agam. For a whole fortnight,
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really the or.gmal larva of the Anthrax? Yesfor I at last saw my bantlings transform them-se ves ,„to the larva previously described aTd

with fe« AT '' '"'"'"^ ^^^'^ -«'-witn kisses. A few moments of satisfaction
I'ke those which I then enjoyed makeun formany a weary hour.

^ "^ ^"'^

Let us resume the story of the wee animal

nnmrax. it is a tiny worm about a mllli.metre- long and almost as slender as a ZrIt .s very difficult to see because of its trans

km of Its fostering larva, an excessively fineskn, It remains undiscoverable to the lensB« Ae feeble creature is very active ^

rLTit^'M'^^
°' "".-' -o-''™"^

-V^? ^'s^t^=i:s^*::: itepoints of support. When at a standstill It

™orgVto e'Xe'jh:
'" ^^''^ *-'

-

walking °tswdls out
'P''' ."'"'!"i •* when
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The microscope shows us thirteen rines In-cludmg the head. This head is small, slfgh

"y
horny, as .s proved by its amber colour, and
bnstles m front with a small number of short

nIfhT ^. '"'' °f ">« three segmen,;of the thorax there are two long hairs fixed

lar and st.ll bnger hairs afthe end of the ter.ra.nal rmg. These four pairs of brisde th"
organs, to wh.ch we must add the hairy ed«of the head and also the anal button a sus

tne aid of a certain stickiness, as happens with

t.^'TV '"™ of '^' Sitaris.' We"eethrough the transparent skin, two long ai':tubes r„ p„,„^, ^^ ^^^^ ^^1^^^
g a,r

lirst thoracic segment to the last abdominal

Z °f •"["th'ng-holes which I have not

Tho:: t^o I *"'".g"''^''-8 q-" plainly

-creristic of the grubs of Flies Th^Ir

whThrT""™'' '^r'y -* ">e pointswh ch the two sets of stigmata open in theAnthrax-larva in its second form
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For a fortnight, the feeble grub remains in
the condition which I have* described, without
growing and very probably also- without
nourishment. Assiduous though my visits be,
I never perceive it taking any refreshment!
Besides, what would it eat ? In the cocoon in-
vaded there is nothing but the larva of the
Mason-bee; and the worm cannot make use
of this before acquiring the sucker that comes
with the second form. Nevertheless, this life
of abstinence is not a life of idleness. The
animalcule explores its dish, now here, now
elsewhere; it runs all over it with Looper
strides; It pries into the neighbourhood by lift-
mg and shaking its head.

I see a need for this long wait under a
transitory form that requires no feeding. The
egg IS laid by the mother on the surface of the
nest, somewhere near a suitable cell, I dare
say, but still at a distance from the fostering
larva, which is protected by a thick rampart,
it is for the new-bom grub to make its own
way to the provisions, not by violence and
house-breaking, of which it is incapable, but
by patiently slipping through a maze of cracks,
first tried, then abandoned, then tried again
It IS a very difficult task, even for this most
slender worm, for the Bee's masonry is ex-
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Larval Dimorphism
ceedingly compact. There are no chinks due

Lther.noh-"^'K"° ^^^"^" ^"^ ^° '^-weather, nothing but an apparently impene-rable homogeneity. I see but one weaTpartand that only in a few nests • it '^ X. v
where the dome joins the surface of the stoneAn imperfect soldering between two materialsof different nature, cement and flint, may eTvea breach wide enough to admit besiegers Is

tlV ^'"^ Nevertheless, the lensTfafrom always finding an inlet of this kind onthe nests occupied by Anthrax-flies.

malcufe waL'"^
'"'^^ '° j"°^ ^^^* ^^^ ani-malcule wandering m search of its cell has thewhole area of the dome at its disposal whensdect^ng an entrance. Where the'fine augerof the Leucospis can enter, is there not room

Z7\h:\f ^^^" ^^'"^-^ Anthrax-grub"

/n^
' J.''^\^"^?SP'S possesses muscular forceand a hard boring-tool. The Anthrax is ex

theX; / °? 'i ^r'"' ^""g^h °f t'^ne what

.L ^?^V^"'"''^'^ ^'^^ «"Penor implementsaccomphshes in three hours. This exolaini

come M l^^°^^^'^ °^ ^h'^^h 's to over-come the obstacle of the Mason's wall, to
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pierce through the texture of the cocoon and
to reach the victuals.

I even believe that it takes longer. The
work is so laborious and the worker so feeble I

I cannot tell how long it is since my bantlings
attained their object. Perhaps, aided by easy
roads, they had reached their fostering larvse
long before the completion of their first baby-
hood, the end of which they were spending be-
fore my eyes, with no apparent purpose, in
exploring their provisions. The time had not
yet come for them to change their skins and
take their seats at the table. Their fellows
must still, for the most part, be wandering
through the pores of the masonry; and this
was what made my search so vain at the start.A few facts seem to suggest that the entrance
mto the cell may be delayed for several
months by the difficulty of the passages. There
are a few Anthrax-grubs beside the remains of
pupa not far removed from the final meta-
morphosis; there are others, but very rarely
on Mason-bees already in the perfect state!
1 hese grubs are sickly and appear to be ail-
mg; the provisions are too solid and do not
lend themselves to the delicate suckling of the
worms. Who can these laggards be but ani-
malcules that have roamed too long in the
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7rlll .t'
"'"• ^^"'""8 "> "'"^^ their en-trance at the proper time, they no longer findv,ands to suit them. The primary larva of

followmg spnng. Even so the initial form ofthe Anthrax might well continue, not in in

on the average, for a couple of weeks. AtTa«
I saw them shrink and then rid themselves oftheir epidermis and become the grub which Iwas so anxiously expecting as the final reply to
all my doubts It was indeed, from the firstthe grub of the Anthrax, the cream-coloured
cylinder with the little button of a head folowed by a hump. Applying its cuppiW^^^^^^^
to the Mason-bee, the worm, without dflaybegan its meal, which lasts another fortnight'The reader knows the rest

us delot! !f ''f

"^
i'-'"™

"' '^' animalcule, letu devote a few lines to its instinct. It has

Tthrsun'^Th^K''
""''" *^ «"- >-'-or tne sun. The bare stor ^s its cmHIp fK«

t™^ t'; ' th"''""^."' ^ '
™"' '" n-

scarce .oh •
^'

lu"''''
=• P°°^ thread ofscarce-cohering albumen. But safety lies
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within; and behold the atom of animated
glair embarking on its struggle with the flint.

Obstinately, it sounds each pore; it slips in,

crawls on, retreats, begins again. The radicle
of the germinating seed is no more persever-
ing in its eflforts to descend into the cool earth
than is the Anthrax-grub in creeping into the
lump of mortar. What inspiration urges it

towards its food at the bottom of the clod,
what compass guides it? What does it knovv
of those depths, of what lies therein or where?
Nothing. What does the root know of the
earth's fruitfulness ? Again nothing. Yet
both make for the nourishing spot. Theories
are put forward, most learned theories, intro-
ducing capillary action, osmosis and cellular
imbibition, to explain why the caulicle ascends
and the radicle descends. Shall physical or
chemical forces explain why the animalcule
digs into the hard clay? I bow profoundly,
without understanding or even trying to
understand. The question is far above our
inane means.
The biography of the Anthrax is now com-

plete, save for the details relating to the egg,
as yet unknown. In the vast majority of In-
sects subject to metamorphoses, the hatching
yields the larval form which will remain un-
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changed until the nymphosis. By virtue of a
remarkable variation, revealing a new vein of
observation to the entomologist, the Anthrax-
flies, in the larval state, assume two successive
shapes, differing greatly one from the other,
both in structure and in the part which they
are called upon to play. I will describe this
double stage of the organism by the phrase
larval dimorphism.' The initial form, that
issuing from the egg, I will call 'the primary
larva

;
the second form shall be 'the secon-

dary larva Among the Anthrax-flies, the
function of the primary larva is to reach the
provisions, on which the mother is unable to
lay her egg. It is capable of moving and en-
dowed with ambulatory bristles, which allow
the slim creature to glide through the smallest
interstices m the wall of a Bee's nest, to slip
through the woof of the cocoon and to make
Its way to the larva intended for its succes-
sor s food. When this object is attained, its
part is played Then appears the secondary
larva, deprived of any means of progression.
Relegated to the inside of the invaded cell, as
incapable of leaving it by its own efforts as itwas of entering, this one has no mission in life
but that of eating. It is a stomach that loads
Itself, digests and goes on adding to its re-
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serves. Next comes the pupa, armed for the
exit even as the primary larva was equipped
for entering. When the deliverance is ac-
comphshed, the perfect insect appears, busy
with its laying. The Anthrax cycle is thus
divided into four periods, each of which cor-
responds with special forms and functions.
1 he primary larva enters the casket contain-
ing provisions; the secondary larva consumes
these provisions

: the pupa brings the insect to
light by boring hrough the enclosing wall;
the perfect insect strews its eggs; and the
cycle starts afresh.

no



CHAPTER V
HEREDITY

pACTS which I have set forth elsewhereprove that certain Dung-beetles' make /„

father works with almost the same" a, ,s^he

TmUr '"vSr''".^
'"' "-^ -ttlement of the

nve a gift that borders on morality?

ofrrce:\rtrti'jatj^^
mother's assistance^ Wnrt ^: . j"J^

'« f«e

seem, T T^'^ overtaxed, would deny Th'sseems excellent reasoning; but it is much more

'^hap. x; and the Sisyphuf for k"''
^""^ "^ '*' ^«''^'-
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often contradicted than confirmed by the facts.

Why is the Sisyphus a hard-working pater-

familias and the Sacred Beetle* an idle vaga-
bond? And yet the two pill-rollers practise

the same industry and the same method of
rearing their young. Why does the Lunary
Copris know what his near kinsman, the Span-
ish Copris,' does not? The first assists his

mate, never forsakes her. The second seeks a

divorce at an early stage and leaves the nuptial
roof before the children's rations are massed
and kneaded into shape. Nevertheless, on
both sides, there is the same big outlay on a

cellarful of egg-shaped pills, whose neat rows
call for long and watchful supervision. The
similarity of the produce leads one to believe
in similarity of manners; and this is a mistake.

Let us turn elsewhere, to the Wasps and
Bees, who unquestionably come first in the lay-

ing-up of a heritage for their offspring.

Whether the treasure hoarded for the benefit
of the sons be a pot of honey or a bag of game,
the father never takes the smallest part in the
work. He does not so much as give a sweep
of the broom when it comes to tidying the

'See Insect Life: chap, i ; and The Life and Love of the
inject: chaps, i to iv.—Translator's Note.

See The Life and Love of the Insect: chap, v.—Trans-
lator's Note.
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outside of the dwelling. To do nothing is his

therefore, however expensive it may be in

a reply?
" "' "" "' '" ''«''' f"

Let us make the question a wider one. Let
usleavetheanimal, for a moment, and oecupy ourselves with man. We have our ownmstmcts, some of which take the name ofgcmus when they attain a degree of m ghthat towers over the plain of mediocrity. \Veare ama.ed by the unusual, springing out ofHat commonplaces; we are spell-bound by the

r" W 'P^'"'- '^'"'"^ '" 'he wonted dVrk!

whence came those glorious harvests in th.one or m that, we say of them

:

They have the gift."
A goatherd amuses himself by makinc com-bmafons with heaps of little pebbls^ He

reckZr".r'°""''i"S'^ ""'* ^"d «cur"e

e ection He°f "•«" '"^ •'1'='" » '"°™«'»
rcnection. He terrifies us with the conflict ofnormous numbers which blend in an ord 1
f sh,on ,n his mind, but whose mere stat mentoverwhelms us by its inextricable con u™n
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This marvellous arithmetical juggler has an

instinct, a genius, a gift for figures.

A second, at the age when most of us de>

light in tops and marbles, leaves the company
of his boisterous playmates and listens to the

echo of celestial harps singing within him.

His head is a cathedral filled with the strains

of an imaginary organ. Rich cadences, a

secret concert heard by him and him alone,

steep him in ecstasy. All hail to that pre-

destined one who, some day, will rouse our

noblest emotions with his musical chords. He
has an instinct, a genius, a gift for sounds.

A third, a brat who cannot yet eat his bread
and jam without smearing his face all over,

takes a delight in fashioning clay into little fig-

ures that are astonishingly lifelike for all their

artless awkwardness. He takes a knife and
makes the briar-root grin into all sorts of en-

tertaining masks; he carves boxwood in the

semblance of a horse or sheep; he engraves
the effigy of his dog on sandstone. Leave him
alone; and, if Heaven second his efforts, he

may become a famous sculptor. He has an

instinct, a gift, a genius for form.
And so with others in every branch of hu-

man activity: art and science, industr>' and
commerce, literature and philosophy. We
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have with.
, us, from the start, that which will

distinguish us from the vulgar herd. Now to
what do we owe this distinctive character?To some throwback of atavism, men tell us.
Heredity, direct in one case, remote in an-
other, hands it down to us, increased or modi-
hed by time. Search the records of the family
and you will discover the source of the genius,
a mere trickle at first, then a stream, then amighty nver.

The darkness that lies behind that word
heredity Metaphysical science has tried to
th ow a little light upon it and has succeeded
only m making unto itself a barbarous jargon,
leaving obscurity more obscure than before.
As for us, who hunger after lucidity, let us
relinquish abstruse theories to whoso delights
'n them and confine our ambition to ob-
Tvable tacts, without pretending to explain

^ne quacker, of the plasma. Our method cer-
a..,ly will not reveal to us the origin of in-
stinct

;
but It will at least show us where itwould be waste of time to look for it

fhr
"
'k" 'Tu""^

'?'*'"*' ^ ^"bject known
through and through, down to its most inti-ma e peculiarities, is indispensable. Where
shall we find that subject? There would be
a host of them and magnificent o ;s, if it were
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possible to read the sealed pages of others'

lives; but no one can sound an existence out-

side his own and even then he can think him-

self lucky if a retentive memory and the habit

of reflection give his soundings the proper ac-

curacy. As none of us is able to project him-

self into another's skin, we must needs, in

considering this problem, remain inside our

own.

To talk about one's self is hateful, I know.

The reader must have the kindness to excuse

me for the sake of the study in hand. I shall

take the silent Beetle's place in the witness-

box, cross-examining myself in all simplicity

of soul, as I do the animal, and asking myself

whence that one of my instincts which stands

out above the others is derived.

Since Darwin bestowed upon me the title

of 'incomparable observer,' the epithet has

often come back to me, from this side and

from that, without my yet understanding what

particular merit I have shown. It seems to

me so natural, so much within everybody's

scope, so absorbing to interest one's self in

everything that swarms around us ! However,
let us pass on and admit that the compliment

is not unfounded.

My hesitation ceases if it is a question of
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admitting my curiosity in matters that con-
cern the msect. Yes, I possess the gift, the in-
stinct that impels me to frequent that singular
world; yes, I know that I am capable of spend-
ing on those studies an amount of precious
time which would be better employed in mak-
ing provision, if possible, for the poverty of
old age; yes, I confess that I am an enthusi-
astic observer of the animal. How was this
characteristic propensity, at once the torment
and delight of my life, developed? And, to
begi^n with, how much does it owe to heredity?

Ihe common people have no history: per-
secuted by the present, they cannot think of
preserving the memory of the past. And yet
what surpassingly instructive records, com-
forting too and pious, would be the family-
papers that should tell us who our forebears
were and speak to us of their patient struggles
with harsh fate, their stubborn efforts to
build up, atom by atom, what we are to-day.No story would come up with that for indi-
vidual interest. But, by the very force of
things, the home Is abandoned; and, when the

ni?ed '
^^^ ""^ '" "° '°"^^'' ^^^''^'

I, a humble journeyman In the toilers' hiveam therefore very poor In famlly-recollections!
"7
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In the second degree of ancestry, my facts be-
come suddenly obscured. I will linger over
them a moment for two reasons : first, to en-
quire into the influence of heredity; and, sec-

ondly, to leave my children yet one more page
concerning them.

I did not know my maternal grandfather.
This venerable ancestor was, I have been
told, a process-server in one of the poorest
parishes of the Rouergue.^ He used to en-
gross on stamped paper *"i a primitive spell-

ing. With his well-filled pen-case and ink-
horn, he went drawing out deeds up hill and
down dale, from, one insolvent wretch to
another more insolvent still. Amid his at-

mosphere of pettifoggery, this rudimentary
scholar, waging battle on life's acerbities, cert-

ainly paid no attention to the insect; at most,
if he met it, he would crush it under foot.
The unknown animal, suspected of evil-doing,
deserved no further enquiry. Grandmother, on
her side, apart from her housekeeping and her
beads, knew still less about anything. She
looked on the alphabet as a set of hierogly-
phics only fit to spoil your sight for nothing,

'A district of the province of Guienne, having Rodez
tor Its capital. The author's maternal grandfather, Sal-
gues by name, was the huissier, or, as we should say,
sheriff s officer, of Saint Leans.—Translator's Note.
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unless you were scribbling on paper bearing
the government stamp. Who in the world, in
her day, among the small folk, dreamt of
knowmg how to read and write ? That luxury
was reserved for the attorney, who himself
made but -a sparing use of it. The insect, I
need hardly say, was the least of her cares. If
sometimes, when rinsing her salad at the tap,
she found a Caterpillar on the lettuce-leaves,
with a start of fright she would fling the loath-
some thmg away, thus cutting short rela-
tions reputed dangerous. In short, to both my
maternal grandparents, the insect was a crea-
ture of no interest whatever and almost al-
ways a repulsive object, which one dared not
touch with the tip of one's finger. Beyond a
doubt, my taste for animals was not derived
from them.

I have more precise information regarding
my grandparents on the father's side,» for

;Pierre Jean Fabre, son of Pierre Fabre, a peasant oro-

F,Kr- I u T^'^y ^'" married in 1791. Pierre

LrJ. '. '?b°".«Vl*^" to Pierre Jean Fabre and grani-

raore, our author, was the son of Jean Fabre and of

to Anne Fages, daughter of Pierre Pages and of Ann.Baumelou, his wiit.-Translator's Not^
*
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their green old age allowed me to know them
both. They were people of the soil, whose
quarrel with the alphabet was so great that
they had never opened a book in their lives;

and they kept a lean farm on the cold granite
ridge of the Rouergue table-land. The house,
standing alone among the heath and broom,
with no neighbour for many a mile around
and visited at intervals by the wolves, was to
them the hub of the universe. But for a few
surrounding villages, whither the calves were
driven on fair-days, the rest was only very
vaguely knou n by hearsay. In this wild soli-

tude, the mossy fens, with their quagmires
oozing with iridescent pools, supplied the
cows, the principal source of wealth, with rich,

wet grass. In summer, on the short swards of
the slopes, the sheep were penned day and
night, protected from beasts of prey by a
fence of hurdles propped up with pitchforks.
When the grass was cropped close at one spot,
the fold was shifted elsewhither. In the centre
was the shepherd's rolling hut, a straw cabin.
Two watch-dogs, equipped with spiked col-

lars, were answerable for tranquillity if the
thieving wolf appeared in the night from out
the neighbouring woods.

Padded with a perpetual layer of cow-dung,
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in which I sank to my knees, broken up with
shimmering puddles of dark-brown liquid
manure, the farm-yard also boasted a numer-
ous population. Here the lambs skipped, the
geese trumpeted, the fowls scratched theground and the sow grunted with her swarm
°*ii"^^ P'gs hanging to her dugs.

1 he harshness of the climate did not give
husbandry the same chances. In a propitious
season, they would set fire to a stretch of moor-
land bristling with gorse and send the swing-
plough across the ground enriched with the
cinders of the blaze. This yielded a few acres
of rye, oats and potatoes. The best corners
were kept for hemp, which furnished the di-
staffs and spindles of the house with the ma-
terial for linen and was looked upon as grand-
mother s private crop.

Grandfather, therefore, was, before all, aherdsman versed in matters of cows and sheep,
but completely Ignorant of aught else. How
dumbfoundered he would have been to learn
that in the remote future, one of his family
would become enamoured of those insignifi,
cant animals to which he had never vouchsafed
a glance in his life

! Had he guessed that that
unatic was myself, the scapegrace seated at
the table by his side, what a smack I should
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have caught in the neck, what a wrathful

look!

"The idea of wasting one's time with that

nonsense !" he would have thundered.

For the patriarch was not given to joking.

I can still see his serious face, his undipped
head of hair, often brought back behind his

ears with a flick of the thumb and spreading

its ancient Gallic mane over his shoulders.

I see his little three-cornered hat, his small-

clothes buckled at the knees, his wooden shoes,

stuffed with straw, that echoed as he walked.

Ah, no ! Once childhood's games were past,

it would never have done to rear the Grass-

hopper and unearth the Dung-beetle from his

natural surroundings.

Grandmother, pious soul, used to wear the

eccentric head-dress- of the Rouergue high-

landers: a large disk of black felt, stiff as a

plank, adorned in the middle with a crown a

finger's-breadth high and hardly wider across

than a six-franc piece. A black ribbon fastened

under the chin maintained the equilibrium of

this elegant, but unsteady circle. Pickles,

hemp, chickens, curds and whey, butter; wash-

ing the clothes, minding the children, seeing to

the meals of the household : say that and you

have summed up the strenuous woman's round
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of ideas. On her left side, the distaff, with it,oad of flax: m her right hand, the sp ndleturning under a quick twist of her thimbmoistened at intervals with her tongue • soXwent through life, unweariedly, attendinVto

her Tn":
'"'

'llf
"'''"' "' "•'' house Ts«

eveniLr Tt" '^' P"''"'i"h on winteeven ngs, which were more favourable to

all ot us, big and little, would take our seatsround a long table, on a couple of benche

tach found his wooden bowl and his tinspoon m front of him. At one end of the tablealway. stood an enormous rye-loaf the si« nfa cartwheel, wrapped in a linen loth wth apleasant smell o washing, and remaineruntilnothing was left of it WIfh = „•

«™l=e, grandfather would Z'% nJ fh^
*de":hfn- ""' """"'"'• "^" he would di'

k u L
P "^ """"g "s with the one knifewhich he alone was entitled to wield It wasnow each one's business to break up h s W

pleased' "^'" ""' '" «" '''^ '"'-1 « he

Next came grandmother's turn. A canaC.0US pot bubbled lustily and sang upon the"flames in the hearth, whaling an^pTeti^hg
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savour of bacon and turnips. Armed with a
long metal ladle, grandmother would take
from it, for each of us in turn, first the broth,
wherein to soak the bread, and next the ration
of turnips and bacon, partly fat and partly
lean, filling the bowl to the top. At the other
end of the table was the pitcher, from which
tne thirsty were free to drink at will. What
appetites we had and what festive meals those
were, especially when a cream-cheese, home-
made, was there to complete the banquet I

Near us blazed the huge fire-place, in which
whole tree-trunks were consumed in the ex-
treme cold weather. From a corner of that
monumental, soot-glazed chimney, projected,
at a convenient height, a bracket with a slate
shelf, which served to light the kitchen when
we sat up late. On this we burnt chips of
pme-wood, selected among the most trans-
lucent, those containing the most resin. They
shed over the room a lurid red light, which
saved the walnut-oil in the lamp.
When the bowls were emptied and the last

crumb of cheese scraped up, grandam went
back to her distaff, on a stool by the chimney-
corner. We children, boys and girls, squat-
ting on our heels and putting out our hands to
the cheerfjl fire of furze, formed a circle
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round her and listened to her with eager earsShe told us stories, not greatly varild "is

played a part m them. I should have verymuch l,ked to see this wolf, the hero of somany tales that made our flclh creep but theshepherd always refused to take me into hi'

™f t^e d
'^""^ ?";'''« ='''°" 'he hofridwolf, the dragon and the serpent and whenthe resmous splinters had given out their lastgleams, we went to sleep the sweet slee; tha

had?'- tf
"" r""S"' "f 'he household

wi?h oatcJ^ff V^ T"T' " "* «"ff«l

w-Ustra^ •

The others had to be content

mih°""- '
^"" '^"' '" y""' d">- grand-

sokttnV *" T" '''P ">" J fo^d consolation for my first sorrows. You havehanded down to me, perhaps, a little of your
physical vigour, a little of your love of work-but certainly you were no more accountablethan grandfather for my passion for"Nor was either of my own parents My
knot""' 7^ r' k""''!

"'""«^' havh^gKnown no teacher than the bitter exoerienreof a harassed life, was the exact o^^os e owhat my tastes required for their develop-
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ment. My peculiarity must seek its origin
elsewhere: that I will swear. But I do not
find it in my father, either. The excellent
man, who was hard-working and sturdily-
built like grandad, had been to school as n
child. He knew how to write, though he took
the greatest liberties with spelling; he knew
how to read and understood what he read,
provided the reading presented no more
serious literary difficulties than occurred in the
stories in the almanack. He was the first of
his line to allow himself to be tempted by the
town and he lived to regret it. Badly off, hav-
ing but little outlet for his industry, making'
God knows what shifts to pick up a livelihood,
he went through all the disappointments of
the countryman t -ned townsman. Perse-
cuted by bad luck, . )rne down by the burden,
for all his energy and good-will, he was far in-
deed from starting me in entomology. He
had other cares, cares more direct and more
serious. A good cuff or two when he saw me
pinning an insect to a cork was all the encour-
agement that I received from him. Perhaps
he was right.

The conclusion is positive ; there is nothing

'The author's father kept a cafe in more than one smalltown m the south of FriRcc—Translator's Note.
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In heredity to explain my taste for observa-
tion. You may say that I do not go far
enough back. Well, what should I find be-
yond the grandparents where my facts come
to a stop ? I know, partly. I should find even
more uncultured ancestors: sons of the soil
ploughmen, sowers of rye, neat-herds; one
and all, by the very force of things, of not the
least account m the nice matters of observa-
tion.

And yet, in me, the observer, the enquirer
into things began to take shape almost in in-
fancy. Why should I not describe my first
discoveries? They are ingenuous in the ex-
treme, but will serve notwithstanding to tell
us something of the way in which tendencies
first show themselves. I was five or six years
Old. That the poor household might have
one mouth less to feed, I had been placed in
grandmother's care, as I have just been saying.
Here, in solitude, my first gleams of intelli-
gence were awakened amidst the geese, the
calves and the sheep. Everything before that
IS impenetrable darkness. My real birth is at
that moment when the dawn of personality
rises dispersing the mists of unconsciousness
and leaving a lasting memory. I can see my-
self plamly, clad in a soiled frieze frock flap-
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ping against my bare heels; I remember the

handkerchief hanging from my waist by a bit

of string, a handkerchief often lost and re-

placed by the back of my sleeve.

There I stand one day, a pensive urchin,

with my hands behind my back and my face

turned to the sun. The dazzling splendour
fascinates me. I am the Moth attracted by
the light of the lamp. With what am I enjoy-

ing the glorious radiance: with my mouth or

my eyes ? That is the question put by my bud-
ding scientific curiosity. Reader, do not smile

:

the future observer is already practising and
experimenting. I open my mouth wide and
close my eyes: the glory disappears. I open
my eyes and shut my mouth: the glory re-

appears. I repeat the performance, with the

'vTie result. The question's solved: I have
learnt by deduction that I see the sun with my
eyes. Oh, what a discovery I That evening,

I told the whole house all about it. Grand-
mother smiled fondly at my simplicity: the

others laughed at it. Tis the way of the

world.

Another find. At nightfall, amidst the

neighbouring bushes, a sort of jingle attracted

my attention, sounding very faintly and softly

through the evening silence. Who is making
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thirl uuV^ '^'"^' ^"^ "ot too far: iust

haunch« with t h""""' J' "•" ">c two

1 did not publish my discovery for f^Jl.(S'
'-laughter that Ucd^Til:^^:

their great vicJet'eye? L^r on°l""
"'*

^^;
place, bunche/of bt"^"!:,-' '?

no ston« Jh,?
"" "!" "'" '"'^ ""=y have

"'*• Wha' <:»" those cherries be ? At
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the end of the summer, grandfather comes

with a spade and turns my field of observation

topsy-turvy. From under ground there ' onies,

by the basketful and sackful, a sort of round

root. I know that root; it abounds in the

house; time after time I have cooked it in the

peat-stove. It is the potato. Its violet flower

and its red fruit are pigeon-holed for good and

all in my memory.
With an ever-watchful eye for animals

and plants, the future observer, the little

six-year-old monkey, practised by himself,

all unawares. He went to the flower,

he went to the insect, even as the Large

White Butterfly goes to the cabbage and

the Red Admiral to the thistle. He looked

and enquired, drawn by a curiosity whereof

heredity did not know the secret. He bore

within him the germ of a faculty unknown to

his family; he kept alive a glimmer that was
foreign to the ancestral hearth. What will be-

come of that infinitesimal spark of childish

fancy? It will die out, beyond a doubt, un-

less education intervene, giving it the fuel of

example, fanning it with the breath of experi-

ence. In that case, schooling will explain

what heredity leaves unexplained. This is

what we will examine in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

MY SCHOOLING

noise. J am now seven years old- and if
.s h.gh t,me tha. I went to school NoAbecould have turned out better: the ma°ter"f

whifl?
/""" T" '""' I "" the room n

IlnL k o^f '° ''"""^ acquainted with thealphabet ? It would be difficult to find the exactword, because the room served for every pur-

room, a dmmg-room and, at times, a chicken-house and a piggery. Palatial schoo s we«not dreamt of m those days; any wretchedhovel was thought good enough.

I r J
'""/"'.''''ed ladder led to the Boor above

r«etr 'what'" '\' ' ""'^ ''' '""^-'•"'drecess. What was there upstairs > I nevpr
qu,tc knew. I would see the master some'mbringdown an armful of hav forf-h^ .«
t.mes a basket of potatoes wLch the h:uSn,pt,ed mto the pot in which the little porkTrs'food was cooked. It must have been a "oft of»rts, a storehouse of provisions for min nd
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beast. Those two apartments composed the

whole building.

To return to the lower one, the schoolroom:

a window faces south, the only window in the

house, a low, narrow window whose frame

you can touch at the same time with your head

and both your shoulders. This sunny aperture

is the only lively spot in the dwelling, it over-

looks the greater part of the village, which

straggles along the slopes of a slanting valley.

In the window-recess is the master's little

table.

The opposite wall contains a niche in which

stands a gleaming copper pall full of water.

Here the parched children can relieve their

thirst when they please, with a cup left

within their reach. At the top of the niche

are a few shelves bright with pewter plates,

dishes and drinking-vessels, which are taken

down from their sanctuary on great occasions

only.

More or less everywhere, at any spot which

the light touches, are crudely-coloured pictures,

pasted on the walls. Here is Our Lady of the

Seven Dolours, the disconsolate Mother of

God opening her blue cloak to show her heart

pierced with seven daggers. Between the sun

and moon, which stare at you with their great,
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round eyes, ,s the Eternal Father, whose robe

T^ h
'' '^''6'> puffed out with the storm

J?h. W ^ i "
""t

'"'"''•'"• '" 'he embrasur^s the Wandering Jew. He wears a three-cornered hat, a large, white leather apron hob.na.Ied shoes and a stout stick. 'Neve wassuch a bearded man seen before or after" sivthe legend that surrounds the picture Thedraughtsnmn has not forgotten this detail : theold man's beard spreads in a snowy avalanche

07the le'ffrsV"'^
"--"" ^°™ " "is'knees

panied hv h
^™'\'\^^ °f B-'abant, accom-panied by the roe, with fierce Golo hiding inthe bushes, sword in hand. Above hangs The

ZL: ofw
"""''"• '}''"' ''^ defaulirs atthe door of his inn and so on and so on in

:;::ro7rfottr'^''"''-^~p'^^

..w,^StK.r^-ti:!;'itfx;
patches of red, blue, green and yellow ^The-aster, however, had not set up his collectionwith a view to training our minds and heartsThat was the last and least of the worthvman., 5i I ^^^„ =«-' in his fa hfon h^had adorned his house according to his taste-

While the gallery of halfpenny pictures
^33
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made me happy all the year round, there was
another entertainment which I found particu-

larly attractive in winter, in frosty weather,

when the snow lay long on the ground. Against

the far wall stands the fireplace, as monu-
mental in size as at my grandmother's. Its

arched cornice occupies the whole width of the

room, for the enormous redoubt fulfils more
than one purpose. In the middle is the hearth,

but, on the right and left, are two breast-high

recesses, half wood and half stone. Each of

them is a bed, with a mattress stuffed with

chaflf of winnowed corn. Two sliding planks

serve as shutters and close the chest if the

sleeper would be alone. This dormitory,

sheltered under the chimney-mantel, supplies

couches for the favoured ones of the house,

the two boarders. They must lie snug in there

at night, with their shutters closed, when the

north-wind howls at the mouth of the dark

valley and sends the snow awhirl. The rest

is occupied by the hearth and its accessories:

the three-legged stools; the salt-box, hanging

against the wall to keep its contents dry; the

heavy shovel which it takes two hands to wield

;

lastly, the bellows similar to those with which

I used to blow out my cheeks in grandfather's

house. They consist of a mighty branch of
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pine, hollowed throughout its length with ared-hot ,ro„. By means of this channeUne''
breath is applied, from a convenient distance
to the spot which is to be revived With

'

fltier each 1' '"t
""-^ '""' '°8» """^ '"dnicker, each of us having to bring a loe ofw^d in the morning, if he would share in^he

For that nriatter, the fire was not exactly litfor us, but, above all, to warm a row of three

ZlT^t '™™;f *' P'8'' food, am x!

tribute of a log, was the real object of the

st^otTtt^K- //" '"° '"'"'''"- o" thei
stools, in the best places, and we others sittingon our heels formed a semicircle around thosfbg cauldrons full to the brim and giving off

sounds. The bolder among us, when the
master's eyes were engaged elsewhere would

ft?„'th"''l-'"*°.t^'"-«"'''*d P<"«o and add

we did Stle "^t"'^'' H ^ ""'^' '='y 'hat, ifwe did little work in my school, at least we dida deal of eating. It was the regular customto crack a few nuts and nibble at! crust whikwriting our page or setting out our rows of

I3S
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. We, the smaller ones, in addition to the

comfort of studying with our mouths full, had
every now and then two other delights, which
were quite as good as cracking nuts. The
back-door communicated with the yard where
the hen, surrounded by her brood of chicks,

scratched at the dung-hill, while the little pork-

ers, of whom there were a dozen, wallowed
in their stone trough. This door would open
sometimes to let one of us out, a privilege

which we abused, for the sly ones among us

were careful not to close it on returning.

Forthwith the porkers would come running in,

one after the other, attracted by the smell of

the boiled potatoes. My bench, the one where
the youngsters sat, stood against the wall,

under the copper pail to which we used to go
for water when the nuts Y^d made us thirsty,

and was right in the way of the pigs. Up they

came trotting and grunting, curling their little

tails ; they rubbed against our legs ; they poked
their cold pink snouts into our hands in search

of a scrap of crust; they questioned us with
their sharp little eyes to learn if we happened
to have a dry chestnut for them in our pockets.

When they had gone the round, some this way
and some that, they went back to the farm-
yard, driven away by a friendly flick of the
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master's handkerchief. Next rame the visit

to see'us'"'Air"f'"^
^'' velvet-coated chicks

to sec us. All of us eagerly crumbled a little
bread for our pretty visitors. We vied with
one another in calling them to us and tickling
with our fingers their soft anrl downy backs

muT ^^^^"^^'"^y "o lack of distractions.
What could we learn In such a school as

that I Let us first speak of the young ones, ofwhom I was one. Each of us had, or rather
was supposed to have, In his hands a little
penny book, the alphabet, printed on grey
paper. It began, on the cover, with a pigeon,
or something hke It. Next came a cross?U
lowed by the letters In their order. When we
turned oyer, our eyes encountered the terribleH be, bt bo, bu, the stumbling-block of most
of us. When we had mastered that formi-
dable page we were considered to know how
to read and were admitted among the big ones
But ,f the little book was to be of any ufe the
^cast that was required was that the master
hould interest himself in us to some extent
and show us how to set about things. For this
the worthy man, too much taken up with the'
big ones, had not the time. The famous al-
phabet with the pigeon was thrust upon us
only to give us the air of scholars. We were
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to contemplate it on our bench, to decipher it

with the help of our next neighbour, in case

he might kno\^ one or two of the letters. Our
contemplation came to nothing, being every

moment disturbed by a visit to the potatoes in

the stew-pots, a quarrel among pluymates

about a marble, the grunting invas'on of the

porkers or the arrival of the chicki, With
the aid of these distractions, we would wait

patiently until it v/as time for us to go home.

That was our most serious work.

The big ones used to write. They had the

benefit of the small amount of light in the

room, by the narrow window where the Wan-
dering Jew and ruthless Golo faced each other,

and of the large and only table with its circle

of seats. The school supplied nothing, not

even a drop of ink ; every one had to come with

a full set of utensils. The inkhorn of those

days, a relic of the ancient pencase of which

Rabelais speaks, was a long cardboard box

divided into two stages. The upper c mpart-

ment held the pens, made of goose- or turkey-

quills trimmed with a pen-knife; the lower

contained, in a tiny well, ink made of soot

mixed with vinegar.

The master's great business was to mend the

pens—a delicate work, not without danger for
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in«perienced fi„ger»-a„d then to trace at thehead of the white page a line of strokes, single

capaoiiities. When that s over, keen an fv,

of the Jri«T l^l* '"l<'"'«ing movementsof the wrist does the hand, resting on the little
finger, prepare and plan its Sight! A «
and behold, under the line of writing is un°r¥ » garland of circles, spirals andflounshes, framing a bird with outsoreadwmgs the whole, if you please, in redtk, theonly kmd worthy of such a pen. Large andsmall, we stood awestruck in the pre^nce ofhese marvels. The family, in the eveningafter supper, would pass from hand to hZthe masterpiece brought back from school :wnat a man I was the comment. 'What

ofX pe°n1'"'
''°"'' "°'^ ^'•°" "'"' " "~'«

FreT}."7'f '"f "• "5' "''°°' ? ^t most, inFrench a few selections from sacred history.Latin recurred oftener, to teach us to sinevespers properly. The more advanced pupuftried to decipher manuscript, a deed of sale
the hieroglyphics of some scrivener

'

And history, geography? No one ever
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heard of them. What dihjrence did It make

to us whether the earth was round or square!

In either case, it was just as hard to make it

bring forth anything.

And grammar? The master troubled his

head very little about that; and we still less.

We should have been greatly surprised by the

novelty and the forbidding look of such words

in the grammatical jargon as substantive, in-

dicative and subjunctive. Accuracy of lan-

guage, whether of speech or writing, must be

learnt by practice. And none of us was

troubled by scruples in this respect. What was

the use of all these subtleties, when, on com-

ing out of school, a lad simply went back to his

flock of sheep

!

And arithmetic? Yes, we did a little of

this, but not under that learned name. We
called it sums. To put down rows of figures,

not too long, add them and subtract them one

from the other was more or less familiar work.

On Saturday evenings, to finish up the week,

there was a general orgy of sums. The top

boy stood up and, in a loud voice, recited the

multiplication-table up to twelve times. I

say twelve times, for in those days, because of

our old duodecimal measures, it was the cus-

tom to count as far as the twelve-times table,
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the 1 H.
'"'5^\7^over. the whole class,

the ttlc ones included, took it up in chorus
creating such an uproar that chicks and pork'
crs ook to flight if they happened to be there.And this went on to twelve times twelve, the
hrst in the row starting the next table and the
whole class repeating it as loud as it could yell.Of a 1 that we were taught in school, the multi-
phcation-table was what we knew best, for this
noisy method ended by dinning the different
numbers into our ears. This does not mean
that vve became skilful reckoners. The clever-
est of us easily got muddled with the figures
o be carried in a multiplication-sum. As
for division, rare indeed were they who
reached such heights. In short, the moment
a problem, however insignificant, had to be
solved, we had recourse to mental gymnasticsmuch rather than to the learned aid of arith-
metic.

When all Is said, our master was an excellentman who could have kept school very well but
for his lack of one thing; and that was time.He devoted to us all the little leisure which his
numerous functions left him. And, first of all
he managed the property of an absentee land-
owner, who only occasionally set foot in the
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village. He had under his care an old castle

with four towers, which had become so many

pigeon-hoyes; he directed the getting-in of

the hay, the walnuts, the apples and the oats.

We used to help him during the summer, when

the school, which was well-attended in winter,

was almost deserted. All that remained, be-

cause they were not yet big enough to work

in the fields, were a few children, including him

who was one day to set down these memorable

facts. Lessons at that time were less dull.

They were often given on the hay or on the

straw; oftener still, lesson-time was spent in

cleaning out the dove-cot or stamping* on the

snails that had sallied in rainy weather from

their fortresses, the tall box borders of the

garden belonging to the castle.

Our master was a barber. With his light

hand, which was so clever at beautifying our

copies with curlicue birds, he shaved the nota-

bilities of the place: the mayor, the parish-

priest, the notary. Our master was a bell-

ringer. A wedding or a christening inter-

rupted the lessons : he had to ring a peal. A
gathering storm gave us a holiday: the great

bell must be tolled to ward off the lightning

and the hail. Our master was a choir-singer.

With his mighty voice, he filled the church
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when he led the Magnificat at vespers. Our
master wound up and regulated the village-
clock. This was his proudest function. Giv-mg a glance at the sun, to ascertain the time
more or less nearly, he would climb to the top
of the steeple, open a huge cage of rafters and
find himself in a ma e of wheels and springs
whereof the secret was known to him alone.
With such a school and such a master and

such examples, what will become of my em-
bryo tastes, as yet so imperceptible? In that
environment, they seem bound to perish,
stifled for ever. Yet no, the germ has life; it
works in my veins, never to leave them again.
It hnds nourishment everywhere, down to the
cover of my penny alphabet, embellished with
a crude picture of a pigeon which I study and
contemplate much more zealously than the
A.B.L. Its round eye, with its circlet of dots,
seems to smile upon me. Its wing, of which I
count the feathers one by one, tells me of
Wights on high, among the beautiful clouds;
It carries me to the beeches raising their smooth
trunks above a mossy carpet studded with white
mushrooms that look like eggs dropped by
some vagrant hen

; it takes me to the snow-clad
peaks where the birds leave the starry print of
their red feet. He is a fine fellow, my pigeon-
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friend: he consoles me for the woes hidden

behind the cover of my book. Thanks to him,

I sit quietly on my oench and wait more or less

till school is over.

School out of doors has other charms. When
the master takes us to kill the snails in the box

borders, I do not always scrupulously fulfil

my office as an exterminator. My heel some-

times hesitates before coming down upon the

handful which I have gathered. They are so

pretty ! Just think, there are yellow ones and

pink, white ones and brown, all with dark

spiral streaks. I fill my pockets with the

handsomest, so as to feast my eyes on them at

my leisure.

On hay-making days in the master's field, I

strike up an acquaintance with the Frog.

Flayed and stuck at the end of a split stick, he

serves as bait to tempt the crayfish to come out

of his retreat by the brook-side. On the alder-

trees I catch the Hoplia, the splendid Scarab

who pales the azure of the heavens. I pick the

narcissus and learn to gather, with the tip of

my tongue, the tiny drop of honey that lies

right at the bottom of the cleft corolla. I also

learn that too-long indulgence in this feast

brings a headache; but this discomfort in no

way Impairs my admiration for the glorious
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white flower, which wears a narrow red collar
at the throat of its funnel.

"
When we go to beat the walnut-trees the

spreading their wings, some into a blue fan

etrL'Z h
'"* ,'^"'' ""' "' ™«ic" hoo

;

ou food for"'
"^ *'"'" '""'''''' ""'in-ous tood for my interest n thines Thrrwas no need for precept and examX my paj!sion^for animals and plants made'progTcTof

What did not make progress was mv ac

?a~o?thf-'"^'"'T'«'«'^"'^«'«"''intavour of the pigeon. I was still at die same

2l%Vu''\^'^''"'^^^"^ with the untrart!

spila io'n bf • ".'" ""'l"^"' ""^ =• '^'"'"^"spiration, brought me home from the townwhat was destined to give me a start Ing theroad of reading. Despite the not insignilcant

C 7ht
" t'^"^ '" "y '"*'"'«"^1 Awaken!mg, th purchase was by no means a ruinous

coloured an7i"?? 5"'"' P"« ''" ^^'hings,coloured and divided into compartments inwhich animals of all sorts taughf the A B C

AsTh/n li'''- ' "L^P "'^ P^"!™' picture?

fc-M
PP^"!"^' '" ">« "-oom set apart for thechildren at home, there was a litde window
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like the one in the school, opening in the same

way out of a sort of recess and in the same

way overlooicing most of the village. One was

on the right, the other on the left of the castle

with the pigeon-house towers; both afforded

an equally good view of the heights of the

slanting valley. I was able to enjoy the school-

window only at rare intervals, when the master

left his little table; the other was at my dis-

posal as often as I liked. I spent long hours

there, sitting on a little fixed window-seat.

The view was magnificent. I could see the

ends of the earth, that is to say, the hills that

blocked the horizon, all but a misty gap

through which the brook with the crayfish

flowed under the alders and willows. High up

on the sky-line, a few wind-batte-;:d oaks

bristled on the ridges; and beyond there lay

nothing but the unknown, laden with mystery.

At the back of the hollow stood the church,

with its three steeples and its clock ; and, a little

higher, the village-square, where a spring,

fashioned into a fountain, gurgled from one

basin into another, under a wide arched roof.

I could hear from my window the chatter of

the women washing their clothes, the strokes of

their beaters, the rasping of the pots scoured

with sand and vinegar. Sprinkled over the
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slopes are little houses with their garden-patches m terraces banked up by tottering

It' h"" ^"tu""^" the'th^st ofSf
lulu f" ^""^ ">"' »« «ry steep lanes

pavement The mule, sure-footed though hebe, woud hesitate to enter these dangerouspasses With his load of branches.
"''"^"""^

the^trdX'e":r;,'^^^^^^^^^^
fhe Tel, as we usedn, ItXe sr hd'lowed out by the ages, were the favour ,e hiU

days, Its immense, spreading foliage cast awide shadow over the herds of oxen and heepThose solemn days, which only came once a

TearntTt'^r " ^^7
'"^''^ f™™ -''hTutJ leamt that the world did not end with mvamphitheatre of hills. I saw the inn-k«pe"s

Tottes'Th"" T'""""?
='"<' '" go^-kn

watched th,
"^ '^""^

J^'
market-place andwatched the opening of jars, full of stewed

pears the setting-out of baskets of grap s analmost unknown fruit, the object of ea/er

ZTr- / T'' ""'' g-' "inIdea-tion at the roulette-board on which, for a souaccording to the spot at which its needkstopped on a circular row of nails, you won a
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pink poodle made of barley-sugar, or a round

jar of aniseed sweets, or, much oftener, no-

thing at all. On a piece of canvas on the ground,

rolls of printed calico with red flowers, were

displayed to tempt the girls. Close by rose a

pile of beech-wood clogs, tops and box-wood

flutes. Here the shepherds chose their instru-

ments, trying them by blowing a note or two.

How new it all was to me! What a lot of

things there were to see in this world 1 Alas,

that wonderful time was of but short duration!

At night, after a little brawling at the inn, it

was all over; and the village returned to si-

lence for a year.

But I must not linger over these memories
of the dawn of life. We were speaking of the

memorable picture brought from town. Where
shall I keep it, to make the best use of it?

Why, of course, it must be pasteu on the em-

brasure of my window. The recess, with its

seat, shall be my study-cell ; here I can feast my
eyes by turns on the big lime-tree and the ani-

mals of my alphabet. And this was what I

did.

And now, my precious picture, it is our turn,

yours and mine. You began with the sacred

beast, the ass, whose name, with a big initial,

taught me the letter A. The bceuf, the ox,
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Zt c\t :i^y'""':''-
""^ ^'"^- '"'^ ™

letter n A 1
'''"'' *'• '"'''>'• B*"' ">« theletter D. And so on with the rest. A few

compartments, ,t is true, were lacking in clea^
ness. I had no friendly feeling for the hioDopotamus, the kamichi, or horned screamer and
the zebu who aimed at making me s^y H Rand Z. Those outlandish beasts, which fai edto give the abstract letter the support o arecognaed reality, caused me to hSe or

mT Tl""" '«='l^«""t consonants. No
Td I mfh', h

"" ^° "-y >id in difficult cases

;

and I made such rapid progress that, in a few
days, I was able to turn in good earnest the

d« ,J "HI
'",'' P'Sfn-book, hitherto so un-

stell M ' ""' '""'"'^- I ''"«" how to
spell. My parents marvelled. I can explain
this unexpected progress to-day. Those speak"

It Tri' "^''^ """ght me amonifmy

stctt ''uTh?'
'^.^«;"^™°ny with my^

Aati,
„".">! .»"™?1 has not fulfilled allthat It

, omised in so far as I am concerned I

?ead itVt """' '" '"' ''-hing me toread. I should have succeeded by other means
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taine's Fables, in a popular, cheap edition,

crammed with pictures, small, I admit, and
very inaccurate, but still delightful. Here
were the crow, the fox, the wolf, the magpie,
the frog, the rabbit, the ass, the dog, the

cat: all persons of my acquaintance. The glori-

ous book was immensely to my taste, with its

skimpy illustrations on which the animal
walked and talked. As to understanding what
It said, that was another story 1 Never mind,
my lad I Put together syllables that say no-

thing to you as yet; they will speak to you
later and La Fontaine will always remain your
friend.

I come to the time when I was ten years old

and at Rodez College. My functions as a

serving-boy In the chapel entitled me to free

Instruction as a day-boarder. There were four

of us In white surplices and red skull-caps and
cassocks. I was the youngest of the party and
did little more than walk on. I counted as a

unit; and that was about all, for I was never
certain when to ring the bell or move the
missal. I was all of a tremble when we
gathered two on this side and two on that,

with genuflexions, In the middle of the sanctu-

ary, to Intone the Domine, salvum fac regem
at the end of mass. Let me make a confes-
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sion
:
tongue-tied with shyness, I used to leive

it to the others.

Nevertheless, I was well thought of, for, in
the school, I cut a good figure in composition
and translation. In that classical atmosphere,
there was talk of Procas, King of Alba, and of
his two sons, Numitor and Amulius. We
heard of Cynoegirus, the strong-jawed man,
who, having lost his two hands in battle, seized
and held a Persian galley with his teeth, and
of Cadmus the Phoenician, who sowed a dra-
gon's teeth as though they were beans and
gathered his harvest in the shape of a host of
armed men, who killed one another as they
rose up from the ground. The only one who
survived the slaughter was one as tough as
leather, presumably the son of the big back
grinder.

Had they talked to me about the man in
the moon, I could not have been more startled.
I made up for it with my animals, which I was
far from forgetting amid this phantasmagoria
of heroes and demigods. While honouring
the exploits of Cadmus and Cynoegirus, I
hardly ever failed, on Sundays and Thurs-
days,' to go and see if the cowslip or the yellow

;
!^1" weekly half-holiday in French schools.—Trans-

lator s Note.
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daffodil was making its appearance in the
meadows, if the Linnet was hatching on the
juniper-bushes, if the Cockchafers were plop-
ping down from the wind-shaken poplars.
Thus was the sacred spark kept aglow, ever
brighter than before.

By easy stages, I came to Virgil and was
very much smitten with Meliboeus, Corydon,
Menalcas, Damoetas and the rest of them.
The scandals of the ancient shepherds fortu-

nately passed unnoticed; and within the frame
in which the characters moved were exquisite
details concerning the Bee, the Cicada, the
Turtle-dove, the Crow, the Nanny-goat and the
golden broom. A veritable delight were these
stories of the fields, sung in sonorous verse;
and the Latin poet left a lasting impression on
my classical recollections.

Then, suddenly, good-bye to my studies,

good-bye to Tityrus and Menalcas. Ill-luck

is swooping down on us, relentlessly. Hunger
threatens us at home. And now, boy, put your
trust in God; run about and earn your pen-
n'orth of potatoes as best you can. Life is

about to become a hideous inferno. Let us
pass quickly over this phase.

Amid this lamentable chaos, my love for the
insect ought to have gone under. Not at all.
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It would have survived the raft of the M^

sunrfime m the gloomy wretchedness 7the
To cut a long story short: good fortunewhich never abandons the brave, brouXTeto the primary normal school at Vauc uw

cniCKpeas. The principal, a man of broadviews, soon came to trust his new assistant

iT^odJ' .f""!.
"'"'™''""' which la.

tering of Latin and grammar, I was a littleahead of my fellow-pupils. IU advantageof this to get some order into my vague know

ss^2^ be'"'
'"'"""^ ^''"' » *«"'° "-

lesson was being corrected around me withgenerous assistance from the dicti^narT Iwould examine, in the recesses of my desk theoleander's fruit, the snap-dragon's sLd-tesst

wingl::"'
"'"8 ""d 'he Ground-beetle'il

With this foretaste of natural ^ri™^.
picked up hapha^ard and by sSh, "

?eft
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school more deeply in love than ever with in-

sects and flowers. And yet I had to give it all

up. That wider education, which would
have to be my source of livelihood in the

future, demanded this imperiously. What
was I to take in hand to raise me above the

primary school, whose staff could barely earn

their bread in those days? Natural history

could not bring me anywhere. The educa-

tional system of the time kept it at a dis-

tance, as unworthy of association with Latin

and Greek. Mathematics remained, with its

very simple equipment: a blackboard, a bit

of chalk and a few books.

So I flung myself with might and main Into

conic sections and the calculus: a hard battle,

if ever there was one, without guides or coun-

sellors, face to face for days on end with the

abstruse problem which my stubborn thinking

at last stripped of its mysteries. Next came
the physical sciences, studied in the same man-
ner, with an impossible laboratory, the work
of my own hands.

The reader can imagine the fate of my fa-

vourite branch of science in this fierce struggle.

At the faintest sign of revolt, I lectured myself

severely, lest I should let myself be seduced by

some new grass, some unknown Beetle. I did
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to the bottom of aTunk '"""°"' "'*«««'

ri^hrcrtrER^ ^^
tide cast, ,u^h be,u"ful thdU J ~" *1

future, a"".:' eX^^7,°-):-='d-ical

towards another. Mathematics the e\.^

avoided as'.r :;v "1
co"u'iTiti'"

^

elation of „y old age. KheTets'l' beTr"
1 55
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no grudge against the sine and the cosine,

which I continue to hold in high esteem. They
cost me nxL-yy a pallid hour at one time, but

they always afforded me some first: ate enter-

tainment: they still do so, when my head lies

tossing sleeplessly on its pillow.

Meanwhile, Ajaccio received the visit of a

famous Avignon botanist, Requien* by name,

who, with a box crammed with paper under

his arm, had long been botanizing all over

Corsica, pressing and drying specimens and
distributing them to his friends. We soon be-

came acquainted. I accompanied him in my
free time on his explorations and never did

the master have a more attentive disciple. To
tell the truth, Requien was not a man of

learning so much as an enthusiastic collector.

Very few would have felt capable of compe-

ting with him when it came to giving the name
or the geographical distribution of a plant.

A blade of grass, a pad of moss, a scab of

lichen, a thread of seaweed : he knew them all.

The scientific name flashed across his mind at

once. What an unerring memory, what a

genius for classification amid the enormous

'Esprit Requien (1788-1851), a French naturalist and
collector, director of the museum and botanical gardens
at Avignon and author of several works on botany and
conchology.

—

Translator's Note.
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n>a»»or., ..observed I I stood aghast at

r^d^oSstitordto-irto'^^^^^^^^^^

Hni"
"! '°"°«''n8 year, I met Moquln-Tan-don with whom, thanks to Requien, I had

Thelll
?•'"'"«•?'

",
'«" '«t",\„ botanyThe Illustrious Toulouse professor came tostudy on the spot the Bora which he proposed

n thrhotlfr"'""^-
W'«" he^rr^ed.

^!™k
hotel bedrooms were reserved for themembers of the general council which had beenummoned; and I offered him board and lodg"

«•' It •^°''." '" a room overlooking the

s a u/Zr"""'"^ °' '"""P^^'' '"bot^nd

and of rir'""'"^
"""8'' "^''he, in thatland of Cockayne, but possessing no small

nTeTr m" ""^-r-'-'.
because of the'"

novelty. My cordial proposal tempted him-he yidded to my b andishments
; and^there we»"e for a fortnight chatting at table de omni

by ihe French y°v.,„m™ ?„"'.' "' "" fommmioned
Cor,ica and isfhe amK„i '*'°

!°. ""Pil" » «ora of
b..an, .„d .ooloL!^fc;;,rA''iJ/""'"'

"ork, o.
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re scibili after the botanical excursion was

over.

With Moquin-Tandon, new vistas opened

before me. Here it was no longer the case

of a nomenclator with an infallible memory:

he was a naturalist with far-reaching ideas, a

philosopher who soared above petty details

to comprehensive views of life, a writer, a

poet who knew how to clothe the naked truth

in the magic mantle of the glowing word.

Never again shall I sit at an intellectual feast

like that

:

'Leave your mathematics,' he said. 'No

one will take the least interest in your formulae.

Get to the beast, the plant; and, i as I be-

lieve, the fever burns in your veins, you will

find men to listen to you.'

We made an expedition to the centre of the

island, to Monte Renoso,^ with which I was

already familiar. I made the scientist pick the

hoary everlasting {Helichrysum frigidutn),

which makes a wonderful patch of silver; the

many-headed thrift, or mouflon-grass {Ar-

meria multiceps), which the Corsicans call

erba muorone; the downy marguerite {Leu-

canthemum /omoiMw) , which, clad in wadding,

'A mountain of 7,730 feet, about twenty-five nniles from

Ajaccio.—Translator's Note.
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shivers amid the snows; and many other rari-
ties dear to the botanist. Moquin-Tandon
was jubilant I, on my side, was much more
attracted and overcome by his words and his
enthusiasm than by the hoary everlasting.
When we came down from the cold mountain-
top my mmd was made up: n.athematics
would be abandoned.

^
On the day before his departure, he said to

Tou interest yourself in shells. That is
somethmg, but it is not enough. You must
look into the animal itself. I will show younow It s done.' ^

And, taking a sharp pair of scissors from
the family work-basket and a couple of needles
stuck into a bit of vine-shoot which served as
a makeshift handle, he showed me the ana-
tomy of a snail in a soup-plate filled with water.
Gradually he explained and sketched the
organs which he spread before my eyes. This
was the only, never-to-be-forgotten lesson in
natural history that I ever received in my life

.

It is time to conclude. I was cross-examin-*
ing myself being unable to cross-examine the
s. ent Beetle As far as it is possible to read
within m.yself, I answer as follows •

'From early childhood, from the moment
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of my first mental awakening, I have felt

drawn towards the things of nature, or, to re-

turn to our catchword, I have the gift, the

bump of observation.'

After the details which I have already given

about my ancestors, it would be ridiculous to

look to heredity for an explanation of the fact.

Nor would any one venture to suggest the

words or example of my masters. Of scien-

tific education, the fruit of college-training, I

had none whatever. I never set foot in a lec-

ture-hall except to undergo the ordeal of ex-

aminations. Without masters, without guides,

often without books, in spite of poverty, that

terrible extinguisher, I went ahead, persisted,

facing my difficulties, until the indomitable

bump ended by shedding its scanty contents.

Yes, they were very scrnty, yet possibly of

some value, if circumstances had come to their

assistance. I was a bom animalist. Why
and how ? No reply.

We thus have, all of us, in different direc-

tions and in a greater or lesser degree, char-

acteristics that brand us with a special mark,

characteristics of an unfathomable origin.

They exist because they exist; and that is all

that any one can say. The gift is not handed

down : the man of talent has a fool for a son.

i6o
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Nor is it acquired ; but it is improved by prac-
tice. He who has not the germ of it in his
veins will never possess it, in spite of all the
pains of a hot-house education.

That to which we give the name of instinct

when speaking of animals is something similar
to genius. It is, in both cases, a peak that rises

above the ordinary level. But instinct is

handed down, unchanged and undiminished,
throughout the sequence of a species; it is per-
manent and general and in this it differs

greatly from genius, which is not transmissible
and changes in different cases. Instinct is the
inviolable heritage of the family and falls to
one and all, without distinction. Here the
difference ends. Independent of similarity of
structure, it breaks out like genius, here or else-

where, for no perceptible reason. Nothing
causes it to be foreseen, nothing in the organ-
ization explains it. If cross-examined on this
point, the Dung-beetles and the rest, each with
his own peculiar talent, would answer, were
we able to understand them :

•Instinct is the animal's genius.'

1(1



CHAPTER VII

THE POND

THE pond, the delight of my early child-

hood, is still a sight whereof my old eyes
never tire. What animation in that verdant
world ! On the warm mud of the edges, the

Frog's little Tadpole basks and frisks in its

black legions; down in the water, the orange-
bellied Newt steers his way slowly with the

broad rudder of his flat tail ; among the reeds
are stationed the flotillas of the Caddis-
worms, half-protruding from their tubes,

which are now a tiny bit of stick and again a

turret of little shells.

In the deep places, the Water-beetle dives,

carrying with him his reserves of breath: an
air-bubble at the tip of the wing-cases and,
under the chest, a film of gas that gleams like

a silver breastplate ; on the surface, the ballet

of those shimmering pearls, the Whirligigs,
turns and twists about; hard by there skims
the insubmersible troop of the Pond-skaters,
who glide along with side-strokes similar to

those which the cobbler makes when sewing.
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^h.^?T '^.\W^*"-boatmen. who swim on

and th. fl . w '^° ^''^^ 'P''^^ cross-wise,
and the flat Water-scorpions; here, squalidlJ
clad m mud, .s the grub of the largest of our
Uragon-flies, so curious because of its manner
of progression

:
it fills its hinder-parts, a yawn-

ing funnel, with water, spirts it out again and
advances just so far as the recoil of its hy-
drauhc cannon. ^
The Molluscs abound, a peaceful tribe. At

the bottom the plump River-snails discreetly
raise their l,d, opening ever so little the shut-
ters of their dwelling; on the level of the

Pond';'"-!
' ^PK^" %^^^' ^^"^^'^ g^^d^"' the

Pond-snails-Physa, Limnsa and Planorbis-
take the air. Dark Leeches writhe upon their
prey, a chunk of Earth-worm; thousands of
tiny, reddish grubs, future Mosquitoes, go
spinning around and twist and curve like somany graceful Dolphins.

Yes, a stagnant pool, though but a few feet
wide, hatched by the sun, is an immense worW
an inexhaustible mine of observation to the
studious man and a marv. to the child who,
tn-ed of his paper boat, d.vcrfs his eyes and
thoughts a little with what is ha..pening in the
water. Let me tell what I remlber^of my
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first pond, at a time when ideas began to dawn
in my seven-year-old brain.

How shall a man earn his living in my poor
native village, with its inclement weather and
its niggardly soil ? The owner of a few acres

of grazing-land rears sheep. In the best parts,

he scrapes the soil with the swing-plough; he

flattens it into terraces banked by walls of

broken stones. Pannierfuls of dung are car-

ried up on donkey-back from the cowshed.
Then, in due season, comes the excellent po-

tato, which, boiled and served hot in a basket

of plaited straw, is the chief stand-by in winter.

Should the crop exceed the needs of the

household, the surplus goes to feed a pig, that

precious beast, a treasure of bacon and ham.
The ewes supply butter and curds ; the garden
boasts cabbages, turnips and even a few hives

in a sheltered comer. With wealth like that

one can look fate in the face.

But we, we have nothing, nothing but the

little house inherited by my mother and its ad-

joining patch of garden. The meagre re-

sources of the family are coming to an end.

It is time to see to it and that quickly. What
is to be done? That is the stem question

which father and mother sat debating one

evening.
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Hop-o».my.Thumb, hiding under the wood-
cutters stool, listened to his parents over-
conie by want. I also, pretending to sleep,
with my elbows on the table, listen not to
blood-curdling designs, but to grand plans that
set my heart rejoicing. This is how the mat-
ter stands

:
at the bottom of the village, near

the church, at the spot where the water of
the large roofed spring escapes from its un-
derground weir and joins the brook in the
valley, an enterprising man, back from the
war, has set up a small tallow-factory. He
sells the scrapings of his pans, the burnt fat,
reeking of candle-grease, at a low price. He
proclaims these wares to be excellent for fat-
tening ducks.

"Suppose we bred some ducks," says
mother. They sell very well in town. Henri
would mind them and take them down to the
brook.

"Very well," says father, "let's breed some
ducks. There may be difficulties in the way:
but we'll have a try."

^
That night, I had dreams of paradise- I

was with my ducklings, clad in their yellow
suits; I took them to the pond, I watched them

^The war of 1830 with Mixftx^.-Translator's^ote.
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have their bath, I brought them back again,

carrying the more tired ones in a basket.

A month or two after, the little birds of
my dreams were a reality. There were twen-

ty-four of them. They had been hatched by
two hens, of whom one, the big, black one, was
an inmate of the house, while the other was
borrowed from a neighbour.

To bring them up, the former is sufficient,

so careful is she of her adopted family. At
first, everything goes perfectly : a tub with two
fingers' depth of water serves as a pond. On
sunny days, the ducklings bathe in it under the

anxious eye of the hen.

A fortnight later, the tub is no longer
enough. It contains neither cresses crammed
with tiny Shellfish nor Worms and Tadpoles,
dainty morsels both. The time has come for

dives and hunts amid the tangle of the water-
weeds; and for us the day of trouble has also

come. True, the miller, down by the brook,
has fine ducks, easy and cheap to bring up ; the

tallow-smelter, who has extolled his burnt fat

so loudly, has some as well, for he has the ad-

vantage of the waste water from the spring

at the bottom of the village; but how are we,
right up there, at the top, to procure aquatic
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sports for our broods? In summer, we have
hardly water to drink I

Near the house, in a freestone recess, a
scanty source trickles into a bdsin made in the
rock. Four or five families have, like our-
selves, to draw their water there with copper
pails. By the time that the schoolmaster's
donkey has slaked her thirst and the neigh-
hours have taken their provision for the day,
the basm is dry. We have to wait for four-
and-twenty hours for it to fill. No, this is not
the hole m which the ducks would delight nor
indeed m which they would be tolerated.
There remains the brook. To go down to

It with the troop of ducklings is fraught with
danger. On the way through the village, we
might meet cats, bold ravishers of small poul-
try; some surly mongrel might frighten and
scatter the little band; and it would be a hard
puzzle to collect it in its entirety. We must
avoid the traffic and take refuge in peaceful
and sequestered spots.

On the hills, the path that climbs behind the
chateau^ soon takes a sudden turn and widens
into a small plain beside the meadows. It
skirts a rocky slope whence trickles, level with
'The Chdteau de Saint-Uons, standine iust outsirf*
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the ground, a streamlet, forming a pond of

some size. Here profound solitude reigns all

day long. The ducklings will be well off; and
the journey can be made in peace by a deserted

foot-path.

lou, little man, shall take them to that

delectable spot. What a day it was that

marked my first appearance as a herdsman of

ducks 1 Why must there be a jar to the even

tenor of such joys? The too-frequent en-

counter of my tender skin with the hard

ground had given me a large and painful blis-

ter on the heel. Had I wanted to put on the

shoes stowed away in the cupboard for Sun-

days and holidays, I could not. There was
nothing for it but to go barefoot over the

broken stones, dragging my leg and carrying

high the injured heel.

Let us make a start, hobbling along, switch

in hand, behind the ducks. They too, poor

little things, have sensitive soles to their feet;

they limp, they quack with fatigue. They
would refuse to go any farther if I did not,

from time to time, call a halt under the shelter

of an ash.

We are there at last. The place could not

be better for my birdlets; shallow, tepid

water, interspersed with muddy knolls and
i68
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ronnwitn. 1 he ducklings cap their beak. ,n,irummage here, there and eve^Xerethev sifteach mouthful, rejecting the ckar w'ater^^Hretainmg the good bits In the deeoe™they point their stem, i„to the airT/d'^ftfck

ind it :fhl^Jst'tS ''''I

'"''"'

We will let them h. I
*• '" """ " "'"•''•

pond
"" "• ''

" '"y '""> '° "joy the

Icho^I'h'
'' ""',' °" *« -""d "« some looseknotted, soot^»loured cords. One couldTke

pu rout'of/n" M°' ''^r'
'*' """^ "htt you'puii out ot an old ravcllv storIrm» r"

shepherdess, knitting "^J^^^^IZl

-i7nrr^;tfe^^-rt'h'rZ^

t'd|S"9?»"HeZg^S
o«roTth«t7.^,^:rjet^
content,. What con,es out is a b^aTlfobukhe s,ze of a pm's head, followed by a flat taH

Object, the Tadpol., the Frog's baby. I have
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seen enough. Let us leave the knotted cords
alone.

The next creatures please me better. They
spin round on the surface of the water and
their black backs gleam in the sun. If I lift

a hand to seize them, that moment they disap-

pear, I know not where. It's a pity: I should
have much liked to see them* closer and to

make them wriggle in a little bowl which I
should have put ready for them.

Let us look at the bottom of the water, pull-

ing aside those bunches of green string whence
beads of air are rising and gathering into

foam. There is something of everything un-
derneath. I see pretty shells with compact
whorls, flat as beans; I notice little worms
carrying tufts and feathers; I make out some
with flabby fins constantly flapping on their

backs. What are they all doing there? What
are their names? I do not know. And I stare
at them for ever so long, held by the incom-
prehensible mystery of the waters.

At the place where the pond dribbles into

the adjoining field are some alder-trees; and
here I make a glorious find. It is a Scarab

—

not a very large one, oh no! He is smaller
than a cherry-stone, but of an unutterable
blue. The angels in paradise must wear
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drewes of that colour. In„, ,i,..i •

inside an empty sna' ,h,n k- 5 ?"1" °"'

with a leaf. fS^aTaSh^fl?^
' ?'"«"?

m}- leisure, when I get bad! Othl'"r*
"*^'

"

summon me away ^" '''"""ion.

The spring that feeds th» r.«_j . •

.

'>om -l.r rock, cold and dclr tC *"'^'"
^oilcs ir, , an,- 1. «'"r fhe water first

«trc-.,n. T lltl , ^," """ over in a

••;K>.. , .

in''T '»"/"' » mill: that goes

'roJ,i uBon
1"°^"' °' «""• »"i«i^-

-fir.resrtoTetrXT'''''-

could /but^harr^o"""'" V """P^'"'
-ates, I inWte"he"duckr

"""' °' "*" P''^"

of someth ne else • ]ff .,. • "* ^"'"^

hold back thfwl?e;J!^/°"'"''^ « ^^"^ to
V .

waters and form a nnni tu
» no Ji, k of stone, for the brickwork J "uthe most suitable; I break th, I

P"''

On one of the broken stones Jn o'"«e enough for me .purmy'firtirs^r
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thing gleams like glass. The hollow is lined

with facets gathered in sixes which flash and

glitter in the sun. I have seen something like

this in church, on the great saints*-days, when
the light of the candles in the big chandelier

kindles the stars in its hanging crystal.

We children, lying, in summer, on the straw

of the threshing-floor, have told one another sto-

ries of the treasureswhich a dragon guards un-

derground. Those treasures now return to my
mind: the names of precious stones ring out

uncertainly but gloriously in my memory. I

think of the king's crown, of the princesses'

necklaces. In breaking stones, can I have

found, but on a much richer scale, the thing

that shines quite small in my mother's ring?

I want more such.

The dragon of the subterranean treasures

treats me generously. He gives me his dia-

monds in such quantities that soon I possess a

heap of broken stones sparkling with magnifi-

cent clusters. He does more : he gives me his

gold. The trickle of water from the rock falls

on a bed of fine sand which it swirls into bub-

bles. If I bent over towards the light, I see

something like gold-filings whirling where the

fall touches the bottom. Is it really the

famous metal of which twenty-franc pieces, ^o

17a
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rare with us at home, are made? One would
think so, from the glitter.

palm. The brilhant particles are numerous

straw moistened in my mouth. Let u, drop

t to %h"K-°° '7 ??'' •°° bother«,me°S
collect. The b,g valuable lumps must be far-ther on, m the thickness of the rock. We'llcome back later; we'll blast the mountain.

thinA •

'"°" "?""• O"-' wh" a queerh,ng has just come loose, all in one piece I It
» turned sp.ral-wise, like certain flat Snai sthat come out of the cracks of old wall, in

iraTtl
"•

'^H''
'" «"""'^ side,,"? 00 "slike a li tie ram's-horn. Shell or horn it i,very cunous. How do things like that findtheir way into the stone?

Treasures and curiosities make my pocketsbulge with pebbles. It is late and theSducklings have had all they want to eat. Comea ong youngsters, let's go home. My fanJ
Th, tt K°T-"'" '" "'y excitement

.

The walk back IS a delight. A voice sinir,
'n my ear, an untranslatable voice, Tfter tha^any language and bewildering a, aS It'peak, to no for the first time of the mlstenes of the pond; it glorifies the heave.li; in
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sect which I hear moving in the empty snail-

shell, its temporary cage; it whispers the

secrets of the rock, the gold-filings, the faceted

jewels, the ram*s-horn turned to stone.

Poor simpleton, smother your joy! I ar-

rive. My parents catch sight of my bulging

pockets, with their disgraceful load of stones.

The cloth has given way under the rough and
heavy burden.

"You rascal I" says father, at sight of the

damage. "1 send you to mind the ducks and
you amuse yourself picking up stones, as

though there weren't enough of them all round
the house! Make haste and throw them
away 1"

Broken-hearted, I obey. Diamonds, gold-

dust, petrified ram's-horn, heavenly Beetle are

all flung on a rubbish-heap outside the door.

Mother bewails her lot:

"A nice thing, bringing up children to see

them turn out so badly! You'll bring me to

my grave. Green stuff I don't mind: it does
for the rabbits. But stones, which ruin your
pockets; poisonous animals, which'll sting your
hand: what good are they to you, silly?

There's no doubt about it: some one has

thrown a spell over you !"

Yes, my poor mother, you were right, in
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your simplicity: a spell had been cast uDon

ToLrnr' ' v"'.T ^^^" '^ - hard enoTgh

nJJ • /u ^'' °^ ^'•^^^' ^°^« not improving

tcring? Of what avail is the tormenf nf
learning to the derehcts of life?

monus ot the duck-pool were rock-crystal the

ne pond, mind our ducks and leave to oiliermore favoured by fortune, the job of exoS'mgjrhe world's mechanism, if tlie spirit^'

S into^h. '' '°' ''"'"^'-dKc; he alonepries into the mysteries of things. The least

rVfine'o
•""'?'' ^''^ "'•" •>» ^•''" -

these ou-« " "" "• "'' ''™'' ''""•tnese questionings come from us ivifh

ucre ^'ifl 1 ''7" "' f™™ "•"= 1«« of

men doe I h". "" '" "" '>" "^ "'»'men, does it become us to complain ? Let us
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be careful not to do so, for that would be deny-

ing the best of all our gifts.

Let us ^fivc, on the contrary, within the

measure of our capacity, to force a gleam of

lig^t from the vast unknown; let us examine

and question and, here and there, wrest a few

shreds of truth. We shall sink under the task

;

in th* present ill ordered state of society, we

shall end. uerhaps, in the worWhouse. Let us

go ahead for all that : ouf -consolation shall be

that we have increiscd by ^mt atom the gen-

eral mass of know!«dge, the incomparable

treasure of mankind.

As this modest lot has fallen to me, I will

return to the pond, notwithstanding the wise

admonitions and the bitter tears which I once

owed to it. I will return to' the pond, but not

to that of the small ducks, the pond aflower

with illusions: those ponds do not occur twice

in a lifetime. For luck like that, you must be

in all the new glory of your first breeches and

your first ideas.

Many another have I come upon since that

distant time, ponds very much richer and, more-

over, explored with the ripened eye of experi-

ence. Enthusiastically I searched them with

the net, stirred up their mud, ransacked their

trailing weeds. None in my memories comes
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up to the first, magnified in its deliEhts andrnort.fi„,,on, by d,e marvellous perspXe o1

Nor would any of them suit my plan, of to-

mvselfTi^tL'',"'"''''
" "'.° "'«

^ should lose

"eet iT th!
™"'«?».';i«. where life swarms

infil?e'::ttv?:;;itf^ts%:n' ''-' "'
.iduous watching, un^lll^^bed b—rrbV^an .mpossibility on the public 4y Wha^

'?

want .s a pond on an extremely reduced scale'Panngly stocked in my own fashion a„m^«al^pond standing permanently o:Vy",My:

A louis has been overIooki.H ;« «
of the drawer.

, canT;;"? t^^ eh'oursTrTou'ly J^pardizing the domestic balance L^im= make this gift to Science, who I fe„W.11 be none too much obliged t^me A ;^org»us equipment may be all very wrTunr ifh

r^sutdt ''' ""' ''"' "^^ °" '^^ ^"^are consulted at great expense; but such macr

strthe" °/-
''""''J'"'

«''> when w have t^"Study the actions of the livinrr t..
• .u l

We makeshift, of no value A , "I'l
''"'"

the secrets of life
' *" ""'"'''« O"

• jy""" '''l the best rewlts of my studies nfnstinct cost me? Nothing buT't.W and
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above all, patience. My extravagant expen-

diture of twenty francs, therefore, will be a

risky speculation if devoted to the purchase of

an apparatus of study. It will bring me in

nothing in the way of fresh views, of that I

am convinced. However, let us try.

The blacksmith makes me the framework

of a cage out of a few iron rods. The joiner,

who is also a glazier on occasion—for, in my
village, you have to be a Jack-of-all-trades if

you would make both ends meet—sets the

framework on a wooden base and supplies it

with a movable board as a lid; he fixes thick

panes of glass in the four sides. Behold the

apparatus, complete, with a bottom of tarred

sheet-iron and a trap to let the water out.

The makers express themselves satisfied

with their work, a singular novelty in their

respective shops, where many an inquisitive

caller has wondered what use I intend to make
of my little glass trough. The thing creates a

certain stir. Some insist that it is meant to

hold my supplies of oil and to take the place

of the receptacle in general use in our parts,

the urn dug out of a block of stone. What
would those utilitarians have thought of my
crazy mind, had they known that my costly

gear would merely serve to let me watch some
178
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""smtlf "T"!' '^'*'"8 '^' '" "-c water ISmith and glazier are content with theirwork I myself am pleased. For alT It, ,^,1a.r the apparatus doe, not lack elegance
'

front of a window vi,ited by the sun for ,K.
greater part of the day. It,Voiding capadtv
1. «,me ten or eleven gallons. Whaf ,haT;^
mnn , ^ »<I""'"ni? No, that would betoopre entious and would, very unjustly sug!gest the aquatic toy filled with rock-work
water.fall, and gold-fish beloved of the dwen

i turnish it with a heap of thoM limv m
crustation, wherewith certain sprigs 7 the"neighbourhood cover the dead dump ff ^.hes

ered wi?h
' "P"-"'- Moreover, it is cov-ered with a short, green, velvety moss a

coTnt'onT^
"f infinitesimal pond-wTed

'

count on this modest vegetation to keen thewater in a reasonably wholesome state, lifh

wouW r'?^ J"!
'° '^^1"="' ^'newals whichwould disturb the work of my colonies. Sani-'"'"" '•"'' "J"'" "« the first condition, of su .
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cess. Now the stocked pond will not be long

in filling itself with gases unfit to breathe, with

putrid effluvia and other animal refuse; it will

become a sink in which life will have killed

life. Those dregs must disappear as soon as

they are formed, must be burnt and purified;

and from their oxidi/.ed ruins there must even

rise a perfect life-giving gas, so that the water

may retain an unchangeable store of the

breathable element. The plant effects this puri-

fication in its sewage-farm of green cells.

When the sun beats upon the glass pond, the

work of the water-weeds is a sight to behold.

The green-carpeted reef is lit up with an in-

finity of scintillating points and assumes the ap-

pearance of a fairy-lawn of velvet, studded

with thousands of diamond pinVheads. From
this exquisite jewellery pearls break loose con-

tinuously and are at once replaced by others in

the generating casket; slowly they rise, like

tiny globes of light. They spread on every

side. It is a constant display of fireworks in

the depths of the water.

Chemistry tells us that, thanks to its green

matter and the stimulus of the sun's rays, the

weeds decompose the carbonic acid gas where-

with the water is impregnated by the breathing

of its inhabitants and the corruption of the or-

i8o
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ganic refuse; it retains the carbon, which iswrought mto fresh tissues; it exhales The oxigen m tmy bubbles. These partly dissolve inhe water and partly reach the surface whectheir froth supplies the atmosphere w th an excess of breathable era* Tk- a- i j .

ceeps ehc cofc I':t^T^^Z
Old hand though I be. I take an interest inth.s tnte marvel of a bundle of weed per"petuatjng hygienic principle, in a ,tagna„

pool: I look with a delighted eye upon th^l^cxhausfble spray of spreading bubble, I see

weed TT K
' P^historic time, when ,«-

first atmosphere for living things to breatheat the ,me when the silt of the continent, wasbegmnmg to emerge. What I see before my
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CHAPTER VIII

i

THE CADDIS-WORM

"y^HOM shall I lodge in my glass trough,
kept permanently wholesome by the ac-

tion of the water-weeds ? I shall keep Caddis-
worms, those expert dressers. Few of the self-

clothing insects surpass them in ingenious at-

tire. The ponds in my neighbourhood supply
me with five or six species, each possessing an
art of its own. To-day, but one of these shall

receive historical honours.

I obtain it from the muddy-bottomed, stag-
nant pools crammed with small reeds. As far
as one can judge from the habitation merely,
it should be, according to the specialists, Litn-
nophilns flavicornis, whose work has earned
for the whole corporation the pretty name
of Phryganea, a Greek term meaning a bit of
wood, a stick. In a no less expressive fash-
ion, the Provencal peasant calls it lou porto-
fais, lou porto-caneu. This is the little grub
that carries through the still waters a faggot
of tiny fragments fallen from the reeds.
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It! ihcath a travelling house, is a com-

positc and barbaric piece of work, a megalithic
pile wherein art retires in favour of amor,
phous strength The materials are many andlundry so much so that we might imagine that
we had the work of dissimilar builders before
our eyes, if frequent transitions did not tell us
the contrary.

With the young ones, the novices, it starts
with a sort of deep basket in rustic wicker-

Z^t. I ^"^'^^ <^'nploycd present nearly

n hT .K T' ^*i»"^t"'«'" and are none
other than bits of small, stiff roots, long
steeped and peeled under water. The arub
that has made a find of these fibres saws them
with Its mandibles aud cuts them into little
straight sticks, which it fixes one by one to the
edge of its basket, always crosswise, perpen-
dicular to the axis of the work.

Picture a circle surrounded by a bristling
mass of tangents, or rather a polygon with
.ts sides extended in all directions. On this
assemblage of straight lines we place repeated
layers of others, without troubling about
similarity of position, thus obtaining a sort of
ragged fascine whose sticks project on every
side Such is the bastion of the child-grub, an
excellent system of defence, with its continu"

i8j
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The Life of the Fly

ous pile of spikes, hut difficult to steer through
the tangle of aquatic plants.

Sooner or later, the worm forsakes this
kind of caltrop which catches on to every-
thing. It was a basket-maker, it now turns
carpenter; it builds with little beams and
joists—that is to say, with round bits of wood,
browned by the water, often as wide as a
thick straw and a finger's-breadth long, more
or less—taking them as chance supplies them.

For the rest, there is something of every-
thing in this rag-bag: bits of stubble, fag-
ends of rushes, scraps of plants, fragments of
some tiny twig or other, chips of wood, shreds
of bark, largish grains, especially the seeds of
the yellow iris, which were red when they fell
from their capsules and are now black as jet.
The heterogeneous collection is piled up

anyhow. Some pieces are fixed lengthwise,
others across, others aslant. There are angles
in this direction and angles in the other, re-
sulting in sharp little turns and twists; the big
is mixed with the little, the correct rubs shoul-
ders with the shapeless. It is not an edifice,
It IS a frenzied conglomeration. Sometimes,
a fine disorder is an effect of art. This is not

'

so here: the work of the Caddis-worm is not
a masterpiece worth signing.
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And this mad heaping-up felloes stniirhtupon the regular basketwork of he "artThe young grub's fascine did not laek a ertiam elegance, w.th its dainty laths, all stacked

HeT-M "'"'"'^'""V^ "nd, lo knd beho11the budder, grown larger, more experience

the 'o':d:rr"'f
"""'•

t"^ ^^"f"'' ''••^" -
I.L A-^ '^t"

'" ^'^"1" ='"«'''•• which isId and mcoherenti There is no transitfon^
stage btween the two systems. The extrava-

ket. But that we often find the two kindsof work placed one above the other, we wouldnot dare ascnbe to them a common originThe fact of their being joined together is theonly thmg that makes them one in spite ofthe incongruity. P °'

nitflf
'^, '*™,^'°'-^y* do not last indefi-

n.tely. When the worm has grown slightlyand ,s housed to its satisfaction in a heap of

^ich h
"''1"'^°"' '''' *'^^''« °f ''^ childhood»h,ch has become too narrow and is now atroublesome burden. It cuts through its

nal work. When moving to a higher androomier flat, it understands how to fghten ?tsportable house by breaking off a pfrt :
"

All that remams ,s the upper floor, which is
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enlarged at the aperture, as and when re-

quired, by the same architecture of disordered

beams.

Side by side with these cases, which are

mere ugly faggots, we find others just as often

of exquisite beauty and composed entirely

of tiny shells. Do they come from the same

workship? It takes very convincing proofs

to make us believe this. Here is order with

its charm, there disorder with its hideous-

ness; on the one hand a dainty mosaic of

shells, on the other a clumsy heap of sticks.

And yet it is all produced by the same la-

bourer.

Proofs abound. On some case which of-

fends the eye with the want of arrangement

in its bits of wood, patches are apt to appear

which are quite regular and made of shells;

in the same way, it is not unusual to see a

horrid tangle of joists braced to a master-

piece of shell-work. One feels a certain an-

noyance at seeing the pretty sheath so barbar-

ously spoilt.

This mixed construction tells us that the

rustic stacker of wooden beams excels, when
occasion offers, in making elegant shell-pave-

ments and that it practises rough carpentry

and delicate mosaic-work indifferently. In
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the latter instance, the scabbard is made, above

whorled .nlrJlc ^ ^ ^^'^ P''^"y' close.

on tiZttCZlf:''! ''' "''"

-I effea No pi,,l^ reS„f 1' f-tiago de Compostella ever ^lnn„ 1, )

tippet from his shoulders ^ ''='"'^^°"'er

tne size of a lentil, others are fixed as lar^eas one's fineer-nail- t,r>rt t-u
^^

he fif^P^
"fe^rnai

,
and these cannot possiblybe fitted in correctly. They overlap the re^ular parts and spoil their finish. ^

^""

lo crown the disorder th^ C^aa-
adds to thf^ flo*. .

","^^' '^"e Laddis-worm

comes h.nJ • l^''"^'
""y ^'^^ shell thatcomes handy, without distinction of speciesprovided It be not excessively large Tno

nd even^Lb r
^™"^^' '^' Amber-snaiand even the Pis.dium,^ that little twin-valved
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I and-shells, swept into the ditches by the

rains after the inmate's death, are accepted

quite as readily. In the work made of the

Mollusc's cast-off clothin„r, I find encrusted

die-shell of the Clausilium, the key-the spm
shell of the Pupa, the spiral of the smaller

Helix, the yawning volute of the Vitrina,

or Glass-snail, the turret-shell of the Buli-

mus,' denizens al' of the fields. In short, the

Caddis worm builds with more or less every-

thing that comes from the plant or the dead

Mollusc. Among the diversified refuse of

the pond, the only materials rejected are those

of a gravelly nature. Stone and pebble are

excluded from the building with a care that

is very rarely absent. This is a question of

hydrostatics to which we will return presently

For the moment, let us try to follow the con-

struction of the scabbard.

In a tumbler small enough to allow of easy

and precise observation, I instal three or four

Caddis-worms, extracted this moment from

their sheaths with every possible precaution.

After a number of attempts which have at

last shown me the right road, I place at their

disposal two kinds of materials, possessing

opposite qualities; the supple and the firm,

'The above are all Land-snails.— rrrtWj/a/or'j Note.
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the soft and the hard. On the one hand, we
have a l,vc aquatic plant, such as watercress,
for instance, or omhrcUc d'eau, havinjr at its
base a tufty bunch of fine white roots about
as thick as a horsehair. In these soft tresses,
the Caddis-worm, which observes a veseta-mn d^t, willfind at one and the same n'me
the wherewithal to build and eat. On the
other hand, we have a little faggot of bits
of wood, very dry, equal in length and each
possessing the thickness of a good-sized pin.
1 he two sorts of building-material lie side by
side, niingling their threads and sticks. The
animal can make its choice from the lump.A few hours later, having recovered from
the shock of losing its sheath, the Caddis-worm sets to work to manufacture a new one.
it settles across a bunch of tangled rootlets,
which are brought together by the builder's
cgs and more or less arranged by the undula-tmg movement of the hinder-part. This gives

a kind of incoherent and ill-defined suspensory
belt, a narrow hammock with a number of
loose catches; for the various bits of which
It is rnade up are respected by the teeth and
extended from place to place beyond the main
cords of the roots. Here, without much
trouble, is the support, suitably fixed by na-
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tural moorings. A few threads of silk, casu-

ally distributed, make the frail combination

a trifle more secure.

And now to the work of building. Sup-

ported by the suspensory belt, the Caddis-

worm stretches itself and thrusts out its mid-

dle legs, which, being longer than the others,

are the grapnels intended to seize things at a

distance. It meets a bit of root, fastens on to

it, climbs above the point gripped, as though

it were measuring the piece to a requisite

length, and then, with the fine scissors of its

mandibles, cuts the string.

There is at once a brief recoil, which brings

the animal back to the level of the hammock.

The bit detached lies across the worm's chest,

held in its fore-legs, which turn it, twist it,

wave it about, lay it down, lift it up, as

though trying for the best position. Those

fore-legs make admirably dexterous arms.

Being less long than the other two pairs, they

are brought into Immediate contact with those

primordial implements, the mandibles and

the spinneret. Their delicate terminal joint-

ing, with a movable and crooked finger, is

the Caddis-worm's equivalent of our hand.

They are the working-legs. The second pair,

which are exceptionally long, serve to spear
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distant materials and to give the worker a
irm footing when measuring a piece and cut-
ting It w.th the pliers. Lastly, the hind-legs,
of medium length, afford a support when the
others are busy.

The Caddis-worm, I was saying, with the
piece which It has removed held crosswise
to Its chest, retreats a little way along its sus-
pensory hammock until the spinneret is level
u ith the support furnished by the close tangle
of root ets. With a quick movement, it shifts
its burden, gets it as nearly by the middle as
It can so that the two ends stick out equally
on either side, and chooses the spot to place it
whereupon the spinneret sets to work at once,'
while the little fore-legs hold the scrap of rooJ
motionless m its transversal position. The
soldering ,s effected with a touch of silk in the
middle of the bit and along a certain distance
to the right and left, as far as the bending of the
head permits.

^

Without delay, other sticks are speared in
hke manner at a distance, cut off and placed
in p.osition. As the immediate neighbour-
hood IS stripped, the material is gathered at
a yet greater distance and the Caddis-worm
bends even farther from its support, which
now holds only its last few segments. It is a
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curious gymnastic ilisplay, that of this soft,

hanging spine turning and swaying, while the

grapnels feel in every direction for a thread.

All this labour results in a sort of casing

of little white cords. The work lacks firm-

ness and regularity. Nevertheless, judging

by the builder's methods, I can see that the

building would not be devoid of merit if the

materials gave it a better chance. The Cad-

dis-worm estimates the size of its pieces very

fairly; it cuts them all to nearly the same

length; it always arranges them crosswise on

the margin of the case; it fixes them by the

middle.

Nor is this all: the manner of working

helps the general arrangement considerably.

When the bricklayer is building the narrow

shaft of a factory-chimney, he stands in the

cciitre of his turret and turns round and round

while gradually laying new rows. The Cad-

dis-worm acts in the same way. It twists

round in its sheath; it adopts without incon-

venience whatever position it pleases, so as to

bring its spinneret full-face with the point to

be gummed. There is no straining of the

neck to left or right, no throwing back of

the head to reach points behind. The animal

has constantly before it, within the exact
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range of its implements, the place at which
the bit IS to be fixed. When the piece is sol-
dered, the worm turns a little aside, to a
length equal to that of the last soldering, anc'
here, along an extent which hardly ever va-
nes, an extent determined by the swing which
Its head IS able to give, it fixes the next piece.

1 hese several conditions ought to result in
a geometrically ordered dwelling, having a
regular polygon as an opening. Then how
comes It that the cylinder of bits of root is
so confused, so clumsily fashioned? The rea-
son IS this: the worker possesses talent, but
the materials do not lend themselves to ac-
curate work. The rootlets supply stumps of
very uneven shape and thickness. They in-
clude big and small ones, straight and bent,
simple and ramified. To combine all these
dissimilar pieces into an orderly whole is hard-
ly possible, all the more so as the Caddis-worm
does not appear to attach very much import-
ance to its cylinder, which is a temporary
work, hurriedly constructed to afford a speedy
shelter. Matters are urgent; and very soft
fibres, clipped with a bite of the mandibles,
are niore quickly gathered and more easily put
together than joists, which require the patient
work of the saw. The inaccurate cylinder, in
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short, held in position by numerous ^uy-ropes,

is a base upon which a solid and definite struc-

ture will rise before long. Soon, the original

work will crumble to ruins and disappear,

whereas the new one, a permanent structure,

'vill even outlast the owner.

The insects reared in a tumbler show yet

another method of building the first dwelling.

This time, the Caddis-worm is given a few

very leafy stalks of pond-weed {Potamo^eton
densum) and a bundle of small dry twigs.

It perches on a leaf, which the nippers of the

mandibles cut half across. The portion left

untouched will act as a Innyard and give the

necessary steadiness to the early operations.

From an adjoining leaf a section is cut out

entirely, an angular and good-sized piece.

There is plenty of material and no need for

economy. The piece is soldered with silk to

the strip which was not wholly cut off. The
result of three or four similar operations is

to surround the Caddis-worm with a conical

bag, whose wide mouth is scalloped with

pointed and very irregular notches. The
work of the nippers continues; fresh pieces

are fixed, from one to another, inside the fun-

nel, not far from the edge, so that the bag
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lengthens, tapers and ends by wrappinir thean.mal ma Ight and floating drapeTy^"^ '

nne silk of the pond-weed or in the lin.r-v

^'tss, tne Lautlis-worm bcirinQ f^. .-k- i r

-Iding a more ,„,,, ,h'X^ m^^^^^casing \vi 1 servf -ic .. <* i •

prtstnt

stronger bui?dC -. "^B . t"trs. 7 :•;'

TanVf^rh't;
"^•" «,''-'^ ••>-"".'":gu anu retch them, you have to move VMur

shaped bag has come into being

measures out the requisite length on the^HisT

order to reach the point ,vhere the break
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will be made tells it pretty accurately what

length of stick it wants.

The piece is patiently sawn off with the

mandibles; it is next taken in the fore-legs

and held crosswise below the neck. The

backward movement which brings the Cad-

dis-worm home also brings the bit of twig to

the edge of the tube. Thereupon, the

methods employed in working with the scraps

of root are renewed in precisely the same man-

ner. The sticks are scaffolded to the regula-

tion height, all alike in length, amply sol-

dered in the middle and free at either end.

With the picked materials provided, the

carpenter has turned out a work of some ele-

gance. The joists are all arranged crosswise,

because this way is the handiest for carrying

the sticks and putting them in position; they

are fixed by the middle, because the two arms

that hold the stick while the spinneret does

its work require an equal grasp on either side

;

each soldering covers a length which is seen

to be practically invariable, because it is equal

to the width described by the head in bending

first to this side and then to that when the

silk is emitted ; the whole assumes a polygonal

shape, not far removed from a rectilinear

pentagon, because, between laying one piece
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and the next, the Caddis-worm turns by the
width of an arc corresponding with the length
of a soldering. The regularity of the method
produces the regularity of the work; but it is
essential, of course, that the materials should
lend themselves to precise coordination

In Its natural pond, the Caddis-worm does
not often have at its disposal the picked joists
which I give It in the tumbler. It comes
across something of everything; and that
something of everything it employs as it finds

1; KKi ^\°n "^""l^'
^^'^^ '^"^«' ^"^Pty shells,

stubble-sta ks, shapeless fragments are usedm the building for better or for worse, just
as they occur, without being trimmed by the
saw; and this jumble, the result of chance,
results in a shockingly faulty structure.

I he Caddis-worm does not forget its ta-
lents; but it lacks choice pieces. Give it a
proper timber-yard and it at once reverts to
correct architecture, of which it carries the
plans within itself. With small, dead pond-
snails, all of the same size, it fashions a splen-
did patchwork scabbard; with a cluster of
s ender roots, reduced by rotting to their stiff,
straight, woody axis, it manufactures pretty
specimens of wicker-work which could serve
as models to our basket-makers.
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Let us watch it at work when it is unable
to use its favourite joist. There is no point
in giving it clumsy building-stones; that
would only bring us back to the uncouth
sheaths. Its propensity to make use of soaked
seeds, those of the iris, for instance, suggests
that I might try grains. I select rice, which,
because of its hardness, will be tantamount to

wood and, because of its clean whiteness and
its oval shape, will lend itself to artistic

masonry.

Obviously, my denuded Caddis-worms
cannot start their work with bricks of this

kind. Where would they fix their first layer?
They must have a foundation, quick and easy
to build. This is once more supplied by a
temporary cylinder of watercress-roots. On
this support follow the grains of rice, which,
grouped one atop the other, straight or slant-

ing, end by giving a magnificent turret of
ivory. Next to the sheaths made of tiny

snail-shells, this is the prettiest thing with
which the Caddis-worm's industry has fur-

nished me. A fine sense of order has re-

turned, because the materials, regular and of
identical character, have cooperated with the
correct method of the worker.
The two demonstrations are enough.
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Sticks and grains of rice malce it plain that theCaddjs-worm <s not the bungler that one

hte ZT %T "'^ ""'""™- ^"''<i-g
in the pond. Those Cyclopean piles thole

suits of chance finds, which are used for the

carLnrra,'''"
'^ 7 •^''°''«- ^he water!

and n,r« /
'" "' °^ "' °""' >>« methodand niles of symmetry. When well-servedby fortune, .t ,s nuite able to turn out Jodwork, when ill-served, it acts like "the s^°hework which It turns out is bad. Povertymakes for ugliness.

i-overty

There is another matter wherein the Cad-dis-worm deserves our attention. With aperseverance which repeated trials do no tireH; makes ,tself a new tube when I str p t'This .s opposed to the habits of the generali v

"donrh'f ^^r -~ceTe"hSonce done, but s.mply continue it accordingto the usual rules, taking no account of thfruined or vanished portions. The Caddisworm ,s a striking exception: it starts againWhence does .t derive this capacity ? ^

alarm ;.!" ^-I'^T'"^ """ 8'^^" " s«dden

I JT'fif 'i''''
''^^" '^ scabbard. When

n'tin h
'"^ ^" Caddis-worms, I put themm tm boxes, containing no other moisture
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than that wherewith my catches are soaked.

I heap them up loosely, to avoid any grievous

tumult and to fill the space at my disposal as

best I may. I take no further precaution. This
is enough to keep the Caddis-worms in good
condition during the two or three hours which
I devote to fishing and to walking home.
On my return, I find that a number of them

have left their houses. They are swarming
naked among the empty scabbards and those

still occupied by their inhabitants. It is a piti-

ful sight to see these evicted ones dragging

their bare abdomens and their frail respiratory

threads over t^^ bristling sticks. There is no

great harm done, however; and I empty the

whole lot into the glass pond.

Not one resumes possession of an unoccu-

pied sheath. Perhaps it would take them too

long to find one of the exact size. They
think it better to abandon the old clouts and
to manufacture cases new from top to bot-

tom. The process is a rapid one. By the

next day, with the materials wherein the glass

trough abounds—bundles of twigs and tufts

of watercress—all the denuded worms have

made themselves at least a temporary home
in the form of a tube of rootlets.

The lack of water, combined with the ex-
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citement of the crowding in the boxes, has up-

Itri'^T «"="'y= ""'• '""'ing » graveperil, they have made off hurriedly dSffina

arr;"Thevr
'"''^''' "'"''' '^ ''ffictlfto

flee wlJ^ '^ ^''^ ""PP"'' themselves so as to

noe been caut^^nfd agai t%h:irt;rkrTh:

^he'^etrtr
°'

'

'^."" '^^^^y-otner reason than man's molestations.

one 4t^ ?
""'

°J
'^'" ''''"'"• the real

nr.i K f'"' P""'' "'as originally occup.ed by a dozen Dyf sci, or Water-bee" es

Zant of , ll''' '"'""'"S "° h^m ""d forwant of a better receptacle, I flin^ amnn„them a couple of handfuls of Caddiirrm"

comt'hid" ''""r''''
•'^'^^ I <^°-" The

TW ri e't ",h°"" /''"'Ve the windfall,iney rise to the surface with great strokes

u1 nThe'c™
'';^ ?"'^" ''"" "'"e them^elvupon the crowd of carpenters. Each oirate

rln V "
''''I**'

^y ""^ middle and strives to

While Thi^ ^/ ''^""^ °« ^•'^"^ =•"<) "^cksWhile this ferocious enucleation continues
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with the object of reaching the dainty morsel

contained within, the Caddis-worm, close-

pressed, appears at the mouth of the sheath,

slips out and quickly decamps under the eyes

of the Dytiscus, who appears to notice no-

thing.

I have said before^ that the trade of killing

can dispense with intelligence. The brutal

ripper of sheaths does not see the little white

sausage that slips between his legs, passes un-

der his fangs and madly flees. He continues

to tear away the outer case and to tug at the

silken lining. When the breach is made, he is

quite crestfallen at not finding what he ex-

pected.

Poor fool! Your victim went out under
your nose and you never saw it. The worm
has sunk to the bottom and taken refuge

in the mysteries of the re .ic-work. If things

were happening in the large expanseof a pond,

it is clear that, with their system of expedi-

tious removals, most of the lodgers would
escape scot-free. Fleeing to a diotance and
recovering from the sharp alarm, they would
build themselves a new scabbard and all would

'In the essay on the Giant Scarites, not yet translated
into English, of which the first line reads: 'The trade
of war does not induce talent'

—

Translator's Note.
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mak"„I off iT™' "'" "« '°° »'°w in

Under natural conditions, the Caddis wormhas ,ts persecutors, the most formidabTeTf

namely, the capacity for rernm,,,! -^ 7'
work TKio ^ '-''J' '"^ recommencing thewoFK. liiis most unusual rrif*. ^r
cing it possesses in a hth^talurrT"--dy to see its origin inV;r<:.-tioLTf
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the Dytlscus and other pirates. Necessity is

the mother of industry.

Certain Caddis-worms, of the Sericostoma

and Leptocerus species, clothe themselves in

grains of sand and do not leave the bed of the

stream. On a clear bottom, swept by the cur-

rent, they walk about from one bank of ver-

dure to the other and do not think of coming

to the surface to float and sail in the sun-

light. The collectors of sticks and shells are

more highly privileged. They can remain on

the level of the water indefinitely, with no

other support than their skiff, can rest in in-

submersible flotillas and can even shift their

place by working the rudder.

To what do they owe this privilege? Are

we to look upon the bundle of sticks as a sort

of raft whose density is less than that of the

water? Can the shells, which are always

empty and able to contain a few bubbles of air

in their spirh' be floats? Can the big joists,

which break in so ugly a fashion the none too

great regularity of the work, serve to buoy up

the over-heavy raft? In short, is the Caddis-

worm versed in the laws of equilibrium and

does it choose its pieces, now lighter and now

heavier as the case may be, so as to constitute

a whole that is capable of floating? The fol-
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lowing facts are a refutation of any such hy-
drostatic calculations in the animal

I remove a number of Caddis-worms from
their sheaths and submit these, as they are, to
the test of water. Whether formed wholly of
fibrous remnants or of mixed materials, not
one of them floats. The scabbards made of
shells go to the bottom with the swiftness of a
bit of gravel

;
the oti jrs sink gently. I experi-

ment with the separate materials one by one.
iNo shell remains on the surface, not even
among the Planorbes, which a many-whorled
spiral ought, one would think, to keep afloat.
1 he hbrous remnants must be divided into two
categories. The first, darkened by time and
^aked with moisture, sink to the bottom.
These are the most plentiful. The second,
considerably fewer in number, of more recent
date and less saturated with water, float very
well. The general result is immersion, as in
the case of the intact scabbards. I may add
that the animal, when removed from its tube,
IS also unable to float.

Then how does the Caddis-worm manage
to remain on the surface without the support
ol the grasses, considering that itself and its
sheath are both heavier than water? Its secret
IS soon revealed. I place a few high and dry
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on a sheet of blotting-paper, which will absorb

the excess of liquid unfavourable to successful

obsei nation. Outside its natural environment,

the animal moves about violently and rest-

lessly. With its body half out of the scab-

bard, this time composed entirely of fibrous

matter, it clutches with its feet at the support-

ing plane. Then, contracting itself, it draws

the scabbard towards it, half-raising it and

sometimes even making it assume a vertical

position. Even so do the Bulimi move along,

lifting their shell as they complete each crawl-

ing step.

After a couple of minutes in the free air,

I replace the Caddis-worm in the water. This

time, it floats, but like a cylinder with too

much weight below. The sheath remains

vertical, with its hinder orifice level with the

water. Soon, an air-bubble escapes from the

orifice. Deprived of this buoy, the skiff at

once goes down.

The result is the same with the Caddis-

worms in shell casings. At first, they float,

straight up on end, and then dip under and

sink, faster than the others, after sending out

an air-bubble or two through the back-window.

That is enough: the secret is out. When
cased in wood or in shells, the Caddis-worms,
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truncal l''w
'^' "" "^ "•' »'''«''. It iswuncated, wide-open and supplied with amembranous partition, the work of thT spin!

"hTs screen Z ^t r'™P'" '^e centre^ftnis screen. Beyond it lies the interior of thewS If"
'" —'hly lined and w:dded

aZT.'.u^^"" ''°"8h the exterior may he

i^™the I^,"""" r^ '"° ''""''^ "hich'bkeinto the s Iky hning, the animal is able to mov^

cylinder, to fix its grapnels at whatever Doint

outside
'' the SIX legs and the fore-part'are

tire^lV!h'"'' 'u'
^'^y '"""^'"^ '"doors en-

Ibe 'SV,''!.^™'' °«"P'" the whole of thetube But let ,t contract ever so little toward!

n('-T!,°''
^''''' "'"• '« it stick out r'rof Its body: a vacuum is formed behindT

thTt : tz;^'^T Vol ^rd'wt"irtt or a pump. Thanks to the rear «/m^«
a valve without a plug, this vacuum at 0^:;fills, thus renewing the aerated water around
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the gills, a soft fleece of hairs distributed over

the back and belly.

The piston-stroke affects only the work of

breathing; it does not alter the density, makes

hardly any change in that which is heavier

than water. To lighten the weight, the Cad-

dis-worm must first rise to the surface. With

this object, it scales the grasses of one support

after the other; it clambers up, sticking to its

purpose in spite oi the drawback of its faggot

dragging through the tangle. When it has

reached the goal, it lifts the rear-end a little

above the water and gives a stroke of the pis-

ton. The vacuum thus obtained fills with air.

That is enough: skiff and boatman are in a

position to float. The now useless support of

the grasses is abandoned. The time has come

for evolutions on the surface, in the glad sun-

light.

The Caddis-worm possesses no great talent

as a na\ gator. Tot 'rn round, to tack about, to

shift its place slightly by a backward movement

is all that it can do; and even that it does very

clumsily. The front part of the body, sticking

out of the case, acts as a rudder. Three or

four times over, it rises abruptly, bends, comes

down again and strikes the water. These

paddle-strokes, repeated at intervals, carry the
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unskilled oarsman to fresh latitudes It becomes a voyage on the right seas when thecrossmg measures a hand's-lreadth
However, tacking on the surf^m ^( .u

stationary in flotilla,. When the tim/r""to return to the quiet o7the ^udMatTh.'
thTr; h'

""'(""'•having had enough othe sun draws itself wholly into its sheaH,

-^d^d it sinks sa%:r[<:l:r''

gru tyof its work, in which t'h hi;' n'd"'!^,-

to the surface, to float and to dive downLTThe scent ,s n,ade by the ladder of theSiweeds. The average density of the sheath i,no mportance, so iong as'the burden to be

duced^hcn m'o'^rdin^fh^n ' '"^'^ ""
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The admission of a bubble of air into the

back-chamber, which the animal ceases to oc-

cupy, allow it, without further to-do, to re-

main for an indefinite period on the surface.

To dive down again, the Caddis-work has

only to retreat entirely into its sheath. The
air is driven out; and the canoe, resuming its

mean density, a greater specific density than

that of water, goes under at once and descends

of its own accord.

There is, therefore, no choice of materials

on the builder's part, no nice calculation of

equilibrium, save for one condition, that no

stony matter be admitted. That apart, every-

thing serves, large and small, joist and shell,

seed and billet. Built up at haphazard, all

these things make an impregnable wall. One
point alone is essential: the weight of the

whole must slightly exceed that of the water

displaced; if not, there could be no steadiness

at the bottom of the pond, without a perpetual

anchorage struggling against the pull of the

water. In the same manner, quick submersion

would be impossible at times when the surface

became dangerous and the frightened creature

wanted to leave it.

Nor does this important heavier-than-water

question call for lucid discernment, seeing that
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when sporting on the surface of tie ; ter
"'

the narf^/v '

^'^"''*^' "o knowledge ontne part of its constructor Tf /.« - ,

ine of iNelf .-n
j"°^- ^t comes into be-
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CHAPTER IX

THE GREENBOTTLES

I
HAVE wished for a few things in my
life, none of them capable of interfering

with the common weal. I have longed to

possess a pond, screened from the indiscre-

tion of the passers-by, close to my house, with

clumps of rushes and patches of duckweed.

Here, in my leisure hours, in the shade of a

willow, I should have meditated upon aquatic

life, a primitive life, easier than our own,

simpler in its affections and its brutalities. I

should have watched the unalloyed happiness

of the Mollusc, the frolics of the Whirligig,

the figure-skating of the Hydrometra,^ tne

dives of the Dytiscus Beetle, the veering and

tacking of the Notonecta,^ who, lying on her

back, rows with two long oars, while her

short fore-legs, folded against her chest, wait

to grab the coming prey. I should have stud-

ied the eggs of the Planorbis, a glairy nebula

lA Water-bug, known as the Pond-skater, who runs

about actively, on her middle- and hind-legs, on the

surface of fresh wattr.—Translator's Note.

2A Bug known also as the Water-boatman.—TraHJ-

lator's Note.
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wherein focuses of life are condensed even as
suns are condensed in the nebula of the
heavens. I should have admired the nascent
creature that turns, slowly turns in the orb of
Its egg and describes a volute, the draft, per-haps of the future shell. No planet c rclesround ,ts centre of attraction with greyer
geometrical accuracy.

I should have brought back a few ideasfrom my frequent visits to the pond. Fate
dec,ded otherwise: I vas not to have my sheet
of water. I have tried the artificial pond, be-tween four panes of glass. A poor shift!Our laborato,7 aquariums are not even equal
to the print left in the mud by a mule's hoof,

r,r °"ir/ 1^°''" ^^' ""''• *e humblebasm and life has stocked it with its marvels,m spring, with the hawthorn in fiower andthe Crickets at their concerts, a second wishoften came to me. Along the road, I lightupon a dead Mole, a Snake killed with a«one, victims both of human foUy. The

ts vermm Finding him under his spade, thelabourer broke his back for him and flung

h™s?umhfl*"!^^^- T*"^
^"^'''' ™"»«d fi-

ller slumber by the soft warmth of April, was
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coming into the sun to shed her skin and take
on a new one. Man catches sight of her

:

*Ah, would you?' says he. 'See me do
something for which the world will thank
me!'

And the harmless beast, our auxiliary* in
the terrible battle which husbandry wages
against the insect, has its head smashed in and
dies.

The two corpses, already decomposing,
have begun to smell. Whoso approaches with
eyes that do not see turns away his head and
passes on. The observer stops and lifts the
remains with his foot; he looks. A world is

swarming underneath; life is eagerly consu-
ming the dead. Let us replace matters as they
were and leave death's artisans to their task.
They are engaged in a most deserving work.
To know the habits of those creatures

charged with the disappearance of corpses, to
see them busy at their work of distintegration,
to follow in detail the process of transmutation
that makes the ruins of what has lived return
apace into life's treasure-house: these are
things that long haunted my mind. I regret-

*Ine author employs the term 'auxiliaries' to denote
the animals that help to protect the farmer's crops.—
Translator's Note.
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fuJIy left the Mole lying in the dust of the
road. I had to go, after a glance at the
corpse and its harvesters. It was not the
place for philosophizing over a stench. What
would people say who passed and saw me I

And what will the reader himself say, if
I invite him to that sight? Surely, to busy
one s self with those squalid sextons means
soilmg one's eyes and mind? Not so, if you
please! Within the domain of our restless
curiosity two -estions stand out above all
others: the question of the beginning and the
question of the end. How does matter unite
in order to assume life? How does it sepa-
rate when returning to inertia? The pond,
with its Planorbis-eggs turning round and
round, would have given us a few data for the
first problem; the Mole, going bad under
conditions not too-repulsive, will tell us some-
thing about the second : he will show us the
working of the crucible wherein all things are
melted to Ijegin anew. A truce to nice deli-
cacy! Odi profanum vulgus et arceo; hence,
ye profane: you would not understand the
mighty lesson of the rag-tank.

I am now in a position to realize my second
wish. I have space, air and quiet in the soli-
tude of the harmas. None will come here to
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trouble me, to smile or to be shocked at my
investigations. So far, so good; but observe
the irony of things: now that I am rid of
passers-by, I have to fear my cats, those as-

siduous prowlers, who, finding my prepara-
tions, will not fail to spoil and scatter them.
In anticipation of their misdeeds, I establish
workshops in mid-air, whither none but gen-
uine corruption-agents can come, flying on
their wings. At different points in the en-
closure, I plant reeds, three by three, which,
tied at their free end' form a stable tripod.
From each of these supports, I hang, at a
man's height, an earthenware pan filled with
fine sand and pierced at the bottom with a
hole to allow the water to escape, if it should
rain. I garnish my apparatus with dead
bodies. The Snake, the Lizard, the Toad
receive the preference, because of their bare
skins, which enable me better to follow thefirst

attack and the work of the invaders. I ring
the changes with furred and feathered beasts.
A few children of the neighbourhood, allured
by pennies, are my regular purveyors.
Throughout the good season, they come run-
ning triumphantly to my door, with a Snake
at the end of a stick, or a Lizard in a cab-
bage-leaf. They bring me the Rat caught
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thing worth going for? The others, the real

knackers, wait for the meat to go bad; they

are informed by the strength of the effluvia.

The Ant, gifted with greater powers of

scent, hurries up before there is any stench

at all. But, when the meat, now two days

old and ripened by the sun, exhales its fla-

vour, soon the master-ghouls appear upon

the scene: Dermestes and Saprini, Silpha;

and Necrophori, Flies and Staphylini,* who
attack the corpse, consume it and reduce it

almost to nothing. With the Ant alone, who
each time carries off a mere atom, the sani-

tary operation would take too long; with

them, it is a quick business, especial)- "S cert-

ain of them understand the process. - chemi-

cal solvents.

These last, who are high-class scavengers,

are entitled to first mention. They are Flies,

of many various species. If time permitted,

each of those strenuous ones would deserve a

special examination; but that would weary

the patience of both the reader and the ob-

server. The habits of one will give us a sum-

'The Dermestes, or Bacon-beetle, is a small, »he Sa-

prinus an exceedingly small, flesh-eating Beetle. The
Silpha is the Carrion-beetle proper; the Necrophorus, the

Burying-beetle proper. The Staphylinus, or Rove-beetle,

also lives partly upon decaying substances.

—

Translator's

Note.
21%
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mary notion of the habits of the rest W,will therefore confine ourselves to h, .prmcpal subjects, name?y tie Luc H. ^r

at'"' ''"' '"' Sa^cophagHll^Gr:;

The Lucilis—Flies that glitter—are m,„
mficen-. Flies known to all of us Their mf

a silver border. ^ ' " '"

Lucilia Casar Is larger than 7^ ^^j
-d a,s^^.ore forwafril''h"er^i,„tr'''?
catch her in labour on the 23rd of ADrilShe has settled in the spinal caial of a ne kof mutton and ,s laying her eggs on the marrow. For more than an hour, motionless inhe gloomy cavity, she goes on paking h r

'Hef;uit^^fht'rat„tare::;i,i-t
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it all lies on the marrow, which I extract with-

out touching the eggs.

A census would seem important. To take

it at once is impracticable: the germs form

a compact mass, which would be difficult to

count. The best thing is to rear the family

in a jar and to reckon by the pupae buried in

the sand. I find a hundred and fifty-seven.

This is evidently but a minimum ; for Lucilia

Casar and the others, as the observations that

follow will tell me, lay in packets at repeated

intervals. It is a magnificent family, pro-

mising a fabulous legion to come.

The Greenbottles, I was saying, break up

their laying into sections. The following

scene affords a proof of this. A Mole, shrunk

by a few days' evaporation, lies spread upon

the sand of the pan. At one point, the edge

of the belly is raised and forms a deep arch.

Remark that the Greenbottles, like the rest

of the flesh-eating Flies, do not trust their

eggs to uncovered surfaces, where the heat

of the sun's rays might endanger the existence

of the delicate germs. They want dark hi-

ding-places. The favourite spot is the lower

side of the dead animal, when this is acces-

sible.

In the present case, the only place of ac-
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cess is the fold formed by the edge of the
belly. Jt ,s here and here alone that thidays mothers are laying. There are eight
of them. After exploring the piece and
recognizmg ,ts good quality, they disappear
under the arch, first this one, then that; or
else several at a time. They remain under
the Mole for a considerable while. Those
outside wait, but go repeatedly to the thresh-
old of the cavern to take a look at what is
happenmg within and see whether the earlier
ones have finished. These come out at last,
perch on the animal and wait in their turn.
Others at once take their place in the recesses
of the cave. They -main there for some
time and then, havii j done their business,
make room for more mothers and come forth
into the sunlight. This going in and out con-
tmues throughout the morning.
We thus learn that the laying is effected

by periodical emissions, broken with intervals
ot rest. As long as she does not feel ripe
eggs coming to her oviduct, the Greenbottle
remains in the sun, hovering to and fro and
sipping modest mouthfuls from the carcass
Kut, as soon as a fresh stream descends from
her ovaries, quick as lightning she makes for
a propitious site whereon to deposit her bur-
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den. It appears to be the work of several

days thus to divide the total laying and to

distribute it at different points.

I carefully raise the animal under which

these things are happening. The egg-laying

mothers do not disturb themselves; they are

far too busy. Their ovipositor extended

telescope-fashion, they heap egg upon egg.

With the point of their hesitating, groping

instrument, they try to lodge each germ, as

it comes, farther into the mass. Around the

serious, red-eyed matrons, the Ants circle, in-

tent on pillage. Many of theni make off with

a Greenbottle-egg between their teeth. I sec

some who, greatly daring, effect their theft un-

der the ovipositor itself. The layers do not put

themselves out, let the Ants have their way,

remain impassive. They know their womb

to be rich enough to make good any such lar-

ceny.

Indeed, what escapes the depredations of

the Ants promises a plenteous brood. Let us

come back a few days later and lift the Mole

again. Underneath, in a pool of sanies, is a

surging mass of swarming sterns and pointed

heads, which emerge, wriggle and dive in

again. It suggests a seething billow. It turns

one's stomach. It is horrible, most horrible.
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Let us stcci ourselves against the sight: it
will be worse elsewhere.

Here is a fat Snake.' Rolled into a com-
pact whorl, she fills the whole pan. 7'he
Grcenbottles are plentiful. New ones arrive
at every moment and, without quarrel or
strife, take the.r place among the others,
bus.Iy laymg. I he spiral furrow left by the
reptiles curves is the favourite spot. Here
alone, in the narrow space between the folds,
are shelters against the heat of the sun. The
glistening H.cs take their places, side by side
in rows; they strive to push their abdomen
and their ovipositor as far forward as pos-
sib e, at the risk of rumpling their wings and
cocking them towards their heads. The care
of r.ie person is neglected amid this serious
business Placidly, with their red eyes turned
outwards, they form a continuous cordon.
Here and there, at intervals, the rank is
broken; layers leave their posts, come and
walk about upon the Snake, what time their
ovaries ripen for another emission, and then
hurry back, slip into the rank and resume the
flow of germs. Despite these interruptions,
the work of breeding goes fast. In the course
of one morning, the depths of the spiral fur-
row are hung with a continuous white bark,
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the heaped-up eggs. They come off in great

slabs, free of any stain ; they can be shovelled

up, as it were, with a paper scoop. It is a

propitious moment if we wish to follow the

evolution at close quarters. I therefore

gather a profusion of this white manna and

lodge it in glass tubes, test-tubes and jars,

with the necessary provisions.

Tb- eggs, about a millimetre' long, are

smooth cylinders, rounded at both ends.

They hatch ^v^ithin twenty-four hours. The

first question that presents itself is this :
how

do the Greenbottle-grubs feed ? I know quite

well what to give them, but I do not in the

least see how they manage to consume it. Do

they eat, in the strict sense of the word? I

have reasons to doubt it.

Let us consider the grub grown to a suffi-

cient size. It is the usual Fly-larva, the com-

mon maggot, shaped like an elongated cone,

pointed in front, truncated behind, where two

little red spots show, level with the skin :
these

are the breathing-holes. The front, which is

called the head by stretching a word—for it

is little more than the entrance to an intes-

tine the front is armed with two little black

hooks, which slide in a translucent sheath, pro-

*About .039 inch.—Translator's Note.
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ject a little way outside and go in turn by
turn Are we to look upon these as m.r ;;.
bles Not at all for, instead of havin theirpomts facmg each other, as would be r, .;u red
in a real mandibular apparatus, the two Lo-^k«

wl\ 1 """".'=' '^'"'"''°"' ""d never meet"What they are ,s ambulatory organs, grapneU
assistmg locomotion, which give a purchaseon the plane and enable the animal toTdvance
by means of repeated contractions. The mag!got walks with the aid of what a superficiil
exammat,on would pronounce to be a mach ne
for eatmg. It carries in its gullet the en„i
valent of the climber's alpenstock

^

fl,, 1

"'
w'*^ l''..°" " P'"« °f ""h, underhe lens We shall see it walking abow, rais-

ing and lowermg ,ts head and, each timestabbmg the meat with its pair of hooT^!'When stationary, with its crupper at rest t
explores space with a continual bending of'its

forward, goes back again, producing and
withdrawing its black mechanism. There^

'fllZT P'^f°"-.P'^5;- Well, look as care-
tuliy and conscientiously as I please, I do notonce see the weapons of the mouth tackle a

lowed Th^r' l""'
'"T ='"^>' -d »-'-

lowed. The hooks come down upon the meat
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at every moment, but never take a visible

mouthful from it. Nevertheless, the grub

waxes big and fat. How does this singular

consumer, who feeds without eating, set about

it? If he does not eat, he must drink; his

diet is soup. As meat is a compact substance,

which does not liquefy of its own accord, there

must, in that case, be a certain recine to dis-

solve it into a fluid broth. Let us try to sur-

prise the maggot's secret.

In a glass tube, sealed at one end, I insert

a piece of lean flesh, the size of a walnut,

which I have drained of its juices by squeez-

ing it in blotting-paper. On the top of this,

I place a few slabs of Greenbottle-eggs col-

lected a moment ago from the Snake 'n my

earthen pan. The number of germs is, rough-

ly, two hundred. I close the tube with a cotton

plug, stand it upright, in a shady corner of my

study, and leave things to take their course. A
control-tube, prepared like the first, but not

stocked with maggots, is placed beside it.

As early as two or three days after the

hatching, I obtain a striking result. The

meat, which was thoroughly drained by the

blotting-paper, has become so moist that the

young vermin leave a wet mark behind them

as they crawl over the glass. The swarming
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brood creates a sort of mist with the crossing
and criss-crossing of its trails. The control-
tube, on the contrary, keeps dry, proving that
the moisture in which the worms move is not
due to a mere exudation from the meat.

Besides, the work of the maggot becomes
more and more evident. Gradually, the flesh
flows in every direction like an icicle placed
before the fire. Soon, the liquefaction is com-
plete. What we see is no longer meat, but
fluid Liebigs extract. If I overturned the
tube, not a drop of it would remain.

Let us clear our minds of any idea of solu-
tion by putrefaction, for in the second tube a
piece of meat of the same kind and size has
remained, save for colour and smell, what it
was at the start. It was a lump and it is a
lump whereas the piece treated by the worms
runs like melted butter. Here we have mag-
got chemistry able to rouse the envy of physi-
ologists when studying the action of the gas-
tric juice.

I obtain better results still with hard-boiled
white of egg. When cut into pieces the size
of a hazel-nut and handed over to the Green-
bottle s grubs, the coagulated albumen dis-
solves into a colourless liquid which the eye
might mistake for water. The fluidity be-
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comes so great that, for lack of a support, the

worms perish by drowning in the broth ;
they

are suffocated by the immersion of their hind-

part, with its open breathing-holes. On a

denser liquid, they would have kept at the sur-

fice ; on this, they cannot.

A control-tube, filled in the same way, but

not colonized, stands beside that in which the

strange liquefaction takes place. The hard-

boiled white of egg retains its original ap-

pearance and consistency. In course of time,

it dries up, if it does not turn mouldy; and

that is all.

The other quaternary compounds perform-

ing the same functions as albumen—the

gluten of cereals, the fibrin of blood, the

casein of cheese and the legumin of chick-

peas—undergo a similar modification, in

varying degrees. Fed, from the moment of

leaving the egg, on any one of these sub-

stances, the worms thrive very well, provided

that they escape drowning when the gruel

becomes too clear ; they would not fare better

on a corpse. And, as a general rule, there is

not much danger of going under : the matter

only half-liquefies; it becomes a running pea-

soup, rather than an actual fluid.

Even in this imperfect case, it is obvious
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that the Greenbottle-grubs begin by liquefy-
ing their food. Incapable of taking solid
nourishment, they first transform the spoil
into running matter; then, dipping their heads
into the product, they drink, they slake their
thirst with long sups. Their dissolvent, com-
parable in its effects with the gastric juice of
the higher animals, is, beyond a doubt,
emitted through the mouth. The piston of
the hooks, continually in movement, never
ceases spitting it out in infinitesimal doses.
Hach spot touched receives a grain of some
subtle pepsin, which soon suffices to make that
spot run in every direction. As digesting,
when all is said, merely means liquef-ing, it
IS no paradox to assert that the maggot di-
gests Its food before swallowing it.

These experiments with my filthy, evil-
smelling tubes have given me some delightful
moments. The worthy Abbe Spallanzani^
must have known some such when he saw
pieces of raw meat begin to run under the
action of the gastric juice which he took, with
pellets of sponge, from the stomachs of
Crows. He discovered the secrets of digest-

is/^anfV«r^^/"^"""'
(»729-i799), the Italian natural-

blooH 5?1 .•
""P°"«"» .w°'-k8 on the circulation of the
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ion; he realized in a glass tube the hitherto

unknown labours of gastric chemistry. I, his

distant disciple, behold once more, under a

most unexpected aspect, what struck the Ital-

ian scientist so forcibly. Worms take the

place of the Crows. They slaver upon meat,

gluten, albumen ; and those substances turn to

fluid. What our stomach does within its mys-

terious recesses the maggot achieves outside,

in the open air. It hrst digests and then im-

bibes.

When we see it plunging into the carrion

broth, we even wonder if it cannot feed itself,

at least to some extent, in a more direct fash-

ion. Why should not its skin, which is one

of the most delicate, be capable of absorbing?

I have seen the egg of the Sacred Beetle and

other Dung-beetles' growing considerably

larger—I should like to say, feeding—in the

thick atmosphere of the hatching-chamber.

Nothing tells us that the grub of the Green-

bottle does not adopt this method of growing.

I picture it capable of feeding all over the sur-

face of its body. To the gruel absorbed by

the mouth it adds the balance of what is gath-

>Cf. Insect Life: chaps.
|
and ii;

^^'^.J'l£.^^*i'J"f^
Love of the Insect: chaps, i to iv and vu.—Translator s

Note.
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ered and strained through the skin. This
would explain the need for provisions lique-
ned beforehand.

Let us give one last proof of this prelimi-
nary liquefaction. If the carcass—Mole,
Snake or another—left in the open air have
a wire-gauze cover placed over it, to keep out
the lilies, the game dries under a hot sun and
shrivels up without appreciably wetting the
sand on which it lies. Fluids come from it,
certainly, for every organized body is a
sponge swollen with water; but the liquid
discharge IS so slow and restricted in quantity
that the heat and the dryness of the air di-
sperse It as it appears, while the underlying
sand remains dry, or very nearly so. The car-
cass becomes a sapless mun.my, a mere bit of
leather. On the other hand, do not use the
wire-gauze cover, let the Flies do their work
unimpeded; and things forthwith assume an-
other aspect. In three or four days, an ooz-
ing sanies appears under the animal and soaks
the sand to some distance.

I shall never forget the striking spectacle
with which I conclude this chapter. This
time, the dish is a magnificent ^sculapius'
Snake, a yard and a half long and as thick as
a wide bottle-neck. Because of its size, which
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exceeds the dimensions of my pan, I roll the

reptile in a double spiral, or in two storeys.

When the copious joint is in full process of

dissolution, the pan becomes a puddle wherein

wallow, in countless numi srs, the grubs of the

Greenbottle and those of Sarcophaga carnaria,

the Grey or Chequered Flesh-fly, which are

even mightier liquefiers. All the sand in the

apparatus is saturated, has turned into mud,

as though there had been a shower of rain.

Through the hole at the bottom, which is

protected by a flat pebble, the gruel trickles

drop by drop. It is a still at work, a mortu-

ary still, in which the Snake is being drawn

off. Wait a week or two ; and the whole will

have disappeared, drunk up by the sun:

naught but the scales and bones will remain on

a sheet of mud.

To conclude : the maggot is a power in this

world. To give back to life, with all speed,

the remains of that which has lived, it

macerates and condenses corpses, distilling

them into an essence wherewith the earth, the

plant's foster-mother, may be nourished and

enriched.
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CHAPTER X
THE GREY FLESH-FLIES

JJERE the costume changes, not tiie man-
ner of life. We find the same frequent-

mg of dead bodies, the same capacity for the
speedy liquefaction of the fleshy matter. I
am speaking of an ash-grey Fly, the Green-
bottle's superior in size, with brown streaks on
her back and silver gleams on her abdomen.
Note also the blood-red eyes, with the hard
look of the knacker in them. The language of
science knows her as Sarcophaga, the flesh-
eater; in the vulgar tongue she is the Grey
Flesh-fly, or simply the Flesh-fly.

Let not these expressions, however accurate,
mislead us into believing for a momci i that
the Sarcophagae are the bold company of
master-tainters who haunt our dwellings, more
particularly in autumn, and plant their vermin
m our ill-guarded viands. The author of those
offences is Calliphora vomitoria, the Blue-
bottle, who is of a stouter build and arrayed
m darkest blue. It is she who buzzes against
our window-panes, who craftily besieges the
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meat-safe and who lies in wait in the darkness

for an opportunity to outwit our vigilance.

The other, the Grey Fly, works jointly with

the Greenbottles, who do not venture inside

our houses and who work in the sunlight.

Less timid, however, than they, should the

outdoor yield be small, she will sometimes

come indoors to perpetrate her villainies.

When her business is done, she makes off as

fast as she can, for she does not feel at home

with us.

At this moment, my study, a very modest

extension of my open-air establishments, has

become something of a charnel-house. The

Grey Fly pays me a visit. If Mav a piece of

butcher's meat on the window-sill, she hastens

up, works her will on it and retires. No

hiding-place escapes her notice among the jars,

cups, glasses and receptacles of every kind

with which my shelves are crowded.

With a view to certain experiments, I col-

lected a heap of wasp-grubs, asphyxiated in

their underground nests. Stealthily she arrives,

discovers the fat pile and, hailing as treasure-

trove this provender whereof her race perhaps

has never made use before, entrusts to it an

instalment of her family. I have left at the

bottom of a glass the best part of a hard-
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boiled egg from which I hav.- taken a fey, bitsof white mtended for the Greenbottle-maggo
The Grey Fly takes possession of the remains
recks not of their novelty and coloniz Th "m.'

.o3 ?if
'"•"' ^" ""' '=""' '^i"''" 'he cal^;

f^^
°f "'"""""""s matters

: everything, down

Ict'f t^"'"*e™''
""ything, down to amess of kidney-beans and chick-peas.

Nevertheless, her preference is for the

IT^ i"i"^^T ""'' ''"^"''i beast, rep.
t.le and fish, mdifferently. Together with the
Greenbottles, she is sedulous in her attendance

ZToFT- ^f^ '^'r''' "'y S""''". tat

Tl ^u r*^'""".
°^ ''"^'' "f them, savour,

baT r,l k"
^°^°'"'' 8°" ^-wy, come,

back, takes her time and at last proceeds to
business. Still, it i, not here, amid'the tumJit
of callers, that I propose to follow her opera-
tipns. A lump of butcher's meat laid on the
window-sill, ,n front of my writing-table, willbe less offensive to the eye and will facilitatemy observations.

Two Flies of the genus Sarcophaga frequent

Sarcophaga hamorrhoidalh, whose abdomen
nds in a red speck. The first species, which is

ous and does the best part of the work in the
235
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open-air shambles of the pans. It is this Fly

also who, at intervals and nearly always alone,

hastens to the bait exposed on the window-

sill.
,

She comes up suddenly, timidly. Soon she

calms herself and no longer thinks of fleeing

when I draw near, for the dish suits her. She

is surprisingly quick about her work. Twice

over—buzz I Buzz !—the tip of her abdomen

touches the meat; and the thing is done: a

group of vermin wriggles out, releases itself

and disperses so nimbly that I have no time

to take my lens and count then accurately. As

seen by the naked eye, there were a dozon of

them. What has become of them? One

would think that they had gone into the flesh,

at the very spot where they were laid, so

quickly have they disappeared. But that dive

into a substance of some consistency is im-

pos MJ to these new-born weaklings. Where

are ti.ey? I find them more or less every-

where in the creases of the meat; singly and al-

ready groping with their mouths. To collect

them in order to number them is not prac-

ticable, for I do not want to damage them.

Let us be satisfied with the estimate made at a

rapid glance : there are a dozen or so, brought
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into the world In one discharge of almost in-
appreciable length.

Those live grubs, talcing the place of the
usual eggs, huv^e long been known. Every-
body IS aware that the Flesh-flies bring forth
living maggots, instead of laying eggs. They
have so much to do and their work is so
urgent! To them, the instruments of the
transformation of dead matter, a day means a
day, a long space of time which it is all-im-
portant to utilize. The Greenbottle's eggs,
though these are of very rapid development,

xr ^ru^J:^°"''
^°"" ^° y'^^^ fheir grubs.

1 he P lesh-flies save all this time. From their
matrix, labourers flow straightway and set to
work the moment they are born. With these
ardent pioneers of sanitation, there is no rest
attendant upon the hatching, there is not a
minute lost.

The gang, it is true, is not a numerous one;
but how often can it not be renewed ! Read
Keaumur's» description of the wonderful pro-
creating-machinery boasted by the Flesh-flies
It is a spiral ribbon, a velvety scroll whose
nap IS a sort of fleece of maggots set closely

2i7
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together and each cased in a sheath. The pa-

tient biographer counted the host : it numbers,

he tells us, nearly twenty thousand. You are

seized with stupefaction at this anatomical

fact.

How does the Grey Fly find the time to

settle a family of such dimensions, especially

in small packets, as she has just done on my

window-sill? What a number of dead Dogs,

Moles and Snakes must she not visit before

exhausting her womb! Will she find them?

Corpses of much size do not abound to that

extent in the country. As everything suits

her, she will alight on other remains of minor

importance. Should the prize be a rich one,

she will return to it to-morrow, the day after

and later still, over and over again. In the

course of the season, by dint of packets of

grubs deposited here, there and everywhere,

she will perhaps end by housing her entire

brood. But then, if all things prosper, what

a glut, for there are several families bom dur-

ing the year ! We feel it instinctively : there

must be a check to these generative enormities.

Let us first consider the grub. It is a sturdy

maggot, easy to distinguish from the Green-

bottle's by its larger girth and especially by

the way in which its body terminates behind.
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There is here a su " Jen breaking-off, hollowed
into a deep cup. At the bottom of this crater
are two breathing-holes, two stigmata with
amber-red tips. The edge of the cavity is
fnnged with half a score of pointed, fleshy
festoons, which diverge like the spikes of a
coronet. The creature can close or open this
diadem at will by bringing the denticulations
together or by spreading them out wide. This
protects the air-holes which might otherwise
be choked up when the maggot disappears in
the sea of broth. Asphyxia would supervene,
If the two breathing-holes at the back became
obstructed. During the immersion, the fes-
tooned coronet shuts like a flower closing its
petals and the liquid is not admitted to the
cavity.

Next follows the emergence. The hind-part
reappears m the air, but appears alone, just at
the level of the fluid. Then the coronet
spreads out afresh, the cup gapes and assumes
the aspect of a tiny flower, with the white
denticulations for petals and the two bright
red dots, the stigmata at the bottom, for
stamens. When the grubs, pressed one against
the other, with their heads downwards in the
fetid soup, make an unbroken shoal, the sight
of those breathing-cups incessantly opening
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and closing, with a little clack like a valve,

almost makes one forget the horrors of the

charnel-yard. It suggests a carpet of tiny

Sea-anemones. The maggot has its beauties

after all.
, • • u-

It is obvious, if there be any logic in things,

that a grub so well-protected against asphyxi-

ation by drowning must frequent liquid sur-

roundings. One does not encircle one's hind-

quarters with a coronet for the sole satisfac-

tion of displaying it. With its apparatus of

spokes, the Grey Fly's grub informs us of the

dangerous nature of its functions: when work-

ing upon a corpse, it runs the risk of drowning.

How is that? Remember the grubs of the

Greenbottle, fed on hard-boiled white of egg.

The dish suits them; only, by the action of

their pepsin, it becomes so fluid that they die

submerged. Because of their hinder stigmata,

which are actually on the skin and devoid of

any defensive machinery, they perish when

they find no support apart from the liquid.

The Flesh-fly's maggots, though incom-

parable liquefiers, know nothing of this peril,

even in a puddle of carrion broth. Their

bulky hind-part serves as a float and keeps

the air-holes above the surface. When, for

further investigation, they must needs go
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under completely, the anemone at the backshuts and peects the stigmata. The grubsof the Grey Fly are endowed with a h'fe buoybecause they are first-class liquefiers, ready to

When h.gh and dry on the sheet of card-board where I place them to observe them at

brLtWrn' "^T ^^^"^/^tively, with their

rismg and falhng as a support. The card-board ,s on my table, at three steps from anopen wmdow, and lit at this time of day onlyby the soft light of the sky. Well, the^mag!
gpts, one and all of them, turn in the opposife

ta;::rflirht:'^
"^"'°"^

,

I turn the cardboard round, without touch-
ing the runaways. This action makes the
creatures face the light again. Forthwith, thetroop stops, hesitates, takes a half turn and
once mor^ retreats towards the darkness. Be-
fore the end of the race-course is reached Iagam turn the cardboard. For the seco'nd
time, the maggots veer round and retrace their
steps. Repeat the experiment as often as I
will, each time the squad wheels about in the
opposite direction to the window and persists
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in avoiding the trap of the revolving card-

board.

The track is only a short one: the card-

board measures three hand's-breadths in

length. Let us give more space. I settle the

grubs on the floor of the room; with a hair-

pencil, I turn them with their heads pointing

towards the lighted aperture. The moment
they are free, they turn and run from the light.

With all the speed whereof their cripple's

shuflUe allows, they cover the tiled floor of the

study and go and knock their heads against

the wall, twelve feet off, skirting it afterwards,,

some to the right and some to the left. They
never feel far enough away from that hateful

illuminated opening.

What they are escaping from is evidently

the light, for, if I make it dark with a screen,

the troop does not change its direction when
I turn the cardboard. It then progresses quite

readily towards the window; but, when I re-

move the screen, it turns tail at once.

That a grub destined to live in the darkness,

under the shelter of a corpse, should avoid the

light is only natural; the strange part is its

verj' perception. The maggot is blind. Its

pointed fore-part, which we hesitate to call a

head, bears absolutely no trace of any optical
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smooth, witelt 'A"d''^?« '"Ir •>'«•

ture, deprived of any "ity^'^''' '^'"'•

served by ocular powerTex r^
7"' P°'"''

to the light. Its whni; Lu'
extremely sensitive

incapabl? of seeingoVotsr LrKf'
"''"'

Sn^feiirof^nSL^^^^^^
grub-s distress coul7h,ea^;r"''' ".8 '""• *«
ourselves, withZ coarse 'l"P'»''''d. ^e
wilh that of the mae^ot .J 'J"

^"""P^i^n

light f^ighTe„?t?ero„t7th':-
*'' '""P"'^

flee the painful appari^"' hej at"?"
'^'''^

escaping at all costs
' '^ "^ '""* "P""

phSlTtrfbttK".^-'? A-they
Are the; e^e'r^at '/ bf^h: "d";?'"^known or unknown? Liiht shil J'^"°"''

become ehe^i^atCKS
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tion. I would gladly have gone farther into

the question, had I possessed the necessary ap-

paratus. But I have not, I never have had

and of course I never shall have the resources

which are so useful to the seeker. These are

reserved for the clever people who care more

for lucrative posts than for fair truths. Let

us continue, however, within the measure

which the poverty of my means permits.

When duly fattened, the grubs of the Flesh-

flies go underground to transform themselves

into pupae. The burial is intended, obviously,

to give the worm the tranquillity necessary for

the metamorphosis. Let us add that another

object of the descent is to avoid the importu-

nities of the light. The maggot isolates itself

to the best of its power and withdraws from

the garish day before contracting into a little

keg. In ordinary conditions, with a loose soil,

it goes hardly lower than a hand's-breadth

down, for provision has to be made for the

difficulties of the return to the surface when

the insect, now full-grown, is impeded by its

delicate Fly-wings. The grub, therefore,

deems itself suitably isolated at a moderate

depth. Sideways, the layer that shields it

from the light is of indefinite thickness; up-

wards, it measures about four inches. Behind
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on'X'Shr%\'- """ '?';''""'• ">' buried

M7L * '^'^ " capital.
What would happen if, by a„ artifice the.deward layer were nowhere'thick enough ,osatisfy he grub? Now, this time, I have thewherewithal to solve the problem, in the shapeof a b,g glass tube, open at both ends, aboutthree feet long and less than an inch w de Iuse ,t to blow the flame of hydrogen in the

l.ttle chemistry-lessons which I give^my child!

whh'lTT '"r ""J^^
^ '°'^ ^"^ fi" the tubewith fine, dry. sifted sand. On the surface of

in a comer'of^r'st'"'^'"'^''^
Perpendicularly

Sarcophaga-grubs, feedingXm'rtVmTaT

far" wl^h' "''""^k"" I "P^^^^^ - ^ "id-jar with a mouth as broad as one's hand

them tJ"" ^"^ ^°^" '° '^' d^P^h that suits

l..?'.K ' 'I
"° '"^'^ ^° be done but toleave them to their own devices

The worms at last bury themselves and

consult tH '"'"• ^^'' '' '^' "^^'"^"t toconsult the two apparatus. The jar gives me
tr^'^Z^'V ^*^°"'^ have'obtl-nedl

boutrth.'^'^'- ^K°"^ r^'' ^^-"' -^ there!
abouts, the worms have found a quiet lodging,
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protected above by the layer through which
they have passed and on every side by the

thickness of the vessel's contents. Satisfied

with the site, they have stopped there.

It is a very different matter in the ttibe.

The least buried of the pupae are half a yard

down. Others are lower still; most of them
even have reached the bottom of he tube and
are touching the cork stopper, an insuperable

barrier. These last, we can see, would have
gone yet deeper if the apparatus had allowed

them. Not one of the score of grubs has

settled at the customary halting-place; all have
travelled farther down the column, until their

strength gave way. In their anxious flight,

they have dug deeper and ever deeper.

What were they flying from? The light.

Above them, the column traversed forms a

more than sufficient shelter; but, at the sides,

the irksome sensation is still felt through a

coat of earth half an inch thick if the descent

is made perpendicularly. To escape the dis-

turbing impression, the grub therefore goes
deeper and deeper, hoping to obtain lower
down the rest which is denied it above. It

only ceases to move when worn out with the

effort or stopped by an obstacle.

Now, in a soft diffused light, what can be the
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radiations capable of acting upon this lover of
darkness i They are certainly not the simple
luminous rays, for a screen of fine, heaped-up
earth, nearly half an inch in thickness, is per-
fcctly opaque. Then, to alarm the grub, to
warn it of the over-proximity of the exterior
and send it to mad depths in search of isola-
tion, other radiations, known or unknown,
must be required, radiations capable of pene-
trating a screen against which ordinary radia-
tions are powerless. Who knows what vistas
the natural philosophy of the maggot might
open out to us? For lack of apparatus, I
confine myself to suspicions.

To go underground to a yard's depth—and
farther if my tube had allowed it—is on the
part of the Flesh-fly's grub a vagary provoked
by unkind experiment: never would it bury
Itself so low down, if left to its own wisdom.A hand s-breadth thickness is quite enough, is
even a great deal when, after completing the
transformation, it has to climb back to the sur-
face, a laborious operation absolutely resemb-
ling the task of an entombed well-sinker. It
will have to fight against the sand that slips
and gradually fills up the small amount of
empty space obtained; it will perhaps, without
crowbar or pickaxe, have to cut itself a gallery
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through something tantamount to tufa, that is

to say, through earth which a shower has
rendered compact. For the descent, the grub
has Its fangs; for the assent, the Fly has
nothing. Only that moment come into exist-
ence, shtn's a weakling, with tissues still devoid
of any jirmness. How does she manage to
get out? We shall know by watching a few
pupa placed at the bottom of a test-tube filled
with earth. The method of the Flesh-flies
will teach us that of the Greenbottles and the
other Flies, all of whom make use of the
same means.

Enclosed in her pupa, the nascent Fly be-
gins by bursting the lid of her casket with a
hernia which comes between her two eyes and
doubles or trebles the size of her head. This
cephalic blister throbs : it swells and subsides
by turns, owing to the alternate flux and reflux
of the blood. It is like the piston of an hy-
drauhc press opening and forcing back the
front part of the keg.

The head makes its appearance. The
hydrocephalous monster continues the play of
her forehead, while herself remaining station-
ary. Inside the pupa, a delicate work is being
performed: the casting of the white nymphal
tunic. All through this operation, the hernia
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oUfO^^J':' """ '' "- "- head
ing at the base imoJwrrTt' T;"'^''

'P^"''"
are the eyes. To .nltl,/ "^""-''P'' "''•ich
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surface and the length, an excellent device for

decreasing the friction along the earthy column

which has next to be scaled. The hydro-

cephalous one resumes her performance more

vigorously than ever; she inflates and deflates

her frontal knob. The pounded sand rustles

down the insect's sides. The egs play but

a secondary part. Stretched behind, njotion-

less, when the piston-stroke is delivered, they

furnish a support. As the sand descends, they

pile it and nimbly push it back, after which

they drag along lifelessly until the next ava-

lanche. The head advances each time by a

length equal to that of the sand displaced.

Each stroke of the frontal swelling means a

step forward. In a dry, loose soil, things go

pretty fast. A column six inches high is trav-

ersed in less than a quarter of an hour.

As soon as it reaches the surface, the insect,

covered with dust, proceeds to make its toilet.

It thrusts out the blister of its forehead for the

last time and brushes it carefully with its front

tarsi. It is important that the little pounding-

engine should be carefully dusted before it is

taken inside to form a forehead that will open

no more : this lest any grit should lodge in the

head. The wings are carefully brushed and

polished; they lose their curved notches; they
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lengthen and spread. Then, motionless on the
surface of the sand, the Fly manures fully.
Let us set her at liberty. She will ^o and join
the others on the Snakes in my pans.
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CHAPTER XI

THE BUMBLE-BEE FLY

UNDERNEATH the Wasp's brown-paper

manor-house, the ground is channelled

into a sort of drain for the refuse of the nest.

Here are shot the dead or weakly larva which

a continual inspection roots out from the cells

to make room for fresh occupants; here, at the

time of the autumn massacre, are flung the

backward grubs; here, lastly, lies a good part

of the crowd killed by the first touch of wmter.

During the rack and ruin of November and

December, this sewer becomes crammed with

animal matter.

Such riches will not remain unemployed.

The world's great law which says that nothing

edible shall be wasted provides for the con-

sumption of a mere ball of hair disgorged by

the Owl. How shall it be with the vast stores

of a ruined Wasps' nest I If they have not

come yet, the consumers whose task it is to

salve this abundant wreckage for nature's mar-

kcts, they will not tarry in coming and wait-

ing for the manna that will soon descend from
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bvT;,h^''-n t"*""' ^'T'y' '"^'''''y "ocked

hL WJ ' ''"r' " """y f«tory of fresh

banqur°
"' '"' «""" """""'-'' '° '"e

If the Wasps flew away, carrying the dead
or sickly grub, with them, a„d dropped them
on the ground round about their home, thos^
banqueters would be, first and foremoit the
nsect-eatmg birds the Warblers, all of whom

J^lT'u
°^ """" g"™^- In this connection,

we w,ll allow ourselves a brief digression. We
a^l know w,th what jealous into; ance the
Nightingales occupy each his own cantonment.

h^^ %^ mtercourse among them is ta-
booed. The males frequently exchange de-
fiant couplets at a distance; but, should the
challenged party draw near, the challenger
makes him clear off. Now, not far from my

w™.M k"
'."'"''' t^P °f hoUy-oaks which

TiThil f
"^ *^"" ."" ""^d^"" the where,

withal for a dozen faggots, I used, all through
the spring, to hear such full-throated warbling
of Nightingales that the songs of those virtu-
osi, all giving voice at once and with no at-

hubC' ''
'^'8"""*<1 '"«° » <l"f«ning

Why did those passionate devotees of soli-
tude come and settle in such large numbers at
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a spot where custom decrees that there is just

room enough for one household only ? What

reasons have made the recluse become a con-

gregation ? I asked the owner of the spinney

about the matter.

'It's like that every year,' he said. 'The

clump is overrun by Nightingales.'

'And the reason ?'

The reason is that there is a hive close by,

behind that wall.'

I looked at the man in amazement, unable

to understand what connection there could be

between a hive and the thronging Nightin-

(Talcs.

'Why, yes,' he added, 'there are a lot of

Nightingales because there are a lot of Bees.'

Another questioning look from my side. I

did not yet understand. The explanation

came *

'The Bees,' he said, 'throw out their dead

grubs. The front of the hive is strewn with

them in the mornings; and the Nightingales

come and collect them for themselves and

their families. They are very fond of them.'

This time I had solved the puzzle. De-

licious food, abundant and fresh each day,

had brought the songsters together. Contrary

to their habit, numbers of Nightingales are
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living on friendly terms In a cluster of bushesm order to be near the hive and to h fe

,'

%% daFnrie;"
''' '"°"'"« '^'-''«- of

In the same way, the Nightingale anrf hU
gastronomJcal rivals would 1,aunf he „ei«hbourhood of the Wasps' nests, if the deVdgrubs were cast out on the surface of the soilbut these delicacies fall inside the burrow and

"v even [f tr" '"' '° '"'" *'"-^^
to aamit it. Other consumers are needed here

7.ZL r «rl ''". """SBOt' the king of thedeparted. What the Greenbottles, the Blue
bottles and the Flesh-flies do in th open i

'

at the expense of every kind of corpse, othe;
Fl.es, narrowmg, their province, do under'ground at the Wasps' expense
Let us turn our attention, in September tothe wrapper of a Wasps' nest. On t^eouter

•urface and there alone, this wrapper is strewn
with a multitude of big, white, elliptica doTs

b7ut tf
"^ '•„"'' ^"^" P-'P'r and measuring

about two m, hmetres and a half long by oneand a hal w,de.' Flat below, conv« above
»nd of a lustrous white, these dots resemble
Abou. ., by .06 of an ii.ch.-rr«.;«,rV AT./,
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very neat drops fallen from a tallow candle.

Lastly, their backs are streaked with faint

transversal lines, an elegant detail perceptible

only with the lens. These curious objects are

scattered all over the surface of the wrapper,

sometimes at a distance from one another,

sometimes gathered into more or less dense

groups. They are the eggs of the Volucella,

or Bumble-bee Fly {Volucella zonaria, LlN.)-

Also stuck to the brown paper of the outer

wrapper and mixed up with the Volucella's are

a large number of other eggs, chalk-white,

spear-shaped and ridged lengthwise with seven

or eight thin ribs, after the manner of the

seeds of certain Umbelli ferae. The finishing

touch to their delicate beauty is the fine stip-

pling all over the surface. They are smaller

by half than the others. I have seen grubs

come out of them which might easily be the

earliest stage of some pointed maggots which

I have already noticed in the burrows. My
attempts to rear them failed; and I am not

able to say which Fly these eggs belong to.

Enough for us to note the nameless one in

passing. There are plenty of others, which

we must make up our minds to leave un-

labelled, in view of the jumbled crowd of

feasters in the ruined Wasps' nest. We wiH
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concern ourselves only with th.
able, in the front rank of if- T°''

"""'"''•

Bumble-bee Fly ' "'''"'• "'"^s the

hert«un,V:i^?t'iV"'' """r^"' ^^r^ '"d
shows a vag^ , semwr

'"'^ ^'['<"^ '"">d».

Wasps. Our f^h^ I," '? ""« "' the

availed themselv/ro thl K
"*"""' ^ave

to cite the VoCeL L 'r" ""-^ y^""*
Protective m,S' OSl .^' •?

''"*^"^' "^
.own behalf, a^S onl fof 'l"T °? ""
introduce her«!Plf ,« •

"^'^ family, to

home, ZrJ^l'lX^:, '"to/.he Wlsp-s

craftily don, her v ctim'. r
' 'A"'""T """^

the Wasps' „est Ihe u ' i "^c
°"" '"^'''^

inhabitants and atten!)
' ."

^'"' °" of the

The simpHcity?/ i.^"^''''
'" ^" ''"''"<»»•

very clumsy^imilltion oTheSb aTd th'^.
'

pravity of the FIv ^„
"" Karb, and the de-

under a counttrfj^ '°"«^''"S her Identity

limits of mrcret itv"tT»;• ""''^ ">«

»i"y nor the'CSso^teTa? " "°* '°

larcd. If the latter J ii" '* "'^ a™ as-

the Wasp by herlnnr '' ""'"' "' -^^^'ve

that her dissuise is „. ""' '"' """* "d-nit

low sashe, fund he abdomV'T"''"'-
'^''•

Wasp, it would „t.!l" '^° ""* ""'^' a

above al TlltZ^"""^ ""•••" ""at and,
' * '•'"''" fig'-'-e and a nimble
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carriage; and the Volucella is thickset and cor-

pulent and sedate in her movements. Never

will the Wasp take that unwieldy insect for

one of her own kind. The difference is too

great.

Poor Volucella, mimesis has not taught you

enough. You ought—this is the essential point

—to have adopted a Wasp's shape; and that

you forgot to do: you remained a fat Fly,

easily recognizable. Nevertheless, you pene-

trate into the terrible cavern ; you are able to

stay there for a long time, without danger, as

the eggs profusely strewn on the wrapper of

the Wasps' nest show. How do you set about

it? ^ ^
Let us, first of all, remember that the Bum-

ble-bee Fly does not enter the enclosure in

which the combs are heaped: she keeps to

the outer surface of the paper rampart and

there lays her eggs. Let us, on the other hand,

recall the Polistes* placed in the company of

the Wasps in my vivarium. Here of a surety

is one who need not have recourse to mimicry

to find acceptance. She belongs to the guild,

she is a Wasp herself. Any of us that had not

the trained eye of the entomologist would con-

fuse the two species. Well, this stranger, as

*A species of Wasp <hat builHs her nest in trees.—

Translator's Note.
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long as she does not hprnr«o 4.

^quite readily tZ'tZ^TSZT'None seeks to pick a quarrel with her 'l'^-'even admitted to the table thT., • .
^""^ "

smeared with honev R^J u
""? °' P"P"

she inadvertently set", fl '^' " 1°°'"«<' ''

Her costume he^ZJT "?°" "'^ ™'"'''-

".Imost exactly with th' " ""' '''''^'' '""y

s.eor^e^^as;r„;tre'"hVtr,::^

a d^ttt'cke^n^str;ct?4^r
^^^^^^

vigour as the larva- n(l if ,
^^ ^^^ ^^"^^

and the Saperda Beede neith"!:ITT l^-''any outward resemMo
"^'^"^^^V^hich bears

Wasps
'"^"^blance to the larva of the

Seeing that identity of shane an.i
does not save the P^r . I ^ ^"^ costume

cc..a fare!^;itfherSsy' i::;iS; ^^iTe"

Sr^•^het;^r^r^*°'^'-™'•'e^^III tne iKe. will refuse to be cauirhfihe moment she is recoBn;?^,! fk-
''"^nt.

is killed on the soot A. ? fu ' l
"'"8""

the shadow of a d'oubt.
""'' *'^^ " "°'

In the absence of Bumble-bee Flies =t fh,

prcsen^m^^trS-lC^sK^
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Wasp than does the fat Volucclla zonaria.

Despite this resemblance, if she rashly venture

on the combs, she is stabbed and slain. Her

yellow sashes, her slender abdomen deceive no-

body. The stranger is recognized behind the

features of a double.

My experiments under glass, which varied

according to the captures which I happened to

make, all lead me to this conclusion :
as long as

there is more propinquity, even around the

honey, the other occupants are tolerated fairly

well; but, if they touch the cells, they are as-

saulted and often killed, without distinction of

shape or costume. The grubs' dormitory is

the sanctum sanctorum which no outsider must

enter under pain of death.
. ^ u

With these caged captives I experiment by

daylight, whereas the free Wasps work in the

absolute darkness of their underground re-

treat. Where light is absent, colour goes for

nothing. Once, therefore, that she has entered

the cavern, the Bumble-bee Fly derives no

benefit from her yellow bands, which are suv-

posed to be her safeguard. Whether garbed

as she is or otherwise, it is easy for her to

effect her purpose in the dark, on condition

that she avoids the tumultuous interior of the

Wasps' nest. So long as she has the prudence

a6o
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emwS tr:r.t' :!:: "- 1?"
i^^one will know nf k P^P^*" ^^»"- No

great risksY The WaSsr''''' '"'"l
"'^

the one which wasaK 'rp^^bX'sun under a bell-glass mvp m. ,k .

'

for prolonged obseria^on. K ^ "PP""""''''

result „r,^^Ju
""'""^''ons. but without any

ce n tZ R 'u^f "I'^y ''"""^dlate con^

?he perl'd^o^rTe vi ft! ha'jd*"1,T "'''"
fnr w« J I l " "^" doubt ess passed •

was djut "
"*' "' '•" «"••" ''•'- 'h-"t

Other flies rewarded me for mv assid..;tv
I saw ,ome-at a respectful distance ntdhardly say-entering the burrow, fh'ev were

Z'^1i'"'l" ''" """l °f - dark-grey colournot unhke that of the House-fly
^
Thev h^H

tth^tn^^^^^^^^^^^ ra'ndttr1^pleased, calmly, as though they were at ho^As long as there was not too great a nuX;
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at the door, the Wasps left them alone.

When there was anything of a crowd, the grey

visitors waited near the threshold for a less

busy moment. No harm came to them.

Inside the establishment, the same peaceful

relations prevail. In this respect I have the

evidence of my excavations. In the under-

ground charnel-house, so rich in Fly-grubs, I

find no corpses of adult Flies. If the strangers

had been slaughter^rd in passing through the

enf^nce-hall, or lower down, they would fall

to the bottom of the burrow anyhow, with the

other rubbish. Now in this charnel-house, as

I said, there are never any dead Bumble-bee

Flies, never a Fly of any sort. The incomers

are respected. Having done their business,

they go out unscathed.

This tolerance on the part of the Wasps is

surprising. And a suspicion comes to one's

mind : can it be that the Volucella and the rest

are not what the accepted theories of natural

history call them, namely, enemies, grub-kill-

ers sacking the Wasps' nest? We will look into

this by examining them when they are hatched.

Nothing is easier, in September and October,

than to collect the Volucella's eggs in such

numbers as we please. They abound on the

outer surface of the Wasps' nest. Moreover,
262
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l,l!5 k"*^.
""""• ™' 'he most densely Donu

~ ur.
'"°"''''- ''-• ->• -p'v o1

with'lf. ^°J."""»'' *8g remains where it i,

wnite grub thin in front, swelline sliVhtlv m

itssides .ike the'te"sr,rmt':Arr
back hfv^" 'l^

'P"'"^ '"'° a'fan onthe

carr^s two short, bSJ:d'b e^hin "uheT

oretaft"""' '"^ '"'""^ '" ^'^ "'hef. Th

'

and ml,,^? '•' "''°"'- ^his is the biting*and motor-apparatus, seen through the kfn

he Zh'^''-^
"^

'r-''"«'-
Taken alro,ndthe grub ,s a pretty little thing, with it, bri^,!
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ling whiteness, which gives it the appearance

of a tiny snow-flake. But this elegance does

not last long: grown big and strong, the

Bumble-bee Fly's grub becomes soiled with

sanies, turns a russety-brown and crawls about

in the guise of a hulking porcupine.

What becomes of it when it leaves the egg?

This my warehousing-jar tells me, partly. Un-
able to keep its balance on sloping surfaces,

it drops to the bottom of the receptacle, where

I find it, daily, as hatched, wandering rest-

lessly. Things must happen likewise t.. the

Wasps*. Incapable of standing on the slant

of the paper wall, the new-born grubs slide to

the bottom of the underground cavity, which

contains, especially at the end of the summer,

a heaped-up provender of deceased Wasps and

dead larvse removed from the cells and flung

outside the house, all nice and gamy, as

proper maggot's food should be.

The Volucella's offspring, themselves mag-
gots, notwithstanding their snowy apparel,

find in this charnel-house victuals to their lik-

ing, incessantly renewed. Their fall from the

high walls might well be not accidental, but

rather a means of reaching, quickly and with-

out searching, the good things down at the

bottom of the cavern. Perhaps, also, some of
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the white grubs, thanks to the hole, ^h.^ lthe wrapper rcsemhl*. , * ^""^ "'a^*

to shp Sc the Ww^^^^^^ Tm^ "'^"^^'^

the Volucella's arnh.^ . L*
^^'"' "'«" '^^

their develot^enrare in th" k''"^
"^«^ °^

burrow, imt^l thl
•*'' ^^*^"^<^nt of the

«*k '*» *'"0"g the carrion remain* Tk-

they do not touclMhe M^Ttf, "' ''""'

age the Wa,p,. „e«: rheTfis n'^ct';;
""' ""
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they take it away again, not caring for the

dish.

They want something different: a wounded,

a dying grub ; a corpse dissolving into sanies.

Indeed, if I prick the VVasp-grub with a needle,

the scornful ones at once come and sup at the

bleeding wound. If I give them a dead grub,

brown with putrefaction, the worms rip it open

and feast on its humours. Better still : I can

feed them quite satisfactorily with Wasps that

have turned putrid under their horny rings;

I see them greedily suck the juices of decom-

posing Rosechafer-grubs; I can keep them

thriving with chopped-up butcher's meat,

which they know how to liquefy by the method

of the common maggot. And these unpreju-

diced ones, who accept anything that comes

their way, provided it be dead, refuse it when

it is alive. Like the true Flics that they are,

frank body-snatchers, they wait, before touch-

injT a morsel, for death to do its work.

Inside the Wasps' nest, robust grubs are the

nile and weaklings the rare exception, because

of the assiduous supervision which eliminates

anything that is diseased and like to die.

Here, nevertheless, Volucella-grubs are found,

on the combs, among the busy Wasps. They

are not, it is true, so numerous as in the char-
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Their conS v^L' r„"::f,\*:^J'-,ehy ?

at first ma.ce one fhmt » u "^^ ^o"^d

undeceived .rwelrrLlh"- '*"" '°°" •>'

closely; and thTs isn^^ti '"'.". ""''"="'««»

roofed colonies
'^ "'"''' '"'* ">> «'"»-

co:dieit;^\^rr-'"-«>v^«^!^
opens wide its mouth hM''^'"^-

"""• '""''h-

approaching Tt fi I,' ,h iT'"^
"' """* '" •>«

with it, bulging Sid",
''''"•«°"''' *'""'«'

slen^de'r fct Vb/t '?'' '"' »"'!" '"

nes,, better he wlu^d^h'""'^ l"-PP'^-

whose slack rotundiTy yields to the
'•"'"'•

of this animated wedL rV i P''"'"''*

«;i.eaving„o''p::'fnt«^,fttSrtt

twohSS:, "''" "' '-' '"- "" 'He

It remains in this posture for some time
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occupied with its work at the bottom of the

cell. Meanwhile, the Wasps present do not

interfere, remain impassive, showing that the

grub visited is in no peril. The stranger, in

fact, withdraws with a soft, gliding motion.

The chubby babe, a sort of indiarubber bag,

resumes its original volume without having

suffered any harm, as its appetite proves. A
nurse offers it a mouthful, which it accepts

with every sign of unimpaired vigour. As for

the Volucella-grub, it licks its lips after its

own fashion, pushing its two fangs in and out;

then, without further loss of time, goes and

repeats its probing elsewhere.

What it wants down there, at the bottom

of the cells, behind the grubs, cannot be de-

cided by direct observation ; it must be guessed

at. Since the visited larva remains intact, it

is not prey that the Vohicella-grub is after.

Besides, if murder formed part of its plans,

why descend to the bottom of the cell, instead

of attacking the defenceless recluse straight-

way? It would be much easier to suck the

patient's juices through the actual orifice of

the cell. Instead of that, we see a dip, always

a dip and never any other tactics.

Then what is there behind the Wasp-grub?
Let us try to put it as decently as possible. In
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spite of it, exceeding cleanliness, this grub is

"able frrt^*? "" ^^^'^'^S'"' '"» 'Xraoie from the stomach. Like all that eats i^

r^h exremrr"""™' """P^'' '* 'o behave

^^e^Siat^i'f^^f/jBrr'*'"
until the moment of the'Sit''t: rid.«elf of ,ts digestive refuse. Then, once and
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TlitH; „1 ^T ""'>' '° ""'P » Wasp-grub in
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dip into the cells without wounding the hrvjThey are looking for this liquid, dfey provoke

ITT"- * •-P^«'nt» to them'a^aintywhich they enjoy over and above the moresubstantial fare provided by the corpses

nfi v"'".'''^"''"
^"'y' that sanitary inspector

w pesMr^vr ">•
l"i";''

" double'office'rX
wipes the Wasp's children and she rid'- he
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nest of its dead. For this reason, she is peace-

fully received, as an auxiliary, when she enters

the burrow to lay her eggs; for "his reason,

her grub is tolerated, nay more, respected, in

the very heart of the dwelling, where none

might stray with impunity. I remember the

brutal reception given to the Saperda- and Hy-

lotoma-grubs when I place them on a comb.

Forthwith grabbed, bruised and riddled with

stings, the poor wretches perish. It is quite a

different matter with the offspring of the Volu-

cella. They come and go as they please, poke

about in the cells, elbow the inhabitants and

remain unmolested. Let us give some in-

stances of this clemency, which is very strafe

in the irascible Wasp.
For a couple of hours, I fix my attention on

a Volucella-grub establirfied in a cell, side by

side with the Wasp-grub, the mistress of the

house. The hind-quarters eu«rgc , displaying

their papillse. Sometimes also tbc fore-part,

the head, shows, bending from side to side

with sudden, snake-like motions. The Wasps
have just filled their crops at the honey-pa^;

they are dispensing the rations, are very busily

at work; and things arc taking place in broad

daylight, on the table by the window.

As they pass from cell to cell, tl^ nurses
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long hours, it remains motionless in this posi-

tion. At every moment, Wasps pass and re-

pass close by. Three of them, at one time

together, at another separately, come and

nibble at the edges of the cell ; they Sreak off

particles which they reduce to paste for a new
piece of work. The passers-by, intent upon

their business, may not perceive the intruder;

but these three certainly do. During their

work of demolition, they touch the grub with

thefr legs, their antenns, their palpi; and yet

none of them minds it. The fat grub, so

easily recognized by its queer figure, is left

alone; and this in broad daylight, where every-

body can see it. What must it be when the

profound darkness of the burrows protects the

visitor with its mysteries!

I have been e> erimenting all along with

big Volucella-grubs, coloured with the dirty

red which comes with age. What effect will

pure white produce? I sprinkle on the sur-

face of the combs some larvje that have lately

left the egg. The tiny, snow-white grubs make
for the nearest cells, go down into them, come

out again and hunt elsewhere. The Wasps
peaceably let them go their way, as heedless

of the little white invaders as of the big red

ones. Sometimes, when it enters an occupied
272
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glass; but the Wasps have other means of in-

formation in the dimness of the burrow.

When I produce darkness by covering the ap-

paratus with a screen, the murder of the tres-

passers is accomplished just the same. For so

say the police-regulations of the Wasps' nest

:

any stranger discovered must be slain and
thrown on the midden.

To thwart this vigilance, the real enemies

need to be masters of the art of deceptive im-

mobility and cunning disguise. But there is

no deception about the Volucella-grub. It

comes and goes, openly, wheresoever it will;

it looks round amongst the Wasps for cells to

suit it. What has it to make itself thus re-

spected? Strength? Certainly not. It is a

harmless creature, which the Wasp could rip

open with a blow of her shears, while a touch
of the sting would mean lightning death. It

is a familiar guest, to whom no denizen of a

Wasps' nest bears any ill-will. Why? Because
it renders good service : so far from working
mischief, it does the scavenging for its hosts.

Were it an enemy or merely an intruder, it

would be exterminated; as a deserving as-

sistant, ir is respected.

Then what need Is there for the Volucella

to disguise herself as a Wasp? Any Fly,
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to the commuZ '^Th!
"'^' ''"^'^ ""'"'

ble-bce Fly tCi, J!'' "!T"1 °^ ""' Bum-

childish notion. St oK.
' •'"' " "'"'

ally face to face with^al T."?""'
~"*''""-

it and leaves it to thef™'^"'"^'""'''"'
who are too prone to Iook™;h"'/ ""r"'!''
through the illusive Jr^so heo^'""'

"'-'<'
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CHAPTER XII

MATHEMATICAL MEMORIES: NEWTON's BI-

NOMIAL THEOREM.

f»

THE Spider's web is a glorious mathemati-

cal problem. I should enjoy working it

out in all its details, were I not afraid of

wearying the reader's attention. Perhaps I

have even gone too far in the little that I

have said,* in which case I owe him some com-

pensation :

•Would you like mc,' I will ask him,

'would you like me to tell you how I acquired

sufficient algebra to master the logarithmic

systems and how I became a surveyor of

Spiders' webs? Would you? It will give us

a rest from natural history.'

I seem to catch a sign of acquiescence. The
story of my village-school, visited by the

chicks and the porkers, has been received with

some indulgence; why should not my harsh

school of solitude possess it« iarcrest as well?

*Ci. The Life of the Spider: chapi. ix to zii and
appeadir..—Translator's Note.
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klh^nl"^ '? ^'""^ '' A"'l «ho know,?
Perhaps, m doing so, I shall revive the courage

knowTdgf" """ '"'"" •''"'«"'"« "'«"

a ma"s"r'''ti""r?T"'«'
°' '"""'"K with

a master. I should be wrong to complain.
Solitary study has it, advantages: it doe, no
cast you in the official mould ; it leave, you allyour originality. Wild fruit, when i, ripensha a different taste from hot.hou,e produce!

11«T °" ' '''»<^""".'""'ng palate a bitter-
sweet flavour whose virtue is all the greater
or the contrast Yes, if it were in my power

I would start afresh, face to face with my only
counsellor, the book itself, not always a ve ^lucid one; I would gladly resume my lonely

wh/„~' !"/ ""«,?'" *'"' 'he darkness
whence, at last, a glimmer appear, a, I con-nue to explore it; I ,hould retraverse the

d«irrth'?^i!'
°' ^°"'' "'"•"'«^d hy the onede, re that has never failed me, the desireof learning and of afterwards bestowing my

«rL ''""'^'"'Be on others.
^

When I left the normal school, my stock of
mathematics was of the scantiest. How to ex-
ract a square root, how to calculate and provethe surface of a sphere: these represented tome the culminating point, of the ,ubiect.
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The Life of the Fly

Those terrible logarithms, when I happened
to open a table of them, made my head swim,
with their columns of figures; actual fright,
not unmixed with respect, overwhelmed me on
the very threshold of that arithmetical cave.
Of algebra I had no knowledge whatever. I

had heard the name; and the syllables repre-
sented to my poor brain the whole whirling
legion of the abstruse.

Besides, I felt no inclination to decipher the
alarming hieroglyphics. They made one of
those indigestible dishes which we confidently
extol without touching them. I greatly pre-
ferred a fine line of Virgil, whom I was now
begmning to understand; and I should have
been surprised indeed had any one told me
that, for long years to come, I should be an
enthusiastic student of the formidable science.
Good fortune procured me my first lesson in
algebra, a lesson given and not received, of
course.

A young man of about my own age came to
me and asked me to teach him algebra. He
was preparing for his examination as a civil
engineer; and he came to me because, ingenu-
ous youth that he was, he took me for a well
of learning. The guileless applicant was very
far out in his reckoning.
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Newton's Binomial Theorem
His request gave me a shock of surprise,

which was forthwith repressed on reflection-
/ give algebra-lessons ?' said I to myself.

It would be madness
: I don't know anything

about the subject!'
-iiyuung

And I left it at that for a moment or two,
thinking hard, drawn now this way, now tha
with indecision ;

'Shall I accept? Shall I refuse?' continued
tne inner voice.

Pooh, let's accept ! An heroic method of
learning to swim is to leap boldly into the sea.
Let us hurl ourselves head first into the alge-
braical gulf

;
and perhaps the imminent dan-

ger of drowning will call forth efforts capable
of bringing me to land. I know nothing ofwhat he wants. It makes no difference: let's
go ahead and plunge into the mystery. I shall
learn by teaching.

It was a fine courage that drove me full
tilt ir^to a province which I had not yet

onfiH °^ '"'"'i"^- ^^y twenty-year-old
confidence was an incomparable lever

Very well,' I replied. 'Come the day
after to-morrow, at five, and we'll begin.'

plan. It secured me the respite of a day, the
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The Life of the Fly

blessed Thursday, which would give me time
to collect my forces.

Thursday comes. The sky is grey and
cold. In this horrid weather, a grate well
filled with coke has its charms. Let's warm
ourselves and think.

Well, my boy, you've landed yourself in a
nice predicament

! How will you manage to-
morrow ? With a book, plodding all through
the night, if necessary, you might scrape up
something resembling a lesson, just enough
to fill the dread hour more or less. Then you
could see about the next; sufficient for the
day is the evil thereof. But you haven't the
book. And it's no use running out to the
bookshop. Algebraical treatises are not cur-
rent wares. You'll have to send for one,
which will take a fortnight at least. And I've
promised for to-morrow, for to-morrow cer-
tain

! Another argument and one that admits
of no reply

: funds are low ; my last pecuniary
resources he in the corner of a drawer. I
count the money

: it amounts to twelve sous,
which is not enough.

Must I cry off? Rather not! One re-
source suggests itself: a highly improper one,
I admit, not far removed indeed from lar-
ceny. O quiet paths of algebra, you are my
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Newton's Binomial Iheorcm
excuse for this venial sin ! I.ct me confess the
temporary embezzlement.

Life at my college is more or less cloistered
in return for a modest payment, most of us
masters are lodged in the building; and we
take our meals at the principal's table The
sccnce-master who is the big gun of the staff
and lives in the town, has nevertheless, like
ourselves, h,s own two cells, in addition to a
balcony, or leads, where the chemical prepara-
tions give forth their suffocating gases in the
open air. For this reason, he finds it more
convenient to hold his class here during the
greater part of the year. The boys come to
these rooms in winter, in front of a grate
stuffed full of coke, like mine, and there find
a blackboard a pneumatic trough, a mantel-
piece covered with glass receivers, panoplies
of bent tubes on the walls, and, lastly, a cert-
ain cupboard in which I remember seeing arow of books, the oracles consulted by the
master in the course of his lessons
'Among those books,' said I to myself,

there is sure to be one on alegebra. To ask
he owner for the loan of it does not appeal
to me. My amiable colleague would receiveme superciliously and laugh at my ambitious
aims.

1 am sure he would refuse my request

'



The Life of the Fly

The future was to show that my distrust
was justified. Narrow-mindedness and petty
jealousy prevail everywhere alike.

I decide to help myself to this book, which
I should ne\ CT get by asking. This is the
half-holiday. The science-master will not put
in an appearance to-day'; and the key of my
room is practically the same as his. I go,
with eyes and ears on the alert. iMy key does
not ouite fit; it sticks a little, then goes in;
and an extra effort makes it turn in the lock.
The door opens. I inspect the cupboard and
find that it does contain an algebra-book, one
of the big, fat books which men used to write
in those days, a book nearly half a foot thick.
My legs give way beneath me. You poor
specimen of a housebreaker, suppose you
were caught at it! However, ai; goes well.
Quick, let's lock the door again and go back
to our own quarters with the pilfered volume.
And now we. are together, O mysterious

tome, whose Arab name breathes a strange
mustiness of occult lore and claims kindred
with the sciences of almagest and alchemy.
What will you show me? Let us turn the
leaves at random. Before fixing one's eyes on
a definite point in the landscape, it is well to
take a summary view of the whole. Paee
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follows swiftly upon page, tc-lling mc nothingA chapter catches my attention in the middfe

t^i rtzi:' " '-''-'• ''-'-'-'' ^'•

thel^m't ='"""."Jf •
What can a binomialtheorem be especially one whose author is

whT?"'- I . ^u'" '^"Sl'^h mathematician» ho weighed the worlds? What has themechanism of the sky to do with this? Letus read and seek for enlightenment. Withmy elbows on the table and my thumb behind my ears I concentrate all my attention.

standT TU
"""^ """"i^hment, for I under-stand

!
There are a certain number of letters

general sj-mbols >vhich are grouped in a 1

there and elsewhere by turns; there are, ashe te t „, arrangements, permutationand combinations. Pen in hand, 1 arrange
permute and combine. It is a very diverting

Z'T;u"^"" ""^ "°'''' " 8="^^ '" "hich thf

inL 'J"";".'"^"
«"'' eonfirms the anticipa-

tions of logic and supplements the short-
comings of one's thinking-apparatus.

It will be plain sailing,' said I to myself,
>t algebra is no more difficult than this

'

whenTbl K-
'^'°''" ''<'•" the illusion later,«hen the binomial theorem, that light, crisp
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biscuit, was followed by heavier and less di-

gestible fare. But, for the moment, I had no

foretaste of the future difficulties, of the pit-

fall in which one becomes more and more

entangled, the longer one persists in strug-

gling. What a dehghtful afternoon that was,

before my grate, amid my permutations and

combinations! By the evening, I had nearl>

mastered my subject. When the bell rang

at seven, to summon us to the common meal

at the principal's table, I went downstairs

puffed up with the joys of the newly-initiatec

neophyte. I was escorted on my way by a

b and c, intertwined in cunning garlands.

Next day, my pupil is there. Blackboart

and chalk, everything is ready. Not quite s(

ready is the master. I bravely broach m)

binomial theorem. My hearer becomes in

terested in the combinations of letters. No
for a moment does he suspect that I am put

ting the cart before the horse and beginning

where we ought to have finished. I relievi

the dryness of my explanations with a fev

little problems, so many halts at which th

mind takes breath awhile and gathers strengtl

for fresh flights.

We try together. Discreetly, so as to leavi

him the merit of the discovery, I shed a littl
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Newton's Binomial Theorem
light on the path. The solution is found.My pupil triumphs; so do I, but silently, inmy inner consciousness, which says

:

'You understand, because you succeed in
making another understand.'
The hour passed quickly and very pleas-

antly for both of us. My young man was
contented when he left me; and I no less so,
lor I perceived a new and original way of
learning things.

The ingenious and easy arrangement of the
binomial gave me time to tackle my algebra-
book from the proper commencement. In
three or four days, I had rubbed up my
weapons There was nothing to be said
about addition and subtraction : they were so
simple as to force themselves upon one at
first sight. Multiplication spoilt things.
Ihere was a certain rule of signs which de-
c ared that minus multiplied by minus made
plus How I toiled over that wretched para-
dox

!
It would seem that the book did not

explain this subject clearly, or rather em-
ployed too abstract a method. I read, reread
and meditated in vain: the obscure text re-
tamed all its obscurity. That ^s the drawback
of books m general : they tell you what is
printed in them and nothing more. If you
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fail to understand, they never advise you,
never suggest an attempt along another road
which might lead you to the light. The
merest word would sometimes be enough to

put you on the right track ; and that word the

books, hide-bound in a regulation phrase-
ology, never give you.

How greatly preferable is the oral lesson

!

It goes forward, goes back, starts afresh,

walks around the obstacle and varies the
methods of attack until, at long last, light is

shed upon the darkness. This incomparable
beacon of the master's word was what I

lacked; and I went under, without hope of
succour, in that treacherous pool of the rule

of signs.

My pupil was bound to suffer the effects.

After an attempt at an explanation in which
I made the most of the few gleams that

reached me I asked him

:

*Do you understand?'

It was a futile question, but useful for gain-

ing time. Myself not understanding, I was
convinced beforehand that he did not under-
stand either.

*No,' he replied, accusing himself, per-

haps, in his simple mind, of possessing a
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bram incapable of taking in those fr.ncuentai verities. transccn-

'Let us try another -.ethod.'

Jyi itr; t.;?^-
^,"^ '"« ->

of my efforts. A blink '«!. '^^
"''''"'

nounccs my success lu *'^"»'^"'on an-

And thus UT continued our studies • h ,tne passive receiver ^n^• •

^cuaies. he,

quired withoutXe I fh'"r"''
"'^^» ^^

blasting my rock thl" K ,

' 'f" P'°"'=".

much sittTna UD at n t"'"'
"'"' ^"^^ "'d °f

mond, trwh Anlh*- ' ? '""" '^e dia-

task WI to my share f h".'
"° '"' "'I""-

<he reconditTgem ostriD'^ n°f
?' ""'' ""^''^

and present it frTm
"^ °^ '" ''"ggedness

undef a le"' tl dd^°aT,r";L'-''-"'-«-ce
cutter's vvoric .vl.' u i^ ^

h's diamond-

^"-the;;:^;^t^,:t^^^aj..^^
cupat.^^^^

pasL^d h-^""'"''
.'""^' ^-^^ th^t my pupilpassed his examination. As for fh. l^borrowed by stealth T . / •

^°°^
"y stealth, I restored it to the
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shelves and replaced it by another, which, this

time, belonged to me.

At my normal school, I had learnt a little

elementary geometry under a master. From
the first few lessons onwards, I rather enjoyed
the subject. I divined in it a guide for one's

reasoning faculties through the thickets of
the imagination; I caught a glimpse of a

search after truth that did not involve too

much stumbling on the way, because each
step forward rests solidly upon the step

already taken; I suspected geometry to be

what it pre-eminently is : a school of intellect-

ual fencing.

The truth demonstrated and its applica-

tion matter little to me; what rouses my en-

thusiasm is the process that sets the truth be-

fore us. We start from a brilliantly-lighted

spot and gradually get deeper and deeper in

the darkness, which, in its turn, becomes self-

illuminated by kindling new lights for a

higher ascent. This progressive march of the

known toward the unknown, this conscientious

lantern lighting what follows by the rays of

what comes before: that was my real busi-

ness.

Geometry was to teach me the logical pro-

gression of thought; It was to tell me how
288
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the difficulties are hroL-..,,

a lever capable of ;ri^\t :S'T:
'"""

sists any direct efforts- h« v Y '"

how order is en,,,.! i ,
'" " ''"""''' ""•

clarity
"'[. '". "'«^"J^'-^'I. -".ler. the luse of

Kreat part, to .r,o,nctr ;
' /

"''' ,"' '"

what is confuserVh ' '.

''^'^ '^ arranges

;He ...t :-^;et\Hr,„t,dfa^d S^^
of ^het'orfc.

""^"'"^ P"'"" '° •^" '"<• ''opes

•0 ft"' Wher'etr: '''"Ki^" 'I"'
' ""-^ "'-h

back M Vh 1 J"';
'•'""Shts readily turn

when "JZl t?'
''°"" °f "•>' "°-'-'-^"

recre^ati^ :,V:i;Tb" "of
''^ «"''^" "

"-^rt:crSe
' '^-^•{^ -^^

-.corS^fo^t-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

aro,L r'"^" ^'""^'^'J themselves all

"" °' ' Py"'""'- Perhaps I should have
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done better to strengthen the muscles of my
thighs by jumping and leaping, to increase

the suppleness of my loins with gymnastic
contortions. I have known some contor-

tionists who have prospered beyond the

thinker.

See me then entering the lists as an in-

structor of youth, fairly well acquainted with
the elements of geometry. In case of need,

I could handle the land-surveyor's stake and
chain. There my views ended. To cube the

trunk of a tree, to gauge a cask, to measure
the distance of an inaccessible point appeared
to me the highest pitch to which geometrical

knowledge could hope to soar. Were there

loftier flights ? I did not even suspect it, when
an unexpected glimpse showed me the puny
dimensions of the little corner which I had
cleared in the measureless domain.

At that time, the college in which, two
years before, I had made my first appearance
as a teacher, had just halved the size of its

classes and largely increased its staff. The
newcomers all lived in the building, like my-
self, and we had our meals in common at the

principal's table. We formed a hive where,
in our leisure time, some of us, in our respect-

ive cells, worked up the honey of algebra
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V "" "^ost ot all, sometimes with a vIpw fo

vietrof""-"'"'^™" -" °'"nHi h

™^rr/;:^ !r^'^-
-^^^^^^^^^^^^

must, If possible, arm themselves a littl/wter to make their way in the worM w ,'

worked hard and steadilv I . i ^' ^"

equipment.
'"crease my modest

^^ra.op/S-l->-ne
tt''-,-^^^^^^^
who weary of barrack life, had takenSem educafon. When in charge of the book,of hjs company he had become more or it

b2n f Z"v
''^"'"•- ""'^ " became hi, ambition to take a mathematical degree M,

was with his regiment. According to my dearcolleagues those amiable retailers of Se mis'

pmcKcd. Stubbornly, he returned to his
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books and exercises, refusing to be daunted

by two reverses.

It was not that he was allured by the beau-

ties of mathematics, far from it ; but the step

to which he aspired favoured his plans. He
hoped to have his own boarders and dispense

butter and vegetables to lucrative purpose.

The lover of study for its own sake and the

persistent trapper hunting a diploma as he

would something to put in his mouth were not

m^de to understand or to see much of each

other. Chance, however, brought us to-

gether.

I had often surprised our friend sitting in

the evening, by the light of a candle, with his

elbows on the table and his head between his

hands, meditating at great length in front of

a big exercise-book crammed with cabalistic

signs. From time to time, when an idea came

to him, he would take his pen and hastily put

down a line of writing wherein letters, large

and small, were grouped without any gram-

matical sense. The letters x and y often re-

curred, intermingled with figures. Every row

ended with the sign of equality and a nought.

Next came more reflection, with closed eyes,

and a fresh row of letters arranged in a dif-

ferent order and likewise followed by a
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nought. Page after page was filled in this
queer fashion, each line winding up with o.

'What are you doing with all those rows of
figures amounting to zero?' I asked him one
day.

The mathematician gave me a leery look,
picked up in barracks. A sarcastic droop in
the corner of his eye showed how he pitied my
Ignorance. My colleague of the many noughts
did not, however, take an unfair advantage
of his superiority. He told me that he was
working at analytical geometry.
The phrase had a strange effect upon me.

I ruminated silently to this purpose: there
was a higher geometry, which you learnt more
particularly with combinations of letters in
which .V and y played a prominent part.
When my next-door neighbour reflected so
long, clutching his forehead between his
hands, he was trying to discover the hidden
meaning of his own hieroglyphics; he saw
the ghostly translation of his sums dancing in
space. What did he perceive? How would
the alphabetical signs, arranged first in one
and then in another manner, give an image of
the actual things, an image visible to the eyes
of the mind alone ? It beat me.
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*I shall have to learn analytical geometry
some day,' I said. ^Will you help me?'

'I'm quite willing.' he replied, with a smile

in which I read his lack of confidence in my
determination.

No matter; we struck a bargain that same
evening. We would together break up the

stubble of algebra and analytical geometry,
the foundation of the mathematical degree;

we would make common stock: he would
brifig long hours of calculation, I my youthful
ardour. We would begin as soon as I had
finished with my arts degree, which was my
main preoccupation for the moment.

In those far-off days it was the rule to

make a little serious literary study take prece-

dence of science. You were expected to be
familiar with the great minds of antiquity, to

converse with Horace and Virgil, Theocritus
and Plato, before touching the poisons of
chemistry or the levers of mechanics. The
niceties of thought could only be the gainers

by these preparations. Life's exigencies, ever
harsher as progress afflicts us with its increas-

ing needs, have changed all that. A fig for

correct language 1 Business before all

!

This modern hurry would have suited my
impatience. I confess that I fumed against
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the regulation which forced Latin and Greekupon me before allowing me to open up relations with the sine and cosine. To day" w serr« by age and experience, I a'^Tadifferent opmion. I very much regret that

Taref^Hv"' 'f"^ ""'''" ^"' "<« -"o

-

rarefully conducted and further prolonged.To fill up this enormous blank a little I re
spectfully returned, somewhat late in 1 fe To

''A°°''/''^
books which are usual y soldsecond-hand with their leaves hardly cutVenerable pages, annotated in pencil dur ngthe long evenings of my youth, I have found

tin 7;., " ''»^V'"8'" "•' 'hat an obliga-
tion rests upon whoso wields the pen : hemust have something to say that is capable

withm he scope of natural science, the interest

to orL ''• V° P™"' '' "^ '"' 'horns and

Tru^h th
J' ""'''• " P'-^Po^^^'ing aspect.

1 ruth they say, rises naked from a wellAgreed; but admit that she is all the betterfor being decently clothed. She craves, if notthe gaudy furbelows borrowed from rhrtoric's
wafdfobe, at least a vine-leaf. The geometers
alone have the right to refuse her th!t modelt
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garment ; in theorems, plainness suffices. The
others, especially the naturalist, are in duty

bound to drape a gauze tunic more or less

elegantly around her waist.

Suppose I say:

'Baptiste, give me my slippers.'

I am expressing myself in plain language,

a little poor in variants. I know exactly what

I am saying and my speech is understood.

Others—and they are numerous—contend

that this rudimentary method is the best in

all things. They talk science to their readers

as they might talk slippers to Baptiste. Kaf-

fir syntax does not shock them. Do not

speak to them of the value of a well-selected

term, set down in its right place, still less of

a lilting construction, sounding rather well.

»^hildish nonsense they call all that; the fid-

dling of a short-sighted mind

!

Perhaps they are right : the Baptiste idiom

is a g'-eat economiser of time and trouble.

This advantage does not tempt me ; it seems

to me that an idea stands out better if ex-

pressed in lucid language, with sober imagery.

A suitable phrase, placed in its correct posi-

tion and saying without fuss the things we

want to say, necessitates a choice, an often

laborious choice. There are drab words, the
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commonplaces of colloquial speech; and ther^are so to speak, coloured words, y.wl^".

P tchToTHX"'" ''^\'"--''-«™kes straWnl.

rs:ini.''te''-^^-xrp-'

them into a language heedfuTnf ! ?
^""'^,

not displeasing to the ear
>" *'"'''"' '"''

I was taught nothing of this art. For thatmatter, ,s ,t ever taught in the schools? I

oTve''ins°t
•" '' '^' '^^ 'hat runs throughour vems, if inspiration do not come to n,,raid we sha, flutter the pages of theThelnn vam. the word for wh ch we seek willrefuse to come. Then to what mas ers shawe have recourse to quicken and deve op thehumble germ that is latent within us?' To

but'^'th,'"''^' l"'^'
','"">'' =•" "'^»t reader;but the niceties of a well-balanced style

them'' AZTf/"r\ ^ '^•'^ ""' ""''"^'-^

fifteen fr '''"' '","=" ^'•^" ^'0^' "Pon

have ; nh
^?'" ^'^"''? '" ^^^ 'hat wordsnave a physiognomy of their own Som^

n'^sr:' X'"'"
'''" "''"' hy th"edis?°Tt!

their rL.h "".""'"S ""^ 'he resonance oftheir rhythm; they produced a clearer image
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in my mind; after their fashion, they gave me
a picture of the object described. Coloured

by its adjective and vivified by its verb, the

name became a living reality : what it said I

saw. And thus, gradually, was the magic of

words revealed to me, when the chances of

my undirected reading placed a few easy

standard pages in my way.
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CHAPTER XIII

MATHEMATICAL MEMORIES: MV LITTLE
TABLE

JT is time lo start our analytical geometry.
rte can come now, my partner, the mathe.ma ician: I think I shall understand what he

TJa' I /I ^^'""'^y '"" ^^'•^"gh my bookand noticed that our subject, whose beautiful
precision makes work a recreation, bristles
with no very serious difficulties.

We begin in my room, in front of a black-

into the peaceful watches of the night I be-come aware, to my great surprise, that my
teacher, the past master in those hiero-
glyphics, ,s really, more often than not, my
pupil He does not see the combinations of
the absasss and ordinates very clearly. Imake bold to take the chalk in hand myself,
to seize the rudder of our algebraical boat Icomment on the book, interpret it in my own
ashion, expound the text, sound the reefs

until daylight comes and leads us to the haven
of the solution. Besides, the logic is so irre-
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sistible, it is all such easy going and so lucid

that often one seems to be remembering rather

than learning.

And so we proceed, with our positions re-

versed. I dig into the hard rock, crumble it,

loosen it until I make room for thought to

penetrate. My comrade— I can now allow

myself to speak of him on equal terms—my
comrade listens, suggests objections, raises

difficulties which we try to solve in unison.

The two combined levers, inserted in the fis-

sure, end by shaking and overturning the

rocky mass.

I no longer see in the corner of the quarter-

master's eye the leery droop that greeted

me at the start. Cordial frankness now
reigns, the infectious high spirits imparted by
success. Little by little, dawn breaks, very

misty as yet, but laden with promises. We
are both greatly amazed; and my share in the

satisfaction is a double one, for he sees twice

over who makes others see. Thus do we pass

half the night, in delightful hours. We cease

when sleep begins to weigh too heavily on
our eyelids.

When my comrade returns to his room,

does he sleep, careless for the moment of the

shifting scene which we have conjured up?
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He confesses to me that he sleeps soundlyThis advantage I do not possess It s noijn my power to pass the sponge over my poobram even as pass it over the blackbo'^r.lThe network of ideas remains and forms" ^were a moving cobweb in which reeosewriggles and tosses, incapable of findTng

I St it'''is'';,''rr'"K
'^'^" ^'^-^P ''°" »- »

vhth / ?*'" ''"' " ''"'' °f somnolence
which, far from suspending the activity of themmd, actually maintains and quickens it mo e

whl"''^?«,''°"''^-
J^"""6 this torpoT, nwhieh mght has not yet closed upon the briin

Irf'T, '°'^' mathematical difficules

CL: \ K"li"^^'\^
unsuccessfully the daybefore. A brilliant beacon, of which I amhardly conscious, flares in my brain. Then

flon of l°u^7". "/ '°^"''">"'' the recollec

\'7 "^j^J"*
I should have lost on awaken-

ng. Like lightning.flashes, those gleamsvanish as suddenly as they appear.

U,W, u':^'^?
'''''' ™"''' ''•ohably from ahabit which I acquired very early in life tohave food always there for my m'ind, to po rthe never-failing oil constantly into the lamp

thought Would you succeed in the th ngsof the mind? The infallible method is to be
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always thinking of them. This method I

practised more sedulously than my comrade;
and hence, no doubt, arose the interchange of
positions, the disciple turned into the master.
It was not, however, an overwhelming in-

fatuation, a painful obsession; it was rather

a recreation, almost a poetic feast. As our
great lyric writer put it in the preface to his

volume, Les Rayons et les ombres:^

'Mathematics play their part in art as well

as in science. There is algebra in astronomy

:

astronomy is akin to poetry; there is algebra
in music: music is akin to poetry.'

Is this poetic exaggeration? Surely not:

Victor Hugo spoke truly. Algebra, the poem
of order, has magnificent flights. I look upon
its formulae, its strophes as superb, without
feeling at all astonished when others do not
agree. My colleague's satirical look came
back when I was imprudent enough to con-

fide my extrageometrical raptures to his ears

:

'Nonsense,' said he, 'pure stuff and non-

sense 1 Let's get on with our tangents.'

The quartermaster was right: the strict

severity of our approaching examination al-

lowed of no such dreamer's outbursts. Was
I, on my side, very wrong? To warm chill

'Published in 1840.

—

Translator's Note.
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thought tL^''
"" ""."^ "'= ''^''^- '^ 'if= °n«''

was h , nL , ""? "'"^ " 'P^l^ of life:was this not to ease the effort of penetratin,.

on' sTo^r •

'^'"' "•>• -""S:;bd ."^

on, scorning my viaticum, I performed a iour

"?/; P '«""•
,
If I had to lean on the 'Zc

« ithl^ mi^ "• ' ^"^ ^"^ '">• ^"ide that voice

it became still more interestinc when affrrhe ang ,,,-ties of a combination ^^Tt'raig

How l[T' '" P°'^^^y ^*^^ «^^^^" '^^ ^ curve.How many properties were there of which thecompass knew nothing, how many cunn ngws ay contained in embryo " hin an eqLa^tion the mysterious nut whi. st be arti^

theorem^'rV^ ?''^^ '^' ^•"
" ^'^^'^^ ^he'theorem

!
Take th.s or that term, place the

wo friendly foe, transmitting pairs of vec-
tors whose srjm is constant; substitute the —
ar..r^-^'°".

^'''\'^' hyperbola with the
antagonistic foe, the desperate curve that
dives mto space with infinite tentacles, ap-
proaching nearer and nearer to straight lines
the asymptotes, but never succeeding in meet^
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ing them. Suppress that term and you have
the parabola, which vainly seeks in infinity its

lost second focus; you have the trajectory of

the bombshell; you have the path of certain

comets which come one day to visit our sun

and then flee to depths whence they never re-

turn. Is it not wonderful thus to formulate

the orbit of the worlds? I thought so then

and I think so still.

After fifteen months of this exercise, we
went up together for our examination at

Montpellier; and both of us received our de-

grees as bachelors of mathematical science.

My companion was a wreck: I, on the other

hand, had refreshed myself with analytical

geometry.

Utterly worn out by his course of conic

sections, my chum declares that he has had
enough. In vain I hold out the glittering

prospect of a new degree, that of licentiate

of mathematical science, which would lead us

to the splendours of the higher mathematics

and initiate us into the mechanics of the

heavens: I cannot prevail upon him, cannot

make him share my audacity. He calls it a

mad scheme, which will exhaust us and come
to nothing. Without the advice of an ex-

perienced pilot, with no other compass than
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causTof t'f '' not always very clear, be-cause of its laconic adherence to set f^rmcour p ba.k i. bound to be wr^ck"d 0^'.
:„ L ,?"^ ""8"" as well put out to sei

deeV" H:";"'
'"' "'^ '""°- °f "hVva yaeep He does not use these actual words

hf efusal T°""'"'''j'
^"°"8h to explain

my neck in f./™ '""•' ^T '° 8° and break

I suspect another reason, which the deserter

neederfo^t"'- ,

"' "'^ °'«--'l 'hTt e

f^rlh
^"^""^ P»"s. What does he care

at n,gh and wear one's self out in toil for themere pleasure of learning? He must be ,niadman who, without thelure of p^ofi iLsan ear to the blandishments of knowledge

the il" r"','"'" r;'*'^"'
'^°'' °" lid 'ohe importumties of the light and lead the

LUesr"'"'- ^"^ '- the secret of

This philosophy is not mine. My curiosity
sees m a stage accomplished no more than the
preparation for a new stage towards the re!

leaves me. Henceforth, I am alone, alone
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and wretched. There is no one left with

whom I can sit up and thresh the subject out

in exhilarating discussion. There is no one

near me to understand me, no one who can

even passively oppose his Ideas to mine and
take part in the conflict whence the light will

spring, even as a spark is born of the concus-

sion of two flints. When a difiiculty arises,

steep as a cliff, there is no f ki 'ly shoulder

to support me in my attempt to climb it.

Alon^, I have to cling to the roughness of the

jagged rock, to fall, often, and pick myself

up, covered with bruises, and renew the as-

sault ; alone, I must give my shout of triumph,

without the least echo of encouragement,

when, reaching the summit and broken in the

effort, I am at last allowed to see a little way
beyond.

My mathematical campaign will cost me
much stubborn thought: I am aware of this

after the first few lines of my book. I am
entering upon the domain of the abstract,

rough ground that can only be cleared by the

insistent plough of reflection. The black-

board, excellent for the curves of analytical

geometry studied in my friend's company, is

now neglected. I prefer the exercise-book,

a quire of paper bound in a cover. With this
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and ha.™td ir:'!;/™'"^'" " '°'^'"''

dose to the hearth, where a log is blazin.

MZl:ttT '""'' ' '''- >-«" "Sth.

stainr/? : J ^ ""'"'y =•"<) more. Ink-sta ned cut and scarred with the pen-knife

yout rd"toT°"
'°-'''' '° "-" p"-

-

j^
u once did to my equations. This variation

thouah*- T
^,^ ^"a the formu ae of

th^^zt I
^^""°^ ^°^s^ this placidity I findthat the change has not increased m'y' pea"ce
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of mind ; hunting for ideas troubles the brain

even more than hunting for the roots of an

equation.

You would never recognize me, little

friend, if you could give a glance at my grey

mane. Where is the cheerful face of former

days, bright with enthusiasm and hope? I

have aged, I have aged. And you, what a

falling off, since you came to me from the

dealer's, gleaming and polished and smelling

so good with your bees-wax ! Like your mas-

ter, you have wrinkles, often my work, I

admit; for how many times, in my impa-

tience, have I not dug my pen into you, when,

after its dip in the muddy inkpot, the nib re-

fused to write decently

!

One of your corners is broken off; the

boards are beginning to come loose. Inside

you, I hear, from time to time, the plane of

the Death-watch, who despoils old furniture.

From year to year, new galleries are exca-

vated, endangering your solidity. The old

ones show on the outside in the shape of tiny

round holes. A stranger has seized upon the

latter, excellent quarters, obtained without

trouble. I see the impudent intruder run nim-

bly under my elbow and penetrate forthwith

into the tunnel abandoned by the Death-watch.
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She is after game, this slender huntress, clad
in black, busy collecting Wood-lice for her

^M ^ ^^°^^ nation is devouring you, you
old table; I am writing on a swarm of in-
sects

! No support could be more appropriate
to my entomological notes.

What will become of you when your mas-
ter is gone? Will you be knocked down for
a franc, when the family come to apportion
my poor spoils? Will you be turned into a
stand for the pitcher beside the kitchen-sink?
Will you be the plank on which the cabbages
are shredded? Or will my children, on the
contrary, agree and say

:

'Let us preserve the relic. It was where
he toiled so hard to teach himself and make
himself capable of teaching others; it was
where he so long consumed his strength to
find food for us when we were little. Let us
keep the sacred plank.'

I dare not believe in such a future for you.
You will pass into strange hands, O my old
friend; you will become a bedside-table,
laden with bowl after bowl of linseed-tea,
until, decrepit, rickety and broken down, yon
are chopped up to feed the flames for a brief
moment under the simmering saucepan. You
will vanish in smoke to join my labours in
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that other smoke, oblivion, the ultimate rest-

ing-place of our vain agitations.

But let us return, little table, to our young
days; those of your shining varnish and of
my fond illusions. It is Sunday, the day of
rest, that is to say, of continuous work, unin-

terrupted by my duties in the school. I greatly

prefer Thursday, which is not a general holi-

day and more propitious to studious calm.

Such as it is, for all its distractions, the Lord's
day gives me a certain leisure. Let us make
the most of it. There are fifty-two Sundays
in the year, making a total that is almost
equivalent to the long vacation.

It so happens that I have a glorious quest-

ion to wrestle with to-day; that of Kepler's^

three laws, which, when explored by the

calculus, are to show me the fundamental
mechanism of the heavenly bodies. One of
them says:

'The area swept out in a given time by the

radius vector of the path of a planet is pro-

portional to the time taken.'

From this I have to deduce that the force

which confines the planet to its orbit is di-

*Johan Kepler (1571-1630) announced the first two of
his three laws of planetary motion in 1609 and discovered
the third in 1618.

—

Translator's Note.
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rected towards the sun. Gently entreated by
the differential and integral calculus, already
the formula is beginning to voice itself. My
concentration redoubles, my mind is set upon
seizmg the radiant dawn of truth.

Suddenly, in the distance, br-r-r-rum I

Br-r-r-ruml Br-r-r-rum I The noise comes
nearer, grows louder. Woe upon me I And
plague take the Pagoda I

Let me explain. I live in a suburb, at the
begmning of the Femes Road, far from the
tumult of the town.^ Twenty yards in front
of my house, some pleasure-gardens have been
opened, bearing a sign-board inscribed. The
Pagoda.' Here, on Sunday afternoons, the
lads and lasses from the neighbouring farms
come to disport themselves in country-dances,
fo attract custom and push the sale of re-
freshments, the proprietor of the ball ends
the Sunday hop with a tombola. Two hours
beforehand, he has the prizes carried along
the public roads, preceded by fifes and drums.
From a beribboned pole, borne by a stalwart
fellow in a red sash, dangle a plated goblet, a
handkerchief of Lyons silk, a pair of candle-
sticks and some packets of cigars. Who
'The town of Carpentras, where Fabre was a master

at the college. Pernes is about a mile from Car-pentras.—rra«j/a/or'i Note.
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would not enter the pleasure-gardens, with

such a bait?

'Br-r-r-rum ! Br-r-r-rum 1 Br-r-r-rum I

goes the procession.

It comes just under my window, wheels to

the right and marches into the establishment,

a huge wooden booth, hung with evergreens.

And now, if you dislike noise, flee, flee as far

as you can. Until nightfall, ^he ophicleides

will bellow, the fifes tootle and the cornets

bray. How would you deduce the steps of

Kepler's laws to the accompaniment of that

nigger orchestra I It is enough to drive one

mad. Let T ' e off with all speed.

A mile aw^/, I know a flinty waste beloved

of the Wheatear and the Locust. Here reigns

perfect calm; moreover, there are some

clumps of evergreen oak which will lend me

their scanty shade. 1 take my book, a few

sheets of paper and a pencil and fly to this

solitude. What beauteous silence, what ex-

quisite quiet ! But the sun is overwhelming,

under the meagre cover of the bushes.

Cheerily, my lad! Have at your Kepler's

laws in the company of the blue-winged

Locusts. You will return home with your

problems solved, but with a blistered skin.

An overdose of sun in the neck shall be the
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outcome of grasping the law of the areasOne thmg makes up for another.
Durmg the rest of the week, I have mvThursday, and the evenings, which I empWm study until I drop with sleep. All wfd [have no lack of time, despite the drudgery ofmy college t,es. The great thing is nofto bediscouraged by the unavoidable difficil,i«

encoun ered at the outset. I lose myta'
creterrthat^'h

''7%'°'"' overgrow/ w"h'creepers that have to be cut away with the axeobtam a clearing. A fortunate turn orwo, and I once more know where I am i

clent hght.*
"""'°'" "'^^"-^^ '"''"g '" »"ffi-

set^ext''!°v-
'" '"" " ^°°^' "''" '" '» '"y. »

obllafi'/
'^

^^ T f
"'°'"'' "">" than it is

aMtl^
^''^eedrngly learned,! admit, but,

alas, often obscure I The author, it seemswrote ,t for himself. He understood; therefore others must. Poor beginners, left 7o
yourselves, you manage as besF you c^n ! Foryou, there shall be no retracing o steps inorder to tackle the difficulty in fnoth r way

arinT^h?"'"'^
**"= "''"""^ '°'^ ^"^ P-

ture t« Ih K^^'V' "° '"PP'-^m^ntary aper-ture to admit a glimmer of daylight. Incom-
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parably inferior to the spoken word, which be-

gins again with fresh methods of attack and

is ready to vary the paths that lead to the

open, the book says what it says and nothing

more. Having finished its demonstration,

whether you understand or no, the oracle is

inexorably dumb. You reread the text and

ponder it obstinately; you pass and repass

your shuttle through the woof of figures.

Useless efforts all: the darkness continues.

What would be needed to supply the illumin-

ating ray? Often enough, a trifle, a mere

word ; and that word the book will not speak.

Happy is he who is guided by a master's

teaching! His progress does not know the

misery of those wearisome break-downs.

What was I to do before the disheartening

wall that every now and then rose up and

barred my road? I followed d'Alembert's^

precept in his advice to young mathematical

students

:

'Have faith and go ahead,' said the great

geometrician.

Faith I had; and I went on pluckily. And

it was well for me that I did, for I often

found behind the wall the enlightenment

'Jean Baptiste le Rond d'Alembert (1717-1783). editoi

of the Encyclopedie and perpetual secretary of the Frend

Academy.

—

Translator's Note.
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which I was seeking in front of If r\ •

.he oZro^r',^'
"'"'• ^""^ <""«C to

D'Alembert's precept is good and vervgood, provided you do not abuse"" Tonmuch precip tation in turning over the intrlct

t^Zrf ^"P"" y-'o -any a' d"ap:
P' itment. You must have fought the diffi

Th '
'°°'l

',"•'' "="' '''f<'« abfndoningT
Th,s^rough skirmishing leads to intelleftuai

Twelve months of meditation in the com
P ny of my little table at last won me my dtgree as a licentiate of mathematical science-

enturvXrih"""""-^'' '° P'^'"™' ''=''"»

tT„„r^f ' ""^ eminently lucrative func'ions of an inspector of Spiders' webs M
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CHAPTER XIV

THE bluebottle: THE LAYING

TO PURGE the earth of death's impuritie

and cause deceased animal matter to b

once more numbered among the treasures o

life there are hosts of sausage-queens, mcluc

ing, in our part of the world, the Blucbottl

(Calliphora vomitaria, LlN.) and tli

Chequered Flesh-fly {Sarcophaga carnaru

LlN ) Every one knows the first, the bi|

dark-biue Fly who, after effecting her desigi

in the ill-watched meat-safe. settles on oi

window-panes and keeps up a solemn buzzm

anxious to be off in the sun and ripen a f rei

emission of germs. How does she lay h

eggs, the origin of the loathsome maggot th

battens poisonously on our provisions, w^

ther of game or butcher's meat ? What are h

stratagems and how can we foil them i 1 his

what 1 propose to investigate.
.

The Bluebottle frequents our homes dun

autumn and a part of winter, until the cc

becomes severe; but her appearance in x

fields dates back much earher. On the h
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herself ch, ll.ly against the sunny wall, I„April. I notice her in considerable numbers on

air whir"-
'••'*

'i:

'"''•'« 'he seer^ ^o

th sll uT7 *' '"8"^ "udations ofthe small white flowers. The whole of thesummer season is spent out of doors, in brief
flights from one refreshment-bar to the nextWhen autumn comes, with its game, she

cJwV^'t
'"y«»y-at-home habits and espe-

subi«t, nf
''""

' "'"^ ""' ™" "ft" the

Besides, I have vigilant assistants. The house-hold knows of my plans. Every one brinesme in a little screw of paper, the noisyvS
just captured against the panes.

ot a arge, bell-shaped cage of wire-gauze

A mug containing honey is the dining-room of

.

recruit themselves m their hours of leisureTo occupy their maternal cares, I emolov
»mall birds-Chaffinches, Linnets, SpaZws
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brought down, in the enclosure, by my son's

gun-
, J

I have just served up a Linnet shot two days

ago. I next place in the cage a Bluebottle, one

only, to avoid confusion. Her fat belly pro-

claims the advent of a laying-time. An houi

later, when the excitement of being put ir

prison is allayed, my captive is in labour. With

eager, jerky steps, she explores the morsel ol

game, goes from the head to the tail, return:

from the tail to the head, repeats the actior

several times and at last settles near an eye, j

dimmed eye sunk into its socket.

The ovipositor bends at a right angle an(

dives into the junction of the beak, straigh

down to the root. Then the eggs are emittei

for nearly half an hour. The layer, utterl

absorbed in her serious business, remains stj

tionary and impassive and is easily observe

through my lens. A movement on my pai

would doubtless scare her; but my restfi

presence gives her no anxiety. I am nothin

to her.

The discharge does not go on continuous]

until the ovaries are exhausted; it is intermi

tent and performed in so many packets. Seven

times over, the Fly leaves the bird's beak an

comes to take a rest uv.n the wire-gauz
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where she bruch s ^fr h\n/i i»

he clenns, , ,„„ f,,, ,„; j;^^^^
« ^gam

tool, the pvooc th.t places the eggs. Th"nfeelmg her womb still teeming, she returns tothe same spot at the joint of the beak Thedel,very,s resumed, to cease presently andthen begm anew. A couple of hours are thu!
pent m alternate standing near the eye andresting on the wire-gauze.
At last, it is over. The Fly does not eoback to the bird, a proof that her ovarks are

T ""'"^ The "«t day, she is dead. Theeggs are dabbed in a continuous layer, at the
entrance to the throat, at the root of the
tongue, on the membrane of the palate. Theirnumber appears considerable; the whole insideof the gullet ,s white with them. I fix a little

ITtlT^ ''"T"" ""^ '™ "landibles of

see' wt'Cr''"'''''^"^"''
'-'-'---

I learn in this way that the hatching takes
P ace ,„ a couple of days. As soon as they arehorn, the young vermin, a swarming mass
leave the place where they are and LZTrdown the throat To enquire further into'thework IS useless for the moment. We shall
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learn more about it later, under conditions tha

make examination easier.

The beak of the bird invaded was closed a

the start, as far as the natural contact of th

mandibles allowed. There remained a narrov

slit at the base, sufficient at most to admit th

passajye of a horse-hair. It was through thi

that the laying was performed. Lengthenini

her ovipositor like a telescope, the mother ir

serted the point of her implement, a poin

slightly hardened with a horny armour. Th
fineness of the probe equals the fineness of th

aperture. But, if the beak were entirel

closed, where would the eggs be laid then

With a tied thread, I keep the two mand

bles in absolute contact; and I place a secon

Bluebottle in the presence of the Linnet, whic

the colonists have already entered by the beal

This time, the laying takes place on one of th

eyes, between the lid and the eye-ball. At th

hatching, which again occurs a couple of day

later, the grubs make their way into th

fleshy depths of the socket. The eyes and th

beak, therefore, form the two chief entrance

into feathered game.

There are others ; and these are the wound!

I cover the Linnet's head with a paper hooi

which will prevent invasion through the bea
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spot. Moreover, I am carefnl f^
'njured

eve; ap|:.t^ '^t -^S.-^ ""

I ;„„«/*'' " ?°" '*'""*• She inspects theLmnet from end to end; witl, her front tarsishe fumbles at the breast and belly utlsort of auscultation by sense of touch Thensect becomes aware of what i under theeathers by the manner in which these reactIf scent comes to her assistance, it can only bevery shghtly. for the game is no yet high Thewound .s soon found. No drop of blool'near it, for it is closed by a plus of dnJnrammed into it by the shot/ The^y° kes^pher position without separating the feathers or

ZolT^ "'r°""'^-
S*-^ -Remains here fo^o hours without stirring, motionless, withher abdomen concealed beneath the plumageMy eager curiosity does not distract her frim"ej business for a moment.

Th^ is ntV'''' -t^"^' ' ''^' her place.

LJ.lt
","°*'"g either on the skin or at themouth of the wound. I have to withdraw the
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downy plug and dig to some depth before dis-

covering the eggs. The ovipositor has there-

fore lengthened its extensible tube and pushed

beyond the feather stopper driven in by the

lead. The eggs are in one packet ; they num-

ber about three hundred.

When the beak and eyes aie rendered inac-

cessible, when the body, moreover, has no

wounds, the laying still takes place, but, this

time, in a hesitating and niggardly fashion.

I pluck the bird completely, the better to watch

what happens; also, I cover the head with a

paper hood to close the usual means of access.

For a long time, with jerky steps, the mother

explores the body in every direction ; she takes

her stand by preference on the head, which she

sounds by tapping on it with her front tarsi.

She knows that the openings which she needs

are there, under the paper; but she also knows

how frail are her grubs, how powerless to

pierce their way through the strange obstacle

which stops her as well and interferes with the

work of her ovipositor. The cowl inspires her

with profound distrust. Despite the tempt-

ing bait of the veiled head, not an egg is iaid

on the wrapper, slight though it may be.

Weary of vain attempts to compass this

obstacle, the Fly at last decides in favour of
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other points, but not on the breast, belly orback where the hide would seem too tough
and the light too Intrusive. She needs dark
hiding-places, corners where the skin is very
delicate The spots chosen arc the cavity of
the axilla, corresponding with our armpit, and
the crease where the thigh joins the belly.
Eggs are laid in both places, but not many,
showing that the groin and the axilla are
adopted only reluctantly and for lack of a bet-
ter spot.

With an unplucked bird, also hooded, the
same experiment failed: the feathers prevent
the l^Iy from clipping into those deep places,
i^et us add, in conclusion, that, on a skinned
bird, or simply on a piece of butcher's meat,
the laying IS effected on any part whatever,
provided that it be dark. The gloomiest cor^
ners are the favourite ones.

fh/ R^l°"r'/'''^,'"
'^'' '^^^' ^^ ^^y ^he eggs,

the Bluebottle picks out either naked wounds
or else the mucuous membranes of the mouth
or eyes, which are not protected by a skin of
any thickness. She also needs darkness. We
shall see the reasons for her preference later
on.

The perfect efficiency of the paper bag,
which prevent* the inroads of the worms
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through the eye-sockets or the beak, suggests a

similar experiment with the whole bird. It

is a matter of wrapping the body in a sort of

artificial skin which will be as discouraging to

the Fly as the natural skin. Linnets, some

with deep wounds, others almost intact, are

placed one by one in paper envelopes similar

to those in which the nursery-gardener keeps

his seeds, envelopes just folded, without being

stuck. The paper is quite ordinary and oi

average thickness. Torn pieces of newspapei

serve the purpose.

These sheaths with the corpses inside then

are freely exposed to the air, on the table ir

my study, where they are visited, according t(

the time of day, in dense shade and in brigh

sunlight. Attracted by the effluvia from th(

dead meat, the Bluebottles haunt my labora

tory, the windows of which are always open

I see them daily alighting on the envelope

and very busily exploring them, apprised o

the contents by the gamy smell. Their inces

sant coming and going is a sign of intense cii

pidity; and yet none of them decides to lay oi

the bags. They do not even attempt to slid

their ovipositor through the slits of the folds

The favourable s ^ason passes and not an eg

is laid on the tempting wrappers. All tli
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mothers abstain judging the slender obstacleof the paper to be more than the vermin willbe able to overcome.

This caution on the Fly's part does not at
a 1 surprise me: motherhood everywhere has
gleams of great perspicacity. What does
astonish me ,s the following result. The par-
eels containing the Linnets are left for a whole
year uncovered on the table; they remain there
for a second year and a third. I inspect the
contents from time to time. The little birds
are intact, with unrumpled feathers, free from
smell, dry and light, like mummies. They have
become not decomposed, but mummified.

1 expected to see them putrefying, running
mto sanies, like corpses left to rot in the open
air On the contrary, the birds have dried
and hardened, without undergoing any
change What did they want for their putre^
taction ? Simply the intervention of the Fly
1 he maggot, therefore, is the primary cause of
dissolution after death; it is, above all, the
putrefactive chemist.
A conclusion not devoid of value may be

drawn from my paper game-bags. In our
markets, especially in those of the South, the
game is hung unprotected from the hooks on
the stalls. Larks strung up by the dozen with
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a wire through their nostrils, Thrushes, Plo-

vers, Teal, Partridges, Snipe, in short, all the

glories of the spit which the autumn migration

brings us, remain for days and weeks at the

mercy of the Flies. The buyer allows himself

to be tempted by a goodly exterior; he makes

his purchase and, back at home, just when the

bird is being prepared for roasting, he dis-

covers that the promised dainty is alive with

worms. O horror! There is nothing for it

but to throw the loathsome, verminous thing

away.

The Bluebottle is the culprit here. Every-

body knows it; and nobody thinks of seriously

shaking off her tyranny : not the retailer, nor

the wholesale dealer, nor the killer of the

game. What is wanted to keep the maggots

out? Hardly anything: to slip each bird into

a paper sheath. If this precaution were taken

at the start, before the Flies arrive, any game

would be safe and could be left indefinitely to

attain the degree of ripeness required by the

epicure's palate.

Stuffed with olives and myrtleberries, the

Corsican Blackbirds are exquisite eating. We
sometimes receive them at Orange, layers of

them, packed in baskets through which the air

circulates freely and each contained in a paper
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wrapper. They are in a state of perfect ore-
servation, complying with the most exacting

nameT«' V^' ^''H'"'- ^ ""8"tulate thf
nameless shioper who conceived the brieht

his«W r"*", •'^'^''''''''J^'''
'" P»P"- Will

(lis examp,e find imitators? I doubt it
There is, of course, a serious objection to*"
T^?'^

"^ preservation. In ts pap r
shrould, the article is invisible; i, is not emi'
cing; It does not inform the passer-by of its

left which would leave the bird uncovered-
simply to case the head in a paper cap. Thehead bemg the part most threatened, because
of the mucus membrane of the throat and

tect the head, in order to keep off the Fliesand to thwart their attempts.
Let us continue to study' the Bluebottle,

ll^'Pi'"*^
our means of information. Ahn about four inches deep, contains a piece of

butcher's meat. The lid is not pu i„ quite
straight and leaves a narrow slit at one point

li^J'^T T""' '"°'""8' 'f "'°«. °f the
passage of a fine needle. When the bait be-
g^ns to give off a gamy scent, the mothers

tZ;H ^"^V '". ""'"'''"• They are at-traded by the odour which, transmitted
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through a thin crevice, hardly reaches my
nostrils.

They explore the metal receptacle for some
time, seeking an entrance. Finding naught
that enables them to reach the coveted morsel,

they decide to lay their eggs on the tin, just

beside the aperture. Sometimes, when the

width of the passage allows of it, they in-

sert the ovipositor into the tin and lay the

eggs inside, on the very edges of the slit.

Whether outside or in, the eggs are dabbed
down in a fairly regular and absolutely white
layer. I as it were shovel them up with a

little paper scoop. I thus obtain all the germs
that I require for my experiments, eggs bear-

ing no trace of the stains which would be in-

evitable if I had to collect them on tainted

meat.

We have seen the Bluebottle refusing to lay

her eggs on the paper bag, notwithstanding
the carrion fumes of the Linnet enclosed; yet

now, without hesitation, she lays them on a

sheet of metal. Can the nature of the floor

make any difference to her? I replace the tin

lid by a paper cover stretched and pasted over
the orifice. With the point of my knife, I

make a narrow slit in this new lid. That is

quite enough : the parent accepts the paper.
328
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even ehrough the uncut papfr butC'n''

n-ccn/*. Tu ""isiuc, near the narrowPassage. The maggots' mother his her nun

-their wa,4i:ltJcT:;::;'^^

finds no entrance through which then. V
worms can shp unaided

"'^"^°'"

I wanted to know whether the colour th.shinmess, the dear^P r,-( u j
coiour, the

under exceptional conditio^ns W t'h th sT

Hds w .,de of diVer:o.ol''ed ^^p^?ol

ers d;HT L °" "°' °"« of these cov-

deD„,:^/^•
'"°"''" "°P' «-'"> =>nv desire to

tie knife had made the narrow slit ^M ,h. r i
were, sooner or later, visited Ind'^lfiS'
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sooner or later, received the white shower

somewhere near the ga»h. The look of the

obstacle, therefore, does not count; dul or

brilliant, drab or coloured : these are detads of

no importance; the thing that matters .s tha

?here should be a passage to allow the grubs

to enter. . ,. ^ r«««.

Though hatched outside, at a distance from

the coveted morsel, the new-born worms are

well able to find their refectory. As they re-

lease themselves from the egg, without hesita-

tion, so accurate is their scent they slip be-

neath the edge of the ilMoined 1'^, or trough

the passage cut by the knife Behold them

entering upon their promised land, their reek-

'"^E^ag'e^^^^^^ do they drop from the top

of the wall ? Not they 1 Slowly creeping, they

make their way down the side of the jar;

they use their fore-part, ever in quest of in-

formation, as a crutch and grapnel in one.

They reach the meat and at once instal them

selves upon it.

Let us continue our investigation, varying

the conditions. A large test-tube measurinj

nine inches high, is baited at the bottom wi

a lump of butcher's meat. It is dosed wit

wire-gauze, whose meshes, two millimetres

'078 Inch.—Translator's Sote.
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The Bluebottle comes to my apparatus

fot.\\\T '':^'' ^*^^" ^'«'^' She'hasten;
to the test-tube whose contents are veiled un-
der an opaque cover with the same alacrity as
to the open tube. The invisible attracts her
quite as much as the visible.

She stays a while on the lattice of the
mouth, mspects it attentively; but, whether be-
cause circumstances have failed to serve me, or
because the wirt network inspires her with dis-
trust, I never saw her dab her eggs upon it for
certam. As her evidence was doubtful, I had
recourse to the Flesh-fly {Sanophaga carna.
Tia).

This Fly Is less finikin in her preparations,
she has more faith in the strength of her
worms, which are born ready-formed and vig-
orous, and easily shows me what I wish to see.
i>he explores the trellis-work, chooses a mesh
through which she inserts the tip of her ab-
domen and, undisturbed by my presence,
emits, one after the other, a certain number of
grubs, about ten or so. True, her visits will
be repeated, increasing the family at a rate of
which I am ignorant.
The new-born worms, thanks to a slight

viscidity, cling for a moment to the wire-
331
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gauze; they swarm, wriggle, release them-

selves and leap into the chasm. It is a nine-

inch drop at least. When this is done, the

mother makes off, knowing for a certamty that

her offspring will shift for themselves. If they

fall on the meat, well and good; if they fa 1

elsewhere, they can reach the morsel by crawl-

ing.
,

- £

This confidence in the unknown factor ot

(the precipice, with no indication but that of

smell, deserves fuller investigation. From

what height will the Flesh-fly dare to let her

children drop? I top the test-tube with an-

other tube, the width of the neck of a claret-

bottle. The mouth is closed either with wire-

gauze, or with a paper cover with a slight cut

in it. Altogether, the apparatus measures

twenty.five inches in height. No matter
:
the

fall is not serious for the lithe backs of the

young grubs; and, in a few days, the test-tube

is filled with larvae, in which it is easy to recog-

nize the Flesh-fly's family by the fringed coro-

net that opens and shuts at the maggot's stern

like the petals of a little flower. I did not see

the mother operating : I was not there at the

time; but there is no doubt possible of her

coming nor of the great dive taken by the
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family: the contents of the test-tube furnishme with a duly authenticated certificate

I admire the leap and, to obtain one better
still, I replace the tube by another, so that the
apparatus now stands forty-six inches highI he column IS erected at a spot frequented by
Flies, in a dim hght. Its mouth, closed with
a wire-gauze cover, reaches the level of vari-
ous other appliances, test-tubes and jars, which
are already stocked or awaiting their colony
of vermin. When the position is well-known
to the Fl.es, T remove the other tubes and
leave the column, lest the visitors should turn
aside to easier ground.
From time to time, the Bluebottle and the

Hesh-fly perch on the trellis-work, make a
short investigation and then decamp. Through-
out the summer season, for three whole
months, the apparatus remains where it is
without the least result : never a worm. What
IS the reason? Does the stench of the meat
not spread, coming from that depth? Cert-am y it spreads: it is unmistakable to my
dulled nostrils and still more so to the nostrils
of my children, whom I call to bear witness.
Then why does the Flesh-fly, who but now was
ilropping her grubs from a goodly height, re-
fuse to let them fall from the top of a column

^3i
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twice as high ? Does she fear lest her worms

should be bruised by an excessive drop? There

is nothing about her to point to anxiety

aroused by the length of the shaft. I never

see her explore the tube or take its size. She

stands on the trellised orifice; and there the

matter ends. Can she be apprised of the

depth of the chasm by the comparative faint-

ness of the offensive odours that arise from it?

Can the sense of smell measure the distance

and judge whether it be acceptable or not?

Perhaps.
.

The fact remains that, despite the attraction

of the scent, the Flesh-fly does not expose her

worms to disproportionate falls. Can she

know beforehand that, when the chrysalids

break, her winged family, knocking with a

sudden flight against the sides of a tall chim-

ney, will be unable to get out? This fore-

sight would be in agreement with the rules

which order maternal instinct according to

future needs.

But when the fall does not exceed a certain

depth, the budding worms of the Flesh-fly are

dropped without a qualm, as all our experi-

ments show. This principle has a practical ap-

plication which is not without its value in mat-

ters of domestic economy. It is as well that
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the wonders of entomology should sometimes
give us a hmt of commonplace utility.
The usual meat-safe is a sort of large cage

with a top and bottom of wood and four wire-
gauze sides. Hooks fixed into the top are used
whereby to hang pieces which we wish to pro-
tect from the Flies. Often, so as to employ
the space to the best advantage, these pieces
are simply laid on the floor on the cage With
these arrangements, are we sure of warding
oft the Fly and her vermin ?

Not at all. We may protect ourselves
against the Bluebottle, who is not much in-
chned to lay her eggs at a distance from the
meat; but there is still the Flesh-fly, who is
more venturesome and goes more briskly to
work and who will slip the grubs through a
hole in the meshes and drop them inside the
sate. Agile as they are and well able to crawl
the worms will easily reach anything on the
Hoor; the only things secure from their at-
tacks will be the pieces hanging from the ceil-
ing. It IS not in the nature of maggots to ex-
plore the heights, especially if this implies
climbing down a string in addition.

People also use wire-gauze dish-covers. The
trellised dome protects the contents even less
than does the meat-safe. The Flesh-fly takes
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no heed of it. She can drop her worms through

the meshes on the covered joint.

Then what are we to do? Nothing could

be simpler. We need only wrap the birds

which we wish to preserve—Thrushes, Par-

tridges, Snipe and so on—in separate paper

envelopes; and the same with our beef and

mutton. This defensive armour alone, while

leaving ample room for the air to circulate,

n^akes any invasion by the worms impossible,

even without a cover or a meat-safe: not that

paper possesses any special preservative vir-

tues, but solely because it forms an impenetra-

ble barrier. The Bluebottle carefully refrains

from laying her eggs upon it and the Flesh-

fly from bringing forth her offspring, both of

them knowing that their new-bom young are

incapable of piercing the obstacle.

Paper is equally successful in our strife

against the Moths, those plagues of our furs

and clothes. To keep away these wholesale

ravages, people generally use camphor, naph-

thaline, tobacco, bunches of lavender and

other strong-scented remedies. Without wish-

ing to malign those preservatives, we are

bound to admit that the means employed are

none too effective. The smell does very little

to prevent the havoc of the Moths.
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I would therefore counwl n.,- i,„

instead nf all .i,- u .""'" °"f housewives,instead of all tl^.s chemist's stuff, to use news^papers of a suitable shape and size rltwhatever you wish to protec.-you 7urs y^u

care"full°;ir:
''"''•"—

d P-k each arSe

:Mo:Me%:,rref,!;in:7iftisS^

n^lKKy-dvtK^^^^^^^^^^
thi.,„ethod employed in my household theold damage has never been repeatedTo return to the Fly. A piece of meat ishidden in a ,ar under a layer of fin. C"Ida finger's breadth thick. The jar .3 a w?demouth and i, left quite open. Let whoso comtha w,II, attracted by the smell. The bC
prepared for them

: they enter the jar iro oufand come back again, enquiring im Z Zvisible thing revealed by its fragfance A dilTgent watch enables me to sef them fusstg

Ih Vh
P T"^ ""' '""'^y «P='"»^- tapping i?

bo cis /"i
^''\'°"Pf'"S it with their p^ro^

forfntb. u
*' ""''"" ""disturbed for a

an""e'£
°' ""^^"^ ^''^- None of them lay^

This is a repetition of what the paner ba<rwith Its dead bird, showed me. The Fhes rf^
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fuse to lay on the sand, apparently for the

same reasons. The paper was considered an

obstacle which the frail vermin would not be

able to .overcome. With sand, the case is

worse. Its grittiness would hurt the new-

born weaklings, its dryness would absorb the

moisture indispensable to their movements.

Later, when preparing for the metamorpho-

sis, when their strength has come to them, the

grubs will dig the earth quite well and be able

to descend; but, at the start, that would be

very dangerous for them. Knowing these dif-

ficulties, the mothers, however greatly tempted

by the smell, abstain from breeding. As a

matter of fact, after long waiting, fearing lest

some packets of eggs may have escaped my

attention, I inspect the contents of the jar from

top to bottom. Meat and sand contain neither

larvae nor pupa;: the whole is absolutely de-

serted.
,

The layer of sand being only a fingers-

breadth thick, this experiment requires certain

precautions. The meat may expand a little, in

going bad, and protrude in one or two places.

However small the fleshy eyots that show

above the surface, the Flies come to them and

breed. Sometimes also the juices oozing from

the putrid meat soak a small extent of the
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sandy floor That is enough for the maggot's
first establishment. These causes of faflure

n,h irr "l'*'*
Bluebottle, the Flesh-fly and

a e keo ':! " °"
^'f'

^'"'" °" "^^"^ ^odresare kept at a proper distance.
In the hope of awakening us to a prooerense of our msignlficance, pulpit orators'sZe-

t mes make an unfair use of the grave and
Its worms. Let us put no faith in fheir do"e

olufon ,s eloquent enough of our emptiness:
there ,s „« need to add imaginary horrors.The worm of the sepulchre is an invention of
cantankerous mmds, incapable of seeing thinirs

Fly w, 1 ever come to take advantage of them.

air hi h;r •

°' •'' ?°"' "'P°'"^ »° 'he
air, the hideous invasion is possible; ay, it ishe mvariable rule. For the melting'^'down
and remoulding of matter, man is no bettlr"
corpse for corpse, than the lowest of hebru es. Then the Fly exercises her rights anddeals with us as she does with any ordinary
animal refuse. Nature treats us wid, magniZ

cto;vm"T-
'". ^" ^^'" regenerafrng.

factory: placed ,n her crucibles, animals and
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men, beggars and kings are one and all alike.

There you have true equality,the only equality

in this world of ours : equality in the presence

of the maggot.
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CHAPTER XV
THE BLUEBOTTLE: THE GRUB

'P'HE larva of the Bluebottle hatch within
two days in the warm weather. Whether

inside my apparatus, in direct contact with the
piece of meat, or outside, on the edge of a
slit that enables them to enter, they set to work
at once. They do not eat, in the strict sense
of the word, that is to say, they do not tear
their food, do not chew it by means of imple-
ments of mastication. Their mouth-parts do
not lend themselves to this sort of work. These
mouth-parts are two horny spikes, sliding one
upon the other, with curved ends that do not
face, thus excluding the possibility of any func-
tion such as seizing and grinding.
The two guttural grapnels serve for walk-

ing much rather than for feeding. The worm
plants them alternately in the road traversed
and, by contracting its crupper, advances just
that distance. It carries in its tubular throat
the equivalent of our iron-tipped sticks which
give support and assist progress.
Thanks to this machinery of the mouth, the

maggot not only moves over the surface, but
Ml
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also easily penetrates the meat : I see it dis-

appear as though it were dipping into butter.

It cuts its way, levying, as it goes, a prelim-

inary toll, but only of liquid mouthfuls. Not

the smallest solid particle is detached and swal-

lowed. That is not the maggot's diet. It

wants a broth, a soup, a sort of fluid extract

of beef which it prepares itself. As digestion,

after all, merely means liquefaction, we may

say, without being guilty of paradox, that the

grub of the Bluebottle digests its food before

swallowing it.

With the object of rjlieving gastric

troubles, our manufacturing chemists scrape

the stomachs of the Pig and Sheep and thus

obtain pepsin, a digestive agent which pos-

sesses the property of liquefying albuminous

matters and lean meat in particular. Why
cannot they rasp the stomach of the maggot I

They would obtain a product of the highest

quality, for the carnivorous worm also owns its

pepsin, pepsin of a singularly active kind, as

the following experiments will show us.

I divide the white of a hard-boiled egg into

tiny cubes and place them in a little test-tube.

On the top of the contents, I sprinkle the eggs

of the Bluebottle, eggs free from the least

stain, taken from those laid on the outside of
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tins baited with meat and not absolutely shut.

A similar test-tube is filled with white of egg,
but receives no germs. Both are closed with a

plug of cotton-wool and left in a dark corner.

In a few days, the tube swarming with new-
born vermin contains a liquid as fluid and
transparent as water. Not a drop would re-

main in the tube if I turned it upside down.
All the white of egg has disappeared, lique-

fied. As for the worms, which are already a

fair size, they seem very ill at ease. Deprived
of a support whence to attain the outer air,

most of them dive into the broth of their own
making, where they perish by drowning.
Others, endowed with greater vigour, crawl
up the glass to the plug and manage to make
their way through the wadding. Their pointed
front, armed with grappling-irons, is the nail

that penetrates the fibrous mass.

In the other test-tube, standing beside the

first and subjected to the same atmospheric in-

fluences, nothing striking has occurred. The
hard-boiled white of egg has retained its dead-
white colour and its firmness. I find it as I left

it. The utmost that I observe is a few traces

of must. The result of this first experiment
is patent : the Bluebottle's grub is the medium
that converts coagulated albumen into a liquid.
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The value of chemist's pepsin is estimated

by the quantity of hard-boiled white of egg

which a gramme of that agent can liquefy.

The mixture has to be exposed in an oven to

a temperature of 140* F. and also to be fre-

quently shaken. My preparation, in which the

Bluebottle's eggs are hatched, is neither

shaken nor subjected to the heat of an oven;

everything happens in quietness and under the

thermometrical conditions of the surrounding

air; nevertheless, in a few days, the coagu-

lated albumen, treated by the vermin, runs like

water.

The reagent that causes this liquefaction

escapes my endeavours to detect it. The
worms must disgorge it in infinitesimal doses,

while the spikes In their throats, which are in

continual movement, emerge a little way from

the mouth, re-enter and reappear. Those

piston-thrusts, those quasi-klsses, are accom-

panied by the emission of the solvent : at least,

that is how I picture it. The maggot spits on

its food, places on it the wherewithal to make

It Into broth. To appraise the quantity of the

matter expectorated Is beyond my powers: I

observe the result, but do not perceive the

leavening agent.
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Well this result is really astounding « Iier

To^rA r l'""" ^''r "" '"' ">« of he

TaTishlv^^
Che,n,s,ry at Montpellier.

white of /"u "T" P'"" "f hard-boiledwhite of egg with the potent drug, just as Idid with the eggs of the Bluebottle.'" The „ve„

water added, nor hydrochloric acid- two
auxiliaries which are recommended. The ex°periment is conducted in exactly the same wayas that of the tubes with the vermin The
resut IS entirely different fromX l":'!

KAi \ "'"*' ° "^88 does not liquefy.
It simply become, moist on the surface; andeven this moisture may come from the pepsinwhich I, highly absorbent. Yes, I was'd'; if the thing were feasible, it would be an ad-vantage for the chemists to collect their digest-ve drug from the stomach of the mag^goThe worm, m this case, beats the Pig and the

The same method is followed for the re-

7ZTA"l"'"""*f- ' P"' "'^ Bluebottle's

worm, . ^ ? P'"' °f """ ^"'1 '"ve the«orms to do their work as they please. Thelean tissues, whether of muttonf beef "^
po^k
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no matter which, are not turned into liquid;

they become a pea-soup of a clarety brown.

The liver, the lung, the spleen are attacked to

better purpose, without, however, gettmg be-

yond the state of a semi-fluid jam, which easily

mixes with water and even appears to dissolve

in it. The brains do not liquefy either: they

simply melt into a thin gruel.

On the other hand, fatty substances, such as

beef-s aet, lard and butter, do not undergo any

appreciable change. Moreover, the worms

soon dwindle away, incapable of growing

This sort of food does not suit them. Why C

Apparently because it cannot be liquefied by

the reagent disgorged by the worms. In the

same way, ordinary pepsin does not attack

fatty substances; it takes pancreatin to reduce

them to an emulsion. This curious analogy

of properties, positive for albuminous, nega-

tive for fatty matter, proclaims the similarity

and perhaps the identity of the dissolvent dis-

charged by the grubs and the pepsin of the

higher animals.

Here is another proof: the usual pepsin

does not dissolve the epidermis, which is a

material of a homy nature. That of the mag-

gots does not dissolve it either. I can easily

rear Bluebottle-grubs on dead Crickets whose
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bellies I have first opened, but I do not succeed./he morsel be left intact: the worms are unable to perforate the succulent paunch; thevare stopped by the cuticle, on which h ir r^agent re/use, to act. Or else I give themFro^' hmd-legs, stripped of their ski^ Th^flesh turns to broth and disappears to the bone

in the midst of the vermin. Their thin skin
IS sufficient to protect them.

This failure to act upon fhe epidermis ex-plams why th- Bluebottle at work^n h an^-rna declmes t
.
lay her eggs on the first partthat comes handy. She needs the delicatemembrane of the nostrils, eyes or throa ordse some wound in which the flesh is laid b;reNo other place suits her, however excellenfo flavour and darkness. At most, findingnothmg better when my stratagems imerferehe persuades herself to dab a few eggs underhe ax, la of a plucked bird or in the groin

etXr " "'"' *"' """
''
'"--'""'

knowl^i^n^f"^"' 'i°''"'e''''
*e Bluebottleknows to perfection the choice surfaces, the

influence of the reagent dribbled by the new-bom grubs. The chemistry of the fu.ureTs
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familiar to her, though she does not use it for

her own feeding; motherhood that great m-

spirer of instinct, teaches her all about it.

Scrupulous though she be »n^^*^°°«»"«
^rl

actly where to lay her eggs, the Bluebotde

does not trouble about the quality of the pro-

visions intended for her family's consumption^

Any dead body suits her purpose Red., the

Italian scientist who first exploded the old,

foolish notion of worms begotten of corrup-

'

tion, fed the vermin in his laboratory with

Tat of very different kinds.
,
In order to

make his tests the more conclusive he exag-

gerated the largess of the dining-hall 1 he

diet was varied with tiger- and lion-flesh, bear

and leopard, fox and wolf, mutton and beet,

horse-flesh, donkey-flesh and many others, sup-

plied by the rich menagerie of Florence. 1 his

wastefulness was unnecessary: wolf and mut-

ton are all the same to an unprejudiced

stomach. ^ ,
. ,

.

A distant disciple of the maggot s bio-

grapher, I look at the problem in a ight which

Red"! ne;er dreamt of Any flesh o one of th

higher animals suits the Fly's family. Will it

'Francesco Redi (1626-1698). the Italian naturalist and

poet, author of E,pfri,n*e intorno alia generaztone degU

insetti.—Translator's Sole.
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be the same if the food supplied be of a lower
organism and consist of fish, for instance, of
l^rog, Mollusc, insect, Centipede? Will the
worms accept these viands and, above all, can
they manage to liquefy them, which is the first
and foremost condition ?

I serve a piece of raw Whiting. The flesh
IS white, delicate, partly translucent, easy for
our stomachs to digest and no less suited to
the grub's dissolvent. It turns into an opales-
cent fluid, which runs like water. In fact, it
liquefies in much the same way as hard-boiled
white of egg. The worms at first wax fat, as
long as the conditions allow of some solid
eyots remaining; then, when foothold fails,
threatened with drowning in the too-fluid
broth, they creep up the side of the glass, anxi-
ous and restless to be off. They climb to the
cotton-wool stopper of the test-tube and try
to bolt through the wadding. Endowed with
stubborn perseverance, nearly all of them de-
camp in spite of the obstacle. The test-tube
with the white of egg showed me a similar ex-
odus. Although the fare suits them, as their
growth witnesses, the worms cease feeding and
make a point of escaping when death by
drowning is imminent.

With other fish, such as Skate and Sardines,
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with the flesh of Frogs and Tree-frogs, the

meat simply dissolves into a porridge. Hashes

of Slug, Scolopendra or Praying Mantis fur-

nish the same result.

In all these preparations, the dissolving-

agent of the worms is as much in evidence as

when butcher's meat is employed. Moreover,

the grubs seem satisfied with the queer dish

which my curiosity prescribes for them ; they

thrive amidst the victuals and undergo their

itransformation into pupae.

The conclusion, therefore, is much more

general than Redi imagined. Any meat, no

matter whether of a higher or lower order,

suits the Bluebottle for the settlement of her

family. The carcasses of furred and feathered

animals are the favourite victuals, probably

because of their richness, which allows of

plentiful layings; but, should the occasion de-

mand it, the others are also accepted, with-

out inconvenience. Any carrion that has lived

the life of an animal comes within the domain

of these scavengers.

What is their number to one mother? I

have already spoken of a deposit of three hun-

dred, counted egg by egg. A quite fortuitous

"ircumstance enabled me to go much farther.

In the first week of January 1905, we experi-
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cnced a sudden short cold snap of a severity
very except.onal in my part of the countr^'The thermometer fell to twelve degrees be-

ragmg and begmnmg to redden the leaves ofthe olive-trees, came one and brought me aBarn- or Screech-owl, which he had^unTon
the ground, exposed to the air, not far frommy house. My reputation as a lover of ani-mals made the donor believe that I should be
pleased with his gift.

I was, as a matter of fact, but for reasons
whereof ,he finder certainly never^Jr^am"

and n?r h""?
""^«"^hed, with trim feathersand not the least wound that showed. Per-

aZlf\
^""^

^'"^u"^
^^^^- ^Vhat made me

gratefully accept the present was exactly thatwhich would have inclined any one but myself

wer! hidd"
"^^

""'t r^^ ^^^-^ - "'"iwere hidden under a thick mass of eggs, which
I recognized as a Bluebottle's. Simi^r masses
occupied the vicinity of the nostrils. If Iwanted maggots, here, of a certainty, was a
richer crop than I had ever beheld

I place the corpse on the sand of a pan,
H.th a wire-gauze cover, and leave events to
take their course. The laboratory in which I
'Centigrade; i.e., ,o' Fahrenheit-Translator's Note
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instal my bird is none other than my study.

It is as cold in there, or nearly, as outside, so

much so that the water in the aquarium in

which I used to rear Caddis-worms has frozen

into a solid block of ice. Under these condi-

tions of temperature, the Owl's eyes keep their

white veil of germs unchanged. Nothing

stirs, nothing swarms. Weary of waiting, I

pay no more attention to the carcass; I leave

the future to decide whether the cold has ex-

terminated the Fly's family or not.

Before the end of March, the packets of

eggs have disappeared, I know not how long.

The bird, for that matter, seems to be intact.

On the ventral surface, which is turned to the

air, the feathers keep their smooth arrange-

ment and their fresh colouring. I lift the

thing. It is light, very dry and gives a hard

sound, like an old shoe tanned by the summer
sun in the fields. There is no smell. The
dryness has vanquished the stench, which, in

any case, was never offensive during that time

of frost. On the other hand, the back, whicli

touched the sand, is a loathsome wreck, partly

deprived of its feathers. The quills of the

tail are bare-barrelled; a few whitened bones

show, deprived of their muscles. The skin

has turned into a dark leather, pierced with
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round holes like those of a sieve U ii

h-deously ugly but most iLtru«rve.
'' " ""

The wretched Owl, with his shattered bade

ort:;rXr:esrfts';-^' ^'^~
.he existence^on;: stbo^:^ "/e^^'^h:

-eat; the'n, /roti fl^^^/rd'^C TheT H°'scended into the earfh K„ „• •
' "'^ ''^

in the bird's lin T'^^-
^'"""^ '""""^ '>°'"

inth:sand'o;tpa?"^''"''"™""°-'"=

berlthaVrh
'" ""'"^ °^ '''"' •'""'^ '" »"ch num-

colTea tLm ir,"T r f''"8 '" °^derTo

never have rfnn- T''
""" '°''«P'' ' '^ouldnever nave done sorting so great a quantitv

slveX n*""'"
'^'""^^ "^' meshes of7esieve, the pupa rema n above. To cn„„f ,kl

wUlt^VtCdln^C^^^^^^^^^^

o^ninThtdld-:^
"'-'^^- ' - ^"^S

I ,m°" V "
^'T''''

P™""! f™"- one mother?

tharthe Rl "k'^^'"
'"^"""'

''• ™ ""likely is';that the B uebottle, who is so rare inside ourhouses durmg the severe cold of winter shouldbe frequent enough outside to fo™ i„t
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groups and to do business in common while an

icy blast is raging. A belated specimen, the

plaything of the north wind, and one alone

must have deposited the burden of her ovaries

on the Owl's eyes. This laying of nine hun-

dred eggs, an incomplete laying perhaps, bears

witness to the mighty part played by the Fly

as a liquidator of corpses.

Before throwing away the Screech-owl

treated by the worms, let us overcome our

repugnance and give a glance inside the bird.

We isee a tortuous cavity, fenced in by name-

less ruins. Muscles and bowels have disap-

peared, converted into broth and gradually

consumed by the teeming throng. In every

part, what was wet has become dry, what was

solid muddy. In vain my forceps ransacks

every nook and corner : it does not hit upon a

single pupa. All the worms have emigrated,

all, without exception. From first to last, they

have forsaken the refuge of the corpse, so

soft to their delicate skins; they have left the

velvet for the hard ground. Is dryness neces-

sary to them at this stage ? They had it in the

carcass, which was thoroughly drained. Would

they protect themselves against the cold and

rain ? No shelter could suit them better than

the thick .juilt of the feathers, which has re-
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malncd wholly undamaged on the belly, the
breast and every part that was not in touch
with the ground. It looks as though they had
«cd from comfort to seek a less kindly dwell-
mg-placc When the hour of transformation
came, all left the Owl, that most excellent
lodgmg; all dived into the sand.
The exodus from the mortuary tabernacle

was made through the round holes wherewith
the skin IS pierced. Those holes are the worms'
work: of that there is no doubt; and yet
we have 'ately seen the mothers refuse as a
bed for their eggs any part whereat the flesh
IS protected by a skin of some thickness. The
reason is the failure of the pepsin to act on
epidermic substances. In the absence of lique-
faction at such points, the nourishing gruel is
unprocurable. On the other hand, the tiny
worms are not able—or, at least, do not know
how-to dig through the integument with
their pair of guttural harpoons, to rend it and
reach the liquefiable flesh. The new-born lack
strength and, above all, purpose. But, as the
time comes for descending into the earth, the
worms, now powerful and suddenly versed in
the necessary art, well know how to eat away
patiently and clear themselves a passage. With
the hooks of their spikes they dig, scratch and
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tear. Instinct has flashes of inspiration.

What the animal did not know how to do at

the start it learns without apprenticeship when

the time comes to practise this or that in-

dustry. The maggot ripe for burial perfo-

rates a membranous obstacle which the grub

intent upon its broth would not even have at-

tempted to attack with either its pepsin or its

grapnels.

Why does the worm quit the carcass, that

capital shelter? Why does it go and take up

its abode in the ground? As the leading dis-

infector of dead things, it works at the most

important matter, the suppression of the infec-

tion; but it leaves a plentiful residuum, which

does not yield to the reagents of its analytical

chemistry. These remains have to disappear

in their turn. After the Fly, anatomists come

hastening, who take up the dry relic, nibble

skin, tendons and ligaments and scrape the

bones clean.

The greatest expert in this work is th<

Dermestes Beetle, an enthusiastic gnawer ol

animal remains. Sooner or later, he will com(

to the joint already exploited by the Fly. Nov

what would happen if the pupae were there

The answer is obvious. The Dermestes, wh(

loves hard food, would dig his teeth into thi
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Ev r'otZ \" '"'"^ *°"''^ ^^ Pi"«d
a c^a ;,'U™e,Te:"7/T;

"' "" '''"'"'"»•

Fabr.) d,g, mto the cocoons to attackthehomy covering of the chrysalis.
^'

1 he maggot foresees the danger and makes.tself scarce before the other arHves In wha

indigent, headless creature that it is, for it is

he d to T""°" v"
"" "" 8-' *; nam ohead to the animal's pointed fore-part ? How

must H
"?.""*• '° "'f^P'"'^ 'he pupa, kmust desert the carcass and that, to safeguardthe %, ,t must not bury itself too far dfwn?

1 o emerge from underground after the per-feet msect is hatched, the Bluebottle's devfceonsist, ,„ disjointing her head into two movable halves, which, each distended witM^s

fnth
'"! '^"'-^^ '""" ^-^P""^ and riuni e

ises a'n"d" r
"'"^ 'P'"' ' '"^e. filassy hernb

When the t"""""' '""PP^"" "^ rises.

forr^H hi, L^r* =''""'l"-' "i'h one eyeforced back to the right, the other to the left
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it is as though the insect were splitting its

brain-pan in order to expel the contents.

Then the hernia rises, blunt at the end and

swollen into a great knob. Next, the forehead

closes and the hernia retreats, leaving visible

only a kind of shapeless muzzle. In short, a

frontal pouch, with deep pulsations mo-

mentarily renewed, becomes the instrument of

deliverance, the pestle wherewith the newly-

hatched Bluebottle bruises the sand and

causes it to crumble. Gradually the legs push

the rubbish back and the insect advances so

much toward the surface.

A hard task, this exhumation by dint of the

blows of a cleft and palpitating head. More-

over, the exhausting effort has to be made at

the moment of greatest weakness, when the

insect leaves that protecting casket, its pupa.

It emerges from it pale, flabby and unsightly,

sorrily clad in the wings which, folded length-

wise and made shorter by their scalloped edge,

only just cover the top of the back. Wildly

bristling with hairs and coloured ashen-grey,

it is a piteous sight. The large set of wings,

suitable for flight, will spread later. For the

moment, it would only be In the way amid the

obstacles to be passed through. Later also

will come the fautless dress wherein the
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iridescent indigo-blue stands out against the
severity of the black.

The frontal hernia that crumbles the sand
with ,ts impact has a tendency to make play

iZunT'TTu^T '\' ^"^^••g^n^e from the

1T :iP''' ^°'^ ^'^^ '^^ ^' '•''^Ps of one of
the hmd.|egs of a newly-rdc .! Kly. Forth-
with, the implement of the ...J b,. , , ^^work, swelling and subsM n^. a: . afi^ti. Ilv
as a moment ago, when a h ui lo ,, .ikc n \u
in the sand. The insra, h mum,-

i

,, "

i^,
movements as when it va. un i n Kn.nd, strug-
glesas bestit can against the only abituHe rhat
It knows. With its heaving knol, .. p.^nds
the a.r even as but now it pourJ J th. earthy
barrier. In all unpleasant circumstances, its
one resource is to cleave its head and produce
»ts cranial hernia, which moves out and in, in

^^iTu r "^^t .'^° ^^""' 'nterspersed

rJinc I uu"'
'° ^'''^"' '^' ''"'e ^^chine

keeps throbbing in my forceps.
In the meantime, however, the desperate

one IS hardening her skin : she spreads wide the
sail of her wings and dons her deep mourning
of black and darkest blue. Then her eyes!
warped sideways, come together and resume
their normal position. The cleft forehead
closes; the delivering blister goes in, never to
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show itself again. But there is one precaution

to be taken first. With its front tarsi, the in-

sect carefully brushes the bump about to dis-

appear from view, lest grit should lodge in the

cranium when the two halves of the head are

joined for good.

The maggot is aware of the trials th?t

await it when, as a Fly, it will have to come up

from under ground ; it knows beforehand how
difficult the ascent will be with the feeble in-

strument at its disposal, so difficult, in fact, as

i to become fatal should the journey be at all

prolonged. It foresees the dangers ahead of

it and averts them as well as it can. Gifted

with two iron-shod sticks in its throat, it can

easily descend to such depths as it pleases.

The need for greater quiet and a less trying

temperature calls for the deepest possible

home : the lower down it is, the better for the

welfare of the worm and the pupa, on con-

dition that descent be practicable. It is, per-

fectly; and yet, though free to obey its inspira-

tion, the grub refrains. I rear it in a deep

pan, full of fine, dry sand, easy to excavate.

The interment never goes very far. About a

handVbrcadth is all that the most progressive

digger ventures upon. Most of the interred

remain nearer still to the surface. Here, un-
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«"
'and "Jen"

°'
""1i

""^ «"''•'» """ hard.en» and becomes a cofBn, a casket, whereinthe transformation-sleep
is slenf

.('"
weekt l«f»i- »!,. u . j*^ " »'ept- A fewweeks later, the buried one awakes tran«.
figured but weak, having naught wherewlh r^
unearth herself but the%hrobb ng h^m a o?ber open forehead.

* '

What the maggot denies itself it is open to

K
•"''"• »ho"ld I care to know the depth

fifteen Bluebottle-pupa;, obtained in winter atthe bottom of a wide tube close.l at on endAbove the pup.r ,s a perpendicular column o
fine, dry sand, the height of which varies in
different tubes. April comes and the hatching

A tube with six centimetres' of sand, the
shallowest of the columns under experiment

int ?r,d • ^u
'"""• ^' '^' fif'een^ublects'

each i'" ""1 P"P'' "'ee, fourteen easily
reach the surface when they become Flies

^LT °^
'Y^ l'"'^''"- ""-^ "f-" h" not

metreTnT*"'/''^
"""'' ^^'"> '"''^^ «"''-

c» ll,^ A"'*'
'""' """80. With twenty

centimetres,' two, no more. The other Flies,

I''} !«!•"—rr«»,;a„rV Sole.
4-68 inches.- -r™„,/«„,., Sol,.
7-» inches.— rr<iiM/<,(or', a'„/^
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jaded with their exertions, have died at a

higher or lower stage of the road. Lastly,

with yet another tube wherein the column of

sand measured sixty centimetres,' I obtained

the liberation of only a single Fly. The

plucky creature must have had a hard struggle

to mount from so great a depth, for the other

fourteen did not even manage to burst the

lid of their caskets.

I presume that the looseness of the sand and

the consequent pressure in every direction,

similar to that exercised by fluids, have a cer-

tain bearing on the difficulties of the exhuma-

tion. Two more tubes are prepared, but this

time supplied with fresh mould, lightly heaped

up, which has not the incoherence of sand,

with the attendant drawback of pressure. Six

centimetres of mould give me eight Flies for

fifteen pupse buried; twenty centimetres give

me only one. There is less success than with the

sandy column. My device has diminished the

pressure, but, at the same time, increased the

passive resistance. The sand falls of itself

under the impact of the frontal rammer; the

unyielding mould demands the cutting of a

gallery. In fact, I perceive, on the road fol-

lowed, a shaft which continues indefinitely

'23.4 inches.

—

Translator's Note.
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such as It is. The Fly has bored it with the
temporary blister that throbs between her
eyes.

In every medium, therefore, whether sand,
mould or any earthy combination, great are

u
^^^^^'"Ks that attend the exhumation of

the Fly. And so the maggot shuns the depths
which a desire for additional security might
seem to recommend. The worm has its own
prudence

: foreseeing the dangers ahead, it re-
trams from makmg great descents that might
promote the welfare of the moment. It
neglects the present for the sa]«e of the future
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CHAPTER XVI

A PARASITl. OF 1 HE MAGGOT

nr^HE dangers of the exhumation are not
"* the only ones; the Bluebf>tfJ« must be

^acquainted with others. IM', when all is

said, is a knacker's yard wherein the dcvourcr

of to-day becomes the devoured of to-morrow ;

and the robber of the dead cannot fail to be

robbed of her own life when the time comes,

I know that she has one exterminator in the

person of the tiny Saprinus Beetle, a fisher of

fat sausages on the edge of the pools formed
by liquescent corpses. Here swarm in common
the grubs of the Greenbottlc, the Flesh-fly

and the Bluebottle. The Saprinus draws
them to him from the bank and gobbles them
indiscriminately. They represent to him mor-
sels of equal value.

This banquet can be observed only in the

open country, under the rays of a hot sun.

Saprini and Greenbottles never enter our
houses; the Flesh-fly visits us but discrceth',

does nc* feel at home with us; the only one
who comes fussing along is the Bluebottle,
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A Parasite of the Maggot
who thus escapes the tribute due to the eon-

' '"'"
t'l"" "Pl'"""nity of actually p„c

"'

"8 w.th the first H-hat I have to tell nf Vk
-•ond; «,ll,

. i„ not hesitate;, rcpetabt
he o'theT ; °''7'T" ''- '»"8'« -c abou

,h! / [• " ''"' '""•••'' anilogies betweenthe two Hies are very close
""ween

Here are the facts. I have gathered anumh" of pupa, of the Hesh-dy^ oTe of

pup» s hmder-end, which is hollowed into a'Up and scalloped into a coronet I stave i„one of the little barrels and fo^^e open ,last segments « ,th the point of my ZZ
"Sect d\o''«"?'=«

""-=? ""' -«- what"expected to hnd: it is full of tiny irruh,packed one atop the other with he sle
Save for the skin, which has hardened int a
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brown shell, the substance of the maggot has

disappeared, changed into a restless swarm.
There are thirty-five occupants. I replace

them in their casket. The rest of my harvest,

wherein, no doubt, are other pupae similarly

stocked, is arranged in tubes that will easily

show me what happens. The thing to dis-

cover is what genus of parasites the grubs

enclosed belong to. But it is not difficult,

without waiting for the hatching of the

adults, to recognize their nature merely by

their mode of life. They form part of the

family of Chalcididae, who are microscopic

ravagers of living entrails.

Not long ago, in winter, I took from the

chrysalis of a Great Peacock Moth four hun-

dred and forty-nine parasites belonging to the

same group. The whole substance of the fu-

ture Moth had disappeared, all but the

nympha wrapper, which was intact and
formed a handsome Russia-leather wallet.

The worm-grubs were here heaped up and
squeezed together to the point of sticking to

one another. The hair-pencil extracts them
in bundles and cannot separate them without

some difficulty. The holding-capacity is

strained to the utmost; the substance of the

vanished Moth would not fill it better. That
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which died has been replaced by a living massof equal dimensions, but subdivided The

of doubtful constitution. The enormous uddernas been drained outright

dinl^'S '!l"'^iu,
'^\'" y*"" '^''"'^ of that bud-ding flesh nibbled bit by bit by four or fivehundred gormandizers; the horrified imagina-

tK>n refuses to picture the anguish suffered by
the tortured wretch. But is there really anypam? VVe have leave to doubt it. Pain is a
patent of nobility; it is more pronounced in
proportion as the sufferer belongs to a higher
order In the lower ranks of animal life, itmust be greatly reduced, perhaps even nil
especially when life, in the throes of evolution,
has not yet acquired a stable equilibrium. The
white of an egg is living matter, but endures
the prick of a needle without a quiver. Would
It not be the same with the chrysalis of thebreat Peacock, dissected cell by cell by hun-
dreds of infinitesimal anatomists? Would itnot be the same with the pupa of the Flesh-ny

.
rhese are organisms put back into the

nn7wVlT^ '° '^' '^^"'^'^ f^' a sec-ond birth. There is reason to believe, there-
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fore, that their destruction crumb by crumb is

merciful.

Towards the end of August, the parasite of
the Flesh-fly's grubs makes her appearance out

of doors in the adult form. She is a Chal-
cidid, as I expected. She issues from the bar-

rel through one or two little round holes

which the prisoners have pierced with a patient

tooth. I count some thirty to each pupa.

There would not be enough room in the abode
if the family were larger.

The imp is a slim and elegant creature, but

oh, how small ! She measures hardly two mil-

limetres.* Her garb is bronzed-black, with

pale legs and a heart-shaped, pointed, slightly

pedunculate abdomen, with never a trace of a

probe for inoculating the eggs. The head Is

transversal, the width exceeding the length.

The male is only half the size of the

female; he is also very much less numerous.

Perhaps pairing is here, as we see elsewhere, a

secondary matter from which it is possible

to abstain, in part, without injuring the pro-

spects of the race. Nevertheless, In the tube

wherein I have housed the swarm, the few
males lost among the crowd ardently woo the

passing fair. There Is much to be done out-

' Xiji inch.

—

Translator's Note.
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then, she operates on the pitient, perforating

his paunch with a dexterous wound into which
the germs are inserted. Probably, a number
of pricks are administered, as the presence of
thirty parasites seems to demand.

Anyway, the maggot*s skin is pierced at

either one point or many; and this happens
while the grub is swimming '~ the pools

formed by the putrid flesh. Having said this,

we are faced with a question of serious inter-

est. To set it forth necessitates a digression

which seems to have nothing to do with the

subject in hand and is nevertheless connected

with it in the closest fashion. Without certain

preliminaries, the remainder would be unin-

telligible. So now for the preliminaries.

I was in those days busy with the poison of

the Languedocian Scorpion' and its action

upon insects. To direct the sting toward this

or the other part of the victim and moreover to

regulate its emission would be absolutely im-

possible and also very dangerous, as long as

the Scorpions were allowed to act as they

pleased. I wished to be able myself to choose

the part to be wounded ; I likewise wished to

vary the dose of poison at will. How to set

'Cf. Thf Life ^stii l.ove of the Insect: chap*, xv and
XVI,

—

Translator's t,n<e.
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The Life of the Fly

cubic millimetre' is the usual charge. The

injection has to be made at parts that are gen-

erally covered with horn. So as not to break

the point of my fragile instrument, I prepare

the way with a needle, with which I prick the

victim at the spot required. I insert the tip of

the loaded injector in the hole thus made and

I blow. The thing is done in a moment, very

neatly and in an orthodox fashion, favourable

to delicate experiments. I am delighted with

my modest apparatus.

I am equally delighted with the results. The

Scorpion himself, when wounding with his

sting. In which the poison is not diluted as

mine is in the watch-glass, would not produce

effects like those of my pricks. Here is some-

thing more brutal, producing more convulsion

in the sufferer. The virus of my contriving ex-

cels the Scorpion's.

The test is several times repeated, always

with the same mixture, which, drying up by

spontaneous evaporation, then made to serve

again by the addition of a few drops of water,

once more drained and once more moistened,

does duty for an Indefinite length of time. In-

stead of abating, the virulence increases.

Moreover, the corpses of the insects operated

* .175 minim.

—

Translator's Note.
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upon undergo a curious cfiange, unkncvn inmy earlier observations. Then the suspicioncomes to me that the actual poison o*^ he

with fhi f ,"
"'? '}' '"^ jo'"' "f the tail,with the gland at the base of the sting, I ouch

fo Ob am w,th any other part of tht aninfal

fhA,"t .
V"

r
^"^ .'''"P' of «'"« " joint ofhe ta,I talcen from the front portion, far fromthe po.on.gIands^ After soaking it f^r twlm"

four hours, I obtam a liquid whose effects
are absolute y the same as those before, when
I used the ,omt that bears the sting. I tr?

ofwhi '^'- ^"Tr'^ ^'^^^'' the contend
Of which consist solely of muscle. The re-

mal s body, therefore, no matter which frag-ment be submitted to the steeping-process
yields the virus that so greatly pricks'm'y cuS

Every part of the Spanish Fly.' inside and
out, IS saturated with the blistering element-
but there ,s nothing like this in the Scorpion,'

and has none of it elsewhere. The cause
Of the effects which I observe is therefore con-
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nected with general properties which T ought
to find in any insect, even the most harm-
less.

I consult Oryctes nasicornis, the peaceable
Rhinoceros Beetle, on this subject. To get

at the exact nature of the materials, instead

of pulverizing the whole insect in a mortar,

I use merely the muscular tissue obtained by
scraping the inside of the dried Oryctes' corse-

let. Or else I extract the dry contents of the
hind-legs. I do the same with the desiccated

corpses of the Cockchafer, the Capricorn, or
Cerambyx Beetle, and the Cetonia, or Rose-
chafer. Each of my gleanings, with a little

water added, is left to soften for a couple of
days in a watch-glass and yields to the liquid

whatever can be extracted from it by crushing
and dissolving.

This time, we take a great step forward.
All my preparations, without distinction, are

horribly virulent. Let the reader judge. I

select as my first patient the Sacred Beetle,

Scarabteus sacer, who thanks to his size and
sturdiness, lends himself admirably to an ex-

periment of this kind. I operate upon a dozen,
in the corselet, on the breast, on the belly and,
by preference, on one of the hind-legs, far re-

moved from the impressionable nervous cen-
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lilt ^h° T""" '''''=" P"' '"y !")«*<"• at-tack
,
the effect produced is the same, ornearly. The insect falls as though struck byghtnmg t lies on its back and wriggles its

feet again, I behold a sort of St. Vitus' dance
Scarabaus lowers his head, arches his back,'draws h.mself up on his twitching legs. He

7o^lr r"?
^'" ^"' °" 'he ground' move

leanTtoV 't T"^" " '""'^ ''"''ward,
leans to the nght, leans to the left, in wild dis^
order, ,„,3p,ble of keeping his balance ormaking progress. And this happens with sud-den jerks and jolts, with a vigour no whit in-fenor to that of the animal in perfect health.
It IS a displacement of all the works, a storm
that uproots the mutual relations of the mus-

Seldom have I witnessed such sufferings, inmy career as a cross-examiner of animals and,

nlf^iT; ^' ^f""""•
' '^""^'i f«l a scru-

M(,ZVr' '"'"" "'" *^ g"'" of sand
hifted to-day may one day help us by taking
ts place in the edifice of knowledge. Life is
everywhere the same, in the Dung-beetle-
body as m man's. To consult it in the insectmeans consulting ,t in ourselves, means moving
towards vistas which we cannot afford to
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neglect. That hope justifies my cruel studies,

which, though apparently so puerile, are in

reality worthy of serious consideration.

Of my dozen sufferers, some rapidly suc-
cumb, others linger for a few hours. They
are all dead by to-morrow. I leave the corpses
on the table, exposed to the air. Instead of
drying and stiffening, like the asphyxiated in-

sects intended for our collections, my patients,
on the contrary, turn soft and slacken in the
joints, notwithstanding the dryness of the sur-
rounding air; they become disjointed and sepa-
rate into loose pieces, which are easily re-

moved.
The results are the same with the Capri-

corn, the Cockchafer, the Procrustes,' the
Carabus.- In all of them there is a sudden
break-up, followed by speedy death, a slack-
ening of the joints and swift putrefaction. In
a non-horny victim, the quick chemical changes
of the tissues are even more striking. A
Cetonia-grub, which resists the Scorpion's
sting, even though repeatedly administered,
dies in a very short time if I inject a tiny
drop of my terrible fluid into any part of its

body. Moreover, it turns very brown and, in

*A large GroundbeetU.—Translator's Note.
'The True Ground-beetle, including the Gold Beetle.—Translator's Note.
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the invisible, the microscope inspiresme with suspicion. It so easily replaces theeye of reality by the eye of imaginadon ,t isso ready to oblige the theorists with jus" what
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they want to see. Besides, supposing the mi-
crobe to be found, if that were possible, the
question would be changed, not solved. For
the problem of the collapse of the structure

through the fact of a prick there would be sub-

stituted another no less obscure: how does the
said microbe bring about that collapse? In
what way does it go to work ? Where lies its

power ?

Then what explanation shall I give of the
facts which I have just set forth ? Why, none,
absolutely none, seeing that I do not know of
any. As I am unable to do better, I will con-
fine myself to a pair of comparisons or images,
which may serve as a brief resting-place for
the mind on the dark billows of the unknown.

All of us, as children, have amused our-
selves with the game of "card friars." A
number of cards, as many as possible, are bent
lengthwise into a semicylinder. They are
placed on a table, one behind the other, in a
winding row, the spaces in which are suitably
disposed. The performance pleases the eye by
its curved lines and its regular arrangement.
It possesses order, which is a condition of all

animated matter. You give a little tap to the
first card. It falls and overturns the second,
which, in the same way, topsyturvies the third;
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and so on, right to the end of the row. In

A ^.r"u"°i'"'''
^^" ^^Psi^'ing wave spreads

and the handsome edifice is shattered. Order
IS succeeded by disorder, I might almost say,
by death. What was needed thus to upset the
procession of friars ? A very, very slight first
push, out of all proportion to the toppled
niass.

Again, take a glass balloon containing a solu-
tion of alum supersaturated by heat. It is
closed, during the process of boiling, with a
cork and is then allowed to cool. The con-
tents remain fluid and limpid for an indefinite
period. Mobility is here represented by a
fant semblance of life. Remove the cork and
drop m a solid particle of alum, however
infinitesimal. Suddenly, the liquid thickens
into a solid lump and gives off heat. What
has happened? This: crystallization has set
in at the first contact of the particle of alum,
the centre of attraction ; next, it has spread
bit by bit, each solidified particle producing
the solidification of those around. The im
pulse comes from an atom ; the mass impelled
IS boundless. The very small has revolution-
ized the immense.
Of course, in the comparison between these

two instances and the effects of my injections,
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the reader must see no more than a figure oi
speech, which, without explaining anything,
tries to throw a glimmer of light upon it. The
long procession of card friars is knocked down
by the mere touch of the little finger to the
first; the voluminous solutio.i of alum suddenly
turns solid under the influence of an invisible
particle. In the same way, the victims of my
operations succumb, thrown into convulsions
by a tiny drop of insignificant size and harm-
less appearance.

Then what is there in that terrible liquid?
First of all, there is water, inactive in itself
and simply a vehicle of the active agent. If a
proof were needed of its innocuousness, here
IS one

:
I inject into the thigh of any one r( the

Sacred Beetle's six legs a drop of pure water
larger than that of the fatal inoculations. As
soon as he is released, he makes off and trots
al3out as nimbly as usual. He is quite firm on
his legs. When put back to his pellet,^ he rolls
It with the same zeal as before the experiment.
My injection of water makes no difference to
him.

What else is there in the mixture in my
'The Dung-beetles roll cattle-droppings into pills for

their own consumption and that of their grubs. See In-
sect Life: chaps, i and ii; and T/,e Life and Love of theInsect: chaps, i to iv.—Translator's Note.
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watch-glasses? There is the dlsintcRratcd
matter of the corpse, especially shreds of dried
muscles Do these substances yield ceu in
soluble elements to water? Or are they ..m-
ply reduced to a fine dust in the crushing? I
will not decide this question, nor is it really of
importance. The fact remains that the poison
proceeds from those substances and from them
alone Animal matter, therefore, which has
ceased to l,vc is an agent of destruction within
the organism 7he dead cell kills the living
cell

;
in the delicate statics of life, it is the grain

of sand which, refusing its support, entails the
collapse of the whole edifice.

In this connection, we may recall those
dreadful dissecting-room accidents. Throuch
awkwardness, a student of anatomy pricks
himself with his scalpel in the course of his
work; or else, by inadvertence, he has an in-
sigmficant scratch on his hand. A cut which
one would hardly notice, produced by the
point of a pocket-knife, a scratch of no ac-
count, from a thorn or otherwise, now becomes
a mortal wound, if powerful antispetics do not
speedily remedy the ill. The scalpel is soiled
by Its contact with the flesh of the corpse; so
are the hands. That is quite enough. The
virus of corruption is introduced; and, if not
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treated in time, the wound proves fatal. The
dead has killed the living. This also reminds
us of the so-called Carbuncle-flics, the lancet

of whose mouth-parts, contaminated with the

sanies of corpses, produces such terrible

accidents.

My dealings as against insects are, when all

is said, nothing but dissecting-room wounds
and Carbuncle-flies' stings. In addition to the

gangrene that soon impairs and blackens the
tissues, I obtain convulsions similar to those
produced by the Scorpion's sting. In its con-

vulsive effects, the venomous fluid emitted by
the sting bears a close resemblance to the mus-
cular infusions with which I fill my injector.

We are entitled, therefore, to ask ourselves if

poisons, generally speaking, are not themselves
a produce of demolition, a casting of the or-

ganism perpetually renewed, waste matter, in

short, which, instead of being gradually ex-

pelled, is stored for purposes of attack and de-

fence. The animal, in that case, would arm
itself with its own refuse in the same way
as it sometimes builds itself a home with its

intestinal recrement. Nothing is wasted;
life's detritus Is used for self-defence.

All things considered, my preparations are

meat-extracts. It I replace the flesh of the
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insect by that of another animal, the ox, for
instance, shall I obtain the same results? Logic
says yes; and logic is right. I dilute with a
few drops of water a little Liebig's extract,
that precious stand-by of the kitchen. I

operate with this fluid on six Cetoni:c or Rose-
chafers, four in the grub stage, two in the
adult stage. At first, the patients move about
as usual. Next day, the two Cetonia? are
dead. The larvip resist longer and do not die
until the second day. All show the same re-
laxed muscles, the same blackened flesh, signs
of putrefaction. It is probable, therefore,
that, if injected into our own veins, the same
fluid would likewise prove fatal. What is ex-
cellent in the digestive tubes would be appal-
ling m the arteries. What is food in one case
is poison in the other.

A Liebig's extract of a different kind, the
broth m which the liquefier puddles, is of a
virulence equal, if not superior, to that of my
products. All those operated upon, Capri-
corns, Sacred Beetles. Ground-beetles, die in
convulsions. This brings us back, after a long
way round, to our starting-point, the maggot
of the Flesh-fly. Can the worm, constantly
floundering in the sanies of a carcass, be itself
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in danger of inoculation by that whereon it

grows fat ? I dare not rely upon experiments

conducted by myself: my clumsy implements
and my shaky hand make n.e fear that, with
subjects so small and delicate, I might inflict

deep wounds which of themselves would bring

about death.

Fortunately, I have a collaborator of in-

comparable skill in the parasitic Chalcidid.

Let us apply to her. To introduce her germs,

she has perforated the maggot's paunch, has

even done 30 several times over. The holes

are extremely small, but the poison all around
is excessively subtle and has thus been able, in

certain cases, to penetrate. Now what has

happened ? The pupae, all from the same ap-

paratus, are numerous. They can be divided

into three not very unequal classes, according

to the results supplied. Some give me the

adult Flesh-fly, others the parasite. The rest,

nearly a third, give me nothing, neither this

year nor next.

In the first two cases, things have taken
their normal course: the grub has developed
into a Fly, or else the parasite has devoured
the grub. In the third case, an accident has

occurred. I open the barren pupae. They
are coated inside with a dark glaze, the re-
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mains of the dead maggot converted into
black rottenness. The grub, therefore, has
undergone inoculation by the virus through the
fine openings effected by the Chalcidid. The
skin has had time to harden into a shell; but it
was too late, the tissues being already infected.

^

Ihere you see it: in its broth of putrefac-
tion, the worm is exposed to grave dangers,^ow there is a need for maggots in this world,

• tor maggots many and voracious, to purge the
soil as quickly as possible of death's impurities.
Lmnaus tells us that 'Trcs muscce consumunt
cadaver equi aque cito ac leo." There is no
exaggeration about the statement. Yes, of a
certainty the offspring of the Flesh-fly and the
bluebottle are expeditious workers. They
swarm in a heap, always seeking, always snuf-
fling with their pointed mouths. In those tu-
multuous crowds, mutual scratches would be
inevitable if the worms, like the other flesh-eat-
ers, possessed mandibles, jaws, clippers
adapted for cutting, tearing and chopping;
and those scratches, poisoned by the dreadful
gruel lapping them, would all be fatal.
How are the worms protected in their hor-

rible work-yard ? They do not eat : they drink
'"Three Flies consume the carcass of a Horse asquickly as a Lion could do it."

^
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their fill; by means of a pepsin which they dis-

gorge, they first turn their foodstuffs into soup

;

they practise a strange and exceptional art of

feeding, wherein those dangerous carving-

implements, the scalpels with their dissecting-

room perils, are superfluous. Here ends, for

the present, the little that I know or suspect

of the maggot, the sanitary inspector in the

service of the public health.
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CHAPTER XVII

RECOLLECTIONS OF CHILDHOOD

A ^^1^?^^ " ""* "« '"'"" and birds—

toVJ^'i!TVl ''f '° *^ '•"'''• *h° loves

bed of h f
~'''^'}='^^" ^"d Rose-beetles on a

nest .l^fh
•"''''' f^Pt^ion.with theirnests and the.r eggs and their little ones open-ng t,„y yellow beaks-the mushroom eaX

small boy sportmg my first braces and be-

mazes of my readmg-book, I see myself inecstasy before the first bird's-nest fZd andhe first mushroom gathered. Let us relate

tuTZr^'- OW^^e loves to Intji!

trees us from the limbo of unconsciousnessyour distant memory makes me live my be«years over again Disturbed at its sSa by

h, . f

''7^"^'' 'h^ Partridge's young broodhastily disperses. Each pretty little^aTof
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down scurries off and disappears in the brush-

wood; but, when quiet is restored, at the first

summoning note they all return under the

mother's wing. Even so, recalled by mem-
ory, do my recollections of childhood return,

those other fledglings which have lost so many
of their feathers on the brambles of life.

Some, which have hardly come out of the

bushes, have aching heads and tottering steps;

some are missing, stifled in some dark corner

of the thicket ; some remain in their full fresh-

ness. Now of those which have escaped the

clutches •;; ^ime the liveliest are the first-born.

For them ^Iie soft wax of childish memory has
been converted into enduring bronze.

On that day, wealthy and leisured, with an
apple for my lunch and all my time to myself,

I decided to visit the brow of the neighbouring
hill, hitherto looked upon as the boundary of
the world. Right at the top is a row of trees

which, turning their backs to the wind, bend
and toss about as though to uproot themselves
and take to flight. How often, from the little

window in my home, have I not seen them
bowing their heads in stormy weather; how
often have I not watched them writhing like

madmen amid the snow-dust which the north
wind's besom raises and smooths along the
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hill-side I What are they doing up there, those
desolate trees ? I am interested in their supple
backs, to-day still and upright against the blue
ot the sky, to-morrow shaken when the clouds
pass overhead. I am gladdened by their calm-
ness; I am distressed by their terrified gest-
ures. They are my friends. I have them be-
fore my eyes at every hour of the day. In the
morning, the sun rises behind their transparent
screen and ascends in its glory. Where does
It come from? I am going to climb up there
and perhaps I shall find out.

I mount the slope. It is a lean grass-sward
close-cropped by the sheep. It has no bushes,
fertile in rents and ' ;ars, for which I should
have to answer on returning home, nor any
rocks, the scaling of which involves like
dangers; nothing but large, flat stones, scat-
tered here and there. I have only to go
straight on, over smooth ground. But the
sward IS as steep as a sloping roof. It is long,
ever so long; and my legs are very short. From
time to time, I look up. My friends, the trees
on the hill-top, seem to be no nearer. Cheerlv
sonnie I Scramble away

!

What is this at my feet? A lovely bird has
Hown from its hiding-place under the eaves of
a big stone. Bless us, here's a nest made of
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hair and fine straw ! It's the first I have ever

found, the first of the joys which the birds are

to bring me. And in this nest are six eggs,

laid prettily side by side; and those eggs are a

magnificent blue, as though steeped in a dye

of celestial azure. Overpowered with happi-

ness, I lie down on the grass and stare.

Meanwhile, the mother, with a little clap

of her gullet
—

'Tack! Tack!'—flies an-

xiously from stone to stone, not far from the

intruder. My age knows no pity, is still too

barbarous to understr.nd maternal anguish. A
plan is running in my head, a plan worthy of a

little beast of prey. I will come back in a

fortnight and collect the nestlings before they

can fly away. In the meantime, I will just take

one of those pretty blue eggs, only one, as a

trophy. Lest it should be crushed, I place the

fragile thing on a little moss in the scoop of

my hand. Let him cast a stone at me that has

not, in his childhood, known the rapture of

finding his first nest.

My delicate burden, which would be ruined

by a false step, makes me give up the re-

mainder of the climb. Some other day I shall

see the trees on the hill-top over which the

sun rises. I go down the slope again. At the

bottom, I meet the parish-priest's curate read-
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ing his breviary as he takes his walk. He sees
me coming solemnly along, like a reh-cbearer;
he catches sight of my hand hiding something
behind my back:
'What have you there, my boy?' he asks.
All abashed, I open my hand and show my

blue egg on its bed of moss.
•Ah r says his reverence. *A Saxicola's

egg I Where did you get it ?'

'Up there, father, under a stone.'
Question follows question; and my pecca-

dillo stands confessed. By chance I found a
nest which I was not looking for. There were
SIX eggs in it. I took one of them—here it is
—-and I am waiting for the rest to hatch. I
shall go back for the others when the young
birds have their quill-feathers.
Tou mustn't do that, my little friend,' re-

plies the priest. Tou mustn't rob the mother
ot her brood; you must respect the innocent
little ones; you must let God's birds grow up
and fly from the nest. They are the joy of the
fields and they clear the earth of its vermin
Be a good boy, now, and don't touch the
n^'st.

I promise and the curate continues his walk
1 come home with two good seeds cast on the
fallows of my childish brain. An author-
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itative word has taught me that spoiling birds'-

nests is a bad action. I did not quite under-

stand how the bird comes to our aid by de-

stroying vermin, the scourge of the crops; but

I felt, at the bottom of my heart, that it is

wrong to afflict the mothers.

'Saxicola,' the priest had said, on seeing

my find.

'Hullo!' said I to myself. 'Animals have
names, just like ourselves. Who named them?
What are all my different acquaintances in the

woods and meadows called ? What does Saxi-

cola mean?'

Years passed and Latin taught me that Sax-

icola means an inhabitant of the rocks. My
bird, in fact, was flying from one rocky point

to the other while I lay in ecstasy before its

eggs ; its house, its nest, had the rim of a large

stone for a roof. Further knowledge gleaned

from books taught me that the lover of stony

hill-sides is aLo called the Motteux, or Clod-

hopper,^ because, in the ploughing-season, she

flies from clod to clod, inspecting the furrows

rich in unearthed grubworms. Lastly, I came
upon the Provencal expression Cul-blanc,

*I do not know that the Saxicola is actually called a
Clodhopper in English. Her English names are Stone-
chat, Wheat-ear, Whin-chat, Fallow-chat, Fallow-finch
and White-tail, which last corresponds with the Cul-blanc
of the Provencal dialect.

—

Translator's Note.
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that would one day allow me to greet by theifreal names the thousand actors on the stLe ofhe fields, the thousand little flowers that fmile

r«e rd tr'"'t '^''^ ^°"^ '^"^h"curate liad spo, -n without attachine the least.mportance to it revealed a world fo me the

7h^l 1

P'""" """ ''"™'''» designated by

the tasf r-'""-,.
^° *^ f"'"^^ "•"« belongthe task of aeciphering some pages of the in,

"^T""T '

^"^ "^"^'y I "'" content my e7fw.th remembermg the Saxicola, or Stone-cha

..?U t 7"' '?'' ^'""8^ crumbles into anavalanche of garden-patches, in which plum"and apples npen. Low bulging walls,Cened w.th the stains of lichenfan^d mosses sut

of th. 1 "?• ^'l'
^'°°^ ™"^ "' Ae footof the slope. It can be cleared almost evervwhere at a bound. In the wider parts fl««ones standing out of the water servl as a

^°"-''"d8'=- There is no such thing as a wh rl

arTaw':.r^ °'
r''"' ^'''" '^e chUd en

DearZ'^^i K
1°"^^'" """"^ *"" ^nee-deep.Uear httle brook, so tranquil, cool and clear, Ihave seen majestic rivers since, I have se^n
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the boundless sea ; but nothing in my memories

equals your modest falls. About you clings

a'l the hallowed pleasure of my first impres-

sions.

A miller has bethought him of putting the

brook, which used to flow so gaily through the

fields, to work. Half-way up the slope, a

water-course, economizing the gradient, diverts

part of the water and conducts it into a large

reservoir, which supplies the mill-wheels with

motor power. This basin stands beside a fre-

quented path and is walled off at the end.

One day, hoisting myself on a play-fellow's

shoulders, I looked over the melancholy wall,

all bearded with ferns. I saw bottomless stag-

nant waters, covered with slimy green. In the

gaps in the sticky carpet, a sort of dumpy,

black-and-yellow reptile was lazily swimming.

To-day, I should call it a Salamander; at that

time, it appeared to me the offspring of the

Serpent and the Dragon, of whom we were

told such blood-curdling tales when we sat up

at night. Hoo! I've seen enough: let's get

down again, quick

!

The brook runs below. Alders and ash,

bending forward on either bank, mingle their

branches and form a verdant arch. At theii

feet, behind a porch of great twisted roots, arc
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watery caverns prolonged by gloomy corri-
dors. On the threshold of these fastnesses
shimmers a ghnt of sunshine, cut into ovals by
the leafy sieve above.

This is the haunt of the red-necktied Min-
nows. Come along very gently, lie flat on the
ground and look. What pretty little fish they
are, with their scarlet throats! Clustering
side by side, with their heads turned against
the stream, they puff their cheeks out and in.
rinsing their mouths incessantly. To keep
their stationary position in the running water,
they need naught but a slight quiver of their
tail and of the fin on their back. A leaf falls
from the tree. Whoosh I The whole troop
nas disappeared.

On the other side of the brook is a spinney
of beeches, with smooth, straight trunks, like
pillars. In their majestic, shady branches sit
chattering Crows, drawing from their wings
old feathers replaced by new. The ground is
padded with moss. At one's first step on the
downy carpet, the eye is caught by a mush-
room, not yet full-spread and looking like an
egg dropped there by some vagrant Hen It
[s the first that I have picked, the first that
have I turned round and round in my fingers,
enquiring into its structure with that vague
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curiosity which is the first awakening of ob-

servation.

Soon, I find others, differinp; in size, shape

and colour. It is a real treat for my prentice

eyes. Some arc fashioned like bells, like ex-

tinguishers, like cups; some are drawn out

into spindles, hollowed into funnels, rounded

into hemispheres. I come upon some that are

broken and are weeping milky tears; I step

on some that, instantly, become tinged with

blue; I see some big ones that are crumbling

into rot and swarming with worms. Others,

shaped like pears, are dry and open at the

top with a round hole, a sort of chimney

whence a whiff of smoke escapes when I prod
their under side with my finger. These are

the most curious. I fill my pockets with them
to make them smoke at my leisure, until I ex-

haust the contents, which are at last reduced

to a kind of tinder.

What fun I
' ad in that delightful spinney!

I returned to it many a time after my first

find; and here, in the company of the Crows,
I received my first lessons in mushroom-lore.

My harvests, I need hardly say, were not ad-

mitted to the house. The mushroom, or the

houturel, as we called it, had a bad reputation

for poisoning people. That was enough to
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make mother banish it from the family.ta«,Ie.
I could scarcely understand how the bnuturcl
so attractive in appearance, came to be so
wicked; however, I accepted the experience ofmy elders; and no disaster ever ensued frommy rash friendship with the poisoner.
As my visits to the beech-clump were re-

Peated, I managed to divide my finds into
three categories. In the first, which was the
most numerous, the mushroom was furnished
underneath with little radiating leaves. In the
second, the lower surface was lined with a
thick pad pricked with hardly visible holes.
In the third, it bristled with tiny spots similar
to the papilla on a Cat's tongue. The need of
some order to assist the memory made me in-
vent a classification for myself

Very much later there fell into my hands
certain small books from which I learnt thatmy three categories were well-known; they
even had Latin names, which fact was far
from displeasing to me. Ennobled by Latin
which provided me with my first exercises and
translations, glorified by the ancient language
which the rector used in saying his mass, the
mushroom rose in my esteem. To deserve so
learned an appellation, it must possess a genu-
ine importance.
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The same books told me the name of the

one that had amused me so much with its

smoking chimney. It is called the puff-ball in

English, but its French name is the vesse-de*

hup. I disliked the expression, which to my
mind smacked of bad company. Next to it

was a more decent denomination : Lycoperdon;

but this was only so in appearance, for Greek

roots sooner or later taught me that Lycoper-

don} means vesse-de-loup and nothing else.

The history of plants abounds in terms which

it is not always desirable to translate. Be-

queathed to us by earlier ages less reticent than

ours, botany has often retained the brutal

frankness of words that set propriety at de-

fiance.

How far-off are those blessed times when
my childish curiosity sought solitary exercise

in making itself acquainted with the mush-

room ! ^Eheuf Fugaces labuntur anni!'

said Horace. Ah, yes, the years glide fleeting

by, especially when they are nearing their

end ! They were the merry brook that dallies

among the willows on imperceptible slopes;

to-day, they are the torrent swirling a thou-

'It was so called by Joseph Pitton de Tournefort
(1656-1708), the French botanist, with the object of im-
proving upon the old Latin name, Crepitus lupi, by mak-
ing it less generally intelligible.

—

Translator's Note,
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sand straws along, as it rushes towards the
abyss. Fleetmg though they be, let us make
the most of them. At nightfall, the wood-
cutter hastens to bind his last fagots. Even so,
in my declmmg days, I, a humble woodcutter
in the forest of science, make haste to put my
bundle of sticks in order. What will remain
ot my researches on the subject of instinct?
Not much, apparently; at most, one or twowmdows opened on a world that has not yet
been explored with all the attention which it
deserves.

A worse destiny awaits the mushrooms,
which were my botanical joys from my earliest
youth. I have never ceased to keep up mv ac-
quaintance with them. To this day, for the
mere pleasure of renewing it, I go, with a halt-
ing step to visit them on fine autumn after-
noons. I still love to see the fat heads of the
boleti, the tops of the agarics and the coral-

llrJ.- u
.'^^\^^^y^^'^ ^"^erge above the

carpet pink with heather.
At Serignan, my last stage, they have lav-

islied their seductions upon me, so plentiful are
they on the neighbouring hills, wooded with
holm-oak, arbutus and rosemary. During
these latter years, their wealth inspired me
with an insane plan

: that of collecting in effigy
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what I was unable to keep in its natural state

in an herbarium. I began to paint life-size

pictures of all the species in my neighbour-

hood, from the largest to the smallest. 1

know nothing of the art of painting in water-

colours. No matter: what I have never seen

practised I will invent, managing badly at

first, then a little better, at last well. The
paint-brush will make a change from the strain

of my daily output of prose.

I end by possessing some hundreds of sheet,

representing the mushrooms of the neighbour-

hood in their natural size and colours. My
collection has a certain value. If it lacks ar-

tistic finish, at least it boasts the merit of ac-

curacy. It brings me visitors on Sundays,
country-people, who stare at it in all sim-

plicity, astounded that such fine pictures should
be done by hand, without a copy and -vithout

compasses. They at once recognize the mush-
room represented; they tell me its popular
name, thus proving the fidelity of my brush.

Well, what will become of this great pile

of drawings, the object of so much work?
No doubt, my family will keep the relic for a

time ; but, sooner or later, taking up too much
space, shifted from cupboard to cupboard,
from attic to attic, gnawed by the rats, foxed,
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otlmelftr'"^'' "'i^
^^" '"^° ^^^ ^^"ds

.WnT grand-nephew, who will cut it

versal rule What our illusions have mostfondly chenshed comes to a pitiful end underthe claws of ruthless reality
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CHAPTER XVIII

INSECTS AND MUSHROOMS

IT were out of place to recall my long rela-

tions with the boletus and the agaric if the

insect did not here enter into a question of

grave interest. Several mushrooms are edible,

some even enjoy a great reputation ; others are

formidable poisons. Short of botanical studies

that are not within everybody's reach, how are

we to distinguish the harmless from thevenom-

ous? There is a widespread belief which

says that any mushroom which insects, or,

more frequently, their larvae, their grubs, ac-

cept can be accepted without fear; any mush-

room which they refuse must be refused.

What is wholesome food for them cannot fail

to be the same for us; what is poisonous to

them is bound to be equally baneful to our-

selves. This is how people argue, with ap-

parent logic, but without reflecting upon the

very different capabilities of stomachs in the

matter of diet. After all, may there not be

some justification for the belief? That is what
I purpose examining.
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The insect especially in the larval stage, isthe pnncipaJ devourer of the mushroom. Wemust distinguish between two groups of con-

T'u- J^^ .^"^ '•^^^^y ^«^' ^hat is to say,
they break their food into little bits, chew itand reduce it to a mouthful which is swallowed
just as It is; the second drink, after first turn-
ing thnr food into a broth, like the Blue-bot-
ties. The first are the less numerous. Con.
fining myself to the results of my observationsm the neighbourhood, I count, all told, in the
group of c;. -wers, four Beetles and a Moth-
caterpillar. To these may be added the Mol-
lusc, as represented by a Slug, or, more spe-
cifically, an Anon, of medium size, brown
and adorned with a red edge to his mantle. A
modest corporation, when all is said, but active
and enterprising, especially the Moth
At the head of the mushroom-loving

Beetles, I will place a Staphylinid (Oxyporus
rufus UN.), prettily garbed in red, blue and

J^^tlu ^"".f^^/'
^'^h his larva, which walks

with the aid of a crutch at its back, he haunts
the fungus of the poplar (Phoiiota agerita
FRIES). He speciahzes in an exclusive diet
1 often come across him, both in spring and
autumn, and never any elsewhere than on this
mushroom. For that matter, he had made a
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wise choice, the epicure ! This popular fungi

is one of our best mushrooms, despite i

colour of a doubtful white, its skin which

often wrinkled and its gills soiled with rust

brown at the spores. We must not judge pei

pie by appearances, nor mushrooms eithe

This one, magnificent in shape and colour,

poisonous; that other, so poor to look at,

excellent.

Here are two more specialist Beetles, hot

of small size. One is the Triplax (
Triple

russica, LIN.), who has an orange head ar

corselet and back wing-cases. His gri

tackles the hispid polyporus {Polyporus h\

pidus, BULL.), a coarse and substantial dis!

bristling at its top with stiff hairs and clingir

by its side to the old trunks of mulberry-tree

sometimes also of walnut- and elm-trees. Tl

other is the cinnamon-coloured Anisoton

(Anisotoma cinnamotnea, panz.) . His Ian

lives exclusively in truffles.

The most interesting of the mushroom-ea

ing Beetles is the Bolboceras {Bolboceras gi

licus, MUL.). I have described elsewhere' t

manner of living, his little song that soum

like the chirping of a bird, his perpendicul

*In an essay not yet published in English.—rra«j/fl/o

Note.
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wells sunk in search of an underground mush-
room {Hydnocystis orenaria, tul.), which
constitutes his regular nourishment. He is
also an ardent lover of truffles. I have taken
from between his legs, at the bottom of his
manor-house a real truffle the size of a hazel-
nut

( Tuber Reqmenii, tul.) . I tried to rear

ar^K'"!""!. '^ T"''"
'^^ acquaintance of his

filled with fresh sand and enclosed in a bell-

tnXc /°'"'?'"g "^'ther hydnocistes nor
truffles, I served him up sundry mushrooms of
a rather firm consistency, like those of his
choice. He refused them all, helvells and cla-

^^Vxr
.^^^"^^^^^^" and peziza alike,

no. .
aj-hjzopogon, a sort of little fungoid

potato, whicn ,s frequent in pine-woods at a
moderate depth and sometimes even on the
surtace, 1 achieved complete success. I had
strewn a handful of them on the sand of my
breeding-pan. At nightfall, I often surprised
the Bolboceras issuing from his well, explor-

Inn v' f'
u-^ °^ ''"^' '^°°^'"g ^ P'^ce not

towards his abode. He would go in again,
leaving the rhizopogon, which was too large totake mside, on the threshold, where it served
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the purpose of a door. Next day, I found the

piece gnawed, but only on the under side.

The Bolboceras does not like eating In pub-

lic, in the open air; he needs the discreet re-

tirement of his crypt. When he fails to find

his food by burrowing under ground, he comes

up to look for it on the surface. Meeting with

a morsel to his taste, he takes it home when its

size permits; if not, he leaves it on the thresh-

old of his burrow and gnaws at it from be-

low, without reappearing outside. Up to the

present, hydnocistes, truffles and rhizopoga are

the only food that I have known him to eat.

These three instances tell us at any rate that

the Bolboceras is not a special''^*- like the Oxy-
porus and the Triplax; he i iC to vary his

diet
; perhaps he feeds on all the underground

mushrooms indiscriminately.

The Moth enlarges her domain yet further.

Her Caterpillar is a grub five or six millimetres

long,^ white, with a black shiny head. Col-

onies of It abound in most mushrooms. It at-

tacks by preference the top of the stem, for epi-

curean reasons that escape me; thence it

spreads throughout the cap. It is the habitual

boarder of the boleti, agarics, lactarii and rus-

sulae. Apart from certain species and certain

'About one-fifth of an inch.

—

Translator's Note.
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groups, everything suits it. This puny grub,
which will spin itself an infinitesimal cocoon of
white silk under the piece attacked and will
later become an insignificant Moth, is the
primordial ravager.

Let us next mention the Arion, that vo.
racious Mollusc who also tackles most mush-
rooms of some size. He digs himself spacious
niches inside them and there sits blissfi lly eat-
ing. Few in numbers, compared with t e other
devourers, he usually sets up house ah le. He
has, by way of a set of jaws, a powe ful plane
which creates great breaches in the object of
his depredations. It is he whose havoc is most
apparent.

Now all these gnawers can be recognized by
their leavings, such as crumbs and worm-holes.
They dig clean passages, they slash and
crumble without a slimy trail, they are the
pinkers. The others, the liquefiers, are the
chemists; they dissolve their food by means
of reagents. All are the grubs of Flies and
belong to the commonalty of the Muscidae.
Many are their species. To distinguish them
from one another by rearing them in order to
obtain the perfect stage would involve a great
expenditu re of time to little profit. We will
describe tiiem by the general name of maggots.
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To see them at work, I select, as the field
of exploitation, the Satanic boletus {Boletus
Satanas, lenz.) , one of the largest mushrooms
that I can gather in my neighbourhood. It
has a dirty-white cap ; the mouths of the tubes
arc a bright orange-red; the stem swells into
a bulb with a delicate net-work of carmine
veins. I divide a perfectly sound specimen
into equal parts and place these in two deep
plates, put side by side. One of the halves is

left as it is : it will act as a control, a term of
comparison. The other half receives on the
pores of its under-surface a couple of dozen
maggots taken from a second boletus in full
process of decomposition.

The dissolving action of the grub asserts
itself on the very day whereon these prepara-
tions are made. The under-surface, originally
a bright red, turns brown and runs in every
direction into a mass of dark stalactites. Soon,
the flesh of the cap is attacked and, in a few
days, becomes a gruel similar to liquid asphalt.
It is almost as fluid as water. In this broth the
maggots wallow, wriggling their bodies and,
from time to time, sticking the breathing holes
in their sterns above the water. It is an exact
repetition of what the liquefiers of meat, the
grubs of the Grey Flesh-fly and the Bluebottle,
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have lately shown us. As for the second halfof the Boletus, the half which I did not colomze w„h vermin, it ren.nins compact thesame as .t was at the start, except that its

Th'/S '?. '"t
'^".'""'' ^y evaporation

1 he fluidity, therefore, is really and truly thework of the grubs and of them alone.
Does this liquefaction imply an easy

„ h^'
' ^r, *?"''' "''"I' »" « first, on see^

of^he L''h"'''l,"
" P"'"™"' ^y ">« action

the .nr-'-,'^r°"'' """'" mushrooms,

nto X'"t ''97fy,»Pont'neously and turnmto a black fluid One of them bears the ex-
pressive name of the inky mushroom (Copri.ms alramemarius, bull.), and dissolves intonk of Its own accord. The conversion, in cer-
tain cases, IS sin ilarly rapid. One day, Iwas drawing one 1 1 our prettiest coprini

( Cop.rtnusmrqmUnus, fries), which comes out ofa little purse or volva. My work was barely

frT^h
' ^T" °'

t°"" ''^'" g'Aering the
tresh mushroom, when the model had disap-

fhe Mb'l
'"""8 "°"'i"g but a pool of ink upon

the table. Had I procrastinated ever so little,

in M u
"°, ''"' '"'' ''"'e '" fi"i»h and Ishmild have lost a rare and interesting find.

Xhis does not mean that the other mush-
rooms, especially the boleti, are of ephemeral
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duration and lacking iri consistency. I made
the attempt with the edible boletus {Boletus

edulis, BULL.), the famous cepe of our

kitchens, so highly esteemed for its flavour.

I was wondering whether it would not be pos-

sible to obtain from it a sort of Liebig's ex-

tract of fungus, which would be useful in cook-

ing. With this purpose, I had some of these

mushrooms cut into small pieces and boiled,

on the one hand, in plain water and, on the

other, in water with bicarbonate of soda

added. The treatment lasted two whole days.

The flesh of the boletus was indomitable. To
attack it, I should have had to employ violent

drugs, which were inadmissible in view of the

result to be attained.

What prolonged boiling and the aid of bi<

carbonate of soda leave almost intact the Fly*s

grubs quickly turn into fluid, even as the Flesh-

worms fluidify hard-boiled white of egg. This
is done in each instance without violence, prob-

ably by means of a special pepsin, which is not

the same in both cases. The liquefier of meat
has its own brand ; the liquefier of the boletus

has another sort. The plate, then, is filled

with a dark, running gruel, not unlike tar in

appearance. If we allow evaporation free

course, the broth sets into a hard, easily
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crumbled slab, something like toffee. Caught

capable of freeing themselves. Analytical
chemistry has proved fatal to them. The con-
d.tions are quite different when the attack isdc ivered on the surface of the ground. Grad-
ually absorbed by the soil, the excess of liquid
disappears, eaving the colonists free. In my
dishes, It collects indefinitely, killing the inhabi-
tants when it dries up into a solid layer.

FRIES), when subjected to the action of the
maggots, gives the same result as the Satanic
boletus, namely, a black gruel. Note that both
mushrooms turn blue if broken and especially
If crushed. With the edible boletus,^hosc
«esh invariably remains white when cut, the
product or Its liquefaction by the vermin is avery pale brown. With the oronge, or im-
penal mushroom, the result is a broth which
the eye would take for a thin apricot-jam.
Tests made with sundry other mushrooms con-
firm the rule: all, when attacked by the mag-H "'" 'T ' "^^'^ °' ^"« ^"'^ "^"s, which
varies in colour.

Why do the two boleti with the red tubes
the purple boletus and the Satanic boletus,'
change into a dark gruel? I have an inkling
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of the reason. Both of them turn blue, with

an admixture of green. A third species, the

bluish boletus {Boletus cyanescens, bull.,

var. lacteus, leveille), possess remarkable

colour- sensitiveness. Bruise it ever so lightly,

no matter where, on the cap, the stem, the

•ubes of the under-surface : forthwith, the

wounded part, originally a pure white, is

tinted a beautiful blue. Place this boletus in

an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas. We can

now kn -^k it, crush it, reduce it to pulp; and
the blue no longer shows. But extract a frag-

ment from the crushed mass : immediately, at

the first contact with the air, the matter turns

a most glorious blue. It reminds us of a pro-

cess employed in dyeing. The indigo of com-
merce, steeped in water containing lime and
sulphate of iron, or copperas, is deprived of a

part of its oxygen ; it loses its colour and be-

comes soluble in water, as it was in the original

indigo-plant, before the treatment which the

plant underwent. A colourless liquid results.

Expose a drop of this liquid to the air.

Straightway, oxidization vvorks upon the pro-

duct: the indigo is reformed, insoluble and
blue.

This is exactly what we see in the boleti that

turn blue so readily. Could they, in fact, con-
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tain soluble, colourless indigo? One would
say so, if certain properties did no., r/ive
grounds for doubt. When subject.d to pro-
longed exposure to the air, the bole i vhat are
apt to turn blue, particularly the most remark-
able. Boletus cyanescens, lose their colour, in-
stead of retaining the deep blue which would
be a sign of real indigo. Be this as it may,
these mushrooms contain a colouring-prin-
ciple which is very liable to change under the
mfluence of the air. Why should we not re-
gard It as the cause of the black tint when the
maggots have liquefied the boleti which turn
blue ? The others, those with the white flesh,
the edible boletus, for instance, do not assume
this asphalty appearance once they are lique-
fied by the grubs.

All the boleti that change to blue when
broken have a bad reputation; the books treat
them as dangerous, or at least open to sus-
picion. The name of Satanic awarded to one
of them is an ample proof of our fears. The
caterpillar and the maggot are of another
opinion

:
they greedily devour what we hold in

dread. Now here is a strange thing: those
passionate devotees of Boletus Satanas abso-
lutely refuse certain mushrooms which we find
delightful eating, including the most cele-
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brated of all, the oronge, the imperial mush-

room, which the Romans of the empire, past-

masters in gluttony, called the food of the

gods, c'tbus deorum, the agaric of the Caesars,

Agaricus casareus. It is the most elegant of

all our mushrooms. When it prepares to make
its appearance by lifting the fissured earth,

it is a handsome ovoid formed by the outer

wrapper, the volva. Then this ; urse gently

tears and the jagged opening partly reveals a

globular object of a magnificent orange. Take
a hen's egg, boil it, remove the shell: what
remains will be the imperial mushroom in its

purse. Remove a part of the white at the top,

uncovering a little of the yolk. Then you

have the nascent imperial. The likeness is

perfect. And so the people of my part, struck

by the resemblance, call this mushroom lou

rousset d* ion, or, in other words, yolk-of-egg.

Soon, the cap emerges entirely and spreads

into a disk softer than satin to the touch and
richer to the eye than all the fruit of the Hes-

perides. Appearing amid the pink heather,

it is an entrancing object.

Well, this gorgeous agaric (Amanita
casarea, scop. ) , this food of the gods the mag-

got absolutely refuses. My frequent exam-

inations have never shown me an imperial at-
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tacked by the grubs in the field. It needs im-
prisonment in a jar and the absence of other
victuals tc provoke the attempt; and even then
the treacle hardly seems to suit them. After
the liquefaction, the grubs try to make off,
showing that the fare is not to their liking.
1 he Mollusc also, the Arion, is anything but
an ardent consumer. Passing close to an im-
penal mushroom and finding nothing better,
he stops and takes a bite, without lingering If
therefore, we required the evidence of the in'
sect, or even of the Slug, to know which mush-
rooms are good to eat, we should refuse the
best of them all. Though respected by the
vermin, the glorious imperial is nevertheless
ruined not by larvs, but by a parasitic fungus,
thcMycogone rosea, which spreads in a purply
stain and turns it into a putrid mass. This is
the only despoiler that I know it to possessA second amanita, the sheathed amanita
^Amanita vaginata, bull.), prettily streaked
on the edges of the cap, is of an exquisite
•flavour almost equal to the imperial. It is
called /o« pichot gris, the greyling, in these
parts, because of its colouring, which is usually
an ashen grey. Neither the maggot nor the
even more enterprising Moth ever touches it.
Ihey likewise refuse the mottled amanita
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(Amanita pantherina, d. c), the vernal
amanita {Amanita verna, fries) and the

lemon-yellow amanita (Amanita citrina,

SCHAEFF.), all three of which are poisonous.

In short, whether it be to us a delicious dish

or a deadly poison, no amanita is accepted by
the grubs. The Arion alone sometimes bites

at it. The cause of the refusal escapes us. It

were vain, speaking of the mottled amanita,

for instance, to allege as a reason the presence

of an alkaloid fatal to the grubs, for we should
have to ask ourselves why the imperial, the

amanita of the Caesars, which is wholly free

from poison, is rejected no less uncompromis-
ingly than the venomous species. Could it per-

haps be lack of relish, a deficiency of season-

ing for stimulating the appetite? In point of
fact, when eaten raw, the amanitae have no
particular flavour.

What shall we learn from the sharper-fla-

voured mushrooms ? Here, in the pinewoods,
is the woolly milk-mushroom (Lactarius tor-

minosus, schaeff.), turned in at the edges
and wrapped in a curly fleece. Its taste is bi-

ting, worse than Cayenne pepper. Torminosus
means colic-producing. The name is very
suitable. Unless he possessed a stomach built

for the purpose, the man who touched such
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food as this would have a singularly bad time
before him. Well, that stomach the vermin
possess: they revel in the pungency of the
woolly milk-mushroom even as the Spurge-
caterpillar browses with delight on the loath-some leaves of the euphorbia. As for us. wemight as well, in either case, eat live coals.

Is a condiment of this kind necessary to thegrubs? Not at all. Here, in the same pine!

7/ f'
' J)'

"d^^'^'-^^" milk-mushroom
( A«./«n«5 deltcwsus, lin.)

, a glorious orange-
rtd crater, adorned with concentric zones. If
bruised, it assumes a verdigris hue, possibly
a variant of the indigo tint peculiar to the blue-
turning boleti.. From its flesh laid bare by

n!, / i" ?' '"^ °^^^ blood-red drops, a
well-defined characteristic peculiar to this
milk-mushroom. Here the violent spices of
the woolly milk-mushroom disappear; the
flesh has a pleasant taste when eaten raw No
matter: the vermin devour the mild milk-
mushroom with the same zest with which they
devour the horribly peppered one. To them
the delicate and the strong, the insipid and the
peppery are all alike.

The epithet 'delicious' applied to the mush-room whose wound weeps tears of blood is
highly exaggerated. It is edible, no doubt
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but it is coarse eating and difficult to diges
My household refuses it for cooking purpose
We prefer to put it to soak in vinegar an
afterwards to use it as we might use pickle
gherkins. The real value of this mushroom

i

largely overrated thanks to a too-laudator
epithet.

Is a certain degree of consistency required
to suit the grubs : something midway betwee
the softness of the amanitae and the firmnes
of the milk-mushrooms? Let us begin by ques
tioning the olive-tree agaric or luminous mush
room {Ple'urotus phosphoreiis, batt.), a mag
nificent mushroom coloured jujube-red. It

popular name is not particularly appropriate
True, it frequently grows at the base of olc

olive-trees, but I also pick it at the foot of th(

box, the holm-oak, the plum-tree, the cypress
the almond-tree, the Guelder-rose and othei
trees and shrubs. It seems fairly indifferent tc

the nature of the support. A more remarkable
feature distinguishes it from all the other
European mushrooms: it is phosphorescent
On the lower surface and there only, it sheds a

soft, white gleam, similar to that of the Glow-
worm. It lights up to celebrate its nuptials
and the emission of its spores. There is no
question of chemist's phosphorus here. This
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is a slow combustion, a sort of more active
respiration than usual. The luminous emis-sion ,s extmgu,shed in the unbreathable gases,
nitrogen and carbonic acid; it continues in

air by boihng. It ,s exceedingly faint, how-
ever, so much so that it is not perceptible ex-
cept in the deepest darkness. At night andeven by day, ,f the eyes have been prepared

a «ILrM"" ""!" •'y ^''" '" *^ <*"''"«' of
a ce lar, this agaric is a wonderful sight look-
.ng indeed like a piece of the full moonNow what do the vermin do? Are thevdrawn by this beacon ? In no wise : maggots
Caterpillars and Slugs never touch the re-
splendent mushroom. Let us not be too quick
to explain this refusal --y the noxious proper-

evLl ^ "^"^''^ ^^"'"' ''^'"^ '" »»id to beextremely poisonous. Here, in fact, on thepebbly groundof the wastelands, is the eryngoaganc (Pleuroius erp,gii, a c), which hasthe same consistency as the other. It is theber^oulo of the Provenfaux, one of the mos
highly-esteemed mushrooms. Well, the ver-min will have none of it: what is a treat to us
IS detestable to them.

.

It is superfluous to continue this method of
investigation: the reply would be everywhere
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the same. The insect, which feeds on one

sort of mushroom and refuses others, cannot

tell us anything about the kinds that are good
or bad for us. Its stomach is not ours. It

pronounces excellent hat we find poisonous;

it pronounces poisonous what we think excel-

lent. That being so, when we are lacking in

the botanical knowledge which most of us have

neither time nor inclination to acquire, what
course are we to take? The course is ex-

tremely simple.

During the thirty years and more that I

have lived at Serignan, I have never heard of

one case of mushroom-poisoning, even the

mildest, in the village; and yet there are plenty

of mushrooms eaten here, especially in autumn.

Not a family.but, when on a walk in the mount-

ains, gathers a precious addition to its modest

alimentary resources. What do these people

gather? A little of everything. Often, when
rambling in the neighbouring woods, I inspect

the baskets of the mushroom-pickers, who are

delighted for me to look. I see things fit to

make mycological experts stand aghast. I

often find the purple boletus, which is classed

among the dangerous varieties. I made the

remark one day. The man carrying the basket

stared at me in astonishment

:
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•WhT • ^ •;' ?'rP ''°'«"» ""h his hand.

ZtZ'otl'
"'^"«'—, sir, regular

awIt'JlTh'!''
" '"y.^PP^'hensioPs and wentaway with a poor opinion of my Knowledge inthe matter of mushrooms.

^
aJri/'','%'"'''«"

'^°''"='''''
^ fi"'' 'he ringed

stigmatized as i«W^ ir«^«fl/,„ by Persoon '

an expert on the subject. It is even the mush-room most frequently made use of, because ofIts being so plentiful, especially at the foot othe mulberry-trees. I find the Satanic boletushat dangerous tempter: the belted milk-mush:room (Uclanus zomrius, bull.), whoseburning flavour rivals the pepper of it wooHyknsman: the smooth-headed amanita (Zlmla lewcophala, a c), a magnificent wWtedome rismg out of an ample volva and fr ng dat the edges with floury relics resembling flakesof casein. Its poisonous smell and soapy a fter!
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taste should lead to suspicion of this ivory
dome; but nobody seems to mind them.
How, with such careless picking, are acci-

dents avoided? In my village and for a long
way around, the rule is to blanch the mush-
rooms, that is to say, to bring them to the boil

in water with a little salt in it. A few rinsings

in cold water conclude the treatment. They
are then prepared in whatever manner one
pleases. In this way, what might at first be
dangerous becomes harmless, because the pre-
liminary boiling and rinsing have removed the
noxious elements.

My personal experience cor'!irms the effi-

cacy of this rustic method. At home, we
very often make use of the ringed agaric,
which is reputed extremely dangerous. When
rendered wholesome by the ordeal of boiling
water, it becomes a dish of which I have
naught but good to say. Then again the
smooth-headed amanita frequently appears
upon my table, after being duly boiled: if it

were not first treated in this fashion, it would
be hardly safe. I have tried the blue-turning
boleti, especially the purple boletus and the
Satanic. They answered very well to the eulo-
gistic term of beef-marrow applied to them by
the mushroom-picker who scouted my prudent
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Z",?!!?- ' •"' sometime, employed diemottled amamta, so ill-famed in the book,w.thout disastrous result. One of my friend
'

about th''°K"r*'"'
'"—'catecT'my det;about the bo.mg.water treatment, thoughtthat he would make the experiment on

the mottled variety, and ate it at supnerE.orythmg went off without the slightesHn

ZpaTvT- ^"°'''l'
=• "'"" f-nd,t:vho,"e"

the Rail
""' ''"^ *° *""= ">^ Cossus ofthe Roman epicures, treated himself to theohve-tree agaric, said to be so formidable The

ItTJ'uT """'f'"*'
"' '"=-' hornless

It resu ts from these facts that a eood oreliminary boiling is the best saf^l.S ?
arriH.n.. 7 'eguard againstace dents arising from mushrooms. If the insect, devouring one species and refusinTan
other, cannot guide us in any way, ?^leasrustic wisdom, the fruit of long experience
prescribes a rule of conduct which"^ s both

basketful of mushrooms, but you do not feelvery sure as to their good or evil propert esThen have them blanched, well and S.".'roughly blanched. When it leaves the purga-
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tory of the stcwpan, the doubtful mushroor
can be eaten without fear.

But this, you will tell me, is a system o
cookery fit for savages: the treatment witi
boiling water will reduce the mushrooms to i

mash; it will take away all their flavour an<
all their succulence. That is a complete mis
take. The mushroom stands the ordeal ex
ceedingly well. I have described my failure t(

subdue the cepes when I was trying to obtair
an extract from them. Prolonged boiling
with the aid of bicarbonate of soda, so fai

from reducing them to a mess, le.*^t them ver)
nearly intact. The other musttrooms whose
size entitles them to culinary consideratior
offer the same degree of resistance. In the
second place, there is no loss of succulence and
hardly any of flavour. Moreover, they be-
CO. - much more digestible, which is a most
ih.. jrtant condition in a dish generally sc
heavy for the stomach. For this reason, it is

the custom, in my family, to treat them one
and all with boiling water, including even the
glorious imperial.

I am a Philistine, it is true, a barbarian car-
ing little for the refinements of cookery. I am
not thinking of the epicure, but of the frugal
man, the husbandman especially. I should
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consider myself amply repaid for my persistent
observations if I succeeded in popularizinThoweve. I„tle, the wise Provencal recipe fo;

tat«?ih "^' '™'" "•' '''»'' "f I-""' or po-tatoes, when we can overcome the difficulty of
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CHAPTER XIX

A MEMORABLE LESSON

T TAKE leave of the mushrooms with re-

•* gret : there would be so many other quest-

ions to solve concerning theml Why do the

maggots eat the Satanic boletus and scorn the

imperial mushroom? How is it that they find

delicious what we find poisonous and why is it

that what seems exquisite to our taste is loath-

some to theirs? Can there be special com-
pounds in mushrooms, alkaloids, apparently,

which vary according to the botanical genus?
Would it be possible to isolate them and study
their properties fully? Who knows whether
medical science could not employ them in re-

lieving our ailments, even as it employs
quinine, morphia and other alkaloids? One
might enquire into the cause of the liquefac-
tion of the coprini, which is spontaneous, and
that of the boleti, which is brought about by
the maggots. Do both cases come within the
same category? Does the coprinus digest
itself by virtue of a pepsin similar to the mag-
gots' ? One would like to discover the oxidi-
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zable substance that gives the luminous mush-

beams of the fu 1 moon. It would be inter-
esting to know whether certain boletitum blueowing to the presence of an indigo which is

Tl "^
u

'° '^'"S' ^^^'" ^ye^s' indigo andwhether the green of the so-called dflicious
milk-mushroom when bruised is due to a like
cause.

All these patient chemical investigations
wpuld tempt me, if the rudimentary equ^en
cable flight of age-worn hopes permitted it.

time wL ' P' M^ ^°' '' "°^' '^''^ ''s notime left to me. No matter : let us talk chem-
istry once more, for a little while; and, forwant of something better, let us revive old
memories. If the historian, now and again.

tht'reL?'"-? I'.' ll
'^' ^^°^ °^ h'^ -"^^Isthe reader will kindly excuse him: old age is

kter'da^
^^"'•">«^ences, the bloom of

I have received, in all, two lessons of a sci-
entific character in the course of my life: one

first to tT^
"^ 7' '" '^'""'''^y' I °^« the

ftrst to the learned naturalist Moquin-Tandon
who, on our return from a botanizing expe
dition to Monte Renoso, in Corsica, fhowed
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me the structure of a Snail in a plate filled

with water. It was short and fruitful. From
that moment, I was initiated. Henceforth, I

was to wield the scalpel and decently to ex-

plore an animal's interior without any other

guidance from a master. The second lesson,

that of chemistry, was less fortunate. I will

tell you what happened.
In my normal school, the scientific teaching

was on an exceedingly modest scale, consisting

mainly of arithmetic and odds and ends of

geometry. Physics was hardly touched. We
were taught a little meteorology, in a summary
fashion : a word or two about a red moon, a

white frost, dew, snow and wind; and, with
this smattering of rustic physics, we were con-

sidered to know enough of the subject to dis-

cuss the weather with the farmer and the

ploughman.

Of natural history, absolutely nothing. No
one thought of telling us anything about flow-

ers and trees, which give such zest to one's

aimless rambles, nor about insects, with their

curious habits, nor about stones, so instructive

with their fossil records. That entrancing
glance through the windows of the world was
refused us. Grammar was allowed to strangle
life.

^
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Chemistry was never mentioned either : that
goes without saying. I knew the word, how-
ever My casual reading, only half-under-

hA. u
"^^"^ °^ P'^^^'^^^ demonstration,

with r/\' T '^' '^'"^'''^y •« ^^"^^n^ed

tmg the various elements. But what a strange
idea I formed of this branch of study! Tome It smacked of sorcery, of alchemy and its
search for the philosopher's stone. To mymind ever)' chemist, when at work, shouldhave had a magic wand in his hand and thewizard s pointed, star-studded cap on his head.

. ^" important personage who sometimes
visited the school, in his capacity as an hTorary lecturer, was not the man to rid me of
those foolish notions. He taught physics and
chemistry at the grammar-school Twice aweek from eight to nine o'clock in the even-

building adjacent to our school-house. Thiswas the former Church of Saint-Martia
which has to-day become a Protestant meet-
ing-nouse.

It was a wizard's cave certainly, just as Ihad pictured it. At the top of the steeple arusty weathercock creaked mournfully; in thedusk, great Bats flew all around the edifice or
4^
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dived down the throats of the gargoyles; at

night, Owls hooted upon the copings of the

leads. It was inside, under the immensities of

the vault, that my chemist used to perform.

What infernal mixtures did he compound?
Should I ever know ?

It is the day for his visit. He comes to see

us with no pointed cap: in ordinary garb, in

fact, with nothing very queer about him. He
bursts into our schoolroom like a hurricane.

His red face is half-buried in the enormous
stiff collar that digs into his ears. A few
wisps of red hair adorn his temples; the top of

his head shines like an old ivory ball. In a

dictatorial voice and with wooden gestures, he
questions two or three of the boys; after a

moment's bullying, he turns on his heel and
goes off in a whirlwind as he came. No, this

is not the man, a capital fellow at heart, to in-

spire me with a pleasant idea of the things

which he teaches.

Two windows of his laboratory look out
upon the garden of the school. One can just

lean on them; and I often come and peep in,

trying to make out, in my poor brain, what
chemistry can really be. Unfortunately, the

room into which my eyes penetrate is not the

sanctuary but a mere outhouse where the
430
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learned implements and crockery are washed.Leaden pipes with taps run down the walls:wooden vats occupy the corners. Sometimes
those vats bubble, heated by a spray of ste^mA reddish powder, which looks hke brick-du™

uff li'"^J"
"?"" ' '"™ "'« *e simmering

s uff ,, a dyers root, known as madder, which
wil be converted into a purer and more con
centrated product. This is the master's ^et

enough for me. I wanted to see farther, intothe very class-room. My wish was satisfied

aheTd inr' "V"^
"^'"='"'^ ^-^- ^ stageahead n the regular work, I had just obtainedmy certificate. I was free. A few weeks remain before the holidays. Shlri go andspend them out of doors, in all the galty of

7A"rTTl ^°- ^ "'" 'P^"'' themat the school which, for two years past hasprovided me with an untroubled roof^nd my
tr'r^r% ^ r" """ ""'" " P°« '' found

tWnk «; ^'"^°J ""y '"'"'"8 service as youthink fit, do with me what you will • as lono.
as I can study, I am indifforLt tr^e rest

^*

ki„d„L'"T''"'
°^

i''"
''^'•°'''- the soul of

led« H,
^'"""'^ '"'' P"''"" f°^ know,ledge. He encourages me in my determlna-
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tion; he proposes to make me renew my ac-

quaintance with Horace and Virgil, so long

since forgotten. He knows Latin, he docs;

he will rekindle the dead spark by making mc
translate a few passages. He does more: he

lends me an Imitation with parallel texts in

Latin and Greek. With the first text, which
I am almost able to read, I will puzzle out

the second and thus increase the small vocabu-

lary which I acquired in the days when I was
translating i^sop's Fables. It will be all the

better for my future studies. What luck!

Board and lodging, ancient poetry, the classi-

cal languages, all the good things at once 1

I did better still. Our science-master—the

real, not the honorary one—who came twice

a week to discourse of the rule of three and
the properties of the triangle, had the brilliant

idea of letting us celebrate the end of the

school-year with a feast of learning. He
promised to show us oxygen. As a colleague

of the chemist in the grammar-school, he ob-

tained leave to take us to the famous labora-

tory and there to handle the object of his

lesson under our very eyes. Oxygen, yes,

oxygen, the all-consuming gas ; that was what
we were to see on the morrow. I could not
sleep all night for thinking of it.
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as S'rhf^ fT°°" ?""' " '"*• As soonas the chemistry-lesson s over, we were m »„
for a walk to Les Angles, th pretty vUkfeover yonder, perched on a steep rock We

ment 1 1„!
'''^°'-'"°^- "ot without excite-

roo/',n w f"*
\«'"'" "»^' "'ifh a Gothicroof, an old, bare church through which one',voice echoed, into which the lifht DenetrTf!^

ri'S'
''™"^'' "--<'«>-» willowfLtnribs and rosettes of stone. At the back weiehuge raised benches, with room for an aud?

Xrele^r '""•''"''^' " the "oAere'^'j:

d.imnevLl^rr
"""^

u'''
"°°'^ "" "°™oucnimney-mantel; m the m ddle was a I,r„-

inLrM. i""!
'^'''^ '^'^ ^ t"-"-ed tub, linednsde w, h lead and filled with water. TWs

ves er:wh"":Vr' ""^ P"^"'"='t- trough thevessel in which the gases were collected

takes a "sort' oT.'^'""V'''
"P^^ment. HeMKes a sort of large, long glass bulb h»nf

abruptly ,„ the region of thelieck. This he
433 '
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informs us, is a retort. He pours into it, from

a screw of paper, some black stuff that looks

like powdered charcoal. This is manganese

dioxide, the master tells us. It contains in

abundance, in a condensed state and retained

by combination with the metal, the gas which

we propose to obtain. An oiK'-looking liquid,

sulphuric acid, an excessively powerful agent,

will set it at liberty. Thus filled, the retort is

placed on a lighted stove. A glass tube brings

it into communication with a bell-jar full of

water on the shelf of the pneumatic trough.

Those are all the preparations. What will be

the result? We must wait for the action of

heat.

My fellow-pupils gather eagerly round the

apparatus, cannot come close enough to it.

Some of them play the part of the fly on the

wheel and glory in contributing to the success

of the experiment. They straighten the re-

tort, which is leaning to one side; they blow
with their mouths on the coals in the stove.

I do not care for these familiarities with the

unknown. The good-natured master raises no

objection; but I have never been able to en-

dure the thronging of a crowd of gapers, who
are very busy with their elbows and force their

way to the front row to see whatever is hap-
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pening even though it be merely a couple of

shuttJ Tif-
^^"'^"^ ^'^^ a terra-cotta

monument to vleceK A ^ • , ^ ^"*^

jquat one, stretches o^t like"" cur^d "i/It has a round ho e at either end- ,17 ?u",'
porcelain tube sticks ouffrom ^aci^^'t^" t'
st°ril!r ~r''^'

"-^ p^'po^^ which su V,":struments as th-se can serve. The seekers of

t fi'th^'^
"°"= -"« have had mantiiKethem. They are torturers' engines tearing the metals' secrets from them
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The glass things are arranged on shelves.

I see retorts of different sizes, all with necks

bent at a sudden angle. In addition to their

long beak, some of them have a narrow little

tube coming out of their bulb. Look, young-

ster, and do not try to guess the object of

these curious vessels. I see glasses with feet

to them, funnel-shaped and deep; I stand

amazed at strange-looking bottles with two or

three mouths to each, at phials swelling into

a balloon with a long, narrow tube. What
an odd array of implements! And here are

glass cupboards with a host of bottles and jars,

filled with all manner of chemicals. The labels

apprise me of their contents: molybdate of

ammonia, chloride of antimony, permanganate

of potash and ever so many other strange

terms. Never, in all my reading, have I met
with such repellent language.

Suddenly, bang I And there is running and

stamping and shouting and cries of pain!

What has happened? I rush up from the

back of the room. The retort has burst,

squirting its boiling vitriol in every direction.

The wall opposite is all stained with it. Most
of my fellow-pupils have been more or less

struck. One poor youth has had the splashes

full in his face, right into his eyes. He is
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&Ji ." """''"''"• ^^'''h 'he help of a

iSLhLnrT^" ^"'" """" 'he others

to the ,;„r k" 1"'; '''' """" f"--"- '»ke him

Ind hn H Kw"'' '"""""''y is close at hand,and hold his face under the tap. This swif

befcrn'''"r""• The'horrWe pi'
ferer rln "k-"''"''

'° ""^h so that the suf.ferer recovers his senses and is able to continuethe washing-process for himselfMy prompt aid certainly savid his sieht

lotions an'';-
"'" "' •'"P °f 'he doaor's

way off Mv •" r? '"^ •'=="' '° ''"P """e
,Vf^ I .

'^ isolation, as I stood lookinirmto the glass case of chemicals, left me al!

so'ur^'wV '"'"''V"
"'y ^"diness of „!source. What are the others doine thosewho got splashed through standing tcionea"the chemical bomb? I return to the lecturehall. It ,s not a cheerful spectacle The ll

Z^' a"""'
"" '""^'^- his sh rrfront w™,r

whih'are'aTr 1?
'"'"''' -''h 'mean

Tole? H 1 '7'°"'Jf.'-'"g and burning into

tion nf ?'
,"'''"''5' "^'^"'^ himself of! po°t^on of his dangerous raiment. Those of uswho possess the smartest clothes lend himsom^g to put on so that he caV^:lt
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One of the tall, funnel-shaped glasses which

I was admiring just now Is standing, full of

ammonia, on the table. All, coughing and

snivelling, dip their handkerchiefs into it and

rub the moist rag over their hats and coats.

In this way, the red stains left by the horrible

compound are made to disappear. A drop of

ink will presently restore the colour com-

pletely.

And the oxygen ? There was no more quest-

ion, I need hardly say, of that. The feast of

learning was over. Never mind: the dis-

astrous lesson was a mighty event for me. I

had been Inside the chemist's laboratory; 1 had
had a glimpse of those wonderful jars and

tubes. In teaching, what matters most is not

the thing taught, whether well or badly

grasped: It Is the stimulus given to the pupil's

latent aptitudes ; It Is the fulminate awakening

the slumbering explosives. One day, I shall

obtain on my own account that oxygen which

ill-luck has denied me; one day, without a mas-

ter, I shall yet learn chemistry.

Yes, I shall learn this chemistry, which

started so disastrously. And how? By teach-

ing it. I do not recommend that method to

anybody. Happy the man who Is guided by a

master's word and example ! He has a smooth
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;-Jj^ ^r:^ aaVVTpS

of duffers Lrrr "f^K*""
°f P"P" '

" -*

classes a^H T . r«°^ "" """^ "^^ancedClasses and all at different staees in sncllin™and grammar. Next vear m„ !.k ?• j?
vided mfn -,.,„ I L " '

'"y school is d -

orw'^oZf.°'t^eTd'^"^^^
P^paratory divisfon/Vrl^ ha^a^t
Tnle f„'T ^'t'"'-

Curriculum'ther;

Ber.n! iv
"""^^ happy times, the master'spersonality counted for something; there wa
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no such thing as the scholastic piston working
with the regularity of a machine. It was left

for me to act as I thought fit. Well, what
should I do to make the school earn its title

of 'upper primary* ?

Why, of course 1 Among other things, I

shall do some chemistry 1 My reading has

taught me that it does no harm to know a

little chemistry, if you would make your fur-

rows yield a good return. Many of my pupils

come from the country ; they will go back to It

to improve their land. Let us show them
what the soil is made of and what the plant

feeds on. Others will follow Industrial ca-

reers; they will become tanners, metal-

founders, distillers; they will sell cakes of

soap and kegs of anchovies. Let us show
them pickling, soap-making, stills, tannin and
metals. Of course, I know nothing about

these things, but I shall learn, all the more so

as I shall have to teach them to the boys; and
your schoolboy is a little demon for jeering at

the master's hesitation.

As It happens, the college boasts a small

laboratory, containing just what Is strictly in-

dispensable : a receiver, a dozen glass balloons,

a few tubes and a niggardly assortment of

chemicals. That will do, if I can have the
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one sets foot in .t except the professor and his

my band oTv'°
'"^" "'^ ^^bemacle wTth

mink of allowing it. I feel it myself- elementary teaching dare not asp"c to suchfamiliarity with the higher culture Very

kndm7t]:e'thr^«°*"^-'<'"«"*^yw.'il[

Drl?"^-'''
"'' P'^" '," ""= P"""P''. tl"= su-preme dispenser of those riches He ,s aclassics man, knows hardly anything of sci

he"doest't'rt''^"J" "° «^^'* «'"--"
ne does not quite understand the object ofmy request. I humbly insist and exert mvpower, of persuasion. I discreetly emphas^e

meah a't tL''TT.'
""'• '' ''^'^

™°°'
meals at he school-house—the real concern

colle^"""-^'-""'"
'"' "'"^ -«-" o""h^college. This group must be encouragedlured on, increased if possible. The proswc

wn* E?,rV ^"^ ""^ Pl«efols of soupwins the battle for me; my request is cranteHPoor science! All that diplm^cy «to gat
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your entrance among the despised ones, who
have not been nourished on Cicero and

Demosthenes 1

I am authorized to move, once a week, the

material required for my ambitious plans.

From the first floor, the sacred dwelling of

the scientific things, I shall take them down to

a sort of cellar where I give my lessons. The
troublesome part is the pneumatic trough. It

has to be emptied before it is carried down-

stairs and to be filled again afterwards. A
day-scholar, a zealous acolyte, hurries over his

dinner and comes to lend me a hand an hour

or two before the class begins. We effect the

move between us.

What I am after is oxygen, the gas which

I once saw fail so lamentably. I thought it

all out at my leisure, with the help of a book.

I will do this, I will do that, I will go to work
in this or the other fashion. Above all, we
will run no risks, perhaps of blinding our-

selves ; for it is once more a question of heat-

ing manganese dioxide with sulphuric acid. I

am filled with misgivings at the recollection of

my old school-fellow yelling like mad. Who
cares? Let us try for all that: fortune fa-

vours the brave ! Besides, we will make one

prudent condition, from which I shall never
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depart

:
„o one but myself ,hall come near the

„„,..„ "/"
*i"<'"*

happen, I shall be the

worth /h"
'"""' ""'*' '" "'y op'"'"", it i'

with'o4er " '"" '° '"^''' -""'"»-«

Two o'clock strikes; and my pupils enter

fkehtr/T;, ' P'-n"'^ eLLerate thelikelihood of danger. They are all to stayon their benches and not stir. This is agreed
I have plenty of elbow-room. There is nToneby me, except my acolyte, standing by my
Th ' X"^^ ,'° ^'P ">* ^hen the time comTs

e^t'to'^H ^t °V" P™f°''"'' silence, °eve^ent towards the unknown.
Soon the gaseous bubbles come "eloo-gloomg" through the water in the belf- arCan ,t be my gas? My heart beats with ex^

r^^HU Ki """'"."'"'P''' We will see. A
taTr^It , "h •"' *" '"°"''"' »"d still re:taming a red tip to its wick is lowered bv a

uct Capital I The candle lights with a little
explosion and bums with extraordina,^ bUliancy. It ,s oxygen right enough. ^

1 he moment is a solemn one. My audience
s astounded and so am I, but more at my ownsuccess than at the relighted candle. A puff
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of vainglory rises to my brow; I feel the fire

of enthusiasm run through my veins. But I

say nothing of these inner sensations. Before
the boys' eyes, the master must appear an old
hand at the things he teaches. What would
the young rascals think of me if I allowed
them to suspect my surprise, if they knew that

I myself am beholding the marvellous sub-

ject of my demonstration for the first time in

my life? I should lose their confidence, I

should sink to the level of a mere pupil.

Sursum cordal Let us go on as if chem-
istry were a familiar thing to me. It is the
turn of the steel ribbon, an old watch-spring
rolled corkscrew-fashion and furnished with
a bit of tinder. With this simple lighted bait,

the steel should take fire in a jar filled with
my gas. And it does burn; it becomes a
splendid firework, with cracklings and a blaze
of sparks and a cloud of rust that tarnishes the
jar. From the end of the fiery coil a red drop
breaks off at intervals, shoots quivering
through the layer of water left at the bottom
of the vessel and embeds itself in the glass

which has suddenly grown soft. This metallic

tear, with its indomitable heat, makes every
one of us shudder. All stamp and cheer and
applaud. The timid ones place their hands
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and I myself triumDh' h7 *"''';?« ""'»:
it grand,' his cheS/y!""' ""' ^"'"*' ""''

Some! "he'rac^ILrt'rT '"1' '" °" «-•
in bu^inessf they havTl'';"

''"" '"^"'^f"'

their hwH. I,- u •
"'*'"* ""on^y and holdtneir heads high m consequence Oth.T« ful

^iiendytasHh^itflXtsTt^rS'^

inches taller An / • "T"" S"" «^e"I

unknown to n,e a'cou^l'eT/houttt:'' n"acodent whatever, not even the least"uin o?

Marfal lesson might have led me o beUeve

Shalt h/'S'""'
'^' ""^ ' ««Ie prudence fsnail be able to continue Th. \,. '

•

enchanting. ^'" P""P'« "
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and reseen with the eye of the mind before

being seen with the eyes of the body. I de-

light my little rascals by making the hydrogen-

flame sing in a glass tube, which trickles with

the drops of water resulting from the com-

bustion ; I make them jump with the explosions

of the thunderous mixture. Later, I show

them, with the same invariable success, the

splendours of phosphorus, the violent powers

of chlorine,' the loathsome smells of sulphur,

the metamorphoses of carbon and so on. In

short, in a series of lessons, the principal non-

metallic elements and their compounds are

passed in review during the course of the year.

The thing was bruited abroad. Fresh

pupils came to me, attracted by the marvels

of the school. Additional places were laid

in the dining-hall ; and the principal, who was
more interested in the profits on his beans and
bacon than in chemistry, congratulated me on

this accession of boarders. I was fairly

started. Time and an indomitable will would
do the rest.
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CHAPTER XX
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY

E^^?™^^ happens sooner or later*-• When, through the low windows over

il §
'^\e»rdcn of the school my eye

m, were'^st^ '"'""'r'
'"'"^ "' -"^d^'^:

self TZ "'=""'"8' "'hen, in the sanctuary it-self, I was present, by way of a first and lastchemistry.lesson at the explosion of the re oof sulphuric acid that nearly disfigured cTy
Zl l-'u T' ^" '"^'"^ (">•" suspecting thepart which I was destined to play under thatsame vaulted roof H.,^ t

""uer mat

that I .l;„ M , * prophet foretoldthat I should one day succeed the masternever would I have believed him. T^mewSthese surprises for us

1? K -i^-
^'^°""*' ^^^"^- The Saint-Mar-

tial building was originally a church it I. ^

pray there in Latin ; to-day they nrav In

soretar"^'tV"^"^.^"'"«P--^''^--
oTsoJZl

'"

'*'V^'7'^^
«f science, the nobleorison that dispels the darkness. What has
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the future in store for it? Like many an

other in the ringing city, to use Rabelais' epi

thet/ will it become a home for the fuller'

teazles, a warehouse for scrap-iron, a carrier*

stable ? Who knows ? Stones have their des

tinies no less unexpected than ours.

When I took possession of it as a laborator

for the municipal course of lectures, the nav

remained as it was at the time of my forme

short and disastrous visit. To the right, oi

the wall, a number of black stains struck th

eye. It was as though a madman's hand
armed with the ink-pot, had smashed its fra

gile projectile at that spot. I recognized th

stains at once. They were the marks of th

corrosive which the retort had splashed at ou

heads. Since those days of long ago, no on
had thought fit to hide them under a coat o

whitewash. So much the better: they wil

serve me as excellent counsellors. Always be

fore my eyes, at every lesson, they will speal

to me incessantly of prudence.

'The tllusioo is to the many churches and chapels i

Avignon and to Pantaffruel, Book v, chap, i: 'Our pile

told us that it was th* Ringing Island ; and indeed yt

heard a kind of a confused and often repeated noise . .

not unlike the sound of great, middle-sized and littl

bells, rung all at once, as it is cuti.inary at Paris, Touri
Gergeau, Nantes and elsewhere on high holidays; am
the nearer we came to the land, the louder We hear
that )zng\\xxg'—'Translator's Note,
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For all its attractions, hoivever, chemistn-d.d not make me forget a long-cherished^pfn
wel -suited to my tastes, that of teaching nat"ural history at a university. Now, one dly atthe grammar-school, I had a visit from a ch efinspector which was not of an encouraging na.ture. My colleagues used to call him the

r^Z ;•' •^"k'-P' " ^'"^ 8'«" *»>"•"«

For^II L^ r *.' """* °f ^'" inspections,
i-or all his boorish way. he was an excellent

Tk' ''"«•. I o^" him a piece ofS
ThJ'r"\'"''"!r<^ "^y '«"« «"<«"

rh. t
1^''' •" "«'<lenly appeared, alone, inthe schoolroom, where I was taking a claS i"

this ime to eke out my ridiculous salary and,at all costs, to provide a living for myself and

Zid/fh '""ll''
^ "" " "''eh^y pIuS, bothmside he college and out. At the college in

particular, after two hours of physics chem

another two hours' lesson, in which I taugh
d.e boys how to make a projection in descrfpt-

kn^wnl H,^

k'nd .whose law of generation is

Iht sudden irruption of the dread person-age causes me no great flurry. Twelve
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oVlock strikes, the pupils go out and we arc

left alone. I know him to be a geometrician

The transcendental curve, perfectly drawn, ma)
work upon his gentler mood. I happen tc

have in my portfolio the very thing to please

him. Fortune serves me well, in this special

circumstance. Among my boys, there ii

one who, though a regular dunce at everything

else, is a first-rate hand with the square, th(

compass and the drawing-pen : a deft-fingered

nunskull, in short.

With the aid of a system of tangents ol

which I first showed him the rule and the

method of construction, my artist has obtained

the ordinary cycloid, followed by the interioi

and the exterior epicycloid and, lastly, the

same curves both lengthened and shortened

His drawings are admirable Spider's webs, en

circling the cunning curve in their net. Th(
draughtsmanship is so accurate that it is eas)

to deduce from it beautiful theorems, which

would be very laborious to work out by the

calculus.

I submit the geometrical masterpieces to my
chief-inspector, who is himself said to be smit-

ten with geometry. I modestly describe th«

method of construction, I call his attention tc

the fine deductions which the drawing enable:

4SO
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InduF*riaI Chemistry
one to make. It is labour lost : he gives but a
heedless glance at my sheets and flings each on
the table as I hand it to him.

'Alas!' said I to myself. 'There is a stormbrew,ng; the cycloid won't save you; it's youTturn for a b.te from the Crocodile I'

Not a bit of it. Behold the bugbear grow-ng gen,al. He s.ts down on a bench, w.th one

ttuV^^^'' '.^"'' '"^'^^^ "'' fo take a
seat by h.s side and, in a moment, wc are dis-cussmg graphics. Then, bluntly:

Have you any money?' he asks.
Astounded at this strange question, I an-swer with a smile.

T'nl^°i;-^
^"^ ^^"''^'' **' '""y"' '^0"fide in me.

1 m askmg you m your own interest. Haveyou any capital?'

'I have no reason to be ashamed of my
?r?l7' J"?"S'J"r I'inspecteur general. I
frankly admit, I possess nothing; my means
are limited to my modest salary.'
A frown greets my answer; and I hear,

spoken in an undertone, as thougn my con'
fessor were talking to himself;

That's sad, that

Astonished to find

Task foranexplanat._.
to this solicitude on th

s really very sad.

my
ion:
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'Why, yes, it's a great pity,' continues thi

man reputed so terrible. 'I have read you

articles in the Jnnales des sciences naturelles

You have an observant mind, a taste for re

search, a lively style and a ready pen. Yoi

would hiive made a capital university-profes

sor.'

'But that's just what I'm aiming at!'

'Give up the idea.'

'Haven't I the necessary attainment?'

'Yes, you have; but you have no capital.

The great obstacle stands revealed to me
woe to the poor in pocket I University-teach

ing demands a private income. Be as ordi

nary, as commonplace as you please, but, abov

all, possess the coin that lets you cut a dash

That is the main thing; the rest is a secondar

condition.

And the worthy man tells me what poverty

in a frock coat means. Though less of a pau

per than j, he has known the mortification o

it; he describes it to me, excitedly, in all it

bitterness. I listen to him with an achinj

heart; I see the refuge which was to shelte

my future crumbling before my eyes:

'You have done me a great service, sir,

I answered. 'You put an end to my hesitation

For the moment, I give up my plan. I wil
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me. I wa7nr.n^ I ''u*'^'^
'°°" convinced

A few m^ I P' r
"^ ^" ^"'^ ^^^ ^>"nt truth

•nation as an assistant-Iecturer in zooloirv itthe university of Poitiers. They offered^ .a ridiculous sa la rv A(^
* 'cy onered iue

to aecline the very great honour.

jest, 'if'Th' "k?*"
""' *° P™"'" these

ilT'u 1 7 ,^^' P"«°"» are of use to hershe should at least enable us to live If .h,'can't do that rf,en let her leave u, to break

fa'ktn ;
'
J'^"'

"''<=" 'hat honest fellowta.ked to me of frock-coated poverty! iZtelling the story of a not very distant LT
a^v"but";b'""f

''^^' '-proved"" ,fdtably, but when the pear was properly rioened

And what was I to do now, to overcome th,difficulty mentioned by my impector and con!
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firmed by my personal experience? I wouh

take up industrial chemistry. The municipa

lectures at Saint-Martial placed a spacious anc

fairly well-equipped laboratory at my disposal

Why not make the most of it ?

The chief manufacture of Avignon wa

madder. The farmer supplied the raw materia

to the factories, where it was turned int

purer and more concentrated products. M
predecessor had gone in for it and done wel

by it, so people said. I would follow in hi

footsteps and use the vats and furnaces, th

expensive plant which I had inherited. So t

work.

What should I set myself to produce? I pre

posed to extract the colouring-substance, alis

arin, to separate it from the other mattei

found with it in the root, to obtain it in th

pure state and in a form that allowed of th

direct printing of the stuffs, a much quickc

and more artistic method than the old dyeing

process.

Nothing could be simpler than this problen

once the solution was known ; but how tremei

dously obscure while it had still to be solved

I dare not call to mind all the imagination an

patience spent upon endless endeavours whic

nothing, not even the madness of them, di
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sTavtori''' '"y.P'*"»- Stubborn a, heSlave of old amassing a peculium for his en

yesterday by the fresh attempt of to-morrow

richer by an improvement, and I went on in-

ta&h'r-
'"' ' "^ ^•'"'•'••^d the ndomi-table ambition to set myself free.

Should I succeed? Perhaps so. I at lasthad a satisfactory answer. I obtained in acheap and practical fashion, the pure colour!

St";r"b„7h"'"^"'- '" " -="" volume andexcellent for both printing and dyeine One

delighted with ,t. 1 he future smiled at last- a

sess the modest fortune without which I must

vcrsity Freed of the torturing anxiety aboutmy dady bread, I shouid be fble o Vve atcase among my insects.
^

In the midst of the joys of seeing these
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problems solved by chemistry, yet another ray
of sunshine was reserved for me, adding its

gladness to that of my success. Let us go
back a couple of years. The chief-inspectors

visited our grammar-school. These person-
ages travel in pairs : one attends to literature,

the other to science. When the inspection was
over and the books checked, the staff was sum-
moned to the principal's drawing-room, to re-

ceive tiie parting admonitions of the two lumi-
naries. The man of science began. I should
be sadly put to it to remember what he said.

It was cold professional prose, made up of
soulless words which the hearer forgot once
the speaker's back was turned, words merely
boring to both. I had heard enough of these
chilly sermons in my time ; one more of them
could not hope to make an impression on me.
The inspector in literature spoke next. At

the first words which he uttered, I said to my-
self:

'Oho 1 This is a very different business
!'

The speech was alive and vigorous and
imageful; indifferent to scholastic common-
places, the ideas soared, hovering gently in the
serene heights of a kindly philosophy. This
time, I listened with pleasure; I even felt

stirred. Here was no official homily: it was
456
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^ull of impassioned zeal, of words thnt r.r

^schooi-experience. I hacT nTv^^/ h/d" ^^""l

ume aay, w th that inspector I It seems tnme that we should become great friend, '

I enquired his name of my co leases whowere always better-informed than f VTev

fctefst' '"•."-P"-^ a pts-^r

I was riX f,

''"'ehtway seemed familiar.
•
**' "8nt, It was the very man, the chiefmspector whose speech had once t rred me

acserved in the present case, for our ne- -nin-
457
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ister excelled in his exalted functions. We all

held him in high esteem. He was the work-

ers' minister, the man for the humble toiler.

*I want to spend my last » alf-hour at

Avignon with you,' said my visitor, with a

smile. That will be a relief from the official

bowing and scraping.'

Overcome by the honour paid me, I apolo-

gized for my costume—I was in my shirt-

sleeves—and especially for my lobster-cf««rs,

which I had tried, for a moment, to hide be-

hind my back.

*You have nothing to apologize for. 1

came to see the worker. The working-man
never looks better than in his overall, with the

marks of his trade on him. Let us have a

talk. What are you doing just now ?'

I explained, in a few words, tlK object of

my researches; I showed my product; I exe-

cuted under the minister's eyes a little attempt

at printing in madder-red- The success of the

experiment and the simplicity of my appa-
ratus, in which an evaporating-dish, main-

tained at boiling-point u^er a glass funnel,

took the place of a steam-chamber, caused him
some surprise.

'I will help yoQ,' he said. 'What do you

want for your laboratory ?'
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have Is ai^pt"
"' »PP>'"t'o„, the plant I

.,. ^Jl"-
"Whing! Vou are unique there I

/

':;:t:nr„':^r;e,7f -f'»' ^^

cep,*^"'
""^ " "«* '*«"8 which lM":i

*What is thar ?'

hani-'
"'*"" ^'""""^ ''f ^''^'^'ng you by the

hearI'"R„/rK "'' ""^ '"'"'^^ ^'^^ all myncart. But that s not enough \Vk * i .

you want?'
"f^'^'^ugh. What else do

'The Paris Jardin des Plantes' ;« ,.„^

cri'.etri-ri3V^-"?
straw and hang .Tromthreinr'TV''
a^^<.ned, n,y workshop wi„ riva^'fc,-J^'
The minister cast his eves rniinr4 ^u

and glanced up at the Gotli: Zt-
^' """

les, It would look very h-cM • A„i u
gave a laugh at mv sallv 'I ,

'^"^ ''^

as a rh^mlff • t •
'^' '

"°"' '"•ow you

readv at ,
™""nued. '[ knew you al-ready as a natural,.,, and a writer. I have

o. Jic'S:°r^r,tf„rrs',.^=""»' »" "•' •" -ank
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heard about your little animals. I am sorry

that I shall have to leave without seeing them.
They must wait for another occasion. My
train will be starting presently. Walk with me
to the station, will you? We shall be alone

and we can chat a bit more on the way.'

We strolled along, discussing entomology
and madder. My shyness had disappeared.

The self-sufficiency of a fool would have left

me dumb; the fine frankness of a lofty mind
put me at my ease. I told him of my experi-

ments in natural history, of my plans for a

professorship, of my fight with harsh fate, my
hopes and fears. He encouraged me, spoke to

me of a better future. We reached the sta-

tion and walked up and down outside, talking

away delightfully.

A poor old worn n passed, all in rags, her
back bent by age and years of work in the

fields. She furtively put out her hand for

alms. Duruy felt in his waistcoat, found a

two-franc piece and placed it in the out-

stretched hand; I wanted to add a couple of
sous as my contribution, but my pockets were
empty, as usual. I went to the beggar-woman
and whispered in her ear:

'Do you know who gave you that? It*s

the emperor's minister.'
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'What did she say?' asked Duruy.

yot"'^Th7^ii Th""*"^
"P'=»'*'' ">e artless

make a minister ^ ^° ^°

Ks^^oit^t^^-
courage. Came rh? genetl Tf d""'-

"^
""I

h.s officers, came the pX^i;AtrretaTv''
4^)1
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the mayor and his deputy, the school-inspector

and the pick of the staff. The minister faced

the ceremonial semicircle. I stood next to him.

A crowd on one side, we two on the other.

Followed the regulation spinal contortions, the

empty obeisances which my dear Duruy had

come to my laboratory to forget. When bow-

ing to St. Roch,' in his corner niche, the wor-

shipper at the same time salutes the saint's

humble companion. I was something like St.

Roch's dog in the presence of those honours

which did not concern me. I stood and looked

on, with my awful red hands concealed behind

my back, under the broad brim of my felt hat.

After the official compliments had been ex-

changed, the conversation began to languish;

and the minister seized my right hand and

gently drew it from the mysterious recesses of

my wide-awake.

'Why don't you show those gentlemen your

hands?' he said. 'Most people would be

proud of them.'

I vainly protested with a jerk of the elbow.

I had to comply and I displayed my lobster-

claws.

'St. Roch (13951327) is always represented in his

statues with the dog thnt saved his life bv discovering
hinri in the solitude where, after curinp the plague-stricken
Italians, he had hidden himselt lest he should communi-
cate the pestilence to othcn.

—

Translator's Sote.
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'Workman's hands ' Ka',A fk- ^ / »

retarv *Rem.lnl i .

^"^ Prefect's sec-»ry Kegular workman's hands.'

Hands of a dyer and cleaner.'

ieve m. ,hL Vr """^ ''''« 'h*-"- Be-

17 .' , ^ """ ''° '""'^'' to help the chiefndustry of your city. Skilled a, they are fnchemical work fhi»v o..« n ^ ^ '"

ThS tr> -"-^-S^»-
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i his time, I should have Hkp.l fk« j
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other an increase of his pension. I had only

to ask and I should obtain, said they.

O simple people, what an illusion was

yours 1 You could not have hit upon a worse

intermediary. I figuring as a postulant! I

have many faults, I admit, but that is certainly

not one of them. I got rid of the importunate

people as best I could, though they were ut-

terly unable to fathom my reserve. What
would they have said had they known of the

minister's offers with regard to my laboratory

and my jesting reply, in which I asked for a

crocodile-skin to hang from my ceiling 1 They

would have taken me for an idiot.

Six months elapsed ; and I received a letter

summoning me to call upon the minister at

his office. I suspected a proposal to promote

me to a more important grammar-school and

wrote begging that I might be left where I

was, among my vats and my insects. A second

letter arrived, more pressing than the first and

signed by the minister's own hand. This let-

ter said:

'Come at once, or I shall send my gen-

darmes to fetch you.'

There was no way out of it. Twenty-four

hours later, I was in M. Duruy's room. He
welcomed me with exquisite cordiality, gave
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gress of science drawn up for the International

Exhibition of 1867, which had just closed.

'Those books are for you,' continued the

minister. Take them with you. You can

look through them at your leisure: they may
interest you. There is something about your

insects in them. You're to have this too: it

will pay for your journey. The trip which I

made you take must not be at your own ex-

pense. If there is anything over, spend it on

your laboratory.'

And he handed me a roll of twelve hundred

francs. In vain I refused, remarking that my
journey was not so burdensome as all that; be-

sides, his embrace and his bit of ribbon were

of inestimable value compared with my dis-

bursements. He insisted:

'Take it,' he said, 'or I shall be ver>

angry. There's something else: you musl

come to the emperor's with me to-morrow, tc

the reception of the learned societies.'

Seeing me greatly perplexed and as though

demoralized by the prospect of an imperial in

terview

:

'Don't try to escape me,' he said, 'or lool

out for the gendarmes of my letter ! You sav^

the fellows in the bearskin caps on your wa)
up. Mind you don't fall into their hands. Ir
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any case, lest you should be temn^P^ f

Things happened as he ul^;hl.r^ tu

gat ^L^hrapT: X^fn
'""'^ "'« «''>

Beetles who, bv w^v nf •
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''^J' '" 'he

of persons Ip^^C^l ::[SthV^Z

one to the other, L?£ o l^hTufr
/ nature of our occupations. He
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showed a fair amount of information as he

changed his subject from the ice-floes of Spitz-

bergen to the dunes of Gascony, from a Car-

lovingian charter to the flora of the Sahara,

from the progress in beetroot-growing to

Ca?sar's trenches before Alesia. When my
turn came, he questioned me upon the hvper-

metamorphosis of the Meloidae,^ niy last es-

say in entomology. I answered as best I

could, floundering a little in the proper mode

of address, mixing up the everyday monsieur

with sire, a word whose use was so entirely

new to me. I passed through the dread straits

and others succeeded me. My five minutes'

conversation with an imperial majesty was,

they tell me, a most distinguished honour.

I am quite ready to believe them, but I never

had a desire to repeat it.

The reception came to an end, bows v/ere

exchanged and we were dismissed. A
luncheon awaited us at the minister's house.

I sat on his right, not a little embarrassed by

the privilege; on his left was a physiologist of

great renown. Like the others, I spoke of all

manner of things, including even Avignon

Bridge. Duruy's son, sitting opposite me,

chaffed me pleasantly about the famous bridge

A family of Beetles, including the Oil-beetle and th<

Spanish F\y.—Translator's Note.
^
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on which everybody dances-' h^ c^-i j
'nipatlence to get back fn ;h i '^'^ '^ "^^

hills and the /rev nl
^° ^^ thyme-scented

hoppers ^ '
«hve-yards rich in Grass-

'What!' said his father '\Vnn\
our „,useu,ns, our coli:ction^''"-rhTe T.some very interesting things there.'

find bttter thZ" :r
'' ""'"'"'''' '>"'

' »h^"
fh. •

tnings, things more to mv ti«P ;„the mcomparable museum of the fields
•'

Then what do you propose to do '•
I propose to go back to-morroiv '

never h.fr^'f' ' !'="' '•'"^ ^"ough of p^;,.

"nZ!^-
''' '".'"^ ""•'"« of lonchness a,m that immense whirl of humamtv Taw.y to get away was my or id'::;

^^ «''

promses y": ?h 'u
''»""*• ^"" °f

income w-hichwouH^ ""''"^ ""^ """'"'

allowing m^toH °"" '"'' ambition by

Sur le pont d'Av.>non,
Tout le monde y danse en rond.'
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'Well, no,' said Fate, 'you shall not ac-
quire the freedman's peculium; you shall re-
main a slave, dragging your chain behind you;
your peal of bells rings false

!'

Hardly was the factory in full swing when
a piece of news was bruited, at first a vague
rumour, an echo of probabilities rather than
certainties, and then a positive statement leav-
ing no room for doubt. Chemistry had ob-
tained the madder-dye by artificial means;
thanks to a laboratory-concoction, it was ut-
terly overthrowing the agriculture and in-

dustries of my district. This result, while de-
stroying my work and my hopes, did not sur-
prise me unduly. I myself had toyed with the
problem of artificial alizarin and I knew
enough about it to foresee that, in no very
distant future, the work of tlie chemist's re-
tort would take the place of the work of the
fields.

It was finished; my hopes were dashed to
the ground. What to do next? Let us change
our lever and begin to roll Sisyphus' stone
once more. Let us try to draw from the ink-
pot what the madder-vat declines to yield.
Laboremus!
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